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Preface

Abstract Review Committee

The Annual Research Forum, organized by Qatar Foundation for Education, Science and Community
Development, is taking on a new international dimension in its second year with the theme
“Globalization of Research.” The forum will showcase the latest research being conducted in and for
Qatar that can also benefit developing countries.

• Dr. Dirar Khoury – Qatar Foundation (Chair, Abstract Review Committee)

The response to our call for abstracts this year shows that we are slowly but surely achieving exactly
what this forum is about – a more thriving research culture. We received a total of 353 research
abstracts competing for exposure at the forum; this amounted to 35% increase in submissions
compared to last year. Sixty-seven of the abstracts submitted were from students.
The forum this year has some new and exciting developments - we have significantly expanded
opportunities for student presentations and networking, as a reflection of Qatar Foundation’s
commitment to building research capacity and promoting a culture of research in Qatar and the region.
Meritorious student abstracts were selected for either oral or poster presentation, giving more
opportunity for the students to interact with top scientists and researchers.
Abstracts were submitted in the fields of biomedicine, computing, energy, environment, arts, social
sciences, humanities, and Islamic studies – the main tracks for the forum. Of note, we launched a
separate track this year for environmental research in tandem with the growing interest for this field
among the scientific community.

• Ms. Abeer Al-Hammadi – Qatar Foundation (Managing Editor)
• Ms. Lina Hassna – Qatar Foundation (Managing Editor)
• Dr. Zakaryya Abdel-Hady – Qatar University
• Mr. Mohamed Abdisalam – Qatar Science & Technology Park
• Mr. Hamad Al-Kuwari – Qatar Science & Technology Park
• Dr. Aisha Al-Obaidly – Qatar Science & Technology Park
• Dr. Asma Al-Thani – Qatar University
• Dr. Farid Benyahia – Qatar University
• Dr. Othmane Bouhali – Texas A&M University at Qatar
• Dr. Peter Chomowicz – Virginia Commonwealth University in Qatar
• Dr. Fadwa El-Guindi – Qatar University
• Dr. Ahmed Elmagarmid – Qatar Computing Research Institute
• Dr. Hatem El-Shanti – Shafallah Medical Genetics Center
• Dr. Yousuf Flamerzi – Qatar University

The abstracts were reviewed by the abstract review committee which is made up of established and
experienced national referees, and transparency in the review process is a focus this year. Accepted
abstracts are published in this Proceedings book and are presented at the forum.

• Dr. Saud Ghani – Qatar University

In accepting abstracts for presentation at the forum, the abstract review committee based its
selection on the quality of the research, its originality and merit, and its relevance to Qatar. Priority
was given to research performed in Qatar, conducted in collaboration with an organization in Qatar,
or carried out with the support of a Qatari institution. A scientific committee of expert international
scholars judges the presentations at the forum and selects the scientist and student winners of the
Research Excellence Awards in each field.

• Dr. Lansiné Kaba – Carnegie Mellon University in Qatar

The abstract submission and review processes were facilitated through the QScience.com platform, an
open peer-reviewed online publishing platform by Bloomsbury Qatar Foundation Journals, a member
of Qatar Foundation.

• Dr. Khaled Machaca – Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar

Dirar Khoury, Ph.D.
Chair, Organizing Committee
Qatar Foundation Annual Research Forum

• Dr. Abdelmagid Hamouda – Qatar University
• Dr. Mazen Hasna – Qatar University
• Dr. Mehran Kamrava – Georgetown University School of Foreign Service in Qatar
• Dr. Thenaa Khorsheed – Qatar National Research Fund
• Dr. Majeda Khraisheh – Qatar University
• Dr. Patrick Linke – Texas A&M University at Qatar
• Dr. Qutaibah Malluhi – Qatar University
• Dr. Roger Mandle – Qatar Museums Authority
• Dr. Rabi Mohtar – Qatar Environment & Energy Institute
• Dr. Nezrin Ozalp – Texas A&M University at Qatar
• Dr. Danny Ramadan – Qatar Science & Technology Park
• Dr. Lucio Rispo – Qatar Science & Technology Park
• Dr. Eulian Roberts – Qatar Science & Technology Park
• Dr. Eman Sadoun – Qatar Supreme Council of Health
• Dr. Majd Sakr – Carnegie Mellon University in Qatar
• Dr. Salvino Salvaggio – Qatar Science & Technology Park
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Scientific Committee
Dr. Abdelali Haoudi - Vice President for Research, Qatar Foundation (Chair, Scientific Committee)

Biomedical Research Panel
• Prof. Lord Ara Darzi (Chair)
Professor of Surgery & Head of Department
Imperial College London Imperial College
Hon Consultant Surgeon
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Investigator, Howard Hughes Medical Institute
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Computing Research Panel
• Dr. Richard DeMillo (Chair)
Dean of Computing
Georgia Institute of Technology, USA
• Dr. Karem Sakallah
Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, USA
• Dr. Lew Tucker
Vice President and Chief Technology Officer, Cloud Computing
Cisco Systems, USA

Energy Research Panel

Arts, Humanities, Social Sciences and Islamic Studies Research Panel

• Dr. Raymond Lee Orbach (Chair)
Director, Energy Institute
University of Texas at Austin, USA
• Dr. Philippe Tanguy
Vice President, R&D Programs, Partnerships and International Relations
Total, France
• Dr. Omar Yaghi
Professor of Chemistry and Biochemistry
University of California, Los Angeles, USA
• Dr. Lynn Gladden
Head, Department of Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology
University of Cambridge, UK

• Mr. Richard Charkin (Chair)
Executive Director
Bloomsbury Publishing Plc, UK
• Dr. Mostafa Kharoufi
Director, Economic and Social Council
• Mr. Nader Ardalan
Fellow, Center for Middle Eastern Studies, and Senior Research Associate,
Graduate School of Design
Harvard University, USA
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Qatar University, Qatar

Environment Research Panel
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Director, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA
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Professor, Department of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
University of Florida, USA
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BMO1

BMO2

Natural History of Ovarian Cancer Metastasis:
An Integrated Approach
Author
Institution
e mail

Arash Rafii
jat2021@qatar-med.cornell.edu

While many studies in the literature address the issue of distant metastasis,
the biology of peritoneal tumor spread in advanced ovarian cancer is not clear.
Development of peritoneal carcinomatosis involves well-defined critical
steps, including cell shedding and transport, interaction and adhesion to the
mesothelial layer, and colonization of and proliferation into the sub-mesothelial
microenvironment. It is now appreciated that there must be an initiation of a
pre-metastatic niche within the target organ, one that facilitates the survival of
tumor cells in a non-receptive organ. We think that a dual approach looking at
oncogenomics and heterocellular interaction will allow us to better understand
ovarian cancer metastasis biology and help design new therapeutic strategies.
Oncogenomic approaches restricted to a given methodology may hinder
mechanisms driving progression. We used a comprehensive approach utilizing
integrated systems biology platforms to assess the genetic and genomic
modifications within a tumor compared to the metastatic lesions. Using this
approach we were able to demonstrate the implication of many pathways,
in particular the Jak/Stat pathways in the occurrence of metastatic lesions.
Moreover we were able to identify NOTCH3 as an amplified locus in primary and
metastatic lesions and were able to demonstrate using a cell biology approach
the role of the Notch pathway in chemo-resistance.
We will present evidence demonstrating our ability to integrate our oncogenomic
approaches with our cell biology findings. Using a comprehensive multidisciplinary approach allowed us to identify some pathways implicated in the
development of metastatic lesion in ovarian carcinomas. This will enable us to
create new therapeutic strategies aiming at disrupting the interaction between
the cancer cells and a permissive environment.
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Authors

Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar, Doha, Qatar

Epithelial Ovarian Carcinoma (EOC) is the sixth most common malignancy in
women and the leading cause of death of gynecological cancer in the world.
EOC has a predisposition to metastasis to the peritoneal cavity. A late stage
peritoneal dissemination results in ascites and high mortality rates with an
overall survival of 20 to 30 percent at 5 years after surgery.
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Arsenic/Interferon Combination: A Novel Therapeutic
Approach to Target CML Stem Cells

Institutions

e mail

Rihab Nasr, Ahmad Iskandarani, Jessica Saliba, Rabab El Eit, Hanadi
Elayoubi, Hugues de The, Ali Bazarbachi
American University of Beirut, Lebanon
Hamad Medical Corporation, Doha, Qatar
Université de Paris 7, Paris, France
rno3@aub.edu.lb
Imatinib is currently the standard drug used in the treatment of CML patients.
However, imatinib is not curative since most patients who discontinue therapy
will relapse. Interferon alpha (IFN) induces hematologic and cytogenetic
remissions and interestingly, prior exposure to IFN allowed Imatinib
discontinuation in some CML patients. Arsenic trioxide inhibits the proliferation
of BCR-ABL-expressing cells.
We have investigated the effects of the combination arsenic/IFN on the
proliferation of CML cell lines. We found that IFN alone had minimal effect.
Arsenic alone significantly decreased their proliferation in a time and dosedependent manner. Interestingly, the addition of IFN to arsenic was synergistic
in AR230 and additive in K562. This synergistic effect between IFN and arsenic
was accompanied by dose-dependent apoptosis as evidenced by annexin V
staining, TUNEL positivity and caspase activation. Colony-forming assay was
performed on bone marrow and CD34+ cells collected from CML patients.
Interestingly, arsenic and IFN produced a synergistic decrease in myeloid colony
formation, especially when compared to Imatinib.
Preliminary results of an in vivo study using the retroviral transduction CML
mouse model showed prolonged survival of secondary recipients that received
cells from primary leukemic mice treated with arsenic/IFN, as compared to those
that received cells from untreated controls. These results suggest that arsenic
and IFN synergize to inhibit proliferation, induce apoptosis and target dormant
CML stem cells that are spared by Imatinib.
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Detection of Early Infection with Flu Viruses in Patients
with Bronchial Asthma and COPD in Winter Season in
the State of Qatar
Author
Institution
e mail

Asma Al-Thani
Qatar University, Doha, Qatar
aaja@qu.edu.qa
Flu infections are viral infections of the upper and lower respiratory tract
which are an important cause of morbidity in patients with bronchial asthma,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), old age and other chronic
medical conditions, usually occur in outbreaks mainly during the winter season,
and require inpatient and outpatient care. Objectives: 1) understanding the
viral etiologies of respiratory tract infection among patients who presented
to chest clinic during the winter season from first October 2008- 31 March
2009 with the diagnosis of asthma and/or COPD. 2) While Hamad Medical
Corporation laboratory uses Immune Fluorescent Assay (IFA) to test for five
viruses: Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), influenza A & B virus, Para-influenza
virus and Adenovirus, an objective of this study was to develop and evaluate a
new diagnostic test using Real-time PCR to detect 15 viruses simultaneously.
Those are: Flu A&B; Corona viruses (Cor63, 229 & 43), Parainfluenza viruses
(para1,2,3&4), Human metapneumovirus (Hump A and B), Rhinovirus (rhino),
RSV(A & B) and adenovirus (AV)). Methods: Nasal swabs were collected (to
detect upper respiratory viruses). Patient’s personal data as well as diagnosis
and medical history were gathered using questionnaires filled by the doctor
treating the patients at the time of the nasal swab. These questionnaires were
analyzed using SPSS V.14. Results: The sample size consisted of 200 patients,
18 years of age or older, with asthma and/or COPD. Out of the 200 patients, 190
had asthma and 10 had COPD. However, only 36 patients had viruses related
to respiratory tract infection; 31 of which had asthma and 5 had COPD. It was
found that the Rhino viruses are the most predominant respiratory viruses.
Additionally, using Real-time PCR enabled the detection of more than five
viruses at the same time with similar sensitivity and specificity when compared
to the Immune Fluorescent Assay.
Conclusions: To our knowledge, this is the first report of respiratory tract viral
infections from Qatar. Detection of these infections may have significant clinical
implications in the study population. Additionally, it was found that the new
diaginostic-respiratory detection by real-time PCR technique was able to detect
more than five viruses at the same time compared with the (IFA) with similar
sensitivity and specificity.
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The Effects of Heat Exposure on Cognitive Performance
Author
Institution
e mail

Nadia Gaoua
Aspetar, Qatar Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Hospital, Doha, Qatar
nadia.gaoua@aspetar.com
In addition to physical conditioning, successful sporting performance requires a
level of perception coupled with efficiency and accuracy in movement. The FIFA
World Cup is usually played during the summer months; therefore the aim of this
study was to investigate the effects of heat exposure on cognitive performance.
Three experiments were performed in an environmental chamber under hot
(HOT: 50°C, 30% rH) and control (CON: 24°C, 30% rH) conditions. Exposure
time ranged from 15 minutes to 4.5 hours. Subjects performed simple and
complex cognitive tasks under different levels of thermal strain. Neuromuscular
assessments were performed to assess neural drive and muscular force
production. Central (Tcore) and skin (Tskin) temperatures were recorded along
with subjective measures of thermal comfort (TC) and thermal sensation (TS).
Hyperthermia had no impact upon attention tasks, however, impulsivity
increased during sustained attention over prolonged periods. Significant
increases in Tcore (>38.30°C) were associated with impaired complex cognitive
task performance. The regular application of cold packs to the head limited the
detrimental effects of hyperthermia upon short-term memory. However, rapid
and substantial variations in Tskin of ~3°C, independent of changes in Tcore, had
similar detrimental effects upon cognitive task performance.
Results suggest that reductions in complex cognitive performance with heat
exposure occur via a decrement in motor cortical excitability when Tcore
increases to ~38.3°C, but they also originate from an additional cognitive load
imposed by thermal strain and the resulting allesthesial Tskin variations; with
both these factors acting as competing variables to the cognitive processes.
The increase in Tcore with prolonged heat exposure impairs cognitive
performance; however applying cold packs to the head can preserve these.
Increases in Tskin during brief heat exposures appear to be a sufficient
physiological response to alter the emotional state of individuals and impair
effective decision-making. Hydration protocols and reducing exercise intensity
and load can reduce the physiological strain. Strategies to minimise the ‘thermal
shock’ of entering a warm environment should be developed to minimise the
impact of subjective feelings of thermal discomfort upon cognitive performance.
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The Development of an Athletic Performance Predictive
Genetic Test
Authors
Institution
e mail

Vasiliki Chini, Hatem El-Shanti
Shafallah Medical Genetics Center, Doha, Qatar
vchini@smgc.org.qa
Background: Genetic factors play an important role in the performance of
athletes. There are known gene variations that contribute to athletic endurance
or muscle performance, while other variations influence the susceptibility to
injuries or Body Mass Index (BMI).
Objectives: The aim of this project is to develop a comprehensive molecular
genetic predictive test which, employs the analysis of multiple specific gene
variations and can be applied to young children to assist in the choice of the
appropriate sport and the preparation of an athlete.
Methods: 31 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) clustered in24 genes
and known to be associated with athletic performance were selected. The
genotyping is by Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) using TaqMan
assay technology with probe and multiple primer chemistry. This was applied to
10 anonymous DNA samples to assess the adequacy of the test and to choose
controls for future sample genotyping. Genotypes were validated by direct
resequencing.
Results: Genotypes were generated for 31 SNPs for the 10 DNA samples and
validated by resequencing. All RT-PCR results (repeated twice for confirmation)
were consistent with the resequencing results.
Conclusions: We have developed a panel of 31 SNPs reported in the literature
to play a role in athletic ability and performance. The panel serves as battery
for predictive tests that can predict susceptibility to injuries, as well. The
genotyping can be done in mass and the genotyping of the whole panel is cost
permissive. This test can be applied to young promising athletes to guide in the
choice of the sport and in their preparation and training. Furthermore, the panel
can be utilized to guide older athletes, to improve their training and
avoid injuries.
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Cisplatin’s Modulation of Intracellular Calcium Concentration
is Related to the Viability of the Breast Cancer Cells, MCF-7
Authors
Institution
e mail

Nawaf Al-Taweel, Elizabeth Varghese, Dietrich Büsselberg
Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar, Doha, Qatar
naa2040@qatar-med.cornell.edu
Background: Cisplatin (cis-diamminedichloroplatinum (II), CDDP) is a highly
effective antitumor drug. However, tumors can acquire resistance to CDDP.
CDDP elevates the intracellular calcium concentration ([Ca2+]i), in various cell
lines, leading to the activation of apoptotic pathways and cell death. Using
cultured breast cancer (MCF-7) cells we: (1) investigated the effects of CDDP
on [Ca2+]i, (2) compared these results to a cell line that has been desensitized to
CDDP (“resistant”), (3) investigated the source of [Ca2+]i by modulating calcium
channels and transport mechanisms, and (4) correlated these findings to
cytotoxicity. Methods: Changes in the [Ca2+]i were recorded using fluorescence
microscopy and Ca2+-binding fluorescent dye, Fluo-4AM. CDDP (1nM-10μM) was
administered via a bath perfusion system to the sensitive and CDDP-”resistant”
MCF-7 cells over a period of 1.5-2.5h. The [Ca2+]i modulators, (caffeine; 10mM,
nimodipine; 10μM, ionomycin; 10μM, thapsigargin; 500nM, and 2-APB; 50μM)
were administered. MTT assays and trypan blue cell viability tests were
performed using CDDP at concentrations of 100pM, 1nM, 10nM, 100nM, 1μM,
10μM, 100μM, 1mM, and 10mM after 4, 8, and 24h of incubation. Results: CDDP
induced a concentration-dependent increase of [Ca2+i. A concentration of CDDP
0.1μM triggered the largest elevation of [Ca2+]i with 120% increase (n=19).
Induction of cytotoxicity was most likely directly correlated to the increase
of [Ca2+]i, and was significantly lower in CDDP-”resistant” cells (P≤0.05). Preapplication of the calcium channel blocker, nimodipine as well as the IP3 receptor
blocker 2-APB significantly reduced this elevation (46.6%; n=26, 71.4%; n=52,
increase, respectively) (p≤0.05). Surprisingly, when [Ca2+]i was elevated due
to the pre-application of caffeine, ionomycin or thapsigargin, the subsequent
application of CDDP was also significantly reduced compared to control
conditions (37.8%; n=15, 34.9%; n=32, 53.7%; n=21, increase, respectively)
(p≤0.05). Conclusion: CDDP concentration-dependently elevates [Ca2+]i by Ca2+
entry and Ca2+ release from the stores. These mechanisms, however, seem to be
less effective in CDDP-”resistant” cells since they show increased restriction
on Ca2+ elevation. The pre-elevation of [Ca2+]i, through releasing Ca2+ from the
stores, reduces this elevation significantly. The exact mechanisms remain
unclear and further investigations are required to determine the mechanisms
and pathways that are involved in the disruption of [Ca2+]i.
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STIM1 Function in Mitosis and Meiosis
Authors
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Rashmi Kulkarni, Johannes Graumann, Khaled Machaca
Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar, Doha, Qatar
rpk2002@qatar-med.cornell.edu
The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) functions as a storehouse for intracellular
Calcium. STIM1, a Calcium sensor localizes mostly to the ER membrane in
interphase under resting conditions. Following Ca2+ store depletion, STIM1
forms puncta that localize to the cortical ER and binds Orai1, a Ca2+ channel
to allow Ca2+ influx. This mechanism of Ca2+ influx is termed Store-Operated
Calcium Entry (SOCE). Orai1 is internalized during meiosis and STIM1 fails to
aggregate even when intracellular Ca2+ stores are depleted in both mitosis
and meiosis. This causes inhibition of SOCE during mitosis and meiosis. This is
an important mechanism to prevent sporadic Ca2+ influx that could disrupt its
specialized functions during the cell cycle. We are interested in elucidating the
mechanisms that allow STIM1 to cluster during interphase but not
during M-phase.
We have taken a proteomics approach to identify proteins that function in
hSTIM1 clustering following store depletion, and to determine what makes
mitotic cells different in this aspect. We have immunoprecipitated proteins
that bind hSTIM1 in HEK 293 cells with the Ca2+ store full or depleted in both
mitotic and non-mitotic cells. We used iTRAQ labeling to identify proteins
that bind hSTIM1 and to obtain relative quantification among the different
treatment groups. This will help in defining function of these proteins under the
different experimental conditions. We have identified over 400 proteins that coimmunoprecipitate with hSTIM1. The data suggest that hSTIM1 is a component
of distinct complexes within the cell and such may have additional functions
apart from SOCE in HEK 293 cells. Gene ontology enrichment is being done on
this dataset to assign these proteins to different complexes. Deviating ratios
of proteins within complexes under different conditions will provide us with an
insight into their functions with hSTIM1 during interphase and mitosis.
We are taking a similar approach to identify proteins that function with hSTIM1
during interphase and meiosis using Xenopus oocytes expressing mCherrytagged hSTIM1.

Preserving Therapeutic IL-2 Stability and Bioactivity: A Novel
title
Controlled Release Polymeric Drug Delivery Approach
Authors
Institution
e mail

Husam M Younes, Mohamed Shaker
Qatar University, Doha, Qatar
husamy@qu.edu.qa
Introduction: The application of therapeutic proteins and cytokines like
Interleukin-2 (IL-2) for long-term, localized delivery has been hindered by a lack
of a delivery device that releases active protein at a concentration within their
therapeutic window. The purpose of this oral presentation is to report on the
osmotic-driven, controlled-release from novel visible-light photocrosslinked
biodegradable elastomeric devices recently designed in an attempt to overcome
this limitation.
Materials and Methods: All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
and used as received. Novel biodegradable and biocompatible poly (decaneco-tricarballylate) [PDET] elastomers were synthesized by polycondensation
reaction between tricarballylic acid and alkylene diols, followed by acrylation
and photo-curing. IL-2 loaded micro-cylinder and disk-shaped elastomeric
devices were prepared by intimately mixing IL-2 lyophilized powder with the
acrylated prepolymer prior to photocrosslinking. IL-2 release was analysed
using IL-2 ELISA system and the in vitro bioactivity of released IL-2 was
assessed using C57BL/6 mouse cytotoxic T lymphocyte. The influence of various
parameters such as the elastomer crosslinking density, the volumetric drug
loading percentage and the incorporation of osmotic excipients like trehalose on
the release kinetics of the drug was also examined.
Results and discussion: The disk-shaped specimens showed faster IL-2 release
profiles than microcylinders, with drug release proceeding via typical zero-order
release kinetics. The increase in the device’s surface area and the incorporation
of trehalose in the loaded lyophilized mix increased the IL-2 release rate. As
well, it was shown that the decrease in the degree of prepolymer acrylation of
the prepared devices increased the IL-2 release rate. Cell based bioactivity
assays showed that IL-2 released over a period of 28 days, retained more
than 94% of its initial activity. These bioactivity results represent a highly
significant improvement over the other previously published data provided with
a quantitative analysis of the actual percentage of bioactive IL-2 released during
the period of the release study.
Conclusion: The novel PDET elastomeric drug delivery systems demonstrated to
be promising as protein drug delivery vehicles for localized and sustained IL-2
immunotherapy.
Acknowledgements: Work is supported by QNRF through the NPRP
grant # 09-969-3-251 awarded to HM Younes.
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Identification and Mapping of Locus on the Long Arm of
title
Chromosome 4 that is Associated with Mental Retardation
and Optic Atrophy in a Qatari Aamily with Undelineated
Autosomal Recessive Disease
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Yasser Al-Sarraj, Mazen Osman, Yosra Bejaoui, Grisellhi Billedo, Eman
Abuazab, Hatem El-Shanti, Jamil Al-Alami
Shafallah Medical Genetics Center, Doha, Qatar
alsarrajy@smgc.org.qa
Background: Autosomal recessive diseases are the single largest category
of single-gene disorders among Arab population. A Qatari family includes 6
individuals from 3 related consanguineous sibships, with mental retardation. The
clinical picture comprised significant mental retardation, retinal degeneration,
optic nerve atrophy, and ataxic gait. They suffer also from oedemal puffiness of
hands and feet. All parents and the unaffected family members are healthy.
Objective: Identification of undelineated autosomal recessive disorders among
families in the Arab world, especially in the Gulf region.
Methods: Whole genome genotyping was done by (Illumina 300Kb SNPs),
followed by homozygosity mapping and linkage analysis. Targeted resequencing
of candidate genes was preformed within the linked loci.
Results and conclusions: Homozygosity mapping revealed a 19.6 MB segment
in the long arm of chromosome 4 flanked by rs4345237 (4q12) and rs422140
(4q13.3). This interval contains more than 100 genes, none of which has been
implicated in any of the above mentioned phenotype so far. Candidate genes
were selected and we are in the process of sequencing them. In addition, whole
exome sequencing will be performed to expedite the mutation identification.

Proportionate Mortality and Relative Risk from
title
Motor Vehicle Crashes in Qatar: a Tool for Prioritizing
Preventive Programs & Research
Author
Institution
e mail

Rafael Consunji
Hamad Medical Corporation, Doha, Qatar
RConsunji@hmc.org.qa
Background: Motor vehicle crashes (MVC’s) are a recognized public health
problem in Qatar, where they are a leading cause of death. Given the diverse
population in Qatar there is a need for evidence to identify high-risk populations
bearing a disproportionate MVC mortality burden.
Objective: To identify the populations at the greatest risk for death from MVC’s
in Qatar, by measuring proportionate mortality (PMMVC) and relative
risk (RRMVC).
Methods: An analysis of published mortality and population data was conducted
to calculate for PMMVC and RRMVC and identify high-risk populations at a
disproportionate risk for MVC mortality.
Results: One in seven (13.9%) deaths in Qatar is due to an MVC. Males are the
victim in 90% of MVC deaths, with PMMVC > 30% from 5-29 years. One-half
(51%) of all deaths in the 10-19 age group are due to MVC’s, with the highest
PMMVC for Qatari males (QM) aged 20-29 and for Non-Qatari males (NQM) aged
10-19. MVC’s were the leading cause of death for QM’s ages 5-39, Non-Qatari
females (NQF’s) ages 10-19, Qatari females (QF’s) and NQM’s ages 5-29.
The highest RRMVC in the general population was for females ages 5-9 and
males ages 10-19. The highest RRMVC is for QF’s and QM’s ages 20-29. NQF’s
also have a higher RRMVC than QM’s for ages 10-19. The oldest and youngest
populations had protective RRMVC’s.
QM’s have more than double the RRMVC, compared to the general population,
from ages 5-39 and Qatari females (QF’s) extend this risk till the age of 49. NQF’s
share this elevated risk profile [RRMVC>2] with QF’s while NQM’s are most at
risk from 5-29 years.
Conclusion: MVC’s are the leading killer of the largest segment of the population
of Qatar, those ages 5-29. Young males [10-29 years] bear a disproportionate
PMMVC but females have a higher RRMVC. An elevated RRMVC starts at 5 years
and continues till 29 years. A commensurate response in the form of targeted
interventions to reduce MVC deaths and research to identify and reduce risk
factors amongst the populations with the highest MVC risk and burden
should be prioritized.
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Evidence for Renal Lipid Accumulation, Impaired
Mitochondrial Fatty Acid Oxidation and ER Stress in the
Development of Renal Dysfunction Induced by Obesity
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Shankar Munusamy, Jussara M do Carmo, Jonathan P Hosler, John E Hall
Qatar University, Doha, Qatar
University of Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson, Missouri, USA
shankar.munusamy@qu.edu.qa
Obesity is a global epidemic and has been implicated as a risk factor for endstage renal disease. In this study, we investigated the impact of obesity in
the absence of hypertension, on renal lipid accumulation, oxidative stress,
mitochondrial function, and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress, which could
play a major role in the development of obesity-induced renal dysfunction.
We compared two genetic mouse models of obesity which we have shown
to be normotensive, the leptin-deficient ob/ob mice and a hyperleptinemic
melanocortin 4 receptor knockout mice (LoxTB MC4R-/-), to lean wild type
(WT) C57BL/6J mice and littermate controls (WT-LoxTB) from LoxTB MC4R-/breeding colony respectively. We measured urinary albumin excretion, creatinine
clearance, renal triglycerides, ATP levels, state-3 mitochondrial respiration,
protein carbonylation (a marker of oxidative stress) and C/EBP homologous
protein (CHOP) expression (a marker of ER stress) in these mice. Our results
indicate that the ob/ob mice and LoxTB MC4R-/- mice exhibit significant
albuminuria, increased creatinine clearance (693±61.1 vs. 534±31.5 and
752.3±50.6 vs. 488.9±81.2 µL/min) and renal triglyceride accumulation (8.1±0.8
vs. 4.8±0.2 and 3.9±0.5 vs. 2.2±0.3 mg triglyceride/g tissue) expressed as ob/
ob vs. WT and LoxTB MC4R-/- vs. WT-LoxTB respectively. Despite significant
decreases in renal ATP levels (6±0.3 vs. 7.9±0.4 and 5±0.2 vs. 8±1.1 pmol/
mg) in both obese models, only the LoxTB MC4R-/- mice kidneys showed an
impaired state-3 fatty acid oxidation, increased protein carbonylation and 3-fold
induction of CHOP protein compared to WT-LoxTB control mice. Taken together,
our data suggest that obesity in the absence of hypertension cause only mild
renal dysfunction, and unveils the potential involvement of oxidative stress,
impaired fatty acid oxidation and ER stress in obesity-induced renal injury
associated with MC4R deficiency.
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Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar, Doha, Qatar
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With the rise in incidences of Diabetes within the Middle East, it will be
important to understand the environmental and genetic components of
the disease. Epigenetic changes, including DNA methylation and Histone
modifications, can be a response to environmental signals resulting in stable
gene expression changes. To begin understanding the epigenetic effects of
glucose in the diet we conducted Chromatin Immunoprecipitation followed by
tiling array (ChIP-chip) analysis on in vitro cultures of cells grown in varying
amounts of glucose. We have investigated the effects on DNA methylation and
various Histone methylation levels. Results from this study are presented. Initial
results from this study will guide more detailed analysis of the progress of
epigenetic changes, their stability, and their possible transmission to
future generations.
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Community Pharmacists in the State of Qatar: A Survey of
their Smoking Cessation Knowledge and Educational Interests
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Maguy Saffouh El Hajj, Reem R Al Nakeeb, Rajaa A. Al Qudah
Qatar University, Doha, Qatar
maguyh@qu.edu.qa
Background: Cigarette smoking is one of the preventable causes of ill health in
Qatar. Qatar community pharmacists are in an ideal position to play an important
role in smoking cessation. This role necessitates adequate smoking cessation
knowledge and education. The study objectives were to assess Qatar community
pharmacists’ smoking cessation knowledge and to gauge their perceptions of
which aspects of smoking-related education would be most interesting.
Methods: A pretested survey was used to solicit community pharmacists’
anonymous responses. The survey was designed after reviewing relevant
smoking cessation literature. A phone call was made to all community
pharmacists in Qatar to request their participation. Interested pharmacists were
sent the survey link by email or by fax. Data was descriptively analyzed using the
Statistical Package of Social Sciences software version 18.
Results: Over 20 weeks, we collected 112 surveys (35% response rate). Smoking
cessation knowledge was evaluated using 8 true or false questions. Thirty seven
percent of respondents scored less than 60% and 13% scored more than 80%.
The mean score was 61% with a standard deviation of 17%. Eighty-nine percent
of respondents indicated that they have not received before any smoking
cessation education. Nevertheless, at least 70% indicated that they were
interested in receiving additional smoking cessation education. Respondents
were mostly interested in receiving education on motivating smokers to quit and
on counseling on behavioral techniques (89% and 86% respectively). Sixty nine
percent indicated a preference for mailings of printed materials as method of
information delivery.
Conclusion: Despite their low smoking cessation knowledge, Qatar community
pharmacists are interested in receiving additional smoking cessation education.
A smoking cessation education program should be offered to these pharmacists
to give them the knowledge they need to be competent smoking cessation
counselors.
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Background: Pharmacy practice has recently shifted from medication supply to
pharmaceutical care (PC). Pharmacy educators must prepare students to provide
PC. Their responsibilities are not only limited to give students knowledge and
communication skills but to motivate them to perform PC. The study objectives
were to investigate Qatar pharmacy students’ attitudes toward PC, to identify
the factors that influence their attitudes toward PC, and to recognize their
perceived barriers for PC provision.
Method: Qatar University college of pharmacy is the only pharmacy college
in Qatar. A cross sectional survey of Qatar University pharmacy students was
made. The students completed an online anonymous survey designed based on
Standard Pharmaceutical Care Attitudes Survey (PCAS).Data was descriptively
analyzed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version 18. Influence
of sociodemographic characteristics on students’ attitudes was assessed using
Kendall’s tau_b test.
Result: Over 4 weeks, 46 surveys were submitted (90% response rate). All
respondents agreed that PC practice is valuable and that the pharmacist
primary responsibility is to prevent and resolve medication therapy problems.
Most respondents believed that PC provision is professionally rewarding (96%
of respondents), and that all pharmacists should provide PC (91%). Highly
perceived barriers for PC provision included lack of access to patient medical
information (76% of respondents), inadequate drug information sources in the
pharmacy (55%) and time constraints (53%). Professional year and practical
experience duration were significantly inversely associated with students
attitudes (correlation coefficients are -0.30 and -0.37 respectively p <0.05). No
statistically significant correlations existed between other characteristics and
students attitudes.
Conclusion: Qatar pharmacy students indicated positive attitudes toward PC.
However, they perceived several barriers for PC provision. Efforts should be
exerted by Qatar’s government to help these future pharmacists in overcoming
these barriers.
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Xianming Ye, Carlos Velasquez, W. Jong Yoon
Qatar University, Doha, Qatar
xmye@qu.edu.qa
Urinary bladder cancer is one of the most common cancers worldwide and has a
high recurrence rate. It has the highest lifetime cost of care per patient due to
long follow-up cystoscopic surveillance after surgery to detect the high risk of
recurrence.
This research develops a portable custom cystoscopic procedure to improve the
efficiency and accuracy of the bladder cancer surveillance. The system uses a
segmented bending mechanism that is inserted into the bladder via the urethra
to steer a flexible imaging probe to provide a comprehensive diagnostic tool for
review by an urologist as illustrated in Fig. 1.The position and orientation of the
camera locating at the tip of the probe can be automatically controlled remotely
to scan the entire bladder surface.
The structure of the bending segment is shown in Fig. 2. The segment bending
is tendon driven. Four distributed small wires are connected to the segment
body via guiding rings. The wires to control the distal segments are also guided
through the mechanism via the rings of proximal segments. The bending angle
and bending direction of a segment can be controlled by pulling and releasing its
four wires accordingly. The design of the mechanism and the forward/inverse
kinematics simulation were finished. A mockup model is under construction to
verify the proposed design.
Images abstracted from the video are used to reconstruct a 3D panorama of
the whole bladder surface. Our 3D and image mosaicking software is under
developed by our collaborator at University of Washington, USA.
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Cardiac hypertrophy (CH), a prominent feature that predisposes the heart to
failure, is associated with the activation of multiple molecular and cellular
changes in the circulation and heart. The Na+/H+ exchanger isoform 1 (NHE1) has
been implicated in the development and progression of CH. To better understand
the involvement of NHE1, transgenic mice that express cardiac specific active
NHE1 expression were studied. N-line mice expressed wild-type NHE1, and
K-line mice expressed activated NHE1. NHE activity of adult ventricular
cardiomyocytes and protein expression were elevated by approximately 2
and 3-fold in the N- and K-line mice vs. control. The K-line mice assessed by
echocardiography demonstrated significant global cardiac dysfunction. Left
ventricular fractional cell shortening and ejection fraction were significantly
decreased in the K-line mice (23.1 ± 3.8% and 45.2 ± 6.9% K-line vs. 36.5 ±
1.1% and 66.4 ± 1.5% control, respectively; p<0.05). The K-line mice also exhibit
myocardial remodeling. The heart weight to body weight ratio was significantly
greater in the K-line mice (143 ± 10.0% of control; P<0.05). Cross sectional area
(K-line 195.6 ± 16.4% of control; p<0.05) and interstitial fibrosis (K-line: 275.4
± 11.6% of control; p<0.05) were also elevated. Genechip analysis also revealed
that expression of active NHE1 upregulated osteopontin (OPN) gene expression
(>1,500 fold change) and its signaling pathways. OPN is a matricellular protein
and a cytokine induced upon tissue injury and remodeling of various organs,
including human heart failure (HF). Our study shows that expression of activated
NHE1 induces CH and elicits specific molecular changes that lead to CH.
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Posaconazole a Prophylactic Therapy in Cancer Patients: Analysis
and Pharmacokinetics

Pharmacovigilance in the Middle East
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dalia.hamdy@qu.edu.qa
Intorduction: Posaconazole (PZ), an antifungal prophylactic therapy in
hematologic cancer patients, was added to Al-Amal Hospital formulary in
2010. The objectives of this study are: 1. To identify the practice guidelines and
pharmacokinetics information regarding PZ use in Qatar and worldwide. 2. To
conduct a drug use evaluation (DUE) report at Al-Amal Hospital.
Methods: Literature review was conducted to answer the first objective.
A retrospective DUE report was conducted to include 10 randomly chosen
hematologic cancer patients who used PZ during the year 2010. Patients
profiles were reviewed and data were collected into a pre-prepared
collection sheet.
Results: PZ was approved for prophylaxis in hematologic cancer patients
≥13 years in USA, Canada, and Australia, ≥18 years in the European Union
and >15 years in Qatar. PZ has low bioavailability that can be enhanced by
co-administration of high fat meals and by dividing the total daily dose. Data
regarding PZ TDM is controversial. PZ undergoes several drug-drug interactions.
For example, co-administration of proton pump inhibitors may result in PZ
sub-therapeutic levels. Co-administration of vincristine may result in higher
neurological toxicity, mainly gastrointestinal problems, due to the inhibitory
potency of PZ on cytochrome P450 enzymes. A patient receiving vincristine
based chemotherapy protocol concurrently with PZ developed seizure. Another
patient developed mild breakthrough fungal infection while
on PZ prophylactically.
Conclusion: The PZ regulations in Qatar are similar to the worldwide
recommendations. The PZ practice in Al-Amal hospital abides by the regulations.
Possible serious PZ drug-drug interactions, seizures, in hematologic cancer
patients should be highlighted and carefully monitored.

e mail

Kerry Wilbur, Amna Fadul, Hala Sonallah
Qatar University, Doha, Qatar
kwilbur@qu.edu.qa
Background: The importance of countries to support their own national
pharmacovigilance cannot be understated: citizens may have unique ethnicities,
traditions, and diets influencing reaction to medication; alternate brands
of therapy may be imported or manufactured and differ in ingredients or
production processes; ADRs and toxicities associated with traditional and herbal
remedies also need to be monitored. The objective of this study is to inventory
national pharmacovigilance systems in place in the Middle East region.
Methods: The Uppsala Monitoring Center Assessment of Country
Pharmacovigilance Situation (February 2008) was adapted and translated
into Arabic. Survey domains pertain to general program overview; information
technology support; suspected ADR reporting and subsequent data use;
pharmacovigilance activity and advocacy. A comprehensive search was
conducted to determine the existence of a governing body responsible for
medication safety in 13 Arabic speaking Middle Eastern countries. Surveys
were emailed to the head of the identified centres, with follow-up messages and
telephone calls subsequently made as necessary.
Results: Data for 10 countries was obtained: representatives from two
countries did not respond (Lebanon, Syria). Six described formal national
pharmacovigilance programs (Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Oman, Saudi Arabia, and the
UAE), while five (Bahrain, Kuwait, Palestine, Qatar, Yemen) reported no active
program or designated center. All active programs were recently formed (<
5 years). The majority (83%) are government funded and two (33%) receive
suspected ADR reports and offer drug information services. Most (83%)
welcomed reports from a wide variety of health professionals, as well as from
the public. Sixty-seven percent facilitated submission to the centre by email,
but none directly through a web-based platform. All used the information for
drug regulatory purposes but only 2 (33%) reported dissemination of safety
information to the public.
Conclusion: This is the first comprehensive review of the status of
pharmacovigilance in the Middle East. While a number of countries participate
in suspected ADR reporting activities, an estimated population of 30-50 million
is without formal domestic programs. Technology must be exploited to ease
spontaneous reporting and subsequent data management. Existing mechanisms
for regional collaboration should be advanced so experience from model
programs can be shared.
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Background: Previous reports demonstrated polymorphisms in the CHL1 gene
located on chromosome 3p26 (close homologue of L1) are associated with
schizophrenia among different ethnic populations. The aim of this study is to
investigate the associations of the haplotypes of the theses genetic marker
(SNPs) of CHL1 gene locus; rs2055314(C/T), rs2272522 (C/T) and rs331894
(A/G) with schizophrenia patients in Qatar populations.
Methods: A case control study association was carried out on 48 Qatari
schizophrenic patients [from Psychiatry Hospital, Hamad Medical Corporation,
Qatar] and 47 unrelated, healthy, control Qatari subjects. Schizophrenia
was diagnosed according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders—Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) criteria for schizophrenia by two
independent psychiatrists. Genotyping of SNP rs2055314 (C/T) rs2272522
(C/T) and rs331894 (A/G) was carried out by the 5’ nuclease assay using TaqMan
MGB probe by means of an ABI 7500 [Applied Biosystems].
Results: All SNPs are within the Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE). The
frequency distribution of the genotype rs2055314 (C/T) revealed that (35.30%),
(31.25%), had CC and (35.30%), [58.33%] had CT, and (29.41%), [10.42%] had TT
among control and schizophrenic patients, respectively with P value= 0.034. The
minor allele frequency (T) was 0.361 for all subjects, with odds ratio =0.84 and
95% CI was (0.37-1.91) with P value= 0.67 between cases and controls. Using
the genetic recessive model, odds ratio was 4.00 and 95% CI was (0.96-16.69)
with P value= 0.05 between cases and controls. The frequency distribution of
the genotype rs331894 (G/A) revealed that (12.77%), (6.25%), had GG and
(40.42%), [50.00%] had GA, and (47.65%), [43.75%] had AA among control
and schizophrenic patients, respectively with P value= 0.003. The minor allele
frequency (G) was 0.407 for all subjects, with odds ratio =0.28 and 95% CI was
(0.12-0.65) with P value= 0.002 between cases and controls. Using the genetic
recessive model, odds ratio was 22.00 and 95% CI was (2.40-221.49) with P
value= 0.0005 between cases and controls.

The Associations of Transcription Factor 7-like 2 [TCF7L2]
title
Gene with Gestational Diabetes Mellitus in State of Qatar
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Nasser Rizk, Afsaneh Abdullah Rooshenas, Effat Fouladi, Fatemeh
Abdullah Rooshenas, Khalid Al-Ali, Mooza Al-Khinji, Randa Saleh,
Azza Khder
Qatar University, Doha, Qatar
Hamad Medical Corporation, Doha, Qatar
nassrizk@qu.edu.qa
Background: Genetic and environmental factors are highly related with
gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) and type 2 diabetes (T2D).
Our objective was to explore whether some genetic variants such as
rs12255372, rs7903146 of TCF7L2 gene are significantly associated with the
risk of gestational diabetes mellitus among Arabian population.
Methods: A case control study was designed for such genetic association study.
A total of 159 unrelated pregnant women (114 Arab; 40 gestational diabetes
mellitus cases and 74 controls and 45 non-Arab; 11 gestational diabetes
mellitus and 34 controls) were recruited from antenatal care unit of HMC.
Blood sample were drawn for DNA extraction, then genotyped for TCF7L2
gene variants (rs12255372, and rs7903146) using TaqMan real time PCR
assay. Plasma was used for biochemical analysis including glucose, insulin and
adiponectin.
Results: The CC, CT and TT genotype frequencies of the TCF7L2 rs7903146
variants was not significantly different between the control and gestational
diabetes mellitus cases (39.4%, 50,0%, 10.6% vs. 40.6%, 43.8%, and 15.6%,
p=0.444) among Arab populations, respectively. Only, the T allele of rs12255372
variant was significantly associated with risk of gestational diabetes mellitus
with odds ratio of 2.370, (95% of CI 1.010-5.563) with the p value of 0.047
among Arab subjects using the genetic dominant model after adjustment of BMI
and age. The other polymorphism rs7903146 was not significantly associated
with GDM among Arab and non-Arab subjects. No significant difference was
observed for glucose, insulin and adiponectin hormone after 50g glucose load by
genotyping of both variants.
Conclusion: The TCF7L2 rs12255372 variant is associated with an increased
risk of gestational diabetes mellitus in Arab women. Further studies are needed
with larger sample sizes.

Conclusion: Our findings therefore strengthen the association between the
CHL1 gene markers; rs2055314 and rs331894 with schizophrenia and also
support the view that cell adhesion molecules could be involved in the
etiology of this disease among Qatari patients.
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Minimally invasive surgery assisted by robots has shown higher efficiency
and precision. In spite of the good performance of the state of the art
surgery robotics systems, the size and number of external incisions required
by instruments should be reduced to lower the scarring and incisional pain
experienced by the patient. Other important improvement derived from the use
of smaller incisions is the diminishment of time required for recovery.
This research develops a flexible scope of small diameter driven by segmented
multiple actuators to produce a deflection of the imaging probe at its distal end
providing better visualization than the current rigid cameras. The research is
conducted in cooperation with the Biorobotics Laboratory at the University of
Washington USA, where our scope will be incorporated to Raven, a 7-DOF
cable-actuated surgical robot.
The flexible scope is composed of three segments as illustrated in Figure 1,
where it is possible to see that the device contains a ring of cables enclosed
externally and internally by two different springs and a semi rigid covering. The
main mechanism of bending is the compression and extension of the external
spring at the distal end. The change of length in this spring is controlled by an
active system that combines pulling and releasing actions through the ring of
cables.
The device has advantages in its simplicity of actuation and the high elasticity
and flexibility at the distal end. In the current state of the project, a testing
system is under construction.

Dalia Hamdy, Dion Brocks
Qatar University, Doha, Qatar
University of Alberta, Canada
dalia.hamdy@qu.edu.qa
Purpose: To examine the effect of serum lipoproteins on amiodarone (AM)
metabolism in cultured primary rat hepatocytes.
Method: Primary rat hepatocytes were isolated from normal lipidemic (NL)
or hyperlipidemic (HL) Sprague Dawley rats. All experimental groups were
treated with AM (500 ng/mL) for 0-72h (n=18 wells for each time point). In preincubation groups, hepatocytes were pre-incubated for 24 h at 37oC with media
or 5% NL or HL serum in media. After 24 h, the medium containing serum was
removed and treatment was initiated with drug incubated with media alone. For
serum co-incubation groups, the AM serum mixture was added to hepatocytes.
Experiments were terminated at various time points by addition of 0.5 mL 1N
NaOH to each well and samples collected in Eppendorf tubes and stored at -30oC
until analyzed for the concentration of AM remaining.
Results: In absence of serum, there was no significant difference in the
area under the % AM recovering time curve (ARE) between the NL and HL
hepatocytes over the time period from 0-72h. However, ARE from 0-24h in HL
rat hepatocytes (1630±39.3 % h) was significantly higher than that of the NL rat
hepatocytes (1409±57.2 % h). The co-incubation of NL serum led to a significant
increase in the ARE in the NL hepatocytes compared to the incubations in the
absence of the serum. The addition of HL sera, whether it be as pre- or coincubations, led to significant increases in the ARE compared to media only
and NL serum incubations. In addition the co-incubated NL hepatocytes had
significantly higher (6288% h) ARE when exposed to HL serum than the preincubated (4552 % h) cells.
Conclusion: Serum pre-incubation decreased the amiodarone metabolism
in cultured primary hepatocytes due to down regulation of CYP enzymes.
Serum co-incubation resulted in significantly lower AM metabolism than the
corresponding pre-incubation groups due to a decrease in AM unbound fraction.
The hypothesized enhanced association of drug with VLDL and LDL fractions
in co-incubation with HL serum compared to NL serum was not sufficient
to increase the uptake of the drug into hepatocytes and increase the drug
metabolism significantly between those two groups.
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Introduction: Controlled drug release from implantable silicone elastomers
was reported to occur mainly via the osmotic rupture release mechanism. In this
work, we are attempting to determine the effects of drug volumetric loading,
particle size, device shape, and dissolution media on the release rate of the
water-soluble osmotically active drug, Papaverine Hydrochloride (PH) from
silicon elastomers.
Materials and Methods: Medical grade silicone (Sylgard kit) was purchased
from Dow Corning. All other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
and used as received. The release profiles from devices of three geometries
(cylinders, cubes and tablets), of different drug particle sizes (< 45µm, 63-125µm
or 125-250µm) in different dissolution media (phosphate buffered saline,
distilled water, and 3% sodium chloride solution) were investigated. The effect
of degree of elastomer crosslinking and the percentage of volumetric loading
of the osmotic excipient and pore forming agent, Trehalose, on the release rate
were also investigated. The drug fraction released of PH was analyzed using
ultraviolet spectrophotometric analysis. Data obtained was then plotted as
cumulative percentage release against time and then further analyzed.
Results and Discussion: Contrary to previous reports, devices formulated with
the same volumetric loading and smaller drug particles sizes released drug
faster than those devices with a larger particle size. The drug release from
tabular implants was of faster rate when compared to cylindrical and cubic
devices. Contrary to the expected, higher drug release rate was also observed
from cubic elastomeric devices with higher crosslinking density. In addition,
the release profiles demonstrated that osmotic release was the predominant
mechanism governing the release of PH from silicone elastomers.
Conclusion: Our results show that osmotic rupture is the predominant
mechanism of release of PH from silicone elastomer. Further studies must be
conducted to confirm the effect of the elastomer crosslinking density on drug
release rate.
Acknowledgements: This report was made possible by a UREP award [UREP 07120-3-027] to HM Younes from the Qatar National Research Fund (a member of
The Qatar Foundation). The statements made herein are solely the responsibility
of the authors.
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Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a representative signal containing information
of the electrical activity generated by the cerebral cortex nerve cells; it has
been the most utilized signal to clinically assess brain activities, and to detect
abnormalities such as epilepsy. However, the manual detection of such brain
abnormalities as epilepsy or seizure includes visual scanning of EEG recordings,
which is very time consuming especially in the case of long recordings. So, the
EEG signal parameters are extracted and analyzed using computer based digital
signal processing techniques are highly useful in diagnostics and more suitable
for detecting and classifying EEG abnormalities.
This work aims to develop novel features extracted from the time-frequency
distribution (TFD) of the EEG signals including newborn for the purpose of
classifying these signals in three possible categories i.e.: 1) acquired from
healthy subjects, or 2) epileptic patients during normal brain activity, or 3)
epileptic patients while experiencing seizures.
The proposed method for classifying EEG signals includes the three
following stages:
- Time-frequency decomposition of EEG signal using the quadratic timefrequency representations (TFR).
- Features extraction from TFR.
- Features classification in order to assign the signal to one abnormality class:
mild, moderate or severe abnormality.
The experimental results show that the proposed method provide better results
using certain types of Quadratic TFDs such as the Modified-B distribution or the
Spectrogram distribution in combination with the support machine classifier
to detect and classify the epilepsy. We also found that the performance of
this method is not related only to the TFR and the classifier choice but is also
dependent on the choice of significant features. We are currently developing new
image processing techniques to extract new features from the TFR considered
as an image. The design is based on the use of edge and contour detection, and,
segmentation methods in order to define new features such as the number, the
shape and the localization of the components.
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Background: Fetal movements are clinically correlated to fetal wellbeing.
Ultrasounds are the most accurate measurements of the fetal movement but
expensive and intrusive. To avoid these constraints, Fetal activity is captured
through data acquired using low cost and nonintrusive accelerometer .
Time-frequency distributions (TFDs) are often used to represent the energy,
temporal and spectral characteristics of non-stationary signals in the time and
frequency plane.
Many quadratic TFDs were proposed in the literature such as Wigner-Ville
distribution, Spectrogram, B-Distribution, Choi-Williams , etc. The drawbacks of
the majority of these techniques is that only a few parameters can be modified
in the kernel, generally the lag and Doppler parameters, so that they cannot be
easily adapted to the data.
Objectives: This work aims at designing a new kernel with several parameters
that leads to a higher resolution time frequency representation (TFR) of the
signal, therefore improving the characteristic of the fetal movement.
Methods: The proposed TFD can be considered as an extension of the Gaussian
TFD (also called Choi-Williams distribution). The kernel function of the proposed
kernel is given by the sum of the weighted derivative Gaussian TFD (refer to the
equation).
Results and Conclusion: The weighted parameters in the above formula can be
estimated by maximizing the concentration of the instantaneous frequency. The
resulting TFD is compared with other methods and applied to the analysis and
classification of the fetal movement data recorded by the accelerometers. The
results obtained indicate that the proposed time-frequency methodology allows
the detection of fetal movement data recorded by accelerometers.
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Background: The analysis of Electroencephalography (EEG) signals acquired
from epileptic babies shows that seizures can be modeled as piecewise linear
frequency modulated (LFM) signals. This fact motivated the use of timefrequency matched filters (TFMFs) for seizure detection in newborn EEG.
A TFMF is characterized by a unique test statistic, which is found based on
the time-frequency (TF) correlation between the signal under analysis and a
template. The test statistic is compared with a threshold to determine the
presence or absence of the template in the signal under analysis.
Objectives: We present two seizure detection algorithms based on the general
class of TFMFs and an improved algorithm in the ambiguity domain and evaluate
their performance using real EEG signals.
Methods: The method includes the following stages:
1. Based on TF analysis of newborn EEG, we create a template set containing M
piecewise LFM signals with L pieces and slopes.
2. We define test statistics based on the TF correlation between the EEG signals
under analysis; we use the Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) and other quadratic
Time-Frequency Distributions.
3. The test statistics are compared with a predefined threshold.
Results: We evaluated the performance of the proposed method using a
database of newborn EEG signals. For each method, we found the area under the
receiver operator characteristic curve (AUC) as the performance criteria. All the
methods detected seizure accurately with AUC more than 0.9.
Conclusions: This work shows that TFMFs can detect seizures in newborn EEG
with a very high accuracy. The optimization of the parameters of the TFDs and
the use of fast and memory efficient algorithms for computing TFDs can improve
the performance of the methods.
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the Caregivers in Qatar
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Introduction: Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) affects children at around the
age of 3 years old and last throughout the person’s lifetime. ASD imposes great
burden on the family, and forces family members to considerably modify their
daily lives to suit their reality with autistic child(ren). To our knowledge, no
previous research assessed the burden of ASD on the lives of parents/caregivers
of autistic children in Qatar or the Gulf region.
Methods: Caregivers of a child with autism between 3-17 years were recruited
from children rehabilitation clinics. The control group was represented by
caregivers of a typically-growing child visiting a primary health care facility
for a routine medical examination. Data collected from both groups included
demographic information of caregivers and children and quality of life
information. The Lebanese Arabic version of the Short Form-36 (SF-36) was
used to assess quality of life.
Results: Children in the AG spent more time indoors, watching TV, or sleeping
than children in the control group (p≤0.05). Around 40% of caregivers in the AG
said they would encourage their child to get married and become parent when
s/he grows up. Half of the sample in the AG utilizes special education classes
and other facilities, and the remaining half has access problems. There was no
statistically significant difference between quality of life domains between the
two groups of caregivers, but caregivers of autistic children rated their health
as poor and likely to get worse (p=0.003). However, mental health components
were consistently poorer in the AG compared to the physical components, and
female caregivers also had poorer mental health than males in this cohort of
participants (p<0.05).
Conclusion: This study provided evidence for the impact of caring for a child with
autism on the life of the caregiver. The findings should help health policy-makers
provide more focused support to the children with autism and their families.
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What are They and Where Are They?
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Background: Drug therapy is the most used intervention for the treatment and
prevention of diseases. However, if used inappropriately, drugs can cause more
harm than good. Improper drug storage and disposal can have direct impact on
public safety, the environment, and healthcare services. No previous studies
have examined how medications are stored, used or disposed-off in
Qatari homes.
Objectives: To explore how medications are stored in Qatari homes, and to
identify how unwanted medications are disposed of.
Methods: This was cross-sectional, descriptive, and epidemiological study. A list
of randomly selected telephone numbers was generated from Qatar’s telephone
directory. Individuals answering calls were provided with the study objectives,
and asked if they wished to participate. Those who offered verbal consent were
interviewed in Arabic or English using a multi-part pre-tested survey instrument.
The survey contained questions related to the participants’ socio-demographic
characteristics as well as to the stored medications at home.
Results: Data were collected from a total of 49 households. The sample
contained an ethnic mix of whom 28% stored medications in their bedroom,
and 13% in a fridge. Most respondents disposed of unwanted medicines by
throwing in the trash. The majority of respondents sought information related to
drugs from doctors. Only 6% identified pharmacists as their primary source of
information related to drugs. There seems to be poor or no correlation between
household income and number of drugs stored or the method of disposal of
medicines.
Discussion and Conclusions: The results raise concerns about how medications
are stored and disposed-off in the community. The fact that no household
routinely returned unwanted medications to a pharmacy for proper disposal
places the environment at risk. There is need for societal awareness on the safe
handling and storage of drugs in homes, and pharmacist should do more to raise
awareness about their expected professional role.
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Background: Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tears are common injuries
occurring upwards of 250,000 times annually only in the U.S. These injuries
create an annual billion dollar expense. It is important to understand these injury
mechanisms as these injuries continue to be one of the largest problems in
orthopedic sports medicine. Improved understanding of the injury mechanisms
may improve prevention, rehabilitation and surgical procedures.
Objective: This study used a 3-Dimensional finite element (FE) knee joint model
to investigate the combinations of movement, which cause ACL injury.
Method: Digital bone structures were created from magnetic resonance images
(MRI). Ligament bundles were modeled based on the origins and insertion sites
determined from MRI. Bone was modeled as rigid, and a transversely isotropic
Mooney-Rivlin material was applied to the ligament structures. This study
incorporates a novel approach for developing bundle specific prestrain within
3-D ligament structures. The bundles were stretched from their zero load lengths
to their reference lengths, producing a strain field mimicking the in vivo strain
conditions of the ACL at full knee extension. A failure locus was created by
performing multiple FE simulations of knee joint motion combinations until ACL
failure.
Result: The relationship between knee joint orientation and ligament rupture
was plotted providing a spectrum for the propensity of ACL injury based on knee
joint orientations, known as a failure locus. The locus shows which combinations
of internal/external femoral rotation and varus/valgus angle cause ACL failure.
The results show the posterolateral bundle more susceptible to rupture than
the anteromedial bundle in 17 of the 22 simulations. The results also show 45%
less varus angle needed for ligament failure relative to valgus angle. The results
highlight femoral external rotation as an important factor for ACL injury as it
decreases the failure angle by an average of 23% compared to femoral
internal rotation.
Conclusion: These results have various clinical applications. In sports where
ACL injuries are prevalent, training programs can be adapted to address the
avoidance of harmful knee orientations.
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Background: Human Immunodeficiency Virus Type I (HIV-1) is characterized
by a high genetic variability. The distribution of HIV-1 subtypes in a population
can help track transmission patterns and the evolution of the epidemic. The
Middle East and North Africa (MENA) continues to be perceived as a region with
limited HIV epidemiological data, but recent research indicates that nascent
HIV epidemics appear to be emerging among high-risk groups including injecting
drug users (IDUs), men who have sex with men, and female sex workers.
Objective: To review all evidence on HIV-1 subtype distribution in MENA where
there remain several gaps in the understanding of the HIV epidemic.
Methods: A comprehensive systematic review of all HIV-1 molecular
epidemiology data in MENA was undertaken. Sources of data included 1)
PubMed, 2) country-level reports and database including governmental and
non-governmental organizations publications, and 3) international organizations
reports and databases.
Results: In several countries such as Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen, a very
diverse distribution of HIV-1 subtypes was observed reflecting principally
travel-related exogenous exposures. A trend of a dominant HIV-1 subtype was
observed in few other settings and was often linked to HIV transmission within
specific high-risk core groups such as subtype A and CRF35_AD among IDUs
in Afghanistan, Iran, and Pakistan; and subtype C in heterosexual commercial
sex networks in Djibouti and Somalia. Subtype B was predominant in Northern
Algeria, Tunisia, and Morocco, but this appeared to reflect a mix of indigenous
endemic transmission and exogenous exposures of West European and North
American origin.
Conclusions: Multiple introductions of HIV-1 variants due to exogenous
exposures of nationals seemed common to all MENA countries, as observed
from the high diversity in subtypes or the high genetic divergence among any
specific subtype even if predominant. This in part reflects the high population
mobility in MENA. In several countries though, epidemic-type clustering of
specific subtypes suggests established or nascent HIV epidemics among classic
core risk groups for HIV infection. With overall weak surveillance systems in
MENA, molecular investigations could help identify the emergence of hidden
epidemics among high-risk groups. HIV prevention efforts must be prioritized
for these groups.
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Transient Receptor Potential (TRP) ion channels are formed by either homomeric
or heteromeric assembly of four TRP subunits that have six transmembrane
domains (TM) and a P-loop located between TM5 and TM6 defining the channel
pore. So far 30 different subunits classified in 6 families sharing as low as 20%
homology, have been identified in mammals and about 20 in Xenopus. Although
heterotetramers can be formed within a family, the assembly of subunits from
members of different families was thought to be unlikely. We here propose that
TRPV6 and TRPC1 subunits can co-assemble in the Xenopus oocyte. Western
blots performed on naïve oocytes lysates revealed that they express both
TRPV6 and TRPC1 proteins. Furthermore, co-immunoprecipitation of tagged
xTRPV6 and xTRPC1 proteins expressed in oocytes suggested a heteromeric
assembly. In mammals, TRPV6 is mainly expressed in intestinal epithelia and in
the placenta where it forms a homomeric channel with high calcium permeability
whereas TRPC1 is a ubiquitous protein forming cationic channels with an unclear
gating mechanism.
In oocytes, over expression of xTRPC1, as previously reported, did not induce
any resting ionic current. Conversely, oocytes overexpressing xTRPV6 alone did
show an inward rectifying cationic current that could be blocked by La3+ ions
and Ruthenium red. As described for mammals, the xTRPV6 channel was largely
permeable to calcium ions and displayed an anomalous mole fraction effect. A
striking distinction with its mammalian counterpart is the high permeability of
the xTRPV6 channel to Mg2+ over other divalents (Mg2+>Sr2+>Ba2+>Ca2+), the
Mg2+/Ca2+ ratio being 2.08.
This high permeability to Mg2+ could be abolished by a point mutation in
the P-loop (D525N) lowering the ratio to 1.18. Co-expression of xTRPC1 and
xTRPV6 lead to a very strong reduction in the current amplitude and in cationic
selectivity, the Mg2+/Ca2+ ratio also dropping to 1.18. Further investigations
using heterologously expressed xTRPV6 and xTRPC1 in HEK293, allowing
whole-cell recordings, will help us clarify the selectivity and the regulation of the
channel. The potential interaction between TRPV6 and TRPC1 in mammals will
also be examined using tissue extracts and selected cell lines.
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The oscillation of cytoplasmic calcium concentration exists in a large number of
non-excitable cells such as astrocytes in the brain, intestinal cells and oocytes
(Fig.1). This rhythmic activity carries information into the cell, regulating various
processes such as gene expression or transmitter release. In some cells, such as
Xenopus oocytes, the oscillations can rely only on calcium being released in the
cytoplasm from intracellular stores after stimulation of inositol triphosphate
(IP3) receptors located on the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). To refill the
intracellular stores in the ER, the cell has to import extracellular calcium. This is
achieved through the STIM/Orai pathway where an ER calcium sensor (STIM) is
activated by store depletion and in turn interacts and opens a calcium channel
in the plasma membrane (Orai) leading to calcium influx, a process known as
Store Operated Calcium Entry (SOCE). In the present work we evaluated the
interactions between SOC and intracellular calcium oscillations in Xenopus
oocytes. Intracellular calcium levels were monitored using the amplitude of
the endogenous calcium-activated chloride currents. Following injection into
the cells of a non-hydrolysable analog of IP3 (IP3-DF), long lasting calcium
oscillations could be triggered as well as SOCE (Fig. 1). The calcium oscillations
were more efficient in promoting SOC than store depletion by ionomycin (2.34
±0.55 nA, n=13 vs 0.05 ±0.02 nA, n=8), the mechanisms involved are currently
under study. We also observed that activation of SOC could trigger a calcium
wave in a dose-dependent manner following a “Calcium Induced Calcium Release”
pattern. This suggests that SOC might not only be involved in replenishing the
calcium stores but also in the regulation of the amplitude and timing of calcium
oscillations. The well known down-regulation of SOC during oocyte maturation
should therefore have important functional consequences on intracellular
calcium oscillations.
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The mutation landscape of cancer is known to evolve as different metastasis
develop. As the cancer spreads, certain mutations are selected for and gene
expression changes are needed to adapt to the new environment. We have
begun to document the changes that occur as cancer metastasizes using NextGeneration Sequencing of mRNA from Ovarian primary tumor and its peritoneal
and lymph node metastases. We used data generated using deep-sequencing
to evaluate the clonal relationships among primary and metastatic cancers to
uncover the natural history of ovarian cancer progression. Using this approach,
we have documented numerous Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP) changes
including changes in SNP frequency as the cancer spreads. In combination
with gene expression changes these will serve as a powerful tool to begin
understanding the continual evolution of cancer in response to
new environments.
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Recently, a speculative model is proposed that tumor tissue is continuously
regenerated by a small population of self-renewing cancer stem cells
responsible for initiation, growth and propagation of tumor. Tumor cells reside
in a “niche” and have constant interaction with the niche components including
tumor vasculature, bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (BM-MSCs) and the
components of the extracellular matrix. It is believed that the growth advantage
acquired by tumor cells as well as the ability of cancer stem cells (CSCs) to
maintain tumor propagation is partly the outcome of this interaction.
Our study intends to better characterize this crosstalk by looking into the
possibility of BM-MSC/endothelial cell-mediated activation of Notch pathway in
breast cancer cells through production of certain cytokines aiming at proposing
novel therapeutic approaches for targeting this disease.
The CSCs were enriched by culturing breast cancer cells (BCC) in 3D media to
obtain multicellular spheres for further analysis. BM-MSC and Akt-activated
endothelial cells were co-cultured with BCC and spheres to assess their
capability in promoting cancer cell growth. RNA interference approach was
applied to Notch3 to determine its role in BCC survival by the niche players. A
human cytokine array was used to identify the cytokines that showed different
expression patterns in the BCC co-cultures with the niche residents.
BM-MSC or Akt-activated Endothelium was able to increase BCC growth up
to 4- and 5-fold, respectively, in contact and under serum-free condition.
Blocking Notch3 in BCC or spheres by siRNA or inhibition of notch pathway
by GSI reduced the proliferation rate of both entities to 2.5-fold, which might
underline the role of notch in the interaction between tumor cells and the niche
components. Also, several cytokines were identified that were differentially
regulated in co-cultures system among which IL6, IL8, and GROα showed
significant up-regulation.
Our preliminary data suggest the role of BM-MSC and endothelial cells in breast
cancer growth and survival. Our results propose the idea of notch involvement in
this interaction through stimulation by certain cytokines. Further investigation is
required to elucidate the exact mechanism that is triggered by these cytokines in
tumor propagation and maintenance.
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Cell division is a complex process tightly regulated by several classes of genes.
Cancers occur primarily due to misregulation of this machinery, resulting in
uncontrolled growth of cells. We recently showed that the transition metal
chelator, TPEN, blocks entry into meiosis of Xenopus oocytes and targets a
protein involved in cell cycle: Cdc25c. Cdc25c is a dual specificity phosphatase
that plays crucial roles in cell cycle progression particularly during the G2-M
transition of the cell cycle. Analysis of recombinant Cdc25c metal content
revealed that Cdc25c is a Zn2+-binding metalloprotein (Lu Sun et al., 2005).
Based on these findings we hypothesize that Zn2+ is an important cofactor
for Cdc25c to adopt the right conformation to recognize and interact with its
substrate Cdc2. To test this hypothesis, we used Arabidopsis Cdc25c because
the Zn coordinating residues have been identified in this protein. This analysis
identified the following residues as potential Zn-coordinating residues: H420,
C507, C513, H516, and H517. To test whether these residues coordinate Zn we
have mutated them to Ala and are presently purifying the mutant and wild-type
proteins as recombinant proteins to test their phosphatase activity and ability
to induce entry into M-phase following microinjection into oocytes.
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Background: The reasons behind the differences in the levels of discordancy
(that is one partner testing HIV positive while the other testing HIV negative)
among spousal and cohabiting partnerships affected by HIV across sub-Saharan
Africa (SSA) remain inadequately understood. Recently, many randomized
clinical trials have shown substantial efficacies for several prevention
interventions among these partnerships.
Moreover, there has been an intense debate about the priority of HIV prevention
interventions among discordant couples relative to other prevention approaches
such as among commercial sex networks.
Objective: To describe and explain patterns of HIV infection among spousal and
cohabiting sexual partnerships, across a range of settings in SSA.
Methods: Demographic health survey (DHS) data for 20 countries in SSA
were used to estimate the prevalence of HIV sero-discordancy among stable
partnerships with at least one HIV-infected individual in the partnership (P),
prevalence of discordancy among all stable partnerships in the population (S),
prevalence of discordancy among the entire sexually active population (A), and
prevalence of discordancy among HIV infected individuals (I).
Results: Two distinct patterns of HIV among stable partnerships were observed.
Countries with low HIV prevalence had a high discordancy prevalence among
P and I ranging from 48.4-87.8% and 30.6-60.0%, respectively, but low
discordancy prevalence among S and A ranging from 0.4-6.4% and 0.2-3.8%,
respectively. Conversely, countries at hyper-endemic HIV epidemics had a
low discordancy prevalence among P and I ranging from 36.3-58.5% and 17.246.0%, respectively, but high discordancy prevalence among S and A ranging
from 9.3-17.2% and 5.8-8.3%, respectively.
Conclusions: Two distinct patterns of HIV in stable partnerships were observed.
In high prevalence settings, many partnerships were affected by HIV but
relatively few were discordant, whilst the opposite was true for low prevalence
settings. This pattern may be arising from variations in the HIV transmission
probability which is dependent on biological and behavioral factors and might
also be affected by the frequency of infection from external partners especially
in high prevalence countries. These findings may complicate considerations
for rolling out prevention interventions among stable discordant
partnerships in SSA.
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Store-operated Ca entry (SOCE) is activated by endoplasmic reticulum Ca
store depletion and is a major Ca2+ influx pathway in non-excitable cells. It is
widely accepted that Orai1 protein in the plasma membrane (PM) is the channel
that mediates SOCE in many cell types. Orai1 is activated when STIM1, an
ER transmembrane protein, senses a decrease in the ER Ca2+ concentration
and redistributes to ER-PM junctions, where it recruits Orai1 in coincident
puncta. We have recently shown that at rest Orai1 actively recycles between an
endosomal compartment and the cell membrane in Xenopus laevis oocytes and
that ER Ca2+ store depletion translocates most of the Orai1 to the PM.
We have also shown that during oocyte maturation Orai1 is internalized
resulting in the absence of SOCE in the Xenopus egg. In mammalian cells,
mitosis is the only know physiological situation where SOCE is inhibited but the
underlying mechanism is not fully understood. In this study we investigated the
trafficking of Orai1 in CHO cells that express a tagged Orai1. We also looked
at the distribution of Orai1 during mitosis. We show that at steady state about
40% of the total Orai1 pool is at the PM whilst the remaining 60% localizes
intracellulary, suggesting that Orai1 constitutively recycles between the two
compartments. After the depletion of the ER Ca2+ stores the distribution
2+

2+

of Orai1 shifts drastically with now most of the protein localized at the PM.
Moreover, we show that the rate of Orai1 exocytosis is 3 fold faster after the
depletion of the ER Ca2+ stores. During mitosis the total expression of Orai1
is reduced and the fraction of plasma membrane Orai1 tend to be less than in
interphase cells. A fraction of the mitotic cells show no Orai1 expression at all.
Interestingly, the reduction of Orai1 expression is reversed by inhibiting the
proteosome complex, suggesting that Orai1 is degraded during mitosis.
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Background: Empirical evidence suggests that HIV incidence rate within stable
discordant sexual partnerships in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) varies between
1.2 and 19.0 per 100 person-years. Estimating HIV incidence rate within stable
discordant partnerships is critical for determining the contribution of HIV seroconversions among these partnerships to total HIV incidence.
Objective: To estimate HIV incidence rate within stable discordant partnerships
using nationally representative data and explore potential underlying factors
contributing to their variability across a range of epidemic settings in SSA.
Methods: We constructed a mathematical model based on competing-hazards
formalism to estimate HIV incidence rate within stable discordant partnerships
across 20 countries in SSA. We also used the model to analyze the patterns
of HIV discordancy in SSA. The model was parameterized using Demographic
Health Survey data and analyses were conducted at endemic equilibrium.
Sensitivity analyses were performed to explore the dependence on the
dynamical drivers of discordancy.
Results: Our model fitted well the empirical epidemiological measures of HIV
discordancy and yielded an estimate for HIV incidence rate among discordant
partnerships of 14.7 per 100 person-years (95% CI 9.9-19.4 per 100 personyears). HIV incidence rate ranged between 3.9 and 34.9 per 100 person-years
across the countries. We also identified HIV incidence rate within stable
discordant partnerships and HIV incidence rate from sources external to
the partnership (or equivalently HIV prevalence) as key determinants of the
variability in discordancy measures across SSA.
Conclusions: Our estimate for the HIV incidence rate among discordant
partnerships agrees well with empirical estimates for this measure. There
is however considerable variability across the countries. Biological and
behavioral factors including differences in transmission rates such as due to
male circumcision, may have contributed to the variability in HIV incidence
rates among discordant partnerships across SSA. More research is needed to
elucidate the determinants of this variability in incidence rates.
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Background: Vascular senescence reflects the limited ability of vascular cells
to divide and proliferate and is accompanied by specific phenotypic changes in
morphology, gene expression and function. In endothelial cells, these changes
result in a phenotype that is pro-inflammatory, pro-atherosclerotic, and prothrombotic. Hyperglycemia-mediated oxidative stress elicits irreversible growth
arrest in endothelial cells, which is referred as “stress-induced premature
senescence”. Endothelial cell senescence has recently been postulated as an
important cause of type-2 diabetes-associated vascular aging. High glucoseinduced endothelial senescence exaggerates vascular inflammation and
thrombosis in the vessels, promoting the development of diabetic-associated
cardiovascular events. Sirtuin 1 (SIRT1) is highly expressed in vasculature and
distinctively controls angiogenic signaling in endothelial cells. Recently, SIRT1
has been identified as an important regulator of endothelial cell senescencelike growth arrest and dysfunction. However, the mechanism underlying the high
glucose induced endothelial cell senescence leading to vascular dysfunction is
not fully understood.
Methods: Mouse microvessel endothelial cells were exposed to normal
(11mM) and high glucose (40mM) for 72 hrs. The level of SIRT1, p21 and
phospho-acetylated status of Foxo1 were measured by immunoblotting. To
measure senescence, cells were fixed and stained for senescence-associated
B
-galactosidase activity. The percentage of B-galactosidase positively stained
(blue color) cells was counted.
Results: Immunoblot analysis reveals that high glucose exposure caused a
significant reduction of SIRT1 level along with altered phospho-acetylation
levels of Foxo1 proteins. Furthermore, high glucose treatment increased the
percentage of senescence-associated B-galactosidase activity in
endothelial cells.
Conclusion: Collectively, these data suggest that high glucose induced depletion
of SIRT1 plays a crucial role in diabetes-associated endothelial cell senescence
and strengthens concept that activation of SIRT1 is an important target for
pharmaco-therapy for diabetes-associated endothelial dysfunction and vascular
aging. This abstract is part of project funded by: NPRP: 08-165-3-054
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Background: Hepatitis C virus (HCV) currently infects around 2% of the
world’s population. Among all nations, HCV prevalence ranges from 0.01%
in Scandinavia to 3% in North Africa, with one exception: Egypt. Egypt has
the highest prevalence of HCV in the world, estimated nationally at 14.7%.
Numerous HCV prevalence studies have published various estimates from
different Egyptian communities, suggesting that Egypt, relative to the
other nations of the world, might be experiencing an intense ongoing HCV
transmission.
Objectives: To review all the evidence on the epidemiology of HCV transmission
among different population groups in Egypt.
Methods: This was a systematic review following the PRISMA guidelines of all
prevalence data on HCV infection in Egypt. Sources of data included PubMed,
international organizations’ reports and databases, and country-level reports
and databases. Measures were classified into different population categories
according to risk of infection.
Results: Seventy-four studies have measured HCV prevalence in Egypt in
populations at varying levels of risk. Among Egypt’s general population, HCV
prevalence in pregnant women was 8.6%, and among blood donors it ranged
between 9.0% and 23.2%. A nationally representative survey reported
a prevalence of 14.7%. Among populations at high risk of infection, HCV
prevalence was found to be as high as 58.3% in multi-transfused children,
and 87.5% in adult dialysis patients. Among populations at intermediate risk,
diabetic children had a prevalence of 3.1%, barbers a prevalence of 12.3%,
health care workers a prevalence of 15.7%, and prisoners a prevalence of
31.4%. Common risk factors appear to be parenteral anti-schistosomal therapy,
frequent transfusions, injections or surgical procedures.
Conclusion: Egypt has experienced, and possibly continues to experience, a
large HCV epidemic. Prevention measures need to be implemented targeting
HCV transmission routes such as better infection control practices in health and
dental care facilities, hemodialysis centers, and reducing the excessive numbers
of non-therapeutic injections.
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Orai1, a Calcium channel functions with STIM1, a Calcium sensor to mediate
Calcium influx. Orai1 is at the plasma membrane and STIM1 localizes in a
diffuse manner to the ER membrane under resting conditions. Following Ca++
store depletion, STIM1 forms puncta that localize to the cortical ER and binds
Orai1 to allow Ca++ influx. This is the predominant pathway for Ca++ influx in
non-excitable cells and is referred to as Store-Operated Calcium Entry (SOCE).
Mutations in STIM1 and Orai1 cause severe combined immunodeficiencies and
are linked to several forms of cancers. Tight regulation of the levels of members
of Ca++ signaling pathways is crucial for maintaining the subcellular levels of
Ca++ required for its numerous functions.
We are interested in the mechanisms that regulate some of the key players of
the SOCE pathway. We have developed a system that allows us to test whether
these genes are regulated by miRNAs in different cell types at different stages
of the cell cycle. We are using normal human cell lines vs. human cancer cell lines
to elucidate different mechanisms of regulation of these genes.
We used a GFP and the 3’UTR of hOrai1 as a transcriptional fusion to transfect
HEK 293 cells and GFP without any 3’UTR as a control. As an internal control
of transfection efficiency we expressed mCherry from the same vector in
both conditions. We found the stoichiometry of GFP and mCherry levels in the
experimental conditions for hOrai1 3’ UTR to be significantly different from
those in the control indicating a miRNA-mediated regulation of hOrai. We also
found the ratio between GFP and mCherry to be constant throughout the cell
cycle in the control and variable in the GFP hOrai1 3’UTR transfected cells
suggesting a cell-cycle dependent regulation of hOrai1. We are taking a similar
approach to determine whether hSTIM1 is regulated by miRNAs.
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Background: Nucleoside transporters play an important role in regulating
the extracellular concentration of Adenosine and salvaging nucleosides.
They also play an essential role in the transport of anticancer and antiviral
drugs. Nucleoside transporters have been classified into families known as
Equiliberative (ENT) and Concentrative (CNT).
Objective:ENTs belong to the SLC 29 transmembrane protein family, with
11 transmembrane domains with intracellular N- terminus and extracellular
C terminus. In order to localize to the plasma membrane they must undergo
correct processing, targeting and trafficking. Constructs were designed where
the intracellular and extracellular loops were deleted and used to test the
efficiency of Adenosine and Uridine transport in Xenopus laevis oocytes using
radiolabelled substrates.
Methods: Stage VI Xenopus oocytes were injected with 23ng hENT1 RNA, and
incubated for 48 hrs at 18 degrees. 5 uM 14C-labeled Adenosine and Uridine
were added to the tube containing 5 oocytes, and incubated for 1-60 min at
different time intervals. Concentration dependent study was carried out at
different concentrations of Uridine ranging from 100uM - 4mM. The oocytes
were washed 6 times in transport buffer and lysed with 1% sodium dodecyl
sulfate and counted in a Liquid scintillation counter.
Results and conclusion: Confocal images confirmed the ENT1 protein
localization to the plasma membrane. The results of the time-dependent study
showed that the deletions were able to transport Adenosine and Uridine, while
the concentration dependent study showed no major variation in the Km for the
substrates, confirming that the extra and intracellular loops in hENT1 are not
essential for the transport of neither Adenosine nor Uridine.
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Background: Chronic hypertension is a deadly disease that affects
nearly 30-36% of the adult population in Qatar and the regional. Inositol
1,4,5-triphosphate receptors (IP3R) are intracellular calcium (Ca2+) channels
that mediate the release of Ca2+ from sarcoplasmic reticulum in response to IP3
binding. A rise in cytoplasmic Ca2+ mediated by voltage-dependent L-type Ca2+
(CaL) channels and IP3-dependent Ca2+ release can enhance vascular smooth
muscle cells (VSMC) contractility and determine peripheral vascular resistance.
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Background: The higher incidence of cardiovascular complications and
the unfavorable prognosis among diabetic individuals who develop such
complications has been correlated to the hyperglycemia induced oxidative
stress (OS) and associated endothelial dysfunction (ED). Additionally, the
Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) stress response, otherwise known as the Unfolded
Protein Response (UPR), has been implicated in hyperglycemia associated ED.
However, the role of OS in hyperglycemia induced ER stress associated ED
remains unclear.
Objective: The present study evaluated the role of OS in hyperglycemia induced
ER stress associated ED and whether antioxidant treatment could aid in the

Objective: The goal of this study is to elucidate the role of IP3R in hypertension.

reversal the adverse effects hyperglycemia induced ER stress and ED.

Methods: Two rat models of hypertension and the A7r5 rat embryonic aortic
cells are used in this project. Proteins for western blot were isolated from small
mesenteric arteries (SMA) from hypertensive rats and A7r5 cells. Contraction
measurements were performed in isolated arterial rings mounted for tensionrecording assays. Contraction was induced with KCl and the phospholipase
C (PLC) activator m-3M3FBS. The modulation of the vasoconstrictor
responsiveness of SMA by IP3R and nitric oxide (NO) was depicted in a
pressurized SMA incubated in the presence or absence of 2-APB (IP3R blocker)
and L-NAME (NO synthase inhibitor). A7r5 basal Ca2+ levels were assessed using
a fluorescence Ca2+ imaging system.

Methods: Endothelial cells (ECs) were exposed to normal (NG) and high glucose
(HG) for 24 and 48hrs in the presence and absence of the anti-oxidant N-acetyl
cysteine (NAC). The level of oxidative stress in the cells was analyzed by DCFDA
fluorescence staining levels of ER stress proteins GRP78, PERK and IRE1 were
analyzed by immunoblotting.

Results: Our preliminary results show that IP3R is up regulated in SMA from
two different hypertensive rat models and following membrane depolarization
in A7r5 cells. This up regulation is associated with an enhanced myogenic tone
in response to activation of the PLC-IP3 pathway in SMA and with an increased
basal Ca2+ levels in A7r5 cells. In contrast, pharmacological inhibition of IP3R
alters the vasoconstriction response of pressurized vessels. Furthermore,
IP3R upregulation and basal Ca2+ increase are lost in A7r5 cells treated with
Nifedipine (CaL channels blocker) and drugs that block the Calcineurin-NFAT
pathway before depolarization with KCl.

Results: DCFDA staining indicated that OS significantly increased in HG exposed
ECs while this effect was reversed upon in NAC treated endothelial cells.
ER stress was significantly increased in HG treated cells as indicated by the
changes in the level of ER stress proteins.
Conclusion: The data suggests that hyperglycemia induced OS plays a major
role in ER stress and associated ED. Amelioration of OS by suitable antioxidant treatment may be used as therapeutic target for the treatment of
diabetes associated cardiovascular diseases. However, more studies are
warranted on the choice and dosage the of anti-oxidant, time of administration
and supplementation of the anti-oxidant, duration of therapy and choice of
treatment subjects to further evaluate the efficacy of anti-oxidant therapy in the
treatment of cardiovascular conditions associated with diabetes.

Conclusions: These findings improve our basic understanding of the etiology of
hypertension by defining the abnormalities of IP3-dependent Ca2+ signaling in
VSMC. This may provide novel insights into the pathogenesis of hypertension
and set the groundwork for developing novel therapeutic targets for the
treatment of hypertension.
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Each olfactory sensory neuron in the mammalian nose selects just a single
member of the large odorant receptor (OR) gene family. The core processes
regulating OR selection may involve mechanisms that limit initial OR
transcription and once a single OR is chosen, repress subsequent activations.
We have used a genetic strategy to monitor the transcriptional permissiveness
of the OR gene P2 by inserting an exogenous promoter, the tetracyclinedependent transactivator responsive promoter (teto), into its start site through
homologous recombination. We observe that the OR locus limits the expression
of the teto: repressing it outside of the wild type P2 zone while allowing sporadic
activation from within its zone. Staged conditional expression experiments
reveal that the receptor locus becomes fully repressed over time and that this
repression does not require the receptor’s open reading frame. Further, the
exogenous promoter is inhibited by an OR transgene that similarly suppresses
the endogenous receptor repertoire. Neurons in which both P2 alleles bear the
teto-modified insertion show predominantly monoallelic expression, despite
the genetic potential to express both. Finally, we observe that OR genes are
expressed from the edge of pericentromeric heterochromatin. These data
support a model of initiation of OR choice limited by non-permissive OR
chromatin and maintained by repression of the non-selected OR genes.

Nasrin Mesaeli, Abdelilah Arredouani, Hamid Massaeli,
Mashael Al Shafai, Khaled Machaca
Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar, Doha, Qatar
nam2033@qatar-med.cornell.edu
Background: Ca2+ plays an essential role as a second messenger regulating
many cellular functions including gene regulation and enzyme activity. Thus
intracellular Ca2+ concentration is tightly regulated. Store operated Ca2+
channel (SOC) is a plasma membrane channel, which is activated upon depletion
of endoplasmic reticulum (ER) Ca2+. This channel is compromised of two
proteins STIM1, that is localized to the ER membrane and senses luminal Ca2+
concentration, and Orai1, that forms the channel at the plasma membrane. To
date little is known about the synthesis and maturation of Orai1 protein.
Calreticulin and calnexin are two lectin-like chaperones in the ER, which are
involved in the synthesis and maturation of many membrane and secretory
proteins. In addition to its chaperone function, calreticulin binds Ca2+ with
high capacity and low affinity and regulates intracellular Ca2+ homeostasis.
Previously, we showed that loss of calreticulin function activates ER stress
pathways leading to the activation of the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway.
Objectives: To determine the role of ER chaperones in the biogenesis of Orai1.
Methods: Wild type, calreticulin deficient (crt -/-), calnexin deficient (cnx-/-) and
CHO cells were used for measurement of Store Operated Ca Channel activity.
Cells were transfected with EGFP-HA-Orai1 cDNA to examine the localization
of Orai1 using immunocytochemistry and live cell imaging using confocal
microscopy.
Results: Our data illustrates that loss of calreticulin function, but not calnexin,
results in a significant decrease in the SOC activity. There was no significant
change in the total Orai1 and STIM1 protein level in calreticulin deficient cells
as was determined by Western blot analysis. Interestingly, loss of calreticulin
function resulted in the accumulation of EGFP-HA-Orai1 protein intracellularly,
which explains the decrease in SOC activity. We further demonstrate that
inhibition of the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway enhances SOC activity in
calreticulin deficient cells and show for the first time that Orai1 is ubiquitinated
in different cell types.
Conclusions: Calreticulin, but not calnexin, function as the chaperone regulating
proper maturation of Orai1 protein.
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Background: Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) may be causally related
to breast cancer risk or be indirectly associated with breast cancer risk through
linkage disequilibrium with a causal sequence variant. Risk-associated SNPs will
have different frequencies among women with or without breast cancer and can
be detected using genetic association studies. Recently, several genome-wide
association studies (GWAS) have identified novel risk alleles for breast cancer
including those related to FGFR2, TNRC9, MAP3K1, LSP1 genes and other locus.
Replication in independent population samples is essential for validation of the
results of any genome-wide association. Since the genetic variants (SNPs) are
common, they are likely to be shared across different populations with diverse
ancestry backgrounds. It would be of interest to determine and investigate
the potential implications of these novel markers revealed by genome-wide
association studies to predict the “sporadic” breast cancer risk and progression
in MENA populations.
Methods: Using TaqMan® SNP genotyping assays, we characterize the variation
of 9 SNPs (include rs1219648, rs2981582, rs8051542, rs12443621,
rs3803662, rs889312, rs3817198, rs13387042 and rs13281615) for 520
patients with sporadic breast cancer and 360 healthy controls in the Tunisian
population. The association between the genotypes and breast cancer
susceptibility and tumors characteristics was estimated by computing odds
ratio (OR) and 95% confidence levels from logistic regression analyses.
Association of the genetic marker with the rates of breast cancer overall survival
was assessed using univariate analysis.
Results: Two genetic variants in FGFR2 are significantly associated with the risk
of breast cancer: rs1219648 AG/GG (OR=1.23, P=0.002) and rs2981582 AG/
AA (OR=1.33, P=0.003). Two significantly increased risks of breast cancer were
respectively associated with T allele of rs8051542 in TNRC9 (OR=1.43, P=0.0003)
and C allele of rs889312 in MAP3K1 (OR=1.33, P=0.006). The AG and GG genotypes
of rs2981582 in FGFR2 have a significant association with a high risk of lymph node
metastasis and a decreased overall survival in breast cancer patients.
Conclusion: Our results for the first time replicated the results of breast
cancer GWAS in the Arabic population and indicated that some polymorphisms
are associated with increased breast cancer risk and disease progress in the
Tunisian population.
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Background: Adiponectin is a fat derived hormone, known to decrease in type-2
diabetes (DM) and coronary artery disease (CAD). Moreover, our previous study
showed that total adiponectin and its HMW isoform decreased in acute coronary
syndrome (ACS) patients compared to healthy controls. The adiponectin gene
ADIPOQ is located on chromosome 3q27. Two single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) (rs1501299 and rs2241766) in ADIPOQ gene and their possible
associations with ACS were investigated among Arab patients resident in Qatar.
Methods: A case-control association study was performed on 142 (ACS) Arab
patients and 115 Arab healthy controls from Qatar. Genotypes were determined
using TaqMan real time PCR assay. Serum adiponectin level was determined
using ELISA.
Results: The GG, GT and TT genotype frequencies of the rs2241766 [+45 T/G]
variant showed significant difference between the control and (ACS) cases
(45.2%, 40.0%, 14.8% vs. 46.2%, 25.0%, and 28.8%, p=0.0001), respectively.
In contrast, there was no significant association between the control and (ACS)
cases in the GG, GT and TT genotype frequencies of the rs1501299 (276G > T)
(39.8%, 49.1%, 11.1% vs. 41.7%, 48.3%, and 10.0%, p=0.94), respectively. T
allele was the minor allele for both rs2241766 and rs1501299 with a frequency
of (0.31) and (0.25) respectively. All allele frequencies were in equilibrium
for HWE among study subjects [P=0.51] for SNP rs2241766 and (p=0.12) for
rs1501299. Using logistic regression analysis with adjustments of age and body
mass index, only the T allele of rs2241766 variant was significantly associated
with risk of (ACS) with odds ratio of 2.430, (95% of CI 1.010-5.563) with the (p=
0.047) among subjects using the genetic dominant model.
Furthermore, using dominant genetic model, linear regression analysis showed
an inverse significant association between the SNP rs2241766 (+45T>G) in the
adiponectin gene and serum adiponectin levels (r=-0. 621,p<0.001) among all
subjects. By contrast, no significant association was found between rs1501299
(276G > T) and adiponectin level.
Conclusion: This study suggests that rs2241766SNP (+45T>G) in the
adiponectin gene is associated with high risk for ACS, and has an effect on the
serum adiponectin levels among Arab populations.
Study Supported by UREP(4-3-42),QF & MRC,HMC.
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Background: Prevalence of metabolic syndrome is directly correlated with
increasing occurrence of obesity characterized by accumulation of fat in
visceral, lower body, and upper body subcutaneous depots. In a number of
species, brown adipose tissue (BAT) converts triglycerides into heat by nonshivering thermogenesis, thus controlling the amount of white adipose tissue.
Until recently, BAT was thought to be mostly absent in adult humans but now
sizeable BAT depots have been visualized by Positron Emission Tomography
(PET) and Computed Tomography (CT) scanning. Relatively little is known about
the signaling pathways differentially regulated in brown adipocytes compared
to white adipocytes. However, our progress of understanding is hindered by the
paucity of well-characterized reliable in vitro model systems.
Objectives: The aim of this study is to characterize the only in vitro model of
human BAT cell line, and to identify signature genes for BAT, and compounds
implicated in the enhancement of brown phenotype.
Methods: A human BAT cell line, PAZ6, was previously created by immortalizing
somatic cells using the large T antigen of Simian Virus 40. The expression
of BAT associated markers has been verified by real time RT-PCR done on
RNA and immunoblot using specific antibodies performed on cell lysates and
supernatants, before and after differentiation and treatment with various
compounds such as adrenergic receptor agonist (isoproterenol) and PPAR
agonist (rosiglitazone).

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified many risk loci for
complex diseases, but effect sizes are typically small and information on the
underlying biological processes is often lacking. Associations with metabolic
traits as functional intermediates can overcome these problems and potentially
inform individualized therapy. Here we report a comprehensive analysis of
genotype-dependent metabolic phenotypes using a GWAS with non-targeted
metabolomics. We identified 37 genetic loci associated with blood metabolite
concentrations, of which 25 show effect sizes that are unusually high for GWAS
and account for 10-60% differences in metabolite levels per allele copy.
Our associations provide new functional insights for many disease-related
associations that have been reported in previous studies, including those for
cardiovascular and kidney disorders, type 2 diabetes, cancer, gout, venous
thromboembolism and Crohn’s disease. This study advances our knowledge of
the genetic basis of metabolic individuality in humans and generates many new
hypotheses for biomedical and pharmaceutical research. This work was recently
published with contributions from WCMC-Q (Suhre et al., Nature 2011, http://
dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature10354). After a general presentation of the results I
shall focus on the relevance of this work for future research in Qatar.

Results: We have identified several BAT associated markers, including PDRM16
and the 3 adrenergic receptor. This marker is highly expressed in PAZ6 cells
compared to the white adipocyte. In addition, we demonstrate that these cells
share a common precursor with myocytes but not with white adipocytes. Our
results show that several genes are up-regulated after PPAR gamma activation.
Moreover, we confirm that these cells respond to Beta adrenergic agonist
treatment. Finally, we identify that the transcription factor farnesoid X Receptor
(FXR) induces the expression of BAT associated marker following treatment by
its agonist : CDCA.
Conclusions: The PAZ6 cells constitute a readily available surrogate
for human brown adipocytes to develop pharmacologic strategies to promote
BAT expansion and activation.
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The prevalence of insulin resistance and diabetes has shown a dramatic
worldwide increase. In Qatar, the prevalence of diabetes is twice that of the
United States today, possibly due to lifestyle and dietary changes. Diabetes has
an enormously adverse impact on the afflicted population leading to patient
mortality, morbidity and staggering health care costs to the nation. Untreated or
inadequately treated diabetes results in serious health complications including
eye, heart, kidney and nerve damage.
Mass spectrometry based molecular profiling is a powerful tool for
interrogation of the underlying molecular alterations which define the etiology
and patho-physiology of a complex disease such as diabetes. As a part of the
QNRF funded study, we have used ultra performance liquid chromatography
(UPLC) in conjunction with high resolution quadrupole time of flight mass
spectrometry (Q-TOFMS) for proteomic and metabolomic profiling of bio-fluids
derived from diabetic and healthy individuals recruited at the Qatar University
Hopsital. The overall goal of this project was to investigate the changes in the
molecular profiles in the two groups (normal and diabetic) at the protein and
small molecule metabolite level and correlate these changes to define putative
biomarkers with potentially diagnostic or prognostic clinical value. We have used
a “smart pooling strategy” for bio-fluids from each group to enhance disease
associated differences. LCMS/MS based metabolomic analysis of the diabetic
and normal pre and post meal metabolome was followed by bioinformatics
analysis to identify dysregulated metabolites. Additionally, we have used iTRAQ
based UPLC-QTOFMS/MS for quantitative proteomic profiling.
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Background: The functional relevance of strength and power measures as an
index of functional performance (i.e., sprinting speed) in soccer remains unclear.
Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the relationships among
mechanical variables related to strength and power tests and their influences on
sprinting speed in professional soccer players across their life-span.
Methods: Isokinetic measures (quadriceps (Q) peak torques and power at 60°/s
and 300°/s), kinetic outputs of the counter-movement jump (CMJ), and sprinting
speed (the first 5 m split time (i.e., initial speed) and the 15 to 20 m split time
(i.e., leading sprint) of a 20 m sprint), were measured in 224 professional soccer
players (age 23.7±4.4 y, body mass 71.4±8.8 kg and height 1.75±0.06 m).
Results: The values for each variable for the fast and slow groups are displayed
in Table 1. All the mechanical variables were significantly different between
the fast and slow players regardless of the results were ranked according to 5
m or 15-20 m times. The results of the multiple regression analyses identified
CMJ height as the best predictor of sprinting performance for the 5 m (R=0.39,
P=0.000) and 15-20 m (R=0.51, P=0.000) sprint.
Conclusions: All the mechanical variables could discriminate between the fast
and slow players. However, a great degree of unexplained variance still remains
indicating there may be better mechanical predictors of sprinting speed in
soccer players.

These data were taken together for integrated functional pathway analysis
to correlate the changes. Furthermore, we have used a validation cohort for
targeted quantitation of candidate markers using multiple-reaction monitoring
mass spectrometry. The results will be discussed in context of the state of art
technology used for studying pathway perturbations resulting in a diabetic
phenotype. A part of this study reported at the HUPO2010, won a “young
investigator award” for Dr. Cheema. The ARF presents a unique opportunity to
present results from this exciting study, deliberate upon the challenges faced
and elaborate on the plans for future studies aimed at a mechanistic insight.
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Design of Validation Study of the Lower Extremity Functional
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Status Scale for Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction
in Arabic Speaking Athletes
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Background: The Lower Extremity Functional Scale (LEFS) has been found to
be reliable and valid in several populations and languages. This 20-question
scale is a self-report measure, which assesses the ability of persons with any
musculoskeletal condition related to the lower extremity from 0 to 80. The
objective measurements used to compare it will be the 40-meter fast self-paced
walk [SW], timed up-and-go [TUG] and 10-step stair test [ST].
Objectives: To validate the Arabic LEFS in an Arabic speaking, male, athletic
population who are recovering from anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
reconstruction. To compare the LEFS with objective measurements (SW, TUG
and ST).
Methods: 100 male, Arabic speaking athletes will be followed for one year.
Athletes will complete the LEFS prior to surgery, one week after surgery, and
every week after surgery until 12 weeks. Then they will complete the LEFS at
monthly intervals from six months to one year. Alongside the LEFS they will also
complete the SW, TUG and ST. These will be reported by time, pain and exertion.
Results: Based on pilot data collected from 92 athletes the following results
have been obtained. Average age of athletes was 25 years. They had played their
chosen sport on average for three years prior to injury. All athletes were injured
in the pursuit of sport although it was not always their own competitive sport.
With respect to the LEFS, 14 patients had baseline visits. The baseline LEFS score
ranged from 22 to 64 with mean of 51. One week following surgery the range was
greater: 11 to 76 with a mean of 44. By 12 weeks, lost to follow up became an issue
with only 7 of the 92 patients returning. Final assessments were made after week
30. The results showed a range of 67 to 78 with a mean of 74.
Conclusions: (1) The LEFS appears valid in this population however without
adherence to the proposal no statistical tests for significance can be performed.
(2) A research assistant will be required in order to maintain the study proposal
requirements, specifically regular follow up of the athletes.
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Background: Body core temperature fluctuates during the day following a
sinusoidal variation with a maximum acrophase in the late afternoon. This
circadian rhythm is mainly endogenous but it can be influenced by environmental
factors such as work and social and physical activities.
Objectives: 1) To verify if aluminum shift-workers would present different
core temperatures at different times of the day (i.e. diurnal variations); 2) To
characterize these diurnal variations and their consequences.
Methods: Twenty-nine employees from the aluminum industry participated in
this preliminary study. They worked indoors where the temperature was typically
in excess of 40ºC. In addition, each worker wore protective clothing consisting of
suit, gloves and mask. Core temperature (ingestible pill) data covering a 24-hour
circadian cycle were obtained in 10 workers during morning, afternoon and night
shifts. Circadian variation in temperature was characterized using a cosinus
function (cosinor model). The mesor (average) and acrophase of the function
have been calculated for each participant.
Results: Core temperatures recorded on the work site were significantly higher
in the afternoon or early evening (from 12:00h to 20:00h) than at night or during
the early morning (from 21:00h to 08:00h). These differences were not triggered
by the work duration but by the time of day. There were large differences
between the individual accrophase times, probably due to different working
activities as well as the influence of synchronization/shift from the previous
days. However, core temperature was consistently higher in the afternoon than
during the morning or night. The circadian variation in body core temperature
showed a mesor of 37.45ºC. This represents an average core temperature half a
degree higher than generally observed in the general population at rest.
Conclusions: The current data showed that workers from the aluminum industry
present a relatively elevated average core temperature, with the highest values
being reached during the afternoon shift. This suggests that special attention
should be given to the afternoon shift and that break/cooling procedures
should be implemented if necessary. These preliminary observations have to be
completed by clinical and behavioral observations.
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Prevalence of Smoking and Exposure to Secondhand Smoke
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among Qatari School Children: Results from the Pilot Phase
of the National Epidemiological Study of Lung Health among
Qatari National School Children
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Secondhand exposure to tobacco smoke (SHS) has been proposed to potentially
increase risk of acute respiratory infections, middle ear disease, exacerbated
asthma and decreased lung function in children.
The objectives of this study of Qatari schoolchildren were six-fold: to assess
feasibility of a national study on athletic participation, healthy living and lung
function; to provide estimates of height and weight; to estimate the prevalence
of exposure to SHS; to assess potential bias of informant; to estimate
prevalence of smoking; to compare results of reported exposure to SHS and
reported smoking using levels of saliva cotinine (SC).
This pilot phase of the National Epidemiological Study of Lung Health among
Qatari Schoolchildren collected data from 321 boys and 413 girls enrolled
in government schools in grades 7 to 12 using questionnaires administered
by trained native Arabic research staff from October 2008 to April 2009. SC
samples, height, weight and spirometry data were collected.
Mean Body Mass Index percentile ranged from 42nd percentile among 19 year
old boys to 76th among 17 year olds. Among girls the range was narrower: from
61st percentile in 17 years to 86th in 11 year olds. For male schoolchildren,
mothers answered 38% of the questionnaires while fathers answered 62%. For
daughters, mothers responded for 58% and fathers for 42%. We found that
mothers were more likely to report higher amounts of exposure to SHS than
fathers especially for daughters. Fathers reported little exposure to SHS. There
were 106 children who showed exposure to nicotine by SC level. Of these, 14
(13%) reported that they were smokers.
Seventy-two percent of children were reported to have been exposed to SHS. This
varied by sex of child and reporting parent. The finding on potential reporting bias
between mothers and fathers has implications for the future national study. The
reported prevalence of smoking among this population was 3%.
Conclusions: (1) Qatari schoolchildren are exposed to SHS; (2) The national
study must be designed to control for respondent bias; (3) The national study
is feasible.
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Background: Schoolchildren must practice healthy diet as well as active lifestyle
to support their physical growth and development. Previous studies have shown
that intermittent fasting can affect dietary intake, sleep duration and circadian
patterns among adults, but there is a lack of related literature in schoolchildren.
Purpose: The aim of this study was to objectively assess the effect of Ramadan
fasting on physiological parameters in young children.
Methods: Eighteen boys aged 12.6±1.5 years were assessed at baseline (BR)
and followed up twice during Ramadan (1st week [R1], 4th week [R4]) and once
two weeks after the end of Ramadan (AR). Body composition was assessed using
anthropometry and DXA scan. Blood investigations included complete blood
count, lipid profile analysis and iron indices. Pattern of daily activity and core
body temperature were recorded using a triaxial accelerometer and ingestible
thermistor pill, respectively. Dietary intake was assessed by experienced
nutritionist based on digital images of food and drinks consumed by each
participant during a 24-hour period. Repeated sprints tests (RSA) of 6 x 15 m
sprints interspaced by 15 s rest were performed to evaluate fatigue resistance.
Results: There was a shift in daily peak activity from daytime (5:30 PM) to late
night (12:00 AM) that resulted in 1.8±0.6 hours of loss in total sleep time during
R4 (P<0.01). After 30 days of fasting there were no important change in lipids,
but a significant drop in serum iron from 17.7±1.6 µmol/L at BR to 13.1±1.4
µmol/L (P<0.01), suggesting a potential nutritional deficiency. Moreover,
reduction in serum iron was associated with younger age (r=0.47, P=0.05) and
lighter body weight (r=0.37, P=0.13). Dietary analysis showed that subjects
consumed a high calorific diet deficient in fruits and vegetables during Ramadan
that explains weight gain (+1.0±0.2 kg, P=0.001) and consequently longer sprint
times on RSA test (+0.4±0.1 s, P=0.04) at R4 compared to baseline.
Conclusion: This study concludes that intermittent Ramadan fasting may have an
undesirable impact on body composition, sleep patterns and nutritional habits
in young schoolchildren. These results could be used to develop educational
strategies to promote a healthy lifestyle in schoolchildren during Ramadan.
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This study investigated the combined effect of environmental temperature
[neutral (22°C/30%rH) vs. warm (35°C/40%rH)] and altitude challenge [sea
level (FIO2 0.21) vs. reduced O2 content (FIO2 0.15)] on locomotor performance
and the degree of end-exercise neuromuscular fatigue. Eleven physically active
subjects cycled to exhaustion at constant workload (66% of their VO2max) in
four different environmental conditions [Neutral/Sea level (Control), Warm/
Sea level (Hot), Neutral/Reduced O2 content (Hypoxia) and Warm/Reduced O2
content (Hot+Hypoxia)]. The torque and EMG responses following electrical
stimulation of the tibial nerve (plantar-flexion; soleus) were recorded before
and 5 min after exercise. Time to exhaustion was reduced (P<0.05) in Hot (-35%)
or Hypoxia (-36%) compared to Control, while Hot+Hypoxia (-51%) further
decreased performance. There was no main effect of temperature or altitude on
end-exercise core temperature (P=0.089 and P=0.070, respectively) and rating
of perceived exertion (both P>0.05), nor any significant interaction. Reductions in
maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) torque (-9%; P<0.001), voluntary activation
(-4%; P<0.05) and peak twitch torque (-6%; P<0.05) from pre- to post-exercise
were similar between all trials, independently of the environmental temperature
or altitude. M-wave amplitude (at rest and during brief MVC) and RMS activity
were reduced (P<0.05) in warm compared to neutral conditions, while altitude
had no main effect on any measured parameters. Combining environmental
temperature and altitude challenges further reduce cycling time to exhaustion
but do not exacerbate the degree of end-exercise neuromuscular fatigue.

Neuromuscular Function Following Exercise-Heat Stress:
Influence of Exercise Modality
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Background: Exercise-induced hyperthermia is associated with a decrease in
force production capacity during brief (<5 seconds) and sustained (>10 seconds)
maximal voluntary isometric contractions (MVIC). A reduction in central nervous
system drive to exercising muscles is suggested to mediate this decrement
to prevent thermal injury. Until recently, the influence of exercise modality on
neuromuscular function in the heat remained unclear. Two studies have since
elucidated the role of constant load and self-paced exercise on force production
capacity and voluntary activation during hyperthermia.
Methods: Study one evaluated neuromuscular function after a 40 km cycling
time trial in hot (35°C) and cool conditions (20°C). In study two, muscle function
was evaluated after passive heating via water immersion to a core temperature
of 39.5°C and following constant load exercise to exhaustion at 60% of
maximal oxygen uptake (38°C conditions). Prior to (control) and following each
intervention, a sustained MVIC (20 s and 45 s, respectively for study 1 and
2) was performed to measure force production. Voluntary activation of the
knee extensors was measured via percutaneous electrical stimulation at three
intervals during each MVIC.
Results: Following self-paced exercise, mean force production decreased
similarly in hot (15%) and cool (14%) conditions compared with control, despite
a difference in core temperature of 0.8°C (P<0.001). A reduction in mean
voluntary activation (P<0.05) accounted for ~20% of the decrement in force.
Interestingly, the extent of decline in voluntary activation was sustained for the
duration of MVIC and did not progressively decrease. In the second study, mean
force production was reduced following both interventions, but the magnitude
of decline was more pronounced after exercise (P<0.05). As with study one, the
decline in voluntary activation was similarly maintained (~93%) following both
interventions, with central fatigue accounting for <45% of the loss in force.
Conclusion: The loss of force production following exercise-induced
hyperthermia appears to stem for both central and peripheral fatigue factors.
Modality does not appear to influence neuromuscular function when exercise
duration is similar and final core temperature is within ~1°C. The combination of
exercise and heat stress exacerbates the loss of force due to prior
contractile activity.
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Introduction: Platelet-rich plasma (PRP) is the cellular component of plasma
that settles after centrifugation, and contains numerous growth factors. There
is increasing interest in the sports medicine about providing endogenous growth
factors directly to the injury site, using autologous blood products such as PRP,
to potentially facilitate healing and earlier return to. Despite this interest, and
apparent widespread use, there is a lack of high-level evidence trials assessing
the efficacy of PRP.
Systematic review: We performed a systematic review of the literature and
included clinical studies on PRP injections for ligament, muscle or tendon
injuries. A few randomized controlled clinical trials have assessed the efficacy
of PRP injections and none have demonstrated scientific evidence of efficacy.
Scientific studies should be performed to assess clinical indications, efficacy,
and safety of PRP, and this will require appropriately powered randomized
controlled trials with adequate and validated clinical and functional outcome
measures and sound statistical analysis.
Original research: Our group recently studied the effects of a platelet-rich
plasma injection in patients with chronic midportion Achilles tendinopathy at
1-year follow-up in a randomized controlled trial; Fifty-four patients, aged 18 to
70 years, with chronic tendinopathy were randomized to receive either a blinded
injection containing platelet-rich plasma or saline (placebo group) in addition to
an eccentric training program. The validated mean Victorian Institute of Sports
Assessment-Achilles score improved in both the platelet-rich plasma group and
the placebo group after 1 year. There was no significant difference in increase
between both groups (adjusted between-group difference, 5.5; 95% confidence
interval, -4.9 to 15.8, P = .292). This randomized controlled trial showed no
clinical and ultrasonographic superiority of platelet-rich plasma injection over a
placebo injection.
Overall conclusion: Based on the systematic review and original research,
the potential risks involved with PRP are fortunately very low. PRP got the
potentiality to facilitate healing and earlier return to sport after musculoskeletal
injury, but benefits remain unproven to date and there is a need for high quality
studies with a randomized design. Aspetar is currently performing a level I
evidence research project into the benefits of PRP in muscle injuries.
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Sleep spindles, along with K-complexes are hallmarks of stage 2 non rapid eye
movement (NREM) sleep EEG. Sleep spindles are of significant interest because
they are associated with phenomena such as ‘stability’ of sleep, updating of
knowledge with new memories, processing of sensorimotor and mnemonic
information. Therefore, accurately marking their presence in sleep
recordings is essential.
Accurate identification of spindles in EEG recordings has proved to be a time
consuming task, even with the help of experts. Further, manual detection
by different experts introduces disparity and biases due to inter-rater
differences. Hence there is a crucial need for an automated detection algorithm.
The objective of this paper was to develop a robust algorithm for real-time
automated spindle detection based on the wavelet packet decomposition.
The developed algorithm replicates the marking methodology used by sleep
specialists to identify spindles. Spindles are transient 11-16 Hz oscillations
present in NREM with higher amplitude than the background delta waves.
To identify the spindles the EEG data was divided into epochs from which
appropriate features were extracted to differentiate spindles from the
background EEG. The feature vectors used included the level of EOG activity,
the quantity of significant peak-to-peak transitions, the wavelet packet energy
(WPE) within the frequency band of interest (11-16 Hz) and the presence
of K-complexes. EOG activity was tracked to identify NREM sleep sections.
Spindles were marked as being present in those epochs in which the WPE
and peak-to-peak activity were higher than predetermined thresholds. The
thresholds were reduced on detection of K-complexes, mimicking
manual scoring.
The accuracy of the developed algorithm was verified by comparing to the
manual scoring performed by a sleep specialist on the EEG data. The results
from the algorithm look promising with a good degree of agreement with the
manual scoring. When run on 3 hours of EEG data with 52 manually scored
spindles the algorithm successfully detected 42 of them (80.7%) and of the total
21,600 epochs analyzed 290 were falsely detected as containing spindles. It was
also observed that the true detection rate increases on varying the thresholds
although this introduces further false detections.
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Myocardial infarction (MI) is one of the most common sudden onset heart
diseases. Early diagnosis of MI is essential for management and treatment
initiation. Electrocardiogram (ECG), as a noninvasive electrical recording of
the heart behavior is one of the most reliable diagnostic tools for identifying
patients with suspected MI. The QRS complex is the major feature of an ECG.
There have been many researches for QRS detection algorithms. However, the
current QRS detection algorithms have high false detections due to various
types of noise or disturbances and sudden changes in the QRS complex.
We propose a novel QRS detection algorithm based on the use of simple pattern
matching techniques in order to increase the accuracy of QRS detection.
The algorithm aims to achieve better detection by grouping different ECG
waveforms into 5 fundamental groups and then proceeding towards correction
of detections based on this classification.
ECG had to be first filtered for high frequency noise and drift in order to be
diagnostically useful. The filtered ECG is classified into standard and nonstandard groups using parabolic fitting. The QRS detection is performed on
these groups. The algorithm proceeded by re-classifying the waveforms into
5 fundamental types of ECG. It then improved the detections using temporal
correlation between successive ECG beats for further corrections. After all the
appropriate corrections, identical waveform types on each lead were presented.
The efficiency of the algorithm was also calculated from its true detection rate.
QRS detection algorithm was tested using 20 MI patient data from the PTB
diagnostic ECG database.
The algorithm resulted in a true detection rate of 98.9%. Our experiment showed
that 199 leads among the 220 leads in 20 data sets were successfully classified
into the five major groups. This proved to be a key step towards improving the
accuracy of the algorithm as most of the waveforms belong to these major
groups. As expected, our results confirmed that typical ECG waveforms are
composed of successive ECG beats of similar patterns with little variation from
one ECG beat to another.
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We consider the deformation of a blood vessel imbedded in soft tissue that
is surrounded by a rigid structure. The vessel deforms when the difference
between its external and internal pressures exceeds a certain value. To represent
the deformation, we use a physical model consisting of two concentric cylinders
tethered by numerous nonlinear springs representing the biological tissues
surrounding the vessel (see Figure A); the outer cylinder is taken to be rigid
while the inner one is taken to be thin-walled, elastic and free to deform. We
formulate the governing equations, and develop suitable numerical techniques
for calculating the shape of the cross section of a deformed vessel and the blood
flow rate through it (see Figure B). The dependence of the deformation and the
blood flow rate on the elastic parameters is shown (numerically) to be a convex
function of the elastic parameters. This allows the formation of a well behaved
“Inverse Problem,” where the elasticity of the surrounding soft tissue can be
detected from the (measurable) data consisting of: pressure, cross sectional
shape and blood flow rate. Since testing the elasticity of human tissue can only
be done in vivo, and since such information is important as aid in the diagnosis of
some diseases, the present study serves as an advancement in the non-invasive
testing of the elasticity of certain soft tissues in the human body.

Figure A

Figure B
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Elevation of Alpha Acid Glycoprotein (AGP) does not Correlate with
the Resistance of Chronic Myeloid Leukaemia (CML) to Imatinib
Mesylate (IM)
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Conclusions: The noticed resistance in our CML patient population could not be
correlated with AGP levels, as patients were responding or resisting treatment
without any recognisable pattern of AGP; even when patients achieved CHR they
might still had elevated AGP levels.

dewik2000@yahoo.com
Background: Despite the efficacy of IM in treating CML, high degree of
resistance has already been noted.
AGP may reduce drug efficacy through its ability to interact with IM.
Objectives: Could the level of AGP be correlated with CML resistance/response
to treatment and if it could be employed as a biological marker for CML
resistance.
Methods: 25 CML patients were investigated for AGP level, serum samples were
analysed to determine AGP level. Immunoturbidimetric assay is based on the
formation of a precipitate of AGP with a specific antiserum. The mean, variance
and significant difference between the means were determined using Student’s t
test and significance was determined when p value was ≤0.05.
Results: Over 2 years a total of 89 serum samples were collected from 25 CML
patients treated at Al Amal hospital in Qatar. Ten samples from 10 healthy
volunteers were collected as a control group.
9 patients presented with CML at Chronic Phase (CP), 5 at Accelerated Phase
(AP), 6 patients progressed while on treatment and five more patients were
undergoing treatment and were at Complete Haematological Remission (CHR) at
time of sample collection.
The mean AGP levels were 1.2 (±0.3), 1.61 (±0.4), 1.01 (±0.08), 1.07 (±0.09), and
0.72 (±0.04) for CP, AP, Poor Responders, CHR and controls respectively.
The mean AGP level for the control group was significantly lower when compared
with any of the diseased group.
The significant differences amongst CP, AP, Poor Responders patients, CHR
patients and control group were (p) 0.001, 0.03, 0.003, 0.005 respectively.
On the other hand, among these different CML groups there was no significant
difference in AGP levels even when correlated with white blood cells, platelets
and/or basophiles.
However, there was significant difference between CP and AP patients (P value
0.002) when AGP was correlated with WBC’s.
Nonetheless AGP level could not be correlated with course of disease.
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Background: More than 45% of CML patients in Qatar resist the first line of
treatment; Internationally, certain ABL mutations are the most common cause of
IM resistance
Objectives: To screen for BCR-ABL kinase mutations in CML patients treated
in Qatar and to study if point mutations can be correlated with resistance to
treatment.
Methods: Peripheral Blood (PB) and Bone Marrow (BM) samples were collected
from 25 patients; total RNA was extracted and cDNA was produced via RT-PCR
with special precautions to avoid amplification of wild type ABL and cover the
whole ABL kinase domain.
Results: Over a period of three years, 39 PB and 30 BM samples from 25 patients
receiving IM were studied for ABL mutations prior to treatment and at time of
resistance.
For all 25 patients we noticed three nucleotide changes at A1258G, A1426G and
A1739G of ABL (GenBank accession no. M14752). However, when we compared these
changes with major SNP databases (NCBI, ENSEMBL), these changes were described by
others as ancestral allele that does not convey any pathological changes.
Although, we found no evidence of ABL point mutations in patients at time of
resistance, in one patient, who had complex cytogenetic abnormalities, we noticed
a transient insertion of three nucleotides (AAG) at position 1432 which added an
amino acid Lysine356 at time of resistance.
This patient was shifted to dasatinib and achieved major molecular response after
three months of treatment.
Conclusions: Due to high rate of resistance of CML to IM, we tested our patients
for BCR-ABL points mutations and could not reveal any of the described ABL
domain mutations.

Vitamin D Status in Pregnant Women and their Babies in Qatar
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Back ground and Objectives: Vitamin D deficiency is very common in pregnant
women and the current guidelines for vitamin D intake during pregnancy of
200-400 IU has been challenged recently .We conducted this study to determine
the prevalence of Vitamin D deficiency among pregnant women and to evaluate
the safety weekly oral 50,000 IU vitamin D supplementation for the mother and
the newborn.
Setting and design: prospective study, at Hamad Medical Corporation,
outpatient unit and delivery room.
Patients and Methods: 97 pregnant women were recruited in their first
trimester between December 2007 and March 2010. Weekly oral vitamin
D 50,000 IU were prescribed after an initial testing for serum level of
25-hydroxyvitaminD, parathyroid hormone, calcium, phosphorus, total protein
and albumin. Other multivitamins supplementations were allowed during
pregnancy. The same tests were repeated at each trimester. Umbilical cords
Vitamin D levels were determined at birth. .
Results: Out of 97, 8 patients dropped out from the study for several reasons,
and 19 patients had miscarriages.
Data were available for 97 women in the first trimester, 78 women in the second
trimester and 61 women in the third trimester .The mean level of vitamin D in the
first trimester and prior to starting vitamin D supplementation was 17.15ng/
ml, 29.08 ng/ml in the second trimester, 27.3 ng/ml in third trimester and 22.36
ng/ml in newborns. There were no toxic levels of vitamin D in any of the women
at second or third trimester or in the newborns. The mean levels of vitamin D in
the second and third trimester were not significantly different in the women who
were taking multivitamin supplementation versus those who were not.
Conclusion: Weekly dose of 50,000 vitamin D during pregnancy is safe in our
population, maintains acceptable vitamin D level during pregnancy and the
newborns’ vitamin D level correlates with the mother’s levels.

The significance of the insertion of the three nucleotides is still to be determined.
However, it must be kept in mind that direct sequencing has a limited sensitivity
and might miss a low level mutation (less than 30% of the total ABL domain).
An alternative approach such as High Resolution Melting (HRM) technology
accompanied with sequencing might be needed to detect and quantify low
level mutations.
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The Outcome of Severe Traumatic Brain Injury in Children
in Qatar: Six year study
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Role of Homocysteine Measurement for Early Diagnosis of
Vitamin B12 Deficiency in the First Days of Life
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Background: Traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) remain as an important public health
problem in most developed and developing countries and may also result in
temporary or permanent disability.
Objective: The aim of this study was to determine the incidence pattern of the
burden of severe TBIs among young children in Qatar and to suggest practical
prevention policies that can be implemented in Qatar.
Methods: The study was conducted among children aged 14 years or less at the
Children Rehabilitation Unit, Paediatric Department, Hamad General Hospital.
Severity of TBI was assessed by Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS).
Results: This study based on 65 children suffering from severe traumatic
brain injury from January 2002 to December 2008, 12 of them died within the
first month of admission in paediatric intensive care unit. The predominant
gender was male (73.8 %), non-Qatari form 50.8%. In our study predominant
mechanisms of injury were road traffic accident (84.6%), then falls (10.8%),
other causes like head trauma by roof fan blade (4.6%), followed by sports
and recreation injuries. Among our patients 43.1 % had spasticity, 33.8%
experienced posttraumatic epilepsy. The current study revealed that 24.6 %
had communication disorder, 26.2 % had poor cognition, 24.6% had hemiplegia,
18.5 % had abnormal behavior and 15.4 % had a vegetative state. Nearly all
the patients (98.5%) required physiotherapy and occupational therapy, 50.8%
of them required speech therapy and swallowing assessment, 47.7 % required
braces either ankle foot orthosis or hands splints, 16.9 % required behavior
therapy, whereas Botox injection was used in 60% of the spastic patient.
Finally, the incidence of TBIs from road traffic crashes and injuries in Qatar are
increasing significantly compared to the other developing and
developed countries.

Tawfeg Ben-Omran, Noora Shalbik, Hongying Gan-schreier, Ghassan
Abdoh, Rehab Ali, Georg Hoffmann
Hamad Medical Corporation, Doha, Qatar
University Children´s Hospital, Heidelberg, Germany
tawben11@hotmail.com
Background: Vitamin B12 (vit B12) deficiency is one of the major causes of
megaloblastic anaemia and should be avoided as early as possible since a
supplementation of mother and child can prevent neurological symptoms of
the baby. Furthermore, the neurological symptoms of affected children are
(partially) reversible. Elevated methylmalonic acid in urine and homocysteine
(Hcy) in plasma are sensitive indicators. In the State of Qatar, extended newborn
screening of classical homocystinuria was realized for all 73,994 neonates in
last 4.5 years. Newborns with slightly elevated Hcy levels in dried blood spots
(DBS) were followed up with regard to possible vit B12 deficiency. In addition,
the propionylcarnitine (C3) levels were analysed.
Methods: Determination of Hcy in DBS was performed using liquid
chromatography electrospray tandem mass spectrometry. C3 levels were
obtained from general newborn screening. The vit B12 levels in plasma were
analysed spectrophotometrically.
Results: In all, 117 cases with mildly elevated Hcy levels were found. 65 were
diagnosed with vit B12 deficiency. Only 9 of these 65 newborns had abnormal C3
levels. No correlation was found in this group between Hcy and C3 levels.
Conclusion: Extended neonatal screening of Hcy is a useful tool for early
diagnosis and treatment of vit B12 deficiency.

Conclusion: The present study findings provided an overview of severeTBI in
Qatar which mostly related to the road traffic crashes and injuries. Special
efforts should be made to reduce
further motor vehicle crashes and injuries involving young people and welfare
programs are also needed to limit the risk of TBI.
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Partial Analysis of Olfactory Receptor Subgenome
in the Arabian Camel
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Many animals have evolved mechanisms to withstand the harsh desert
environment, characterized by extreme high temperatures and scarce water
supplies. The Arabian Camel, and the Arabian Oryx are valued economically and
culturally. These animals can survive for several days without food or water.
As the Arabian peninsula undergoes rapid and vast industrial changes, it is
increasingly important to understand the biological aspects of these animals.
From the unicellular microbes to the sophisticated multi-cellular animals,
sensing the chemical composition of the surrounding environment is essential
for survival. The vertebrate chemosensory receptors genes, which are members
of the seven transmembrane -helical G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs),
are encoded by six different multigene families. Four of these genes encode
receptor proteins for sensing odors. The olfactory (odorant) receptors (ORs)
are predominately expressed in the sensory neurons of the main olfactory
epithelium, and can sense either water-soluble (class I) or volatile (class II)
molecules. Furthermore, certain OR genes are expressed in non-olfactory
tissues, such as brain, kidney, testis, and placenta.
Being adapted to very harsh conditions with elevated temperature, scarce
water supply and limited vegetation, we hypothesize that desert animals have
evolved the ability to detect water either from volatiles liberated by water in
the environment or through the blooming of short-lived vegetation, via their
olfactory systems.

Does Number of Ports affect Outcomes in Patients
Undergoing Laparoscopic Pyloromyotomy? Retrospective
Chart-Review Study
Authors
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e mail

Tariq O Abbas, Adel Ismail
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tariq2c@hotmail.com
Background: Although open Ramsted’s pyloromyotomy is the gold standard for
the surgical management of infantile hypertrophic pyloric stenosis, laparoscopic
pyloromyotomy has been found highly successful. Various factors, however, can
affect the outcomes of surgical interventions in these patients. We observed
a relationship between the number of ports used and outcome in patients
undergoing laparoscopic pyloromyotomies.
Method: We retrospectively assessed the medical records of selected group
of patients who underwent laparoscopic pyloromyotomy in our institution.
Factors analyzed included operation time, length of hospital stay, postoperative
complications, and time to postoperative full feeding.
Results: We observed failure of myotomy in both two patients who underwent
laparoscopic pyloromyotomy using only two working ports compared to
successful myotomies in the remaining patients.
Conclusion: Laparoscopy provides good results in terms of intraoperative
exposure and cosmesis. However, standardized surgical technique with
two working ports is advisable and this can trigger further research to be
ascertained.

To explore this possibility we have undertaken the study of the Camel OR genes.
We identified approximately one hundred candidate OR genes, all of which are
ortholgos to OR genes in other mammals and most closely related to those of the
Equus caballus. Preliminary analysis revealed an enrichment in OR gene family
2/13, found in the highest proportion in aquatic animals, as compared to other
mammals. This finding provides the intriguing suggestion that desert animals
have evolved specific OR genes to adapt to the desert ecosystem.
We are currently working to identify the complete OR gene repertoire in the
Camel, and to identify and characterize the OR subgenome in other desert
animals such as the Arabian Oryx.
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High Resistance Rate of Chronic Myeloid Leukaemia (CML) to
title
Imatinib Myselate (IM) Might be Related to Protein Tyrosine
Phosphatase Receptor Type Gamma (PTPRG) Down-Regulation
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Conclusions: Although this study was done on 2 independent patient
populations, it suggests that in CML populations with high resistance rate it
might be worth examining the PTPRG expression level and correlate it with the
pattern of resistance. Our group has secured 3 years funding from QNRF (NPRP
4-157-3-052) to investigate PTPRG signalling in CML, including the study of a
possible link among the high CML resistance and the PTPRG expression levels.

drhmorsi@doctors.org.uk
Background: CML is the most common myeloproliferative disease observed
among adults, its 1st line of treatment is IM with a response rate ranging
between 55 - 90%. In Qatar the resistance rate is higher than 45%. Our
collaborators in Italy recently reported on the relation between CML and PTPRG.
Methods: One cohort of patients (n=25, period=3years) receiving Imatinib
was studied for haematological, cytogenetic molecular and biochemical
abnormalities.
Our collaborators in Italy examined different CML cell lines and an independent
cohort of patients for the level of expression of PTPRG using QPCR, clonogenic
assays, methylation-specific PCR, flow cytometry and western blotting.
Results: Our team reported previously on the high rate of resistance of CML
to IM (45%). During this forum the team is further reporting on the possible
underlying mechanisms behind this resistance (see Al-Dewik et al at this forum)
Despite a few positive findings, no pattern could be identified to delineate a
significant underlying mechanism.
Our collaborators in Italy, identified that down-regulation of PTPRG increased
colony formation in the PTPRG+ve megakaryocytic MEG-01 and LAMA-84, but
had no effect in the PTPRG-ve K562 and KYO-1.
Its over-expression had an oncosuppressive effect in all four cell lines and is
associated with inhibition of BCR/ABL-dependent signalling. PTPRG was downregulated at the mRNA and protein levels in CML patients in both PB and BM,
including CD34+ cells, and is re-expressed following molecular
remission of disease.
This re-expression was associated with loss of methylation of a CpG island of
PTPRG promoter in 55% patients. In K562 cells, the hypomethylating agent
5-aza-2’-deoxycytidine induced PTPRG expression and caused inhibition of
colony formation that was partially reverted by antisense-mediated downregulation of PTPRG expression.
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Development of A Wearable and WBAN-Based Vital Signs
Monitoring System for Low-cost Personal Healthcare in Qatar
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Population aging is a worldwide phenomenon, but its impact on Qatar is unique.
The proposed system aims at comprehensive and integrated vital signs (ECG,
Saturation of Arterial Oxygen (SpO2), BP and Heart rate (HR)) monitoring using
a wearable sensor platform without professional involvements or interfering
the elderly’s everyday activities. A novel wireless physiological sensor node with
single highly-integrated board has been specifically designed and fabricated
(Fig.1(a)). The new board comprises of a MCU, ECG analog front-end, LED
driver and brightness adjustment circuit for photoplethysmograph (PPG)
measurement, a CC2420 chip for wireless communication and a FTDI FT232RL
chip for MCU programming and real-time debugging. A miniaturized wireless
gateway was also designed (Fig.1(b)) to wirelessly receive the data from sensor
node and further relay to the PC for ongoing research on ECG denoising and
arrhythmia classification.
A novel MEMS-based electrode has been designed and fabricated for ECG
measurement as shown in Fig.2. Compared with conventional ECG electrodes,
micromachined electrode is more comfortable; no direct contact of gel with the
human skin and imposes no side effects to human for continuous and long term
measurement. A unique characteristic feature of the proposed electrode is that
the microneedle array is made of heavily doped silicon, which is electrically
conductive and eliminates the requirement to dope Ag/AgCl or metal layer on
the microneedles for electric contact. The microneedles can directly pierce
through the outer skin surface, lowering the electrode-skin-electrode impedance
(ESEI) and eliminating the need for skin preparation which, is prerequisite for
wet electrode. For long-term monitoring, mechanical failure of micro-needles
may accidentally happen due to the axial loading during insertion process or
transverse loading during the measurement. As a result, the broken silicon
needles will become debris in the skin, which attracts healthy concern for
the user. Therefore, critical buckling loads for fabricated micro-needle were
investigated using both theoretical estimation and ANSYS simulation. The
results show that the critical buckling load is much larger than theoretical
insertion force thereby the buckling problem will not occur during the insertion
process.
This work is supported by Qatar National Research Funding (QNRF) under the
grant NPRP 09-292-2-113.

FTDI

CC2420 chip

chip

ECG and SpO2 connectors INA33 OPA433
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Fig. 1 (a) Wireless sensor node using highly-integrated board for comprehensive vial signs monitoring
(b) Fabricated wireless gateway for receiving the data from sensor node and relaying the data to PC

Polymer

Silicon

Wire

Skin
Stratum Corneum (SC)
Stratum Germinativum (SG)

(a)

(a) Deposition of silicon oxide on substrate
(b) Pattern of photoresist
(c) Transfer of pattern from photoresist to silicon
oxide
(d) Anisotropic etch of microneedle array

(c)

(e) Isotropic etch of microneedle array
(f) Removal of silicon oxide

(b)
Fig.2 (a) Schematic view of novel micromachined electrode, (b) Micomachining process
(c) SEM photos of Microneedle array and Microneedle
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The Assignment of the Gene Responsible for Congenital
Cataract and Micropthalmia to the Pericentromeric Region of
the X Chromosome and Examination of Candidate Genes
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Background: X-linked diseases are single gene disorders that are due to the
presence of mutations in genes that reside on the X chromosome. X-linked
recessive disorders are predicted from the family structure, where only boys
are affected and there is no father to son transmission of the mutant allele.
Heterozygous females are usually non-symptomatic carriers but can manifest
a milder form of the disease. The identification of the genetic defect in X-linked
disorders facilitates the diagnosis of affected individuals, aid in providing
informative counseling and may help in prenatal diagnosis.
Objectives: The study aims at mapping and identification of one gene responsible
for congenital cataract and micropthalmia in a three-generation family.
Methods: We recruited 12 members of a family with a clear X-linked pattern
of inheritance with three affected males, all showing congenital cataracts and
microphthalmia. Gene mapping was attempted using a set of microsatellite
markers selected to cover the whole X chromosome. Haplotypes were generated
for all genotypes and the haplotypes were examined for alleles shared by the
affected males and not shared by the unaffected males. Once the region of
linkage was identified, we examined a few candidate genes by mutation analysis
by resequencing in forward and reverse of one affected individual, one obligate
carrier and one unrelated normal control. Candidate genes were chosen from the
human genome public databases and were selected based on the possibility that
they play a role in eye development or are expressed in fetal eyes.
Results: The region of linkage is a 50 Mb in the pericentromeric region of the X
chromosome (Xp21.1-q21.2). The candidate genes ARR3, DACH2 and BCOR were
resequenced in forward and reverse, but no variations were detected.
Conclusions: We were capable of mapping the gene responsible for congenital
cataracts and microphthalmia to the pericentromeric region of the X
chromosome. We examined 3 candidate genes but no variations were detected.
Currently, we are examining other candidate genes. If no mutant alleles are
identified by this candidate gene approach, we will proceed by performing whole
exome sequencing of the X chromosome (after enrichment) utilizing the next
generation sequencing technology.
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Background: Autoinflammatory diseases are a group of disorders characterized
by seemingly unprovoked inflammation in the absence of high-titer
autoantibodies or antigen-specific T cells. Familial Mediterranean Fever (FMF)
is an autosomal recessive disorder. It is characterized by recurrent self-limiting
episodes of fever and painful polyserositis. FMF is prevalent in specific ethnic
groups—namely, non-Ashkenazi Jews, Armenians, Turks, and Arabs. There seems
to be a distinctive clinical picture in Arab patients with FMF, and the range and
distribution of MEFV mutations is different from that noted in other commonly
affected ethnic groups.
Objectives: The aim of this study is to delineate the spectrum and distribution
of MEFV mutations amongst an Arabic FMF patient cohort and to assist the
genotype-phenotype correlation in these patients.
Methods: We have collected DNA samples from 188 FMF patients (from Qatar,
Jordan and Palestine) who have been clinically diagnosed with FMF, according
to international and validated diagnostic criteria. We have designed primers to
cover the entire genomic region of MEFV. As a first tier, mutation detection is
done by resequencing the entire coding sequence and splice sites; as a second
tier the rest of the genomic region including the promoter are resequenced.
Results: In the first tier, we have identified 191 out of 376 mutant alleles
(50%) by resequencing the entire coding region and splice sites of MEFV. In
addition, resequencing of the entire genomic region of 100 patients who had
only one identifiable allele was carried resulting in the identification of specific
haplotypes and we are currently investigating the phenotypic significance of
these haplotypes.
Conclusions: The spectrum of MEFV mutations in Arabs seems different from
other ethnic groups commonly affected by FMF. The fraction of the identifiable
disease causing alleles is the lowest amongst the commonly affected ethnic
groups. The results of the genomic resequencing of MEFV may provide some
insight into the role of non-coding sequences and may explain the molecular
pathology of FMF. Thereby, we are currently working on the development of a low
cost and high throughput technique to facilitate the resequencing of the entire
genomic sequence of MEFV using Next Generation sequencing technology.
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Background: Autosomal recessive diseases are considered as a major group
of single-gene disorders among Arab population. We have recruited a family
with three siblings with a mental retardation (MR) syndrome who were born to
consanguineous Qatari parents. The clinical problems comprised significant
mental retardation, microsomia, signs of skeletal dysplasia, and thoracolumbar
kyphosis. The oldest patient suffers also from epileptic seizures. Also, the
parents and the other three of their six children are healthy. Causative genes
and mapping strategy focused on large genomic regions demonstrating
homozygosity in all of the affected individuals.
Objectives: Our goal is to identify the genetic causes of undelineated autosomal
recessive disorders among Arab families.
Methods: Whole genome genotyping has been performed by (Illumina 300Kb
SNPs). Followed by homozygosity mapping and linkage analysis. In addition,
targeted resequencing of the candidate genes within the linked homozygous loci
was performed.
Results and conclusions: Homozygosity mapping revealed a single large
shared region of homozygous SNPs on the long arm of chromosome 4 flanked
by rs28419770 (4q13.1) and rs4105671 (4q21.23). This block contains more
than 120 genes, none of which has been implicated in MR or any of the above
mentioned phenotype so far. Sequencing of candidate genes within the region
revealed two novel missense variations in FRAS1 gene; an Arg3099Gln and
Thr3149Met. Both variations were found in the three affected siblings in
homozygous status, while the parents were heterozygous. Furthermore, these
two variations have not been found in 140 individual controls in homozygous
pattern, however, a heterozygous pattern of variations were found in three
individuals only. Our future plan will be doing the whole exome sequencing for
the shared region using next generation sequencing platform.
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Psoriasis is a chronic inflammatory skin disease posing a considerable
worldwide health problem due to its high prevalence, associated morbidity and
high health-care costs. It is a multifactorial “complex” disorder, with compelling
evidence for a genetic predisposition. On the other hand, Majeed syndrome, a
Mendelian disorder of bone and skin inflammation is caused by homozygous
mutations in LPIN2. Many observations have implicated LPIN2 in the genetic
etiology of psoriasis, including its position in a psoriasis locus. We identified
several non-synonymous SNPs within the LPIN2 in patients with psoriasis that
are not present in healthy controls.
We hypothesize that the variations in LPIN2 play a role in the susceptibility to
development of psoriasis and that LPIN2 is the psoriasis susceptibility locus
on 18p. We aim to examine this hypothesis by examining the properties of the
wild type and mutant proteins, as well as examining any difference in function
between the wild type and mutants.
We have obtained custom synthesized cDNA clones encoding the full Lipin2 wild
type protein and the six identified mutant proteins (p.K387E, p.S734L, p.A331S,
p.L504F, p.P348L, p.E601K). The cDNA clones were subcloned into pYES2 vector
for expression in yeast cells (Saccharomyces cerevisiae). Each construct was
transformed into Saccharomyces cerevisiae for protein expression. The analysis
utilizes SDS Gel Electophoresis and Western Blot.
The DNA analysis indicates that each fragment has been correctly cloned into
the pYES2 vector. The analyses using SDS Gel Electrophoresis and Western
Blot indicate that the Wild type and p.K387E are successfully expressed in
S. cerevisiae while p.S734L is expressed in S. cerevisiae but at a lower level.
Expression experiments are being done on the 4 remaining mutant proteins.
We were successful in artificially expressing the human Lipin2 protein in its
different forms in yeast cells. We are currently optimizing the conditions to
produce substantial amounts of the proteins to be studied by Circular dichroism
to determine the folding patterns. Other methods will be approached to study
the function.
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Prevalence rate of autism-spectrum disorders (ASD) in Qatar is uncertain,
and speculation that their incidence is increasing continues to cause concern.
Although the apparent increased prevalence of autism may reflect improved
detection and recognition of autism and its variants. No comprehensive survey
has been done to estimate the prevalence of autism in Qatar.
The target population for this study is children aged 3 through 18 years whose
parents resided in Qatar.
Children with ASD in Qatar going to be identified using a two-phase process.
In Phase 1, children from a representative sample of all primary schools in Qatar
going to be preliminarily screened using Social Communications Questionnaires,
and those who are suspected to have ASD will be approached through phase 2.
Review of records of children with possible ASD from the following institutions:
1). Shafallah Center for children with special needs records, which includes all
children with preliminary diagnosis of ASD, who attends special classes for
autism.
2). Other centers and school which has similar facilities.
3). Records from the Supreme Council of Health, Hamad Medical Corporation,
and any other health centers.
In Phase 2, clinical evaluation is conducted by a developmental psychologist,
and/or paediatrician. It includes a medical, developmental, and behavioural
history; a standard physical and neurologic examination, In addition, the Autism
Diagnostic Interview (ADI-R), and Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule-G
(ADOS-G) will be administered.
Preliminary analysis of 179 subjects showed the highest prevalence among age
group 7-14 years (61%).
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Background: Epilepsy is a disorder of the brain characterized by an enduring
predisposition to generate recurrent epileptic seizures, as well as, the
neurobiologic, cognitive, psychological, and social consequences. The estimated
proportion of the general population with active epilepsy at a given time is
10 per 1,000 people. The cause of epilepsy remains unknown in a substantial
proportion of affected individuals. There is considerable evidence of the role of
genetics in the predisposition to epileptic seizures. There is a need to identify
the genes that predispose to epilepsy.
Objectives: The objective of this study is to attempt at the identification of the
genes responsible for specific forms of familial epilepsy by using homozygosity
mapping and mutation detection analyses.
Methods: In this study we recruit families in which epilepsy segregates in a
suggested autosomal recessive pattern. Homozygosity mapping is applied after
genotyping with 370K SNP chips (Illumina platform). The gene identification is
performed by candidate gene approach and direct resequencing.
Results: We recruited a consanguineous two-generation family with five
affected individuals from two related sibships. All patients were clinically
diagnosed and the clinical picture delineated. The gene responsible for the
epilepsy in this family has been mapped to a 10 MB region on chromosome 11.
At least 10 candidate genes, including SHANK2, SYT12, CFL1 and KCNK4 were
examined for mutations but no specific mutations were identified as of yet.
Conclusion: Further examination of other candidate genes is ongoing. However,
genomic sequencing utilizing next-generation sequencing technology
is in progress.

Male/female ratio was 82% /18%, which is around 5/1. Further works needed to
calculate the total prevalence rate. Obtaining a reliable estimate is important in
planning for providing the best health care and educational services needed to
improve the overall outcome of autism.
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Background: The number of genes identified to be responsible for autosomal
dominant genetic conditions far exceeds those identified for autosomal
recessive conditions. This is expected because autosomal recessive disorders
are rare and a single large family or a large number of smaller families are
needed for gene mapping and identification. However, this hurdle can be
overcome by homozygosity mapping utilizing inbred families.
Objectives: The aim of this study is to map loci and identify genes that play a
role in autosomal recessive disorders among Arab families and to examine their
role with the final aim of outlining novel genes and pathways. The investigation
capitalizes on utilizing large inbred families, as well as smaller inbred families,
by employing homozygosity approaches for mapping the etiologic genes.
Methods: It includes the recruitment of families and obtaining detailed
clinical, genealogical and genotypic data. Families with pedigrees that provide
suggestive evidence of autosomal recessive mode of inheritance and with
consanguinity are selected. Homozygosity mapping is done by genome wide SNP
genotyping using dense chips, followed by linkage analysis.
Results: We performed homozygosity mapping on one recruited family to seek a
region of homozygosity shared by affected individuals. This family includes
eight individuals from 4 related sibships in an extended Palestinian family
who suffer from congenital cataract. Homozygosity mapping revealed a region
flanked by rs4276160 (3p22.1) and rs749512 (3p21.31) on the short arm of
chromosme 3. This interval contains 92 genes, none of which has been implicated
in eye disease. Further investigation for this family is currently underway
using whole exome sequencing to identify the causative gene mutation. Other
examples will be presented.
Conclusion: Homozygosity mapping utilizing inbred families is a very powerful
tool for gene mapping in autosomal recessive families. However, the region of
linkage is usually big and contains a large number of genes, which is prohibitive
with the classic technology. Genomic approaches such as whole exome
sequencing is yet another powerful tool to overcome this hurdle.
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Background: Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women in
Qatar, incidence rate is rising and it is often diagnosed at advanced stages.
Early detection of breast cancer through regular screening activities has been
found to decrease morbidity and mortality rates. Although research on breast
cancer screening in the Middle East is scarce, low levels of knowledge and poor
participation rates have been found to act as barriers towards breast cancer
screening activities such as breast self-examination, clinical breast examination
and mammography. Various other barriers have been described in the literature.
Identification of these potential barriers and facilitators is urgently needed
in order to develop culturally appropriate interventions aiming to improve
awareness and breast cancer screening participation rates.
Objectives: A three-phase research program for which the goals are to (1)
Understand breast health issues in Qatar; (2) Identify and implement strategies
that assist Arabic women’s participation in breast cancer screening activities (3)
Evaluate, facilitate and sustain these strategies.
Methods: In Phase 1 two studies are conducted. Study 1: this quantitative study
examines data from a convenience sample of 1063 Arabic women in Qatar on
a cross sectional community based survey. Face to face interviews are used to
investigate knowledge, attitudes, practices, barriers and facilitators regarding
breast cancer screening activities. Study 2: Using an ethnographic qualitative
methodology, this study will capture the complexity and diversity of reasons of
health behaviour choices on a purposive sample of 50 women, 50 men and 30
health care providers.
Results: Preliminary results from study 1 will be presented. These will include:
participation rates of breast cancer screening activities of Arabic women in Qatar
such as breast self-examination, clinical breast examination and mammography;
levels of knowledge of breast cancer and its screening; identified barriers and
facilitators to breast cancer screening as experienced by these women.
Conclusion: Combined results will enable development of culturally appropriate
intervention strategies to raise awareness and participation rate in breast
cancer screening among Arabic women living in Qatar and the Gulf region.
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In Qatar, cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of mortality
and morbidity.
Cardiovascular diseases can be prevented and controlled by modifying lifestyle
risk behaviours such as physical inactivity, unhealthy diet and smoking.
Obesity as the result of physical inactivity and unhealthy diet raises the risk
of heart diseases. Studies show that 62.6% of Qatari women were overweight
and the prevalence of overweight is high among adult females with 80% of
women 30 years and over. Qatar World Health Survey in 2006 shows that
only 40% of Qatari women participated regularly in sports or other physical
activities. Furthermore, waterpipe smoking is increasing across the Eastern
Mediterranean.
Funded by the Qatar National Research Fund, the ultimate goal of this study
was to find ways to effectively promote cardiovascular/coronary artery disease
prevention and management activities among Qatari women (citizen and
resident Arabic women) by exploring factors affecting the ways in which Qatari
women participate in physical activities, healthy diet and smoking.
An exploratory qualitative research approach was used in this study, with a semistructured questionnaire using open ended questions to gather data. Individual
in-depth interviews were conducted with 50 Arabic women who are 30 years and
over, have confirmed diagnosis of CVD/coronary artery diseases to investigate
factors influence lifestyle risk behaviours associated with cardiovascular
diseases amongst Qatari women (citizen and resident Arabic women).
The study’s results show that social support networks; cultural beliefs, values,
practices, and religion; rapid economic growth; changing environmental and
social conditions influence women’s participation on physical activities, dietary
practices and smoking. Conclusion: Prevention of cardiovascular diseases
and promotion of healthy lifestyle should consider women’s specific health
condition and socio-economic status; empower women to take charge of their
health; facilitate women’s informal and formal social support networks; provide
culturally appropriate public education; create healthy environment with more
recreational facilities for women and children.
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T-cells genetically modified to express a chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) against
a tumor associated antigen are attractive anti-cancer therapeutic agents. The
5T4 cell surface oncofoetal antigen is an attractive target antigen for cancer
immunotherapy as it is expressed by a wide spectrum of cancers including
gastric, ovarian and colorectal while showing limited expression in normal adult
tissues. Previously it was shown that human and murine T-cells engineered to
express human 5T4 specific CAR can specifically lyse human 5T4-expressing
tumor targets in vitro and in vivo, respectively. This study aimed to isolate single
chain variable fragments (scFvs) specific for murine 5T4 (m5T4) and to examine
their efficacy in the context of CAR in a fully autologous model. Screening four
novel hybridoma cell-lines producing anti-m5T4 monoclonal antibodies to
clone the scFv yielded one functional m5T4-specific scFv from the hybridoma
cell-line P1C9. The P1C9 scFv expressed as a fusion protein with the Fc domain
of human IgG significantly labels m5T4-expressing targets. Murine T-cells
modified to express the P1C9 scFv fused to the CD3ζ molecule can specifically
lyse target cells in vitro and result in IFN-γ cytokine release, while T-cells
expressing the non-signalling CAR derivative; P1C9 scFv fused to the murine
MHC-I transmembrane domain, were unable to lyse m5T4-expressing tumor
targets. On-going experiments aim to test the efficacy and assess the toxicity of
m5T4-specific CAR against m5T4-expressing tumor models in vivo. This model
will allow further understanding of how gene-modified T-cells function in an
autologous setting with the aim to improve human T-cell based
cancer immunotherapy.
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Head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCCs) develop in the mucosal
linings of the upper aerodigestive tract and are the sixth leading cause of
cancer worldwide. They are initiated by tobacco and alcohol consumption, and
by infection with high-risk types of human papillomavirus (HPV). The neoplastic
process begins with the normal epithelium progressing through hyperplasia to
dysplasia to carcinoma in situ and invasive carcinoma.
Retinoic acid (RA) and its derivatives (retinoids), metabolites of vitamin A, have
been recognized as a group of cancer chemopreventive and therapeutic agents,
because of their ability to induce differentiation of various types of stem cells
and arrest of cellular proliferation. Recent studies show that RA sensitizes
colorectal cancer cells to apoptosis by inducing the proapoptotic ligand, TNFrelated apoptosis inducing ligand (TRAIL). RA increases the expression of
TRAIL receptors, Death Receptors 4 & 5 (DR4/5), while suppressing TRAIL
nonfunctional receptors, Decoy Receptors 1 & 2 (DcR1/2) in colorectal cancer
cells. In this study, we analyzed the synergistic effects of RA and TRAIL on the
induction of apoptosis in human oral squamous cell carcinoma derived cell-lines.
The human HNSCC cell lines, SCC-15, SCC-25, and OKF6/hTERT-1 (an
immortalized oral mucosa cell line), were treated either with RA, TRAIL, or RA
and TRAIL for 7 days. These treated cells were then analyzed for changes in cell
proliferation (by growth curves), gene expression (by semi-quantitative PCR),
and markers of apoptosis and differentiation (by Western blot). It was expected
that cellular proliferation and expression of DcR1/2 would be reduced in cells
treated with RA and TRAIL, while expression of DR4/5 and markers of apoptosis
(PARP cleavage) would be higher in RA and TRAIL-treated cells. We show that
RA and TRAIL decreased cellular proliferation in the OKF6/hTERT-1 cell-line;
however, RA in combination with TRAIL did not result in a significant change
in SCC-15 or SCC-25 cell-lines. In addition, Western blot results show that
RA and TRAIL increased the cleavage of PARP in the SCC-25 cell-line. Finally,
as expected, RA decreased the expression of Oct4, a stem cell marker, and
increased the expression of E-cadherin, an epithelial cell marker.
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Background: Caring for an autistic child places significant stress on the lives of
family members. To date, no study has evaluated how looking after a child with
autism affects quality of life (QoL) of caregivers in Qatar or the Gulf country
region. Our study is aimed at quantifying the health-related QoL of caregivers of
children with autism in Qatar.
Methods: We recruited two groups of caregivers of children between 3 to17
years old. The first group was formed of caregivers of children with autism from
two developmental paediatric rehabilitation clinics, and the second group was
formed of caregivers of typically-growing children and who were visiting a family
clinic for routine medical check-up. Demographic information of all caregivers
and children were collected. The Arabic version of the Short Form-36 (SF-36),
which is a generic type questionnaire, was administered to caregivers in both
groups to assess QoL.
Results: A total of 98 participants consented to take part in the study. 56
were caregivers of children with autism, and 42 were caregivers of a typicallygrowing children. There was no statistically significant difference in QoL
domains between both groups, but caregivers of autistic children rated their
health as poor and likely to get worse (p=0.003). Mental health components
were consistently poorer than the physical components in the autistic group,
and female caregivers had poorer mental health than males in this cohort of
participants (p<0.05).
Conclusion: This study provided evidence for the impact of caring for a child with
autism on the life of the caregiver. However, there seems to be a need to develop
condition-specific QoL questionnaires that can specifically measure QoL in
caregivers of autistic children more accurately than generic questionnaires. The
findings should still help health policy-makers provide more focused support to
the children with autism and their families.
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Introduction: There has been a great increase in the worldwide prevalence of
childhood and adolescent obesity and secondary diseases such as diabetes
mellitus type II in recent years. However, there is insufficient data regarding this
topic in Qatar and the Gulf region.
Objective: To assess obesity prevalence among schoolchildren and adolescents
(6-18 years) in independent schools in Qatar.
Methods: This cross-sectional study was conducted in independent schools
selected by the Supreme Council of Education in Qatar. Participants were
sampled from schools managed by the Ministry of Education in Qatar using
a multi-stage random selection with clusters being school type (primary,
preparatory, secondary), grade, class section and gender of students. Two
questionnaires translated to Arabic (one for grade 4 and one for grade 8 and 11)
were used, and weight and height were measured using a portable stadiometer.
Ethical board approvals as well as parental permission and students’ assent were
obtained.
Results: Data was collected from 19 schools (7 elementary, 6 middle and 6 high
schools). Total of 480 children and 1,333 adolescents were enrolled. Height and
weight were measured, and body mass index (BMI) was calculated using Center
for Disease Control (CDC) guidelines. Overall prevalence of obesity among:
a) Grade 4 was 23.3% (27.7% boys and 18.3% girls), b) Grade 8 was 22.4%,
(22.2% boys and 22.9% girls), and c) Grade 11 was 17.5% (24% boys and 12.2%
girls). Grade 4 and 11 boys were (1.7 and 2.6 times respectively) more likely
to be obese than girls, while in grade 8 there was no statistically significant
difference among genders. The rates of obesity for all grades were higher than
the American rate of 16.9% for children between the ages of 2 to 19 years by
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES).
Conclusion: There is a high prevalence of obesity amongst schoolchildren
and adolescents in Qatar, boys more than girls. This pilot study highlights the
need for a bigger scale study to further evaluate obesity among children and
adolescents and start concrete interventions.
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Background: Caring for a child diagnosed with autism is strongly linked to
maternal caregiving burden. It forces family members to modify their daily
lives to suit their different reality and it imposes social, psychological, and
economical hardships. No previous research has assessed the burden associated
with caring for a child with autism on the lives of caregivers in Qatar or the Gulf
country region.
Objective: To assess the burden of autism on the lives of caregivers of children
with autism in Qatar.
Methods: Two groups of caregivers of children between 3 to 17 years old were
recruited. The caregivers of children with autism (Autistic Group, or AG) were
recruited from two developmental pediatric and children rehabilitation clinics
in Qatar. The caregivers of typically-growing children (Non-Autistic Group, or
NAG) were recruited during their visit for a family clinic of a primary health care
facility for routine medical check-up. Data collected from both groups included
demographic information of caregivers and children and several questions aimed
at assessing the burden of caring for a child with autism. Items in questions were
developed after a thorough literature review.
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Background: Ectopic pregnancy is an increasing health risk for women that
cause maternal death in the first trimester. The incidence of ectopic pregnancy
is 1-2% of pregnant women. The Fallopian tubes are the most common site of
implantation (95.5%). Risk factors are higher in women with damaged fallopian
tubes. Ultrasound (US) and (β-hCG) are the diagnostic tools. Management
includes medical (methotrexate(MTX)) and surgical (laparotomy or laparoscopic)
approaches.
Objectives: The objective of this study is to shed the light on the management
of advanced ectopic pregnancy diagnosed according to the (-hCG>5000) or
the presence of fetal heart beat using US, in relation to age, medical history,
diagnosis, treatment in both Qatar and Bahrain.
Methods: This study was conducted at Hamad Medical Corporation (Qatar) and
Bahrain Defense Force Hospital (Bahrain). After obtaining the ethical approval
needed, all cases of ectopic pregnancies between 2007-2011 were included.
Data were collected from medical records on the approved data-collecting
sheet then statistically analyzed using SPSS 19 software. Analyses included
descriptive statistics, cross tab and Chi-square Tests, 95% confidence intervals
and odd ratios.

Results: Children in the AG spent more time indoors, watching television, or
sleeping than children in the NAG (p≤0.05). Around 50% of the caregivers
in AG did not wish to answer questions about whether they would encourage
their children to get married or become parents when they grow up. Half of the
sample in the AG utilizes special education classes and other facilities, and
the remaining half has access problems. Religious faith helps the majority of
caregivers in coping with the burden associated with caring for a child with
autism.

Results: Out of 534 cases of ectopic pregnancies enrolled in this study, 127
(23.8%) were from Bahrain and 407 (76.2%) were from Qatar. The percentage
of advance cases was 15% from Bahrain and 41% from Qatar. In Bahrain,
treatments utilized are: laparatomy and salpingectomy (84.2%), (5.3%) MTX
alone and MTX followed by laparatomy and salpingectomy (10.5%), while in
Qatar it was laparoscopy and salpingectomy(77.6%), MTX alone (19.4%), MTX
followed by laparoscopy and salpingectomy (3%). In both countries, Left tube
is the common side of implantation in case of advance ectopic (52.2%) and high
incidence (21.7%) of tubal rupture was found in all advanced ectopic cases.

Conclusions: This study provided evidence for the impact of caring for a child
with autism on the life of the caregivers. It also gave an insight into areas
relating to support provided to children with autism and their caregivers and the
status of the children with autism in different aspects. The findings should help
health policy-makers provide better and more focused supports to the children
with autism and their families.

Conclusions: Management of advanced ectopic pregnancy was mainly surgical
based on gestational sac size and patient’s age. Laparoscopy in Qatar and
laparatomy in Bahrain were the treatment of choice to treat advance ectopic
cases. Further investigation to compare mother’s fertility after different
surgical approaches is recommended.
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The coagulation/fibrinolytic system controls the intravascular fibrin
homeostasis; in addition to participating in a wide variety of physio-pathological
processes. The components of the system have an influence on tumor
metastasis, growth and invasion. This is a result of their involvement in tumor
matrix construction, angiogenesis and cell migration.
Thrombosis of unexplained etiology among healthy and cancer patients; is a
major cause of death. Several homeostatic markers are currently used to predict
the advent of thrombosis. However, none of these markers directly indicate the
course and progression of the disease; thus thrombosis remains unexplained.
Endothelial Protein C Receptor EPCR gene carries 13 single nucleotide
polymorphisms, which define 3 haplotypes: A1, A2 and A3. One of these, A3,
encodes a protein, which is more sensitive than the other two in shedding
enzymes. High levels of protein C are determined by PROCR haplotype 3. A3
haplotype reflects a high soluble Endothelial Protein C Receptor (sEPCR) level.
Therfore, it is a candidate risk factor for venous thrombosis. We observed that
the plasma concentration of sEPCR in cancer patients was much higher than
that observed in controls. We suggest that sEPCR released from malignant
cells could serve as a “trap” for protein C, preventing it’s binding to EPCR on the
surface of endothelial cells and induced thrombotic state.
We developed a method, based on activated Partial Thromboplastin Time,
in order to analyze the ability of (EPCR) on the cancer cell membrane to trap
circulating Activated Protein C (APC). This test is in conjunction with other
specific tests used for assessing thrombotic state, such as the one to quantitate
soluble fibrin and d-dimer.
Previous study of lung cancer patients, done by Department of Pathology,
Free University Medical Center 2002, revealed a marked association between
high EPCR levels; and poor survival or relapse in patients with stage I lung
adenocarcinoma. The aim of our study is to investigate the role of sEPCR as a
cause of thrombotic disorder, among cancer patients. Furthermore, to detect
whether EPCR of cancer cells is haplotype 3, that affect on the level of sEPCR.
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Epithelial ovarian cancer is the most lethal gynecologic malignancy with the
majority of cases being diagnosed after the disease has become metastatic
according to the report by Obstetrics and Gynecology, Duke University Medical
Center USA, 2008.
Consequently, genetic and epigenetic changes that disturb motility are
likely to be important for the pathogenesis of ovarian cancer. Although
ovarian cancer can be cured in up to 90% of cases while still confined to the
ovary, approximately 70% are diagnosed after the occurrence of peritoneal
dissemination, when the cure rate reduces to less than 30% according to recent
studies by Global Cancer Statistic, CA Cancer 2011.
Recent reports have shown 25% of most cancerous cells within tumors have the
features of cancer stem cells (CSCs). CSCs have been identified on the basis of
their ability to self-renew and to have the capacity to differentiate into cancer
cells and also form tumors in animal model.
We already demonstrated that the majority of cells of ovarian cancer cell line
(OVCAR) expressed CD133 and CD117 antigen. The CD133 antigen is a 120 kDa
membrane glycoprotein, detected first time in CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells
and thus this antigen has been widely used to identify and facilitate the isolation
of hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells. CD117 or stem cell factor receptor
(c-Kit), also detected in Haemopoietic stem and progenitor cells. This protein is a
type 3 transmembrane receptor for MGF (mast cell growth factor).
CD133and CD117 has been considered as a marker of CSCs. Also OVCAR
CD133- cells subpopulation in “in vitro” culture can generate a subpopulation of
OVCAR CD133+ cells, probably via Epithelial to Mesenchymal Transition (EMT).
EMT describes a mechanism by which cells lose their epithelial characteristics
and acquire more migratory mesenchymal properties. It also seems to have a
key role in the acquisition of invasive and migratory properties in many types of
carcinoma cells.
We aim to determine whether the transformation of these cancer cells in CSCs
is dependent on the tumor type and on signaling pathways. We will be using
genomic and proteomic analysis OVCAR CD133+/- and CD117+/cells for targeting the EMT pathway.
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Perfusion-decellularized native lungs seeded with human BJ
RNA-induced pluripotent stem (BJ-RiPS) and umbilical vein endothelial
cells failed to regenerate functional lung tissue as quantified by
immunohistochemistry (no detection of TTF1,CC10,and Pro-SPB), gene
expression (non-significant differences in lung-specific gene expression as
compared to cells cultured under standard conditions), and in vitro lung gas
exchange properties. Histological analysis of orthotopically transplanted
BJ-RiPS lungs revealed a teratoma (detection of ectoderm: TuJ1, mesoderm:
SMA, and endoderm: TTF1).
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Obesity is a major health problem that has reached epidemic levels worldwide.
Obesity is considered a highly heritable and genetically heterogeneous disorder.
Despite the improvement in our understanding of the genetic basis of obesity,
the underlying genetic cause of most families with extreme obesity is still
unknown.
In this study, we aim to elucidate the missing heritability of obesity in bariatric
surgery patients with familial history of obesity. About 100 probands from
France, the UK and Qatar will be screened for known obesity variants in MC4R
(and LEP if belong to consanguineous family) by Sanger sequencing and for two
obesity-causing microdeletions at chr16p11.2 by MLPA. The families of ten of
these probands not showing known monogenic obesity variants will be further
analysed to seek new rare obesity-causing variants by whole exome sequencing
and Illumina genotyping. We will examine the effect of the identified variants at
the gene expression level by performing expression profiling analysis in blood
and insulin-responsive tissues (muscle, liver, subcutaneous and visceral fat)
from the probands and in blood for the other family members. Moreover, we
will investigate the effect of the variants on obesity surgery outcomes such as
weight loss and reoperation rates.
Bariatric surgery offers a valuable opportunity to collect tissues from obese
patients that can allow the integration of genetic information with gene
expression to investigate the genetic basis of obesity. This research will provide
novel insight into better health care protocols such as personalised medicine
and genetic counselling for obesity, and could lead to the development of better
treatment options for the future.
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The prevalence of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2D) is increasing rapidly worldwide
with figures being projected to reach 700 million and 366 million by 2030
respectively, according to the recent reports by the World Health Organization
2010 and the International Diabetes Federation 2010. T2D development has
been shown to be driven by both environmental and genetic factors.
Consanguinity among Middle-Eastern population, especially the Gulf region, has
proved to play a major role in predisposing to multiple hereditary conditions
such as cancer, hypertension, and T2D, the latter showing a moderately high
prevalence (16.7%) among Qataris.
In this study we aim to identify novel genetic variants and clarify new molecular
pathways of T2D in the Qatari population. We will take the advantage of the
advanced technologies in genome wide scan and next generation sequencing
to investigate a large three generation Qatari family with a history of early
onset T2D for the initial stage of the study. More consanguineous families will
be recruited for this project and will undergo the same investigational steps in
order to identify shared novel mutations between the different family members.
To date, several approaches, such as candidate gene studies, linkage analysis,
and genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been used to identify genetic
variants involved in the pathophysiology of T2D and glucose homeostasis.
Among these, GWAS has been the most successful approach at the moment to
uncovering common genetic variants involved in the disease susceptibility. Next
generation whole exome sequencing is a new promising approach to gather novel
insights into genes and pathways involved in T2D susceptibility, also allowing
the discovery of potential rare mutations.
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Parkinson’s disease (PD) (OMIM168600) is the second most common agerelated neurodegenerative disorder worldwide with a prevalence of more than
1% in people over 65 years old. The major hallmark of PD brain change is the
formation of Lewy bodies, which are mainly composed of a protein called alphasynuclein (encoded by the SNCA gene), aggregated together with other proteins.
Genetic variants of SNCA have been reported to be involved in both familial
as well as sporadic cases of PD. Many of these variants result in the overexpression of the encoded protein making it prone to aggregation.
This report describes investigation of methylation of the two CpG islands in
SNCA in brain samples from PD patients.
Fifty three DNA samples were made from cerebellum of PD brains, to add to 268
existing DNA samples. In the first part of the study, confirmation of suspected
monogenic PD mutations was carried out using PCR and sequencing. However, no
mutation was detected. Possible reasons for the discrepancy between predicted
and observed results are discussed. In addition, 250 PD cases were screened for
three monogenic mutations in SNCA using commercial service and found that
none of these cases have the mutations.
In the second part of the study, DNA methylation of two SNCA CpG islands
was assessed in seven different brain regions of ten PD cases using bisulfite
sequencing. No significant difference was observed in DNA methylation of
CpG 1, as well as CpG 2, when compared to the studied brain regions.
Genetic and epigenetic studies on PD can help to provide better understanding
of the mechanisms underlying the disease and its progression, enhancing our
ability to discover and develop better treatment options for the future.

This study will use next generation sequencing technology to discover potential
causative mutations segregating in diabetic inbred Qatari families, and possibly
relevant to the Qatari population.
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Chronic stress is a leading risk factor for heart diseases, diabetes, asthma and
depression. However, physicians find it difficult to continuously track a person’s
stress levels throughout the day, as current techniques of electrocardiogram
and blood pressure monitoring are not practical. There is thus a critical need for
a non-invasive, ambulatory device to track physiological stress over extended
periods of time. Such information would allow physicians to assess precisely the
affect of stress and determine the most appropriate interventions.
The primary objective of this study was to investigate the relationship between
non-invasive, physiological signal parameters and the stress level as perceived
by the subject. The mapping of physiological parameters onto stress levels to
accurately monitor the stress levels in a subject under various conditions will
assist the diagnosis of subjects at risk of various stress related disorders.
An ambulatory, wireless device was developed with respiratory rate, galvanic
skin response and heart rate sensors, which the subjects can wear comfortably
while performing their everyday tasks. An experiment involving 13 activities
with different stress levels was conducted on 22 subjects during which
physiological data was collected using the developed device. While participating
in the experiment, subjects had to record the stress level of each activity on
a scale of 1 and 7. The data collected was processed in MATLAB, appropriate
signal parameters extracted and then correlated with the subject’s perceived
stress levels.
Analysis of the data showed that the stress levels varied as the subjects
progressed into different activities due to their varying current mental states.
The perceived nature of stress varied considerably amongst the individuals
with certain activities able to induce a stronger variation in stress compared to
others. The derived features were shown to be effective in tracking the variation
in stress induced in the subjects.
Results of the experiment showed that the developed device was effective in
recording non-invasive physiological for use in tracking the stress levels and
mental state of the subjects. Further work is being done to develop an effective
model that accurately predicts stress levels based on the physiological
data collected.
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Background: Transcription factor NFKB is activated by several processes
including inflammation, endoplasmic-reticulum (ER) stress, increased Akt
signaling and enhanced proteasomal degradation. Calreticulin is an ER Ca2+
binding chaperone, which regulates many cellular processes. Previously, we have
shown that loss of calreticulin function results in the activation of ER stress
that is accompanied by a significant increase in the proteasome activity. These
changes increase the resistance of calreticulin deficient cells to apoptosis.
A role for calreticulin has also been described in the regulation of
immune response.
Objectives: To examine the role of calreticulin in the activation of NFKB signaling
leading to enhanced resistance to apoptosis of these cells.
Methods:: Wild type and calreticulin deficient cells were used for measurement
of transcriptional activity of NFKB. Cells were co-transfected with of NFKB
reporter and-gal reporter plasmids followed by reporter gene assays. Western
blot analysis was utilized to examine changes in protein expression.
Results: Our data illustrate a significant decrease in the basal transcriptional
activity of NFKB upon loss of calreticulin function. Furthermore, treatment with
lipopolysaccharide increased the transcriptional activity of NFKB in both the
wild type and calreticulin deficient cells. However, the transcriptional activity of
NFKB was still significantly lower in the calreticulin deficient cells as compared
to the wild type cells. Our data also showed that the reduced NFKB activity in
calreticulin deficient cells is not due to decreased p65 or p50 protein levels. To
determine the mechanism of decreased NFKB activity we examined changes in
IKB protein stability. Our data showed a significant increase in the IKB protein
level due to decreased level of phosphorylated IKB protein. Furthermore, we
illustrated that loss of calreticulin function resulted in increased protein
phosphatase2A activity that was abolished by Okadaic acid treatment. Inhibition
of IKB de-phosphorylation decreased its ubiquitination and proteasomal
degradation.
Conclusion: Our data suggests that the reduced transcriptional activity of NFKB
upon loss of calreticulin function is mediated via stabilization of IKB protein. To
our knowledge, this is the first report on the role of calreticulin in the regulation
of NFKB function.
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Background: Pineal hormone melatonin (MEL) is a versatile molecule with
diverse physiological roles ranging from circadian entrainment to anti-cancer
effects. Clinical trials indicated that a co-application of cisplatin and melatonin
improved the 1-year survival rate. Also, Futugami (2001) claimed melatonin
enhances the sensitivity of an ovarian cancer cell line to cisplatin.
Objective: Here we study the anti-cancer effects of a co-application of cisplatin
(CDDP, 1pM -10 mM - log10 scale) and melatonin (1pM - 100µM) on MCF-7 cells.
Methods: Cell viability was assessed through MTT assays and trypan blue
exclusion tests.
Results: 1) a) CDDP causes concentration-dependent growth inhibition of MCF-7
cells at high concentrations (1-100 µM) over 24 and 48 hrs with an IC50 of 99.6
± 5µM (24 hrs) b) Over a period of 6 days, 1uM CDDP causes significant (52.35 ±
0.64% of control) growth inhibition 2) MEL does not significantly inhibit MCF-7
cell growth over 24 hr and 6 day time points. 3) Simultaneous co-application of
MEL with CDDP significantly (p ≤ 0.05) reverses 80µM CDDP induced growth
inhibition over 24 hrs at physiological concentrations (0.1- 10nM) (increase in
growth by 21.4 ± 1.8 %). 4) However, simultaneous co-application of MEL and
CDDP does not significantly reverse the growth inhibition induced by 1µM CDDP
over 6 days.
Conclusion: As reported by several labs, CDDP shows significant growth
inhibition within 24 hrs only at high concentrations while long term growth
inhibition is observed at low concentrations (1-10µM). The results indicate that
the sub clone of MCF-7 cells used by us is melatonin “insensitive” as MEL does
not have an anti-proliferative effect over the points tested. However, these cells
are not completely irresponsive to MEL as MEL reverses CDDP induced growth
inhibition at physiological concentrations. The question arises as to why such
a “protection” is observed only at physiological concentrations. Moreover, this
effect is only observed when acute cell death is induced at high concentrations
and not at chronic low concentrations. To conclude, the results open up the
interesting questions of the molecular basis of the protective effects of
melatonin on CDDP induced cell death and melatonin “insensitivity”.
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This research was carried out to examine the awareness about HIV/AIDS.
Introduction: AIDS is caused by the HIV virus, which attacks human immunity
and can be incubated up to 10 years without symptoms. The infection can be
transmitted through blood by injection or injury with infected tools and through
sexual relations with infected persons. Rationale: As HIV/Aids awareness is
lacking, we believe that educating the society on this matter will help prevent
spreading the virus. Methods: Our research is based on a survey/questionnaire
distributed to students, teachers and some friends who were selected randomly.
In addition, we interviewed a clinical psychiatrist & focused on her AIDS patients
while maintaining their anonymity. Results: Our research shows that 84% of the
participants have a general idea about AIDS. Fortunately 74% of them recognize
that AIDS is a dangerous disease. When asking about the mechanism of HIV
work inside the body, 56% of the participants were able to answer the question
correctly; and when asked about the ways of transmission, 47% said blood
transfusion, 41% thought sexual relations, 46% answered needles, 45% thought
it gets transferred from mother to fetus, 42% answered from lactating mother
to her infant, and 40% thought through surgical tools of dentist. Interview
results showed that the HIV carriers might have psychological disturbances
according to their behavior. Conclusion: Most of the study population have come
across this disease and are aware of its level of seriousness. Unfortunately they
are not aware of further scientific such as ways of transmission, symptoms
or prevention.
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This study was carried out to examine the difference between the respiratory
volumes in athlete and non-athlete adolescent females, how does exercise affect
the respiratory volumes and how could the effects of exercise on the respiratory
system affect the heart rate? Introduction: The respiratory and circulatory
systems are the most important systems in the body as they involve vital organs
(lungs and heart). They are affected by several factors, which may improve or
weaken their function. Exercise positively affects their function. Methods: In
this study 2 groups were compared: athletic and non-athletic females using a
spirometer to measure the respiratory volumes before and after running. The
heart rate and blood pressure were also measured in both groups. The statistical
analysis and graphs were done using excel 2007. Results: The pre-test mean vital
capacity in non-athletes was 2600.0± 496.7 and in athletes: 2642.9 ± 340.9.
Whereas post-test mean vital capacity of lungs in non-athletes was 2385.7
±429.8 and in athletes: 2428.6 ±407.1. Pre-test mean blood pressure in nonAthletes was 94.6 ± 9.3mmHg and in athletes was 86 ± 8.1 mmHg but post-test
mean blood pressure in non-athletes was 113.8 ± 31.6 mmHg and in athletes:
99.1 ± 8.8 mmHg. The pretest mean heart rate in non-athletes was 89±5.2 beat
per min while in the athletes it was 86 ± 6.5 beat per min. Conclusion: On the
short term exercise increases the heart rate, decreases the blood pressure,
decreases the lung capacity and increases tidal volume. Whereas long term
effects involve increased lung capacity and tidal volume; and decreased blood
pressure and heart rate.
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Hierarchical Cellular Structures with Tailorable Proparties
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Over the past several years ORC processes have become very promising for
power production from low grade heat sources: solar, biomass, geothermal
and waste heat. The key challenge in the design process is the selection of an
appropriate working fluid. A large number of authors used pure components as
working fluid, and assess ORC performance.
ORC systems that use single working fluid component have two major
shortcomings. First, the majority of applications involve temperatures of the
heat sink and source fluid varying during the heat transfer process, whereas the
temperatures of the working fluid during evaporation and condensing remains
constant. As a consequence a pinch point is encountered in the evaporator and
condenser, giving rise to large temperature differences at one end of the heat
exchanger. This leads to irreversibility that in turn reduces process efficiency. A
similar situation is also encountered in the condenser. A second shortcoming of
the Rankine cycle is lack of flexibility.
These shortcomings result from a mismatch between thermodynamic properties
of pure working fluids, the requirements imposed by the Rankine cycle and the
particular application. In contrast, when working fluid mixtures are used instead
of single component working fluids, improvements can be obtained in two ways,
through inherent properties of the mixture itself, and through cycle variations
which, become available with mixtures. The most obvious positive effect is
decrease in energy destruction, since the occurrence of a temperature glide
during a phase change provides a good match of temperature profiles in the
condenser and evaporator.

Abdel Magid Hamouda, Amin Ajdari, Babak Haghpanah Jahromi,
Ashkan Vaziri
Qatar University, Doha, Qatar
Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts, USA
hamouda@qu.edu.qa
Hierarchical structures are found in many natural and man-made materials
[1]. This structural hierarchy play an important role in determining the overall
mechanical behavior of the structure. It has been suggested that increasing
the hierarchical level of a structure will result in a better performing structure
[2]. Besides, honeycombs are well known structures for lightweight and high
strength applications [3]. In this work, we have studied the mechanical properties
of honeycombs with hierarchical organization using theoretical, numerical,
and experimental methods. The hierarchical organization is made by replacing
the edges of a regular honeycomb structure with smaller regular honeycomb.
Our results showed that honeycombs with structural hierarchy have superior
properties compared to regular honeycombs. The results show that a relatively
broad range of elastic properties, and thus behavior, can be achieved by tailoring
the structural organization of hierarchical honeycombs, and more specifically
the two dimension ratios. Increasing the level of hierarchy provides a wider range
of achievable properties. Further optimization should be possible by also varying
the thickness of the hierarchically introduced cell walls, and thus the relative
distribution of the mass, between different hierarchy levels. These hierarchical
honeycombs can be used in development of novel lightweight multifunctional
structures, for example as the cores of sandwich panels, or development of
lightweight deployable energy systems.

This paper presents detailed simulations and economic analyses of Organic
Rankine Cycle processes for energy conversion of low heat sources. The
paper explores the effect of mixture utilization on common ORC performance
assessment criteria in order to demonstrate advantages of employing mixtures
as working fluid as compared to pure fluids. We illustrate these effects based on
of zeotropic mixtures of paraffins, as ORC working fluids.
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The interest in using alternative fuels in commercial aviation has substantially
grown, as it is anticipated to be the principal means of mitigating rising fuel
costs, fuel supply security, and environmental impact of aviation. Synthetic
paraffinic kerosenes (SPKs), such as gas-to-liquid (GTL) derived from the FischerTropsch route using natural gas, have been approved by the ASTM International
committee for use as suitable blendstock with Jet A-1. The GTL fuel composition
may be defined in terms of key components (normal-, iso- and cyclo-paraffins)
and in terms of carbon number distributions. In order to explore effects of
composition changes on targeted combustion properties, such as ignition or
overall performance, surrogate blends have been produced by Shell using existing
GTL and commercial solvents.
We present results from an experimental campaign conducted on the RollsRoyce plc TRL3 sub-atmospheric altitude ignition facility in Derby, UK. The test
campaign aimed to investigate the effect of GTL-like fuel composition on aviation
turbine altitude ignition and combustion performance. Five different GTL-like
fuels and Jet A-1 as reference fuel were tested in a representative lean-burn
aviation combustor at sub-atmospheric air pressures and temperatures. The
simulated altitude conditions corresponded to a flight altitude between 25,000
and 30,000 feet.
High-repetition-rate and simultaneous imaging of the chemiluminescence from
the hydroxyl and from the methylidyne radicals and of the broadband flame
luminosity were performed in order to temporally resolve the flame initiation
phenomena. The volume-integrated chemiluminescence can be regarded as a
qualitative measure of the global heat release rate in the combustor, whereas
the broadband luminosity of sooty flames is dominated by the luminosity of the
radiating hot soot particles and is thus representing the soot distribution. In
addition, flame luminosity spectra were recorded to obtain information from the
chemiluminescence spectrum of the different intermediate combustion radicals
and from the broadband soot radiation.

Use of Surrogate Bends to Explore Performance-Composition
Links for Synthetic Paraffinic Kerosines
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Fischer-Tropsch synthetic paraffinic kerosines (FT-SPKs), such as Gas-toLiquids (GTL) Kerosine, are now accepted as suitable blend components for Jet
fuel production, via ASTM D7566. This sets limitations on distillation profiles
for the final fuel and neat SPK, and the cycloparaffin content of the neat SPK.
SPKs, from FT and other production routes, can be envisaged that would fall
outside these limits yet produce perfectly acceptable, even desirable fuels. They
are not generally available yet but one can define their compositions in terms
of key components (normal paraffins, iso-paraffins and cycloparaffins) and
carbon number distributions, derived from 2-dimensional gas chromatography.
Surrogate blends approximating to these compositions have been produced with
existing FT kerosines and commercial solvents.
The methodology used to blend these surrogate fuels will be presented as
well as the results of the first experimental campaign at Rolls-Royce Derby on
5 real and surrogate SPKs in Technology Readiness Level 3 (TRL 3) altitude
relight tests, with a baseline crude-derived Jet A-1. SPK choices permitted the
impact of several main compositional variables on laboratory and performance
measures to be determined from the small fuel set. Standard specification tests
and altitude relight tests were performed. Not only were engine/combustor
performances assessed but also combustion processes were captured with high
speed flame imaging subject to a poster by DLR (Mosbach et al). Laboratory
tests showed some sensitivity to SPK composition (e.g. viscosity increasing and
lower heating value decreasing with increased cycloparaffin content) but these
were less evident with ignition relight test results. All SPKs ignited, suggesting
that the distillation criteria could be relaxed from current values. There may be
a positive impact of lower iso/normal content on ignition performance, but this
needs testing in more advanced (higher TRL) equipment.

We found that the observed ignition and combustion performance only depend
weakly on the fuels investigated. However, the SPK flames showed significantly
lower soot luminosities than the corresponding Jet A-1 flames for all combustor
operating conditions, indicating a benefit of the SPK fuels for the environment
and the combustor operability
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A model has been built to simulate and analyze the interactions between the
water and energy infrastructure components relevant to QNFSP in order
to better understand the complex interdependences, to assess different
integration and what if scenarios, and to explore impacts from policy making
and regulation. This paper presents the model as well as systems analyses in
the form of comparative assessments of different integration scenarios for
different technology choices and operational strategies. The results shed light
on overall systems cost, trade-offs between water and energy infrastructure
components, comparisons of implications of renewable versus conventional
energy sources, and identifies cross-sector benefits that are possible through
appropriate infrastructure integration. The paper will not only focus on
infrastructure design but also highlight the interactions between design and
policy making that need to be considered in the development of an efficient
solution.
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The Qatar National Food Security Programme (QNFSP) is an initiative by the
Heir Apparent of the State of Qatar, HH Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani, with
the broad remit of developing a sustainable solution to the Nation’s current
food insecurity due to almost complete dependency on food imports. QNFSP
develops a comprehensive solution that covers multiple dimensions from
policies and regulations through to infrastructure design. Part of the solution
will be an increase in domestic agricultural production, which necessitates
significant additional desalination capacity. For reasons of sustainability, the
energy demand from desalination will be met by renewable and clean energy
sources. Besides desalination and energy generation, aquifer storage will be a
key component of the QNFSP infrastructure. Complex interactions exist between
the different QNFSP water and energy infrastructure components as well as
with already existing infrastructure components in other sectors. A number of
alternative scenarios are possible for the systems integration of the QNFSP
infrastructure components, each offering different synergistic opportunities,
different cost trade offs and different overall merits.
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Increasing oil prices, strict environmental regulations and lack of sufficient
growth in renewable energy sector have led to renewed interest in FischerTropsch technology. Improved understanding of reaction mechanisms and
development of detailed kinetic models for Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS)
would facilitate better design and optimization of all FTS reactor configurations.
In this work, detailed kinetic models have been developed utilizing mechanistic
approach. Experiments were conducted over 25% Co/0.27%Ru/Al2O3 (in parts
by weight) catalyst in a 1L stirred tank slurry reactor over a wide range of
conditions. Langmuir-Hinshelwood-Hougen-Watson type rate expressions were
derived for the entire product spectrum. Models are based on the assumption
that 1-olefins re-adsorb on active sites. Effective pressure of olefin (PCnH2n*)
at the catalyst surface was assumed to vary exponentially with carbon number
(according to Henry’s law).
The genetic algorithm followed by Levenberg-Marquardt method was used
to estimate kinetic parameters for 13 models using a single set of process
conditions (i.e. T = 220°C, P = 2.4 MPa, H2/CO feed ratio of 2.1, and gas space
velocity of 6 NL/g-cat/h). Two models FT-6 and FT-8 showed carbon number
dependent chain growth probability and olefin to paraffin ratios. The model
predictions were in good agreement with experimental data. Model FT-6 is
based on dissociative adsorption of CO, followed by Eley-Rideal reaction with
molecular H2, while FT-8 follows dissociative adsorption of CO and H2, to form
building block monomer CH2. For both of the models, chain growth takes place by
alkyl mechanism and oE-olefins are formed by aB-hydride elimination reaction.
Formation of paraffin occurs via single-site reaction with molecular hydrogen
(FT-6) or via dual site reaction with adsorbed hydrogen (FT-8).
Parameter estimation resulted in at least one negative parameter in both
models. However, to assess the physical meaningfulness of results and the
true values of kinetic parameters, one has to use data at multiple sets of
process conditions. This work is in progress. Nevertheless, from a qualitative
point of view initial results provide valuable insight into selection of reaction
mechanisms and rate determining steps for future developments and
refinements.
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Many complex maintainable systems are subject to multiple dependent
failure modes. In this research, we introduce a new model for modeling the
stochastically dependent time-to-maintenance and time-to-failure of different
failure modes. The model is then utilized to obtain the optimum Condition-Based
Maintenance (CBM) schedules that maximizes the system availability over its
life cycle, or, minimizes the long-run cost per unit time.
The proposed method efficiently solves the condition-based maintenancescheduling problem for system with multiple dependent failure modes, which has
not been well addressed in the literature.
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Plastics, which are basically polymer materials, are now an integral part of our
daily lives: packaging, transport, textile, Hi-technology… Total Petrochemicals
produces and develops useful lightweight and durable plastics that play a key
role in the sustainable development of our world, making our lives easier, cleaner,
safer and more enjoyable. These products include polyethylene, polypropylene,
polystyrene but also since recently polylactic acid, a biopolymer based on a
renewable raw material.
Plastics are produced by polymerizing monomer units (ethylene in the case of
polyethylene) under certain temperature and pressure conditions and most
of the time in the presence of a catalyst. Catalysts, and more particularly
organometallic species, are the cornerstones of the production of these
polymers. Since 1980, the polyolefin field has undergone a revolution with
the development of single-site catalysts referred to as metallocenes. The
metallocene catalyst technology helps produce polyolefins, which boast
improved chemical and physical properties and are less heavy and less bulky
than those traditionally produced.
Total Research Center-Qatar (TRC-Q) researchers, jointly with Total
Petrochemicals Research and Development teams, prospect and develop
new catalysts to design and manufacture innovative high-level performance
plastics. The objective is to optimize the catalysts synthesis for industrial scale
application and to produce such catalysts in high yields in the most efficient way.
There is a direct relation between the catalyst structure and the polymer
chemical and physical properties. The relation is investigated by changing the
size and type of the catalyst substituents; metallic centers … (steric, electronic
and symmetrical modifications of the catalysts); and studying the impact of such
changes on the polymer microstructure.
A set of products has been selected to explain this relation and bring to light new
advances in polyolefins and biopolymers catalysis.
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The solar cell market is dominated by single p-n junction devices such as Si,
CdTe, and CIGS cells. The theoretical efficiency of such devices is well set by
a recent version of the neat Shockley-Queisser (SQ) model. In this model, the
single junction cell efficiency depends on the energy gap and cannot exceed
33%. Practically and in support for SQ model, the best lab efficiency is 25% for
Si solar cell and it has not changed much since the early 1990s. The alternative
device concepts should be able to surpass this limit. For example, a 43%
efficient triple junction cell has already been realized.
Based on the analysis, more than 80% efficiencies are possible; however, such
high efficiencies are achievable only in ideal cases. So, some of the technical and
practical difficulties are addressed and discussed. The analysis is based on the
classical transport approach and assuming the measured 1.5 AM solar radiation
spectrum. We used the reference National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL)
measurements. For multi- carrier generation, no distinction is made between
multi-exciton generation and carrier multiplications, as the multiplication is
assumed ideal as Heaviside step function of the ratio of photon energy over
energy gap, where the multiplication happens, is ignored.
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As the demand for renewable energy sources is increasing, many alternative
concepts have been explored to enrich the prospects. In the solar cell field,
multi carrier generation, spectrum manipulation, thermo-photoelectric cells,
hot carrier, intermediate band, and many other techniques have been studied as
new concepts. In this work, the theoretical limits of multi-carrier generation and
multi-interface pre spectrum divided solar cells’ efficiencies are analyzed and
discussed in detail.
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Plastic/organic /polymer photovoltaic solar cells are fourth generation cells
however the efficiency, thermal stability and cost of fourth generation solar cells
are still not sufficient to replace conventional solar cells. Hybrid solar cells have
been one of the alternate technologies to harness solar power into electrical
power to overcome the high cost of conventional solar cells. This review paper
has focused on the concept of hybrid solar cells with the combination of
organic/polymer materials, blended with inorganic semiconducting materials.
The paper presents the importance of nanoscale materials and its shape and
size, nanotubes, nanowire, nanocrystal, which can increase the efficiency of
the solar cells. The study shows that nanomaterials have immense potential
and application of nanomaterials (inorganic/organic/polymer) can improve the
performance of photovoltaic solar cells. Tuning of nanomaterials increase the
functionality, band gap, optical absorption and shape of the materials, in multiple
orders compared to micro scale materials. Hybrid solar cells have unique
properties of inorganic semiconductors along with the film forming properties
of conjugated polymers. Hybrid materials have great potential because of their
unique properties and are showing great results at the preliminary stages of
research. The advantage of organic/polymer is easy processing; roll to roll
production, lighter weight, flexible shape and size of the solar cells. Application
of nanotechnology in hybrid solar cells has opened the door to manufacturing of
a new class of high performance devices.
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Major challenges towards the development of next generation 4G wireless
networks include fulfilling the foreseeable increase in power demand of future
mobile terminals (MTs) in addition to meeting the high throughput and low
latency requirements of emerging multimedia services.
Studies show that the high-energy consumption of battery operated MTs will
be one of the main limiting factors for future wireless communication systems.
Emerging multimedia applications require the MTs’ wireless interfaces to be
active for long periods while downloading large data sizes. This leads to draining
the power of the batteries.
The evolution of MTs with multiple wireless interfaces helps to deal with
this problem. This results in a heterogeneous network architecture with MTs
that actively use two wireless interfaces: one to communicate with the base
station (BS) or access point over a long-range (LR) wireless technology (e.g.,
UMTS/HSPA, WiMAX, or LTE) and one to communicate with other MTs over a
short-range (SR) wireless technology (e.g., Bluetooth or WLAN). Cooperative
wireless networks proved to have a lot of advantages in terms of increasing
the network throughput, decreasing the file download time, and decreasing
energy consumption at MTs due to the use of SR mobile-to-mobile collaboration
(M2M). However, the studies in the literature apply only to specific wireless
technologies in specific scenarios and do not investigate optimal strategies.
In this work, we consider energy minimization in content distribution with M2M
collaboration and derive the optimal solution in a general setup with different
wireless technologies on the LR and SR. Scenarios with multicasting and
unicasting are investigated. Content distribution delay is also analyzed. Practical
implementation aspects of the cooperative techniques are studied and different
methods are proposed to overcome the practical limitations of the optimal
solution. Simulation results with different technologies on the LR and SR are
generated, showing significant superiority of the proposed techniques. Ongoing
work is focusing on incorporating quality of service constraints in the energy
minimization problem and in designing a testbed validating the
proposed methods.
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This research work is in line with the State of Qatar’s aspiration on becoming
the “gas capital of the world”, as it focuses on developing cost effective Gas-toLiquid (GTL) technologies via Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS). The objective of
our present research activities is developing a novel approach to the FTS reactor
design through controlling the thermo-physical characteristics of the reaction
media by the introduction of a supercritical solvent.
The research is facilitated by QNRF through the flagship National Priorities
Research Program, highlighting the importance of the subject matter to Qatar.
It is a multidisciplinary consortium comprising of highly specialized teams of
foremost scientists in their fields from four universities.
FTS is the focal process in which natural gas is converted to ultra-clean liquid
based fuels; it is a highly complex chemical reaction where synthesis gas (a
mixture of Hydrogen & Carbon Monoxide) enters the reactor and propagates
to various hydrocarbons over a metallic based catalyst. Many factors impede
the current commercial FTS technologies, chiefly transport and thermal
limitations due to the nature of the phase of operation (either liquid or gas phase
classically). Interestingly, the most advanced FTS technologies that employ
either the liquid phase or gas phase are currently in operation in Qatar (Shell’s
Pearl project and Sasol’s Oryx GTL plant).
This project is concerned with the design of an FTS reactor to be operated under
supercritical fluid conditions in order to leverage certain advantages over the
aforementioned commercial technologies. The conception of designing this
novel reactor is based on phase behavior and kinetic studies of the non-ideal
SCF media in addition to a series of process integration and optimization studies
coupled with the development of sophisticated dynamic control systems. These
results are currently under use at TAMUQ to build a bench-scale reactor to verify
simulation studies.
To date, our collective research has yielded 8 peer-reviewed publications, more
than 8 conference papers and proceedings, as well as numerous presentations
in international conferences. It is noteworthy to mention that an advisory board
composed of experts from the world leading energy companies follows the
progress of this project toward its ultimate goal.
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Lipids Profiles of Free Fatty Acids from Olive Oil Triglycerides
-title
The Development of a New Method for Profiling Lipids from
Photosynthetic Micro-organisms, a Potential Candidate for
the Production of Biofuel
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Cobalt (Co) turnover frequency (TOF) has been reported to be independent
of Co dispersion and support type. However, wide discrepancies in Co TOF
values exist in the literature. Differences in catalyst preparation, process
conditions, and characterization technique could be major factors that may
account for the discrepancies. Therefore, a more accurate assessment of Co
turnover frequency (TOF) is needed. In this study, Co TOFs over different Co/
Al2O3 catalysts promoted with Pd, Ru, Pt and Re at the beginning of reaction
and at steady state were determined. The catalysts were prepared in different
batches, which resulted in two Co cluster sizes: small Co particle size (~6 nm) and
large Co particle size (11.5 nm). Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS) reaction was
carried out at different conditions in a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR).
All promoted Co catalysts were characterized using BET, TPR, H2-chemisorption
and pulse re-oxidation. The FTS was conducted at 220-230 °C, 1.5 MPa, 6-13
Nl/gcat/h and H2/CO = 2.1. Results indicate that catalyst preparation including
promoter effect and process conditions significantly impact initial and steady
state TOF values. The Co catalysts with larger particles had a larger Co TOF and
low space velocity (SV) reduced the number of Co active sites due to severe
catalyst deactivation at high CO conversion. For SV of 8.0-13.0 Nl/g-cat/h
and 1.5 MPa, high Co TOF values (0.074-0.082 s¯¹, at 210 °C) over the Re and
Pt promoted 25%Co/Al2O3 were achieved and were in good agreement with
recently published value (0.073s¯¹) in a few literature. Moreover, these values
are about two times the values (0.023-0.045 s¯¹) reported in some Co related
literature under similar conditions. Therefore, true TOF on single Co cluster with
the size of 11.5 nm at 210 °C and 1.5-2.0 MPa should be about 0.073-0.082 s¯¹
(this value is conversion dependent). The effect of promoters (Pd, Ru, Pt and Re)
and process conditions on FTS activity and selectivities (hydrocarbons, watersoluble oxygenates and CO2) was also studied.

Shana Sunny Jacob, Amira Al-Jabiry
DeltaDOT-QSTP LLC, Doha, Qatar
s.jacob@deltadot-qatar.com
Currently intensive global research efforts are being made to increase and
modify the accumulation of lipids, alcohols, hydrocarbons, polysaccharides, and
other energy storage compounds in photosynthetic organisms, such as yeast,
and bacteria. Qatar is in a unique position in the world because it has a rich
biodiversity of photosynthetic micro-organisms and the climate and space to
lead the world in the research and use of photosynthetic micro-organisms as a
biofuel source.
Photosynthetic micro-organisms are remarkable in that they have a high
photosynthetic conversion efficiency, rapid growth rate, diverse metabolic
capabilities, accumulate relatively little recalcitrant biomass and are able to
synthesise a variety of biological energy carriers, such as starch and lipids, that
are relevant to renewable-bioenergy studies. Lipids and starch, can be converted
into diesel-fuel surrogates and metabolised into a variety of biofuels.
For the study of photosynthetic micro-organism production of lipids,
understanding the chemical profile of the lipids and starch in the organism’s
biomass is important. Triglycerides are a common lipid found in these organisms
and are formed by combining glycerol with three molecules of free fatty acid
(FFA). FFA profiling is valuable for large-scale production of biofuel as it
provides information about the variety of FFA produced by cyanobacteria in
different environments and growth conditions.
Analytical techniques such as ultra-high pressure liquid chromatography (UPLC),
matrix -assisted laser desorption ionisation (MALDI) and quadrupole - time of
flight mass spectrometry (Q-TOF) are employed in this study for the profiling
of FFA from olive oil. The results have shown that triglycerides and FFA can be
detected, identified and quantified with great accuracy and precision using olive
oil as a sample.
This work has achieved a successful profiling method to extract and separate
FFA from triglycerides in olive oil. The work will be applied to the study
of biofuels and measuring FFA in order to understand the lipid profiles of
photosynthetic micro-organisms.
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There have been a number of studies regarding the efficiency of state-ofthe-art thermal (Multi-Effect Distillation, MED), power driven (sea water
reverse osmosis, SWRO) and hybrid (MED/SWRO) desalination systems. The
comparisons between desalination technologies can be made on a number of
critical parameters such as (i) cost of produced water, (ii) energy efficiency,
(iii) environmental impact, (iv) reliability and (v) footprint. Whilst the reported
relative advantages with respect to parameters (iii) through (v) are conclusive,
there remain conflicting recommendations with respect to parameters (i) and (ii),
partly due to energy pricing assumptions. Furthermore, existing studies work on
the implicit assumption that there is demand for surplus power from integrated
power generation and desalination systems.
The presented assessments compare the different thermal, power driven and
hybrid desalination systems for output (water/power) achieved from identical
energy inputs into thermal power and co-generation cycles for different
ratios of desired water and power outputs. This eliminates energy and water
pricing issues from the analysis and makes the findings applicable to a range
of conventional (e.g. natural gas) and renewable (e.g solar) thermal energy
sources. A number of simulations studies have been performed to identify the
most energy efficient and cost effective desalination technologies for different
water and power generation needs. The key parameters such as power and heat
requirements and capital expenditures used in the thermodynamic and economic
assessments are in line with ranges reported in the literature and existing plant
data. Trade-offs between capital intensity and energy efficiency, which are
particularly pronounced in thermal technologies, have also been studied. The
paper makes clear recommendations as to the preferred desalination technology
for a given seawater quality and water and power demand situation. The paper
further explores the impact of technological advances in the form of lower
capital costs and higher energy efficiency in the two broad classes of (i) power
driven, and (ii) thermal desalination technology. All studies have been performed
for seawater qualities observed in the Arabian Gulf.

1. Introduction: Qatar currently produces 77 mtpa of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG),
which dwarfs the 24 mtpa production of 2nd placed Indonesia. Production started
as recently as 1997, compared to the several decades that other LNG producers
have been in operation. This paper will review the key policy factors that have
been responsible for Qatar’s success story including leadership vision, efficient
utilization of International Oil Companies’ (IOCs) expertise and technology, and a
conducive hydrocarbons policy.
2. Qatar-Country Brief
GDP trend, population
3. Qatar National Vision (QNV): Impact on the Energy Sector
The QNV envisages that Qatar’s hydrocarbon resources would be subject to
cautious development in order to safeguard the interest of future generations,
and there would be greater focus on non-hydrocarbon industries.
4. Hydrocarbon Legislation
The Permanent Constitution of Qatar establishes the state’s sovereignty over the
ownership of its resources.
5. Qatar’s Gas and LNG Sector
Figures:
* Qatar LNG Projects, 1997-2011
* Global LNG production by country
* Qatar LNG production trend
6. Analysis of Development & Fiscal Agreements (DFAs) and Production Sharing
Agreements (EPSAs/DPSAs)
The DFA is joint venture between Qatar Petroleum and an IOC. Most LNG (and
gas) agreements are structured as such, due to the strategic nature of Qatar’s
gas sector and the gigantic North Field, as well as the sophisticated liquefaction
technology involved in LNG projects. The two main LNG joint ventures are RasGas
and Qatargas. Most of the country’s oil contracts have been awarded on the EPSA
and DPSA basis, which do not have any state equity participation unlike the gas
DFAs. These allow for exclusive grant of rights to explore and produce petroleum.
8. Conclusion:Qatar has kept a stable and prospective hydrocarbon regime
that has attracted investors. The state wisely diversified its partnerships to
include capable oil majors to spread the risks and to create a better bargaining
position when negotiating fiscal terms, and preferred long-term Sale & Purchase
Agreements with customers to safeguard future revenues. Through careful
collaboration with IOCs and balanced bilateral contracts, the focus was on
a win-win scenario for the investor and the government.
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The estimated sulphur output from Qatar is around 4 Mtpa by 2012, primarily
from gas processing operations(Sulphur magazine, March/April 2009). Shell
is using novel technologies to utilize sulphur in various applications such as
concrete (Shell Thiocrete∗), asphalt (Shell Thiopave*) and fertilizers (Shell
Thiogro*). The sulphur utilization programme in Qatar Shell Research and
Technology Centre is part of a global research and development effort to
develop Shell’s sulphur concrete and sulphur modified asphalt technologies, with
particular emphasis on the needs of the Gulf region. Shell’s innovative sulphur
concrete technology has the potential to take sulphur concrete from use in niche
applications such as chemical flooring to more mainstream applications such as
garden products, road construction products (e.g. pavers and traffic barriers)
and marine products. This is because the relatively low cost of the modification
technology allows sulphur concrete to be considered in applications previously
covered only by Portland cement. The first field trial of sulphur concrete in
Qatar is a 16 square metre area of sulphur concrete tiles in the Pearl GTL
Worker’s Village, Ras Laffan Industrial City, Qatar, laid in May 2008. Laboratory
results showed that the bending strength of all the sulphur concrete mixtures
was greater than the strength of the cement concrete. Moreover, the water
absorption of the sulphur concrete tiles was lower than that of the cement
concrete tiles. Shell’s sulphur-modified asphalt is a technology developed
by Shell Sulphur Solutions in 2003, enabling a portion of the bitumen in an
asphalt mix to be replaced by modified sulphur, resulting in a pavement that has
enhanced mechanical properties such as increased stiffness and significantly
reduced permanent deformation. A trial two-lane section of roadway of asphalt
mix containing sections of Shell Thiopave and conventional asphalt mixture was
constructed in October 2007 at Pearl GTL Worker’s Village. The results of the
field monitoring study showed that the total road section (sulphur-modified
asphalt and conventional mixture) was free of any moderate or major distresses.
Industrial hygiene monitoring during laying operations showed that SO2 and H2S
emissions remain below the maximum limits when the temperature is controlled
than 1450C.The laboratory characterization showed that the sulphur-modified
asphalt mixture exhibited better resistance to permanent deformation and
higher stiffness than the conventional mixture.
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The objective of this work is to develop a novel numerical model solving the
coupled internal sloshing and external sea-keeping interaction for small/medium
liquefied natural gas (LNG) carrier. Currently, the work focuses on simulating
wave propagation in a three-dimensional (3D) fully-nonlinear numerical wave
tank (NWT) to model the sea. When simulating the nonlinear wave propagation
through an unbounded domain in the time domain, it is necessary to truncate
the computational domain artificially into a finite domain in order to reduce
computational costs. Thus, non-reflecting radiation boundary condition is
required for the truncated surface, however, there is no exact non-reflecting
condition in existence. In this work, wave propagation in a 3D fully nonlinear NWT
is studied based on the fully-nonlinear velocity potential theory. The governing
Laplace equation with fully nonlinear boundary conditions on the moving free
surface is solved using the indirect desingularized boundary integral equation
method (DBIEM). The fourth-order predictor-corrector Adams-BashforthMoulton scheme (ABM4) and mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian (MEL) method are used
for the time-stepping integration of the free surface boundary conditions. A
smoothing algorithm, B-spline, is applied to eliminate the possible saw-tooth
instabilities. An effective multi-transmitting formula coupled damping zone
(MTF+DZ) radiation condition is employed to minimize wave reflection on the
truncated surface. The numerical results are compared with analytical solutions.
It is shown that MTF+DZ method can be used for simulating fully-nonlinear,
irregular wave propagation.
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Background: Laser - Ultrasound is a new non-contact technique used to detect
the defects in the hot surfaces like hot billets etc. Determination of corrosion in
the plates, using this non-contact technique seemed a promising research effort.
Objectives: In this work, an inspection system has been presented that uses
Laser-Ultrasound (LU) technique for Nondestructive testing (NDT) of metallic
structures with specific interest in Oil & Gas sector.
Methods: The developed system is the first one of its kind in the MiddleEastern region. The nature of signals is quite unique as well and traditional
signal processing runs into a lot of algorithmic complications with them.
A new approach has been developed for this setup in order to efficiently
enhance signal to noise ratio for the underlying signals so that any subsequent
classification/intelligent-detection system can be based on the outcomes of
this algorithm. Multiform Tiltable Exponential Distribution (MTED) kernel, which
is a generalization of 2nd order Cohen’s class functions in Time-Frequency
Representation (TFR) space, has been used in this work to isolate the essential
frequency components with temporal and frequency based masking filters.
Results: While detecting defect points is quite similar to the conventional
ultrasonic testing, the detection of corrosion is quite different. The reason being
is the surface properties, and hence the surface vibrations, are quite different
for a corroded surface as compared to a polished surface. In this respect, we
have observed the propagation of the surface Rayleigh waves manifests a
pattern that can be mapped to the corrosion concentration on the surface.
Conclusion: Interesting observation has been made with coated corroded
surfaces where the behavior has been found to be quite similar. Thus, the
underlying technique can be applied without any need to remove the coatings
from the sample under study.
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The quality of raw materials used for primary aluminium production vary
depending on the location they originate from. Consequently, the level of trace
elements found in the raw materials varies from location to location and so
does the chemistry of the final product. While the effect of trace elements
is difficult to quantify, they may have a significant impact on both process
ability and the properties of the final product. The raw materials used in the
aluminium production at the Qatalum facility in Qatar might have quantities of
some chemical elements above that seen at other production facilities around
the world. Therefore, the present project aims at (i) discovering the effects of
aluminium alloy constituent calcium (Ca) and phosphorus (P) on segregation in
ingot castings and (ii) revealing the influence of trace elements such as vanadium
(V) and nickel (Ni) on extrusion performance and properties. Typical ingot
castings from Qatalum have been characterized and compared to castings from
the Hydro Sunndal production facility in Norway. Moreover, extrusions from
billets cast at Qatalum have been subjected to a series of analyses with respect
to the influence of the trace elements mentioned above. Again, for comparison
extrusions of billets cast at Hydro Sunndal will be used for reference.In achieving
these goals a series of advanced techniques in metallography and elemental
analysis as well as mechanical tests were employed to reveal the characteristics
of the Qatalum special alloy compositions and benchmark castings and extrusion
profiles microstructures and properties against fully controlled
reference materials.
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To adequately predict reliability and optimize the time-to-maintenance for
complex system design and reliability problems, this research develops a new
model for complex systems, which are subject to performance degradation and
multiple dependent failure modes. In particular, the hazard rate corresponding
to each failure mode depends both on time and system state. The system
state stochastically degrades over time, and the degradation is described by a
stochastic process. The degradation rate, in particular, depends on time and is
also a function of the degradation level.
This research develops a reliability model for complex systems, which are
subject to performance degradation and multiple dependent failure modes. A
joint model of system degradation and failure time is constructed. The system
state stochastically degrades over time, and the degradation is described by
a stochastic process. Unlike existing reliability models, we consider a realistic
scenario where the degradation rate is, not only a function of time, but also the
degradation level at that time.
The goal of this research project is to develop the optimum Condition-Based
Maintenance (CBM) schedules. The developed model will be used as the basis in
our future research on CBM scheduling.
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Hydrate formation in the Oil & Gas pipelines that runs from the off-shore wells
to the on-shore facilities is one of the most serious problems that was faced
during last winter season within the industrial settings in Qatar. The main reason
was a sudden drop in temperature of the surrounding water that causes the
condensation of hydrates, producing heavy paraffin derivatives that essentially
choke the pipeline. An estimated 15 to 20 Million Dollars loss of production was
faced during the said period by the local industries. While there exists a chemical
solution to the problem, which requires the addition of certain specialized
chemical in the pipeline that breaks the paraffin bonding. However, by the time
the conditions are detected on-shore, the paraffin might already have solidified
requiring more and more chemical injection thus increasing the processing as
well as material costs.
While the instrumentation is also provided on the two ends of the main pipelines
coming through the Arabian/Persian Gulf, the time needed for the actual
physical quantities (i.e., flow, viscosity, density, temperature, etc…) is quite
large and by the time it is done, the hydrate formation has already gone into its
solidification phase. We would like to present some of the initial findings that
were obtained conduction lab-grade experiments using a miniature water flow
loop with a orifice valve to simulate the blocking conditions. The conditions are
picked up as change of sound wave in the channel though microphone attached to
the outer skin of the pipe. A detailed Time-Frequency analysis of the data shows
remarkable change when that happens, indication the hydrate formation phase.
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The current technology for CO2 reduction is CO2 capture and storage (CCS). An
alternative technology is to capture CO2 and convert it to chemicals by thermal
catalysis. The technology is not appropriate to low concentration of CO2 (<1%),
such as CO2 in air except it has to be driven by thermal energy mainly produced
by fossil fuel combustion. The solar energy driven CO2 conversion is an only
technology without extra CO2 emission (neutral carbon process) and very
compatible with atmospheric CO2 condition. Solar energy is most abundant in
the world. However, it is difficult to store the produced electric energy in large
quantities using the present technologies. Hereby there is still a real need
to exploit other methods to easily convert and store solar energy alongside
discovering new technologies to largely store electric energy. Photocatalysis,
utilizing solar energy to drive chemical reactions over a photocatalyst, is a
novel and advanced technology. Solar hydrogen production is an approach to
convert solar energy to chemical energy hydrogen by means of photocatalysis.
Alternatively, the photoreduction of CO2 directly to a renewable fuel, such as
methanol is another approach to convert and store solar energy in chemical
bonds. Compared with hydrogen, methanol is a superior fuel due to 1) its higher
energy density (1000 times higher than hydrogen per volume) and 2) easier
storage and transporation.
Photocatalytic CO2 conversion towards methanol mimics natural plant
photosynthesis. Nature represents the blueprint for storing sunlight in the
form of chemical fuels (such as sugars) by CO2 conversion. The primary steps
of natural photosynthesis involve the absorption of sunlight and its conversion
into separated electron/hole pairs. The holes of this wireless current are then
captured by the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) to oxidize water to oxygen,
which allows the electrons are captured by PSI to reduce NADP+ to NADPH (the
reduced form of NADP+).
In this paper we will offer an overview of this emerging technology and its
potential applications by using cheap inorganic photocatalyst instead of
complex proteins/enzymes while the reduction product is methanol rather
than NADPH.
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Solar energy in Qatar promises clean electricity generation for operating air
conditioning, water desalination plants, irrigation water, industrial applications,
and fulfill future needs by controlling CO2 in order to achieve Qatar’s Vision
2030. This solar energy potential has many economic benefits, reduces
greenhouse gas emissions, and helps to comply with the Kyoto Protocol on
climate change.
In order to make a clear decision to install solar plants, several technical
requirements are needed: strong solar irradiation, suitable solar sites land, and
selected solar technology with high efficiency to be implemented in Qatar’s
desert environment (high humidity & stick dust). The objective of this research is
to fulfill these technical specifications with concentrating in solar technology.
Qatar is rich in solar radiation all-round the year. The mean solar irradiation for
several cities has investigated. The average hourly, daily, monthly, and yearly
global solar radiation are measured & calculated and compared with the direct
normal irradiance (DNI). The measured data was compared with satellite data,
which is greatly helpful for the future “Solar Qatar Atlas” and
“Qatar Energy Footprint”.
The state-of-the-art solar technologies have been investigated in detail to
select the suitable solar technologies. The Parabolic Troughs (20% efficiency)
and dish-Stirling engine (30% efficiency) are studied. The efficiency refers to
the electrical energy to solar energy ratio. However, the solar dish-Ericsson
engine has the highest efficiency of all (45 %). It is currently in the R&D stages
and has been investigated in detail. This new advanced high efficiency engine is
an attractive candidate for supplying power to meet Qatar Vision 2030. Solar
power plant combines solar dish-Ericsson and Gas fuel could be an ideal option
for energy production in Qatar. This research could be good for Qatar to adopt
this technology and thus become a leader in the R&D solar technology
field worldwide.
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Qatar has high increasing electrical energy demand, from less than 50MW 1954
to 5,250MW in 2010. Electrical energy generating was only 1,500MW in 1995,
4,535MW in 2009, and soon will be 9,000MW. The expected additional capacity
needed by 2016 is 5,500MW with high average emission CO2 of 32 tons/capita/year.
Qatar has strong solar energy potential, (2070-2250)kWH/m2yr, which could
takes place to fulfill the future need energy balance towards Qatar Vision 2030.
The mean hourly, daily, monthly and yearly solar irradiation data measured
on ground and by satellite collected for several cities such as: Doha, Dukhan,
Al-Khor, Ruwais, Abu-Samra, Al-Utoriyah, and Rodhat Al-Faras have been
investigated. The measured data on ground is compared with the satellite’s
data. This preliminary investigation and data analysis could be good preliminary
design for “Qatar Solar Atlas”.
The electrical energy consumption breakdown by sectors: residential,
commercial, government, industrial, and the total consumption through (20072009) are studied. The residential sector is the highest consumption 35 %
while the industrial sector uses less. Residential villa consumes three times
residential flat. This sector needs energy auditing to save energy in A/C and
lighting energy.
The objective of this research is to assist and lead the authority and government
to the energy roadmap, energy footprint, Qatar solar atlas, and energy policy to
secure energy future with minimizing energy demand and presenting the solar
energy potential.
In this research the energy demand and energy forecasting for the nearest future
to achieve Qatar Vision 2030 are presented. The energy required to be installed
is addressed with emphasize on the solar energy potential with gradually
application using mature and proven solar technology. Several scenarios to
present Qatar forecasting electrical power demand to 2024 as base case, low
and high expected values is presented. The peak expected load through 2022
world football club is considered.
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All GCC countries are projected to substantial rise in energy demand, while
Qatar’s share of GCC energy demand is projected to increase from around 10%
to 15% from 2010 to 2020. Qatar also ranked in the top ten for GHG emissions
per capita worldwide in 2008. The long-term costs of green house gas (GHG)
emission reductions will depend, in part, on future technological innovations,
many of which are presently unknown. Alternative energy, such as solar in
particular, will necessarily make a significant contribution to target this goal,
given that the region has access to one of the world’s most abundant solar
resources. However, solar energy contribution will begin from a much smaller
base than oil and natural gas, meanwhile the infrastructure as well as human
capacity to support it on the same scale does not currently exist. Hence, it is
vital to work on a shared global vision to select the research and development
portfolio that will reduce risk in investment to embark upon solar projects, and
help motivate further investment in the commercialization of technology. This
paper represents an example toward this aim.
The direct conversion of solar energy to electricity by photovoltaic cells or thermal
energy in concentrated solar power systems is emerging as a leading contender
for next-generation green power production. Solar cells capable of producing
power in excess of 500 MW were manufactured since 2002 providing electricity
to a variety of applications. The photovoltaic’s (PV) area is rapidly evolving based
on new materials and deposition approaches. At present, PV is predominately
based on crystalline and polycrystalline Si and is growing at >40% per year
with production rapidly approaching 3 gigawatts/year with PV installations
supplying <1% of energy used in the world. Increasing cell efficiency and reducing
manufacturing expenses are critical in achieving reasonable costs to achieve grid
parity. There is also the promise of increased efficiency by use of multi-junction
cells or hybrid devices organized at the nanoscale. The paper includes analysis of
emerging manufacturing technologies and ongoing materials research in context
of current industry situation to meet the cost reduction goals.
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The world is running out of energy, thus energy preservation is of paramount
importance. Using current technology, ethylene is purified from petroleum feed
stocks using the very energy intensive cryogenic distillation method. However,
a purification procedure based on the redox properties of nickel bis-dithiolene
complexes has been theoretically studied, in order to design a more convenient
route to ethylene purification. Several possible addition routes of ethylene to
neutral and anionic Ni(S2C2(CN)2)2 complexes have been modeled using density
functional theory. An intraligand addition and subsequent decomposition is
preferred for the neutral complex, while the interligand adduct is formed in the
presence of the anion, in line with previous experimental results. The effect
of the anion, whose role is as a mediator in the initial step of the reaction, is
discussed, and the ability of this compound to avoid poisoning by acetylene is
investigated. The results from the CN substituted complex are then compared
with that of ethylene addition to CF3, H, and OH substituted nickel
dithiolene complexes.
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Everyday people use cooking oil at home and various commercial establishments
in the hospitability industry. Particularly hotels and restaurants are generating
0.1 million tons /year of waste cooking oil in India and other countries such as
US (0.3-0.4 million tons), EU (0.7-1 million tons), United Kingdom (0.2 million
tons), and Canada (0.135 million tons). However, most of the used vegetable oils
are still regarded as waste materials and disposed of without any such adequate
use, which leads to not only environmental pollution but also an enormous
wastage. These used vegetable oils have capabilities to be a potential feedstock
for production of bio fuel by transesterification reaction and consequently leads
to low cost bio fuel production.
The objective of this study is to find an immediate alternative and sustainable
energy solution from using waste vegetable oil for replacement of fossil
fuel. The present article mainly deals with description of the continuous
transesterification process along with optimization of the process parameters.
Also it covers the advanced technology that is utilized for the generation of
biofuel with design of portable biofuel generation plant with higher efficiency.
This process would exhibit several advantages such as, (i) low temperature
reaction (50-60oC), (ii) fast reaction with complete process taken less than an
hour and (iii) high quality bio fuel and it meets EU standard.
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Miniaturization and increase in performance of electronic devices, resulted in an
increase of energy density loads generated. In recent times, micro-scale cooling
devices such as microchannel heat sinks have evolved as a plausible solution
to the above heat transfer challenge. Nanofluids emerged as a good candidate
in improving the cooling performance of micro cooling systems. Nanofluids
are colloidal suspensions consisting of nano-sized particles (less than 100nm)
dispersed in a base fluid. Nanofluids are considered ideal for micro-channel
devices because they not only improve the heat transfer capabilities, due to
increased thermal conductivity, but also minimize the clogging problem. Present
work experimentally investigates the heat transfer performance of nanofluids
through a microchannel with constant temperature wall boundary condition.
Laminar flow of SiO2-water nanofluids inside a rectangular microchannel
flow assembly is examined. The effect of flow rate on thermal performance
of nanofluid is analyzed along with variation in thermo-physical properties.
Interestingly, experimental results shows heat transfer enhancement at lower
flow rates and heat transfer degradation at higher flow rates. Theoretical
reasoning for this kind of opposing trend is given based on flow conditions and
thermo-physical properties of nanofluids. Moreover, Novel near surface velocity
measurement of Nanofluids compared with that of regular fluid at the
same condition.

A New Control Strategy for Air/Fuel Regulation of Spark
title
Ignition Engines to Maximize Energy Economy and Minimize
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The gasoline for cars and light trucks accounts for more than 40% of the total
oil consumption worldwide. More important is the environment subjected to the
pollution emitted by spark ignition engine’s tailpipe. Spark ignition engines are
commonly equipped with electronic control systems whose task is to provide
desired air-fuel ratio (AFR) signal tracking to improve fuel energy economy
and reduce exhaust emissions. The engine control system maintains the AFR
to be close to the stoichiometric value as an index of maximum catalytic
convertor efficiency. Unfortunately, performance of the catalytic convertor
significantly depends on the precise value of the AFR. For instance, exceeding
the stoichiometric value by 1% results in about 50% higher NOx emissions
while receding the stoichiometric value by 1% drastically increases CO and HC
pollutants. In addition to the emission concerns, regulated AFR according to the
stoichiometric value can improve the fuel economy and provide efficient torque
demands. However, the wide engine operating range, the inherent nonlinearities
of the combustion process, the large modelling uncertainties and parameter
variations along with the time-varying delay in the spark ignition engines make
the design of the control system a challenging task.
In this paper, we present a new synthesis method to control air-fuel ratio (AFR)
in spark ignition engines to maximize the fuel energy economy while minimizing
environment pollutants (exhaust emissions). In this paper the time-varying
delay is rendered into non-minimum phase characteristics with time-varying
parameters. Application of parameter-varying dynamic compensators is invoked
to retrieve unstable internal dynamics. Associated error dynamics is then
utilized to construct a parameter-varying proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
controller combined with a parameter-varying dynamic compensator to track the
desired AFR command using the feedback from the universal exhaust gas oxygen
sensor. The proposed method achieves desired dynamic properties independent
of the matched and unmatched disturbances due to the dynamic compensator
features. Results of applying the proposed method to experimental data on a
Ford truck F-150 with a V8 4.6L engine demonstrate the closed-loop system
excellent stability and performance against time-varying delay, canister purge
disturbances and measurement noise for both port fuel injection engines and
lean-burn engines.
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I. Introduction
Photovoltaic (PV) energy generation has been one of the most active research
areas in the past decades, because it is essentially inexhaustible and
environmental friendly with respect to the conventional energy sources.
However, nowadays the higher initial installation cost, lower efficiency and reliability
of the PV system still block its widespread application. To overcome these problems,
our project focuses on a novel PV system, including the novel PV interface inverter
by combination of the battery into the quasi-Z-source inverter (qZSI). All of these
aim at controlling output power of the PV system to the grid flexibly, thus, to
extremely improve the scientific and economic developments of Qatar.
II. Methods And Results
This paper proposes the charging and discharging control of qZSI with battery
for PV power generation system.
1) To monitor the battery state of charge (SOC), the output power-based SOC
control is designed.
2) The closed-loop control of shoot-through duty ratio and direct power control
of space-vector modulation are separately designed to acquire the stability of
DC and AC voltages.
3) Related simulations and experiments are performed.
4) A 3 KW hardware experimental platform is being set up based on the
TMS320F28335 32-bit floating-point DSP controller and PM100CLA120
Intelligent Power Module (IPM) for main power switching devices. We have done
optimization design on the hardware circuits. Up to now, the hardware prototype
has been partly set up.
III. Conclusions And Future Work
The acquired results indicate that the proposed control algorithm could stabilize
the DC bus voltage and realize the battery charging and discharging without
extra circuits, providing a significant method to enhance the performances of PV
power generation systems.

Characterization of Synthetic Gas-to-Liquid Jet Fuel Blends
and Properties Correlation with Hydrocarbon Groups
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This paper highlights the recent work carried out at Texas A&M University at
Qatar (TAMUQ) in the development of novel synthetic fuels geared towards
the aviation industry’s utilization. The research activities implemented involve
a unique multi-disciplinary collaboration between academia and industry,
which was facilitated by QF through funding provided by the Qatar Science and
Technology Park (QSTP) and Rolls-Royce. This project utilizes the expertise
of academia in fundamental research and the R&D expertise of world leading
industrial firms (Shell and Rolls-Royce).
The broad objective of the project is to upgrade Gas-to-Liquid (GTL) derived
Synthetic Paraffinic Kerosene (SPK) based fuels to meet the standards and
properties as required by the aviation industry. The work done by our group at
TAMUQ is concerned with formulating and testing GTL derived jet fuels for their
suitability as replacements for kerosene. The SPK fuels being developed play
an important role in the diversification of Qatar’s natural gas resources, while
also being guided by Qatar Airways inspiration on becoming the world leader in
alternative clean fuel utilization.
This paper specifically looks at the relationship between the chemical
compositions of SPKs and their physical properties. The chemical groups that
compose SPK are normal-, iso- and cyclo- paraffins. The role these paraffins had
on jet fuel properties (e.g. density, freezing point, flash point, etc...) were tested
and correlated with their hydrocarbon composition. TAMUQ built a world-class
Fuel Characterization Laboratory to conduct experimental investigations aimed
at developing a wide array of blends using a diverse portfolio of solvents and
base chemicals. The experimental data provide a basis for developing statistical
models for composition vs. property relationships. Of the properties tested,
the freezing point relationship was the most interesting as it showed high nonlinearity over wide range of compositions. Furthermore, a unique aspect of the
freezing point testing protocol was the capturing of images of the fuel crystals
as it showed a variety of crystal shapes based on blend profiles. A key aspect of
the further planned studies is the inclusion of important new chemical groups
such as aromatics in the preparation of blends.

Next step is to go on building the setup and perform related experiments, and
then apply the designed control methods on the multilevel PV system, which is in
accordance with our project timeline.
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Due to high activity of cobalt metal in syngas conversion to higher hydrocarbons
and long chain normal paraffins, supported cobalt catalysts have been widely
used for Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS) reaction.
We investigated effect of pretreatment procedures on catalytic performance
of 15wt% Co/Al2O3 catalyst prepared by incipient wetness impregnation (IWI).
Catalyst was characterized by different methods such as BET, XRD, TPR, TGA,
H2-TPD and TPH/TPO-MS. FTS was performed in a fixed-bed reactor at the
following conditions: 593 K, 20 bar, H2/CO = 2 and gas space velocities of 3.85
NL/g-cat/h. The catalyst was activated in situ with either hydrogen at 648 K for
12 h, or syngas (CO/H2/He) or 10%CO/Ar at 623 K for 12 h.
BET surface areas of calcined catalyst was 154 m²/g. XRD pattern of calcined
catalyst showed existence of cubic Co3O4 in addition to -Al2O3 phase. Metallic
cobalt (Co fcc) was found after H2 reduction. Co0(fcc and hcp) and CoxC (x = 2, 3)
were found in samples activated in syngas and 10%CO/Ar. Two step reduction
of Co3O4 was observed in TPR and TGA experiments. Carbon deposition was
observed during TGA using 10%CO/Ar as reducing agent. Degree of reduction
was about 83% (H2-TPR following H2 isothermal activation) and dispersion 9.8%.
Corrected value of crystallite sizes from combination of chemisorption and H2TPR following hydrogen isothermal activation was 9.8 nm. TPH/TPO-MS results
indicate existence of CoxC and different types of deposited carbon including
graphitic carbon after syngas-activation.
CO conversion of 10%CO-activated catalyst was very low (7.4%) whereas
the H2-activated catalyst was the most active (CO conversion of 58.8%). CH4
selectivity decreased and C+ selectivity increased, with increasing amount of
H2 in the reducing gas. Moreover, the hydrogen reduced catalyst had the highest
1-olefin selectivity (C3-H5 hydrocarbons). These results show that surface
carbide sites (created after 10%CO/Ar and syngas pretreatments) favor
methane production and secondary hydrogenation of 1-olefins.

Phase Equilibrium and Calorimetric Properties of Mixtures
Using the Mattedi-Tavares-Castier Equation of State
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Natural gas and oil processing, among many other applications in the chemical
industry, depends on accurate predictions of the thermodynamic and transport
properties for their accurate and reliable design. Especially in the energy sector,
in which the flow rates of process streams are large and equipment is big,
improper design can be costly, both in terms of investment and operating costs.
Equations of state (EOS) enable the evaluation of thermodynamic properties
over a wide range of temperature and pressures and are routinely used for
chemical process design. Many EOS exist but relatively few have become widely
used, most notably the Peng-Robinson EOS in the oil and gas industry. However,
the Peng-Robinson EOS and most other cubic EOS are unsuitable for predicting
the phase behavior of mixtures that contain polar compounds. Such mixtures
occur even in industries normally associated with the processing of non-polar
substances (e.g., hydrocarbons). For example, natural gas may be contaminated
by small amounts of water, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen sulfide, often
removed using amines and glycols. Modern models such as the SAFT (statistical
associating fluid theory), and its variants, and the CPA (cubic plus association)
EOS are suitable alternatives but require solving the association equations
before computing any thermodynamic property. The Mattedi-Tavares-Castier
(MTC) EOS is an entirely explicit model that avoids this drawback but is capable
of predictions of accuracy similar to that of the SAFT and CPA EOS. In this paper,
we show results of calculations of phase equilibrium and calorimetric properties
with the MTC EOS for systems of interest to gas processing industries.

In conclusion, H2-activated 15wt% Co/Al2O3 catalyst had the best performance
due to high degree of reduction and dispersion.
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One of the screening criteria for CO2 injection as an enhanced oil recovery
method is based on measurement of CO2 minimum miscibility pressure (MMP)
in a slim tube. The slim tube data are used for the purpose of field evaluation
and for the tuning of the equations of state. The slim tube represents one-D (1D)
horizontal flow.
When CO2 dissolves in the oil, the density often increases. The density increase
has not been accounted for in the modeling. The increase in density changes
the flow path from 1D to 2D and 3D (downward flow). As a result of this density
effect, the compositional path in a reservoir can be radically different from the
flow path in a slim tube.
In this work, we study the density effect from CO2 dissolution in modeling of
CO2 injection. We present a method to model the increase in oil density with
CO2 dissolution using the Peng-Robinson equation of state and the Pedersen
viscosity correlation. We apply this method to model the observed increase
in oil density with CO2 dissolution in a West Texas oil sample. We perform
compositional simulation of CO2 injection in a 2D vertical cross section with the
density effect. Our results show that the density increase from CO2 dissolution
may have a drastic effect onCO2 flow path and recovery performance. One main
conclusion from this work is that there is a need to have accurate density data
for CO2/oil mixtures at different CO2 concentrations to model properly CO2
injection studies.
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CO2 injection has been used to improve oil recovery for the last four decades.
In recent years, CO2 injection has become more attractive because of the dual
effect; injection in the subsurface 1) allows reduction of CO2concentration in the
atmosphere to reduce global warming, and 2) improves the oil recovery.
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Optimal Waste Heat Recovery and Reuse in Industrial Zones

Many developed and developing economies are seeking to mitigate future
climate change risks by developing strategies to reduce carbon emissions and
the use of fossil fuels. Industrial energy use efficiency can be significantly
enhanced by better energy recovery and integration promises significant
potential to reduce emissions at low cost. These approaches are seen as crucial
enablers of sustainable solutions in industries and are expected to reduce
energy consumption significantly within existing technology. Many concepts
and methods have been proposed for optimizing energy systems for individual
processes and multiple processes linked through central utility systems. Pinch
analysis along with other principles for process integration is the most widely
applied approach to maximize process heat recovery. Systematic methods are
also available for energy integration in an overall plant, or Total Site, consisting
of multiple processes served by a common utility system. Scientific community
also takes attention on development of sustainable industrial zone.
Even though not adequately covered by design approaches, reductions can
be further advanced by energy recovery between multiple plants to exploit
synergies between heating, cooling and power requirements in industrial zones
or cities. In these zones significant quantities of fuel are combusted in order
to provide the necessary energy for industrial activities. In many countries,
substantial reductions in fuel consumption and GHG emissions at a national
level would require efficiency gains in the industrial zones. Multiple processing
plants are typically concentrated in a zone, with each plant consisting of one or
more processes. Plants have their own independent operating and maintenance
schedules, utility systems, and are owned and operated by different entities.
The distances between plants can be considerable. To date, waste heat recovery
and reuse across processing plants in industrial zones is a largely unexplored
research area. We present an approach to enable the targeting of waste heat
recovery and cogeneration potentials across plants in industrial zones and the
development of concrete integration options based on economic criteria.
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Supercritical fluids have been drawing attention to many researchers as
heat transfer media for power plant cycles, for refrigeration and heat pump
applications. The exceptional heat transfer characteristics of supercritical fluids
are key parameters for those applications. Above critical pressure, especially,
in pseudocritical region, small temperature and pressure variations can lead to
significant changes in the thermo-physical properties of the fluids. The large
variation of thermo-physical properties of the fluid in the near critical point
can cause a different thermo-fluid behavior and an enhanced convection heat
transfer characteristics in this region. This allows enormous potential for energy
transfer, but also alters the turbulent flow due to changes in the turbulent shear
stress, brought about by acceleration and buoyancy effects. These effects
are not fully understood and require further research to be able to predict the
dynamic behaviors for further design applications.
A supercritical CO2 testing loop has been built at Texas A&M University at
Qatar to perform detailed heat transfer and pressure drop measurements to
investigate the thermo-physical and dynamic characteristics of supercritical
fluid flows. As an initial test, the total heat transfer coefficient of the tube has
been measured at the supercritical conditions and the results are compared with
that of a sub-cooled fluid and discussed here.

Adrien Tessier, Mohamed Haouche, Younes Deffous,
Jean-Francois Authier

To face new hydrocarbon production metering systems and back allocation
challenges, Total E&P Qatar and its Research Center (TRC-Q), located in the
Qatar Science and Technology Park (QSTP), test novel approaches to improve
current production metering system in the Al-Khalij field. This field is operated
under a Production Sharing Agreement (PSA) with Qatar Petroleum (QP).
A field pilot, which involves three platforms offshore, is currently conducted
to test a Data Validation and Reconciliation (DVR) software. This tool is used
for production accounting, monitoring and as an alarm system related to
equipments’ failure. The main outcome to be expected from this pilot will be an
automatic validation of on-line production data before their final recording in
the database.
The key advantage of the DVR approach is to take into account all the
information redundancy and data uncertainties. In the DVR approach, a
realistic uncertainty is associated with the information (measurement / model
parameter) and a statistical method is applied to re-estimate and improve
simultaneously the information and its subsequent uncertainty.
The current status of this study is presented along with improvements
and challenges.
A few examples of on line monitoring of Al-Khalij Wells’ production are
presented through a comparison between the DVR on-line virtual meter outputs
and the on-site production tests. The results, obtained from sensitivity analysis
are also discussed to assess the improvements achieved by applying the
DVR approach.
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Approximately 50% of world’s hydrocarbon resources lay in carbonate
reservoirs. The main challenges involved in producing them are their natural
complexity and strong geological heterogeneities. To help reducing these
uncertainties, Total Research Center in Qatar (TRC-Q), as QSTP member,
conducts research around two important activities, namely, acid stimulation and
petroleum geochemistry.
Acid Stimulation: Matrix Acid Stimulation is a technique used to increase
production from Oil and Gas wells by injecting acid that creates wormholes at
the reservoir-wellbore interface. Targeted wells are in carbonate reservoirs from
Qatar and the Middle East.
To help improving its expertise and that of its partners, TRC-Q runs a
research project using Total Group’s expertise along with testing facilities,
and collaboration with local partners. The testing activities focus mainly on
coreflooding with live acids in reservoir conditions. Experimental results help to
select acid recipes, elaborate engineering design and feed simulation tools. The
final objective is to transfer operational guidelines to local partners thanks to
better insights in carbonate acidising.
Experiments have started with acid core-flooding tests. Results show the
respective ability of various acid recipes to stimulate rock samples with
different permeabilities.
Petroleum Geochemistry: Petroleum geochemistry plays an important role in
many areas of hydrocarbons’ exploration and production. An important aspect
of reservoir management consists of inferring the geological continuity within a
reservoir to help the placement of additional wells. Determination of reservoir
continuity, commingling of hydrocarbons from different sources and production
allocation are possible by using different petroleum geochemical techniques
known as Hydrocarbon Fingerprinting.
TRC-Q leading edge research provides high-end analytical expertise in
petroleum geochemistry. TRC-Q laboratories have installed state-of-the-art
analytical instruments capable of precision measurements in chromatography of
liquid and gaseous samples as well as stable isotopes in solid, liquid and gaseous
samples. With both research and industry applications, the new laboratories
provide an excellent environment for all petroleum geochemistry needs,
especially, but not only, hydrocarbon fingerprinting, to differentiate samples
derived from different producing horizons.
Both acid stimulation and geochemistry labs are also used to train and develop
local staff on these important petroleum technologies.
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Membrane distillation differs from other membrane technologies in that the
driving force for desalination is the difference in vapor pressure of water
across the membrane, rather than total pressure. The membranes for MD are
hydrophobic, which allows water vapor (but not liquid water) to pass. The vapor
pressure gradient is created by heating the source water thereby elevating its
vapor pressure. The major energy requirement is for low-grade thermal energy.
Moreover, the Qatari economy is based on its massive hydrocarbon industry. In
such industries water is routinely used in a number of applications in the form of
process or cooling water. In a number of cases the water used can be seawater
but with certain restrictions due to corrosion, fouling and water composition,
large volumes of fresh water are required around the chemical plants. It is
well known that many processes produce large amounts of excess heat i.e.,
heat beyond what can be efficiently used in the process. Industrial waste heat
recovery methods attempt to extract some of the energy as work that otherwise
would be wasted. Typical methods of recovering heat in industrial applications
include direct heat recovery to the process itself, economizers, regenerators,
and waste heat boilers.
An investigation into the potential of using industrial low-grade waste heat in
desalination using membrane distillation has been carried out. Three well-known
chemical processes were considered: LNG, ethylene and VCM. Using an approach
based on pinch technology for heat integration, process streams in the three
processes were screened to eliminate unsuitable sources of low-grade heat.
Consequently, the LNG and ethylene processes were eliminated because of their
unsuitable cooling curves that tended to highlight extreme temperatures. The
VCM process on the other hand showed a promising outlook, in particular in the
direct chlorination section where a major vapor stream is condensed through the
temperature range 118 to 460C. This is precisely the ideal range for low -grade
heat recovery. Exploiting literature data and modeling concepts, a flowsheet for
a potential MD plant was designed with relevant terminal temperatures.
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We implement a novel up-winding scheme for the mobility calculation using
the computed velocities in an adaptive finite element (FE) unstructured-mesh
reservoir simulator.
In the finite-element finite-volume (FEFV) numerical method, the pressure
and transport equations are decoupled. The pressure is calculated using finite
elements, and the saturation is calculated using finite volumes. Each element is
shared between several control volumes -- three for triangles (2D) and four for
tetrahedral (3D). Consequently, the saturations used in calculating the mobilities
hence updating pressure - are unclear. Some researchers use the average value
between the elemental control volumes, or the integration points of the finite
elements. For two-dimensional radial flow, this does not produce accurate
saturations profiles when compared to the Buckley-Leverett reference solution.
In this paper, we present a new formulation to calculate the FE mobility. We use
the velocity vector, which is piece-wise constant in first order elements, to find
the upstream saturation—where the tail of velocity vector intersects an element.
This novel approach produces more accurate saturation profiles than previous
methods even with higher order methods.
Then, we present some benchmark simulation results where we model vertical
spontaneous imbibition driven by capillarity and gravity disequilibrium between
a fracture network at the bottom of the simulation domain and the matrix. The
results compare favourably with semi-analytical treatments of this problem and
experimental measurements.
The method presented better models multi-phase displacements in complex
reservoirs using FEFV. It can, also, be easily implemented in current FEFV
based simulators.
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In the recent years, development of alternative jet fuels is gaining importance
owing to the demand for diversifying fuel and cleaner combustion. Liquid fuels
have high volumetric energy content and ease of handling therefore preferred
by the aviation industry. However, liquid fuels add additional complications in
combustion process in thrust generation due to the needed preparatory steps
of atomization and vaporization. Alternate jet fuels then must meet the vital
needed requirements such as rapid atomization, vaporization, quick re-ignition
at high altitude, stable combustion before being used.
At TAMUQ - Micro-Scale Thermo Fluids Laboratory (MSTF), an experimental
facility is designed and developed to carry out a detailed investigation on
the spray characteristics of jet fuels at different injection conditions. The
spray characteristics such as droplet size, velocity and spray cone angle are
investigated at different injection pressures. These details are obtained using
the state-of-the-art non-intrusive laser diagnostics techniques. Experimental
techniques involving both point-wise as well as plane-wise measurements are
planned using the Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) and Global Sizing
Velocimetry (GSV) respectively to obtain the spray characteristics.
Initially, water is used to tune and establish experimental parameters in TAMUQ
spray characterization facility followed by the conventional jet fuel, JetA1. The
spray characteristics of water will then be compared with that of JetA1 fuel.
This facility will later be used to study the spray characteristics of different
gas-to-liquid (GTL) fuels as part of the on-going Qatar Science and Technology
Park (QSTP) funded project involving Texas A&M at Qatar (TAMUQ), German
Aerospace Laboratory (DLR), and Rolls-Royce (UK). The main objective of this
work is to support the initial phase of the QSTP funded project. The spray
characterization facility developed at TAMUQ will help to explore the potential
of GTL fuels as an environmental friendly, alternate jet fuel.
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Multiphase flow occurs in almost all oil and gas wells and production
installations. The past three decades have seen intense efforts to develop
empirical correlations and modelling tools to improve the ability to predict
multiphase-flow behaviour with greater accuracy. The empirical approach
typically involves flowing fluids at carefully measured flow rates through a pipe,
observing the flow pattern, and measuring liquid holdup and pressure drop.
Using the measured data, empirical correlations are developed for predicting
flow patterns, liquid holdup, and friction factor, and a pressure gradient equation
is developed that uses these empirical correlations.
In its operations on Al-Khalij field, which is operated under a Production Sharing
Agreement (PSA) with Qatar Petroleum (QP), Total E&P Qatar experience
multiphase flow in main production lines, with a resulting pressure loss which
has to be accurately predicted.
As part of the Qatar Science & Technology Park (QSTP), Total Research Centre
- Qatar (TRC-Q) has research collaborations with different partners. In this
work, we present the results of a joint research project between the Petroleum
Engineering program at Texas A&M University in Qatar and the Smart Metering
Project team from TRC-Q.
A literature review of available multiphase flow correlations has been performed
first. Secondly, limitations and range of applicability of these correlations
were evaluated. We then identified the most applicable correlation to specific
conditions of a pipeline in Qatar’s Al-Khalij field. This included gas-oil-water flow
in a large-diameter multi-kilometre-long pipeline which passes through a hilly
terrain (slightly deviated from horizontal). Our Analyses show that Beggs and
Brill set of equations estimates pressure gradient with the least error among
other correlations for these conditions. To improve the correlation’s accuracy, we
divided the pipeline into several segments with an optimum length to minimize
the error and ensure computation efficiency. We developed a code to implement
this correlation to simulate the multiphase flow inside the pipe. We could obtain
pressure and phase flow rates along the pipeline. Also, a sensitivity analysis of
some key parameters was performed. The model provided good agreement with
measured pressure at the end of the pipeline.
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Background: Solar Photo Voltaic (PV) module based electric power supply
systems are being designed for remote unmanned oil and gas facilities where grid
utility power is not available within vicinity. PV modules are used in applications
such as measurement of process data, telemetry, gas detection, cathodic
protection and lighting with voltage levels of 12V, 24V and 48V.
Majority of PV modules are made of compounds of semi-conducting materials
from Group IV (Silicon and Germanium) and alternatively Group-III/V and GroupII/VI. These materials are in mono crystalline, multi crystalline and in amorphous
structure.
Hot spot heating is a phenomenon, occurring in PV module, caused by faulty
conditions such as partial shading / material imperfection / fabrication flaws /
damages etc. When the faulty PV module/ cell operating current exceeds the short
circuit current (Isc), it shall not produce energy, rather starts to consume power
from the other PV cells connected in series.
Due to the above phenomena localized heating is expected to occur wherein the
temperature could rise in the range of 150 ~ 200 Deg.C.
Built-in bypass diodes are provided in PV modules to prevent localized hotspot;
however there are characteristics mismatches between the diode and module
which does not prevent hotspot for all faulty cases.
Hot spot test criteria defined in IEC 61215 & IEC 61646 / IEC 61730 / ANSI UL
1703 has inconsistencies hence not harmonized.
Objectives: Application of solar PV module for hydrocarbon facilities may
introduce fire hazards due to hotspot phenomena, where minimum ignition energy
source of 20 micro Joules (Acetylene) or temperature above 100 Deg.C (Carbon
Di-Sulphide) can become the source of ignition.
This shall be scientifically studied and specific guidelines and/or standards shall
be established based specific materials selection and engineering design.
Methods: Hot Spot phenomena of PV module shall be tested with multiple
variables and scenarios such as Module Materials and its structure, Current/
Voltage Level, Irradiation level, Type of shading, Location of Fault in the module.
Results & Conclusions: Solar PV module application in hydrocarbon industry may
call for specific material and design requirements to effectively prevent hotspot
occurrence in an explosive atmosphere.
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Depleting oil reserves, environmental pressure, as well as abundant reserves
of coal, natural gas and biomass, have all contributed to a revived interest in
Fischer-Tropsch (F-T) technology for producing ultra-clean, virtually sulfurfree, transportation fuels and chemicals. F-T technology involves conversion of
synthesis gas (i.e., a mixture of H2 and CO) to a wide spectrum of hydrocarbons.
In this study, the kinetics of the Fischer Tropsch (FT) synthesis reaction over
0.27 % Ru 25 % Co/Al2O3 catalyst was studied in a 1L stirred tank slurry reactor
(STSR). Supported cobalt catalysts and slurry reactors are used in commercial
processes for natural gas conversion to liquid fuels (e.g. ORYX GTL in Qatar).
With known kinetics one can size reactors and predict their performance as
a function of process conditions. Experiments were conducted at reactor
pressures of 1.4 MPa and 2.4 MPa, temperatures of 205°C and 220°C, H2/CO
feed ratios of 1.4 and 2.1 and gas space velocities ranging from 2 to
15 NL/g-cat*h.
Langmuir-Hinshelwood-Hougen-Watson (LHHW) type rate equations were
derived on the basis of a set of reactions originating from carbide, Eley-Rideal
and enolic pathways, and two empirical power laws from the literature were used
to describe CO disappearance rates.
Model rate laws were fitted to isothermal experimental rates using leastsquares nonlinear regression to obtain model parameter values. Physical and
statistical tests were used to discriminate between rival models. Optimisations
were performed by first applying bounds to obtain realistic values of the
parameters and then assumptions were made regarding the degree of
adsorption for some species. Finally, nonlinear regression of model rate laws
using non-isothermal experimental rates was also performed by applying
Arrhenius law-based constraints to obtain physically meaningful results.
Goodness of fit for the most physically significant models were compared using
qualitative (parity curves) and quantitative (mean absolute relative residuals
(MARR), R-square and F-test) analysis. It was found that the model based on
carbide mechanism involving dissociative CO and hydrogen adsorption (M1) and
the model based on hydrogen-assisted dissociative adsorption of CO followed
by hydrogenation of dissociatively adsorbed CO (M3) provided the best fit to
the experimental data.
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This paper highlights student research experience in the fuel characterization
lab at Texas A&M University at Qatar. The research was carried out
over one academic year with a multidisciplinary undergraduate team. A
professional environment was applied regarding time management, safety
and communication between team members and instructors. All research was
carried out with strict adherence to safety standards such as waste disposal and
solvent handling. This project allowed us to apply in-class concepts to hands-on
lab experiments. Furthermore, this project gave us the opportunity to work with
global consortium of leading scientists from industry (Shell and Rolls Royce) and
academia (University of Sheffield-UK and German Aerospace Institution-DLR).
This consortium is funded by Qatar Science & Technology Park with support
from Qatar Airways as part of its initiatives to become the world-leading airline
in clean synthetic fuels.
The project goal was to develop new synthetic jet fuels with the student focus
being on the experimental aspect. Physical properties, such as freezing points,
flash points and heat content, were tested for various blends. Experiments
followed American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standards and
data documentation adhered to industry practices. The goal was achieved by
creating a number of synthetic fuel blends which were subsequently tested
multiple times. The results provided an extensive database, linking properties
with compositions and provided an understanding of the influences of a fuel’s
molecular structure on its physical properties, which is essential for fuel
certification.

Figure of the tern plot for one of the
synthetic jet fuel physical properties
of 30 different types of blends.
It represents fuels derived from
Gas-to-Liquid (GTL) technology.

Mathematical models were used to link the chemical composition and physical
properties of blends. The purpose of these models was to predict intrinsic
properties of the blends through analysis of paraffinic composition. These
models were made using MATLAB, a software for simulation and programming.
A neural network simulation approach was employed, with the experimental data
used to train this model. This student-developed model will be used to take this
project further.
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Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) Engines hold promises of
being the next generation of internal combustion engines due to their ability
to produce high thermal efficiencies, in addition to low nitric oxides (NOx)
and particulate matter (PM). HCCI combustion is achieved through the autoignition of a compressed homogeneous fuel-air mixture, thus making it a “fusion”
between spark-ignition and compression-ignition engines. The main challenge
experienced when developing HCCI engines is the absence of a combustion
trigger hence making it difficult to control its combustion timing.
The aim of this research project is to develop a natural gas HCCI engine to
improve the performance of stationary power plants in Qatar. Since HCCI
primarily depends on temperature and chemical composition of the mixture,
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and adjusting intake temperature are the
techniques that will be used to control ignition timing. Previously, a simulation
model was developed using a highly sophisticated program, GT-Power. It was
noticed that simulation time for such a model was high. Therefore a simple,
non-linear model was developed to capture the main thermodynamical features
of the HCCI engine. In this oral presentation, we will explain how the model was
developed as well as the optimization technique used to adjust an experimental
correlation to predict ignition timing. We will show that performance data
produced by our model is in accordance with the data acquired from GT-Power.
In addition, several methods were exhausted to further simplify the model and
produce a linear version that could be used in linear control schemes. Data from
the finalized linear model were compared to the initial non-linear model and
proved to be a sufficient approximation. A Linear Quadratic Regulator Controller
scheme will be used on our final linear model to control the EGR ratio and intake
temperature, which will ultimately control the combustion timing. Finally, a
block diagram of the proposed control scheme was developed. Further work for
validation and implementation of the proposed scheme will be discussed.
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Carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions resulting from combustion of fossil based
fuels increasing the atmospheric CO2 concentration (currently at 393 ppm) is
indubitably an alarming environmental issue such as an irreversible increase
in the acidity levels of the oceans. In order to manage current CO2 emissions,
several technologies exist such as chemical solvent absorption, physical
adsorption, cryogenic fractionation, membrane separation, biological fixation as
well as the oxi-fuel combustion process. Solvent-based absorption technology,
especially amine-based solvents, is still the most widely used technique for
CO2 removal in industry. However, it is a known fact that amine based acid gas
removal technologies have severe drawbacks to the process such as corrosion,
amine recovery and CO2 uptake capacity. Therefore, in an effort to develop
the new possibilities on environmentally friendly and effective CO2 capturing
materials in clean energy applications, we recently synthesized a new class of
polymers with high CO2 adsorption capability termed cyanuric organic polymers
(COPs). These compounds do not include metal complexes resulting in a lighter
and more stable porous structure that is essential for high CO2 capture capacity
at high pressures.
High accuracy CO2 adsorption tests were made at pressures up to 200 bars at
three isotherms 318 K, 328 K, and 338 K on three COPs called KAIST-1, KAIST-2
and QATAR-1 by using magnetic suspension based sorption apparatus. Moreover,
MOF-5 and activated carbon Norit-RB3 were also experimented for comparison
purposes since they are well known porous materials used for CO2 adsorption.
Our CO2 adsorption studies at 318 K revealed a capacity of 127.60 mmol/g
(5616 mg/g) for KAIST-1, 47.41 mmol/g (2086 mg/g) for KAIST-2 and 74.86
mmol/g (3294 mg/g) for QATAR-1. In order to put into perspective, KAIST-1 can
hold more than five times what dry ice has in CO2 considering that COPs show
modest surface areas.
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Background: Fish embryos are excellent models for studies aimed at the
understanding of toxic mechanisms and the indication of possible acute and
chronic effects. Therefore, we present the use of Arabian killifish (Aphanius
dispar) embryos, an indigenous species to the Arabian Gulf, to study the effect
of chlorine-produced oxidants to marine organisms in the Qatari coastal area.
Objective: The objective of this study is to develop chlorine toxicity data for
the marine Fish Embryo Toxicity (mFET) test. The test is designed as a means
to replace or refine the use of marine juvenile and/or adult fish in standard
approaches evaluating toxicity of chemicals and effluents.
Methods: Embryos were collected from a breeding stock of sexually mature
Arabian killifish. Testing was initiated as soon as possible after fertilization of
the eggs with exposure to aqueous concentrations of calcium hypochlorite (0.10
- 12.3 mg/l) for up to 240 hours. The investigated endpoints included; coagulated
eggs, somite development, heartbeat, tail detachment, hatchability and post
hatch mortality.
Results: The results showed a developmental stage-dependent response to
chlorine. During earlier developmental stages, chlorine had reduced effects
on the embryos and the survival rate and hatchability were high, even at
relatively high concentrations. In later developmental stages (pre to post hatch,
eleutheroembryo), the embryos were significantly more sensitive to chlorine
than in the early stages of development. The chorion, (membrane surrounding the
egg), is believed to provide a barrier against chlorine in early stages of embryo
development.
Conclusions: Taking into account the findings presented here, Killifish
embryos exhibit the ability to be an indicator organism for environmental risk
assessments of the Qatari coastal area. Benefits include, animal alternative,
ease of fish breeding, clarity of the embryos, reduced sample size, reduced
waste generation and shorter study duration.

Here we report robust, inexpensive and reproducible synthesis of cyanuric
organic polymers (COPs) with CO2 adsorption capacities up to 5616 mg/g. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the highest CO2 adsorption capacity to date.
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The aim of the green chemistry is to develop chemical products and processes
having minimal use and generation of hazardous chemicals and low energy
requirement. Catalytic reagents are considered to be green tools to synthesize
organic molecules as they basically open an alternative synthetic route to target
molecules by lowering the energy barriers of the reactions while keeping the
selectivity and the yield of the reactions high. Polynorbornene - which can be
synthesized by ring opening methathesis polymerization (ROMP) with Grubbs’
catalyst - is used in the automotive and appliance industries mainly as vibration
and noise isolators and produced thousands of tons per year scale.
It is well known that during the catalytic cycle the reverse phosphine
reassociation step competes with the subsequent alkene binding step on
the coordination sphere of the catalyst, slowing the observed rate constant.
One option to improve the activity of the catalyst system is rolling back the
reassociation step by the lowering the free dissociated phosphine concentration
in the reaction mixture. This can be achieved for example by fluorous/organic
solvent biphasic catalytic systems when the dissociated phosphine has higher
affinities to the fluorous phase meanwhile the fourteen-valence-electron
intermediate active species and substrates are liphophilic. Thus following the
dissociation the fluorophilic phosphine remains in the fluorous phase meanwhile
the “activated” catalytic cycle is running in the organic phase.
Fluorous analog of Grubbs’ second generation alkene metathesis catalyst
(H2IMes)((Rf8(CH2)2)3P)(Cl)2Ru(=CHPh) (Rf8 = (CF2)7CF3) has been
synthesized and tested in the catalytic ring opening metathesis polymerization
of norbornene at mono and biphasic condition. It was found that at the same
monophasic condition the fluorous Grubbs’ second generation catalyst has
essentially identical rates with the classical Grubbs’ catalyst. However,
dramatic accelerations can be observed in the presence of the fluorous solvent
perfluoro(methylcyclohexane) (PFMC). It is proposed that the PFMC scavenges
the fluorous phosphine Rf8(CH2)2)3P (PFMC/toluene partition coefficient
>99.7:<0.3), allowing norbornene to more effectively complete for the fourteenvalence-electron intermediate that begins the catalytic cycle (“phase transfer
activation”). Analogous effects are observed with an 7-oxanorbornene-based
N-butylsuccinimide. The molecular weights and polydispersities of the polymers
produced under monophasic and biphasic conditions are comparable.
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Qatar is one of the largest producers of polymers in the Middle East, with a
total annual turnover of $3.5 billion. The annual consumption of industrial and
domestic polymers in the region generates significant amount of plastic waste
in Qatar and in Gulf Corporation Countries (GCC). Recently, recycling of plastics
has become an optimum waste management solution due to the efficiency
of incorporating the plastic waste management stream into commodity and
structural applications. One of the main obstacles in the region is collection and
sorting of plastics, due to the variety and high volume of waste streams. To solve
this problem, and to upgrade the recycled polymer applications, optimisation of
additives and processing techniques were used in this work, such as the addition
of glass fibre reinforcement, wood, mica and date palm fibre in selected volume
fractions, in order to minimise the effect of the residual “secondary” polymers in
the main composite.
A tremendous improvement has been achieved in the mechanical properties
and the thermal stability of the selected systems, due to the synergistic effect
of the complementing additives. In addition to their much-improved thermomechanical performance, the life cycle assessment (LCA) of the new recycled
composites showed to have improved effect on the environment compared to
the unadulterated systems. A complex analysis showing the interdependencies
between the improved materials properties and the positive environmental
impact is presented for the first time.
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Carbon dioxide (CO2) adsorption capacities of several hydroxy metal carbonates
have been studied using the state-of-the-art Rubotherm® Sorption apparatus
to obtain adsorption and desorption isotherms of these compounds up to 175
bar. The carbonate compounds were prepared by simply reacting a carbonate
(CO32-) solution with solutions of Zn2+, Zn2+/Mg2+, Mg2+, Cu2+/Mg2+, Cu2+, Pb2+, and
Ni2+ metal ions resulting in hydroxyzincite, hydromagnesite, mcguinnessite,
malachite, nullaginite, and hydrocerussite, respectively. Mineral compositions
are calculated by using a combination of powder XRD, TGA, FTIR, and ICP-OES
analysis. Adsorption capacity of hydroxy nickel carbonate compound obtained
from Rubotherm® Magnetic Suspension Sorption apparatus has shown highest
performance among the other components that were investigated in this work
(1.72 mmole CO2/gram adsorbent at 175 bar and 316 K).
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Qatar has experienced great change in its infrastructure, continuous upgrading
of its major industrial cities, of its network of roads and highways and major
construction and development along its coastline in particular the eastern
coastline. These activities can all have an impact on the marine life and
terrestrial wildlife, vegetation and floristic composition.
One strip of coastline on the north-eastern section of Qatar remains in parts
virgin land and the coastal zone is considered a least impacted zone. A baseline
survey was commissioned to record all physical/chemical and biological data of
the Qatar marine zone.
This survey, representing field data collected between February and April 2010,
encompassed a 35km long stretch of coastline and extended 20km offshore and
as far inland as 1km, it also included Umm Tais Island and Al Jasasiya. The seabed
and the water body were documented by video photography. Fish population
was studied by deployment of fish nets. Mangrove forests were studied in detail.
The coastline was surveyed covering landform, vegetation and observations
on wildlife. The benthic community of corals, seagrass meadows and microalga
beds were fully mapped. Seawater and sediment physicochemical parameters
and biota were analyzed. Current meters were deployed to study the sea current
speed and direction in the study area.
A full record of terrestrial geology, morphology and vegetation, along with
coastal and intertidal biota have been documented. An extensive range of
physiochemical parameters have been documented and analyzed according
to international standards. State of the art mapping techniques have been
employed to provide visual records of both physiochemical and biological
constituents. This study documents a large number of organisms not previously
reported for the Arabian Gulf. These include almost 106 species belonging to 8
phyla, 17 classes, 36 orders and 63 families.
This project, carried out by the Qatar University, Environmental Studies Center,
exemplifies a comprehensive, well run and well documented ecological baseline
study. This information will enable future monitoring and substantial data on
which stakeholders can take prudent action to conserve, preserve or sustain.
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Bridging the gap between the local scale of processes in soils and the
mesoscopic field, watershed or ecosystem levels of description, becomes
a major challenge nowadays particularly in addressing the questions of
transdisciplinarity, transfer of scales, local to global change assessment, and
empirical against physically-based characterization.
Hydrostructural Pedology recently proposed by Braudeau and Mohtar [2009],
bridges the gap “between” Pedology and soil-water physics, combining the
morphological and mineralogical description of soil organizations and their
hydro-structural properties at different functional scale levels of the soil
medium; distinctly different from hydropedology that deals with water at the
soil surface and soil mapping. The new paradigm allows for a thermodynamic
characterization of the structured soil medium with respect to soil water
content, then for modeling the pedoclimate dynamic that is needed by all
disciplinary models of the agro-environmental sciences today.
This approach has led to the development of a physically based computer model,
Kamel® [2011], modeling and characterizing the pedon and its hydrostructural
functioning at every scale of organization (primary peds, pedostructure, horizon,
pedon, and primary soil map unit). This allows for i) a functional typology
of pedostructures, then of soil mapping units that can be simulated in their
hydrostructural dynamic according to the external climatic conditions ii) the
dynamic and physical coupling of biological and geochemical soil processes with
pedostructure and pedoclimate dynamics at depth in soil (related to external
climate conditions), and iii) the physically-based transfer of information from
the internal local scale of soil processes in soil to the external scale at soil
surface.
We present this new discipline, Hydrostructural Pedology, focusing on the
systemic and thermodynamic approaches of soil organization which is at the
basis of its irreplaceable role in the biophysical multi-scale modeling of farming,
ecological or environmental systems. Therefore, we think that mandate and
missions of QEERI would be fulfilled with the creation of a specific laboratory
dedicated to soils according to this new paradigm, for that they can be
characterized and modeled like physical and organized media for biological life,
and thus, be non empirically coupled with models of other
environmental disciplines.
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Nanotechnology is regarded as the next great scientific/industrial revolution due to
the possibility of designing nanostructured materials that possess novel electronic,
optical, magnetic, and catalytic properties. Nanomaterials could potentially be
applied in pollution control, catalysis, water remediation, clean energy.
Nanocatalysis is a phenomenon of significant research and important practical
applications in a variety of fields such as materials, environmental and
atmospheric sciences. Low-temperature catalytic oxidation of carbon monoxide
(CO) is one of the most important problems in pollution since even small
exposures to CO (ppm) can be lethal. Nanophase metal and metal oxide catalysts,
with controlled particle size, high surface area, and more densely populated
unsaturated surface coordination sites, could potentially provide significantly
improved catalytic performance over conventional catalysts. It is therefore,
expected that nanoparticle catalysts would show high catalytic activity for the
low temperature oxidation of CO than bulk materials.
Noble metals are well known oxidation catalysts with high activity and stability,
even in the presence of moisture and sulfur compounds, and they are usually
used in gas exhaust emissions control. The high cost of precious metals and
their sensitivity to sulfur poisoning motivated re-searchers to search for
new catalysts. Alloying is a phenomenon that can either improve the catalytic
properties of the original single-metal catalysts for CO oxidation. Recently, we
reported the effect of support on the catatalytic activity of Au catalyst.

We have prepared metallic and bimetallic nanocatalysts on different supports
using differ-ent synthesis methods. The catalytic
Nanotechnology for pollution Reduction
KHALED SAOUD
activity of each catalyst was carried out by using a
Virginia Commonwealth University-Qatar
flow tube reactor coupled to an infrared detector.
Our results indicate that unsupported AuCu alloy
shows higher activity than Au or Cu alone. These
results attributed to the formation of CuO within
the bimetallic nanoparticles, which improves the
catalytic activity of Au-Cu alloy nanoparticle. On
the other hand, Au nanoparticles supported on
CeO2 exhibit higher catalytic activity than Cu, CuO,
and AuCu alloy supported on CeO2 . These results
Figure 1: shows X-ray diffraction patterns, HRTEM of AuCu alloy, and catalytic activiattributed to the strong interaction of Au with CeO2
ties of single metals
and their alloys as prepared and after heat treatment.
.
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Clean air is an essential requirement to protect human health and the ecosystem.
Achieving acceptable air quality requires the monitoring of ambient air
quality, the setting of standards by the Ministry of Environment (MoE), and the
implementation of control technologies.
Air quality is a national priority for Qatar. The Qatar Energy and Environment
Research Institute (QEERI) and TOTAL Research Center-Qatar, with their
knowledge of local conditions, have set up a joint research pilot project to
assess air quality within a 15-20 km radius circle centered on Qatar Foundation.
This project will provide the policy maker with air quality monitoring data and
real-time pollutant concentration mapping, so that they may develop air quality
management strategies.
The pilot project will encompass most of Doha, as well as “background” areas,
thus providing valuable information towards understanding the dynamics of
air pollution. Although limited in geographic scope, the pilot project will help
to understand the potential issues that would be associated with a full-scale
project. These issues include assessing the quality of existing data, testing of
various research tools and methods, identification and communication with the
stakeholders involved. Importantly, the success of this project relies on data
availability and quality from existing and forthcoming air quality monitoring
stations.
To account for the small-scale variability of concentrations, typically not
represented by fixed monitoring stations, a network of micro-sensors is being
built. It will provide additional data to assess the influence from specific
emission sources, in particular traffic, on air quality. A number of sensors will
be deployed at varying distance along the roads. Data from the micro-sensors
will be evaluated against fixed monitoring stations data as a performance
benchmark.

Halting the Erosion of Qatars’ Barchan Dunes: A Study on
the Synergy Between Ripple Motion, Moisture Retention and
Microbial Growth within Barchans and How it Can be Exploited
to Stop the Erosion of an Active Dune
Authors Sara Abdul Majid, Michel Louge, Anthony Hay, Renee Richer,
Christopher Ogden

Institutions Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar, Doha, Qatar
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, USA

e mail sam2047@qatar-med.cornell.edu
Barchan dunes in Qatar are restricted to the southeastern region of the country.
They are currently a disappearing natural habitat due to the northwesterly Al
Shamal winds, which are scouring the landscape and spreading desertification,
as they pass. This research aims to understand whether the synergy between
the physical transport of dust, moisture retention and microbial growth
beneath the dune surface, could be exploited to stop erosion of an active
dune. Microbial communities at the surface down to 30cm below have been
quantified using direct counts of live/dead cells through fluorescent stains,
culturing sand microbes in media selective for general heterotrophs, fungi
and/or cyanobacteria, and by conducting culture-independent phylogenetic
characterization based on 16S/18S rRNA analysis. Current results show that
there is more genetic material found in barchans at depths between 15 to
30 cm deep than at the surface, due to the cooler, moister, and UV-protected
sand below the surface. Isolated colonies sequenced from barchans include
Arthrobacter and Marmonicola sp., which are typical of bacteria associated with
soils. Capacitance and thermal probes recording the humidity and temperature
were deployed just beneath the sand surface. For the first time, diurnal
variations of temperature and humidity profiles below a dune surface have been
recorded. A correlation for migration velocity of Qatar dunes west of Umm Said
was established. We anticipate that greater understanding of dune biology will
lead to the development of new engineering technology to stabilize Barchans.

Kriging is used to produce real-time concentrations maps. This advanced
interpolation technique uses auxiliary data such as emissions inventory, land
use, or model outputs in order to derive concentration information between
measurement points. Kriging output consists of real-time concentration maps
constrained by all the available information.
Training and capacity building will be also an important outcome of this pilot
project between QEERI and TOTAL, thanks to the participation of students from
Qatari universities to the project.
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Acid stimulation is widely used in carbonate reservoirs to stimulate wells and
enhance productivity. Almost every well in Qatar undergoes acid stimulation
before production starts. The main purpose is to remove any damage in the near
well-bore region from drilling fluids. Successful stimulation jobs result in a skin
factor between -4 and -6.
During acid injection, the value of injection rate and pressure is recorded. Realtime monitoring of this data can be very helpful in evaluating the performance
of the stimulation process and in guiding its progress. In some cases, wells can
be over stimulated resulting in damage to well productivity. In other cases, the
volumes injected might not be enough to establish proper displacement of the
acid into the formation.
As a part of the research collaboration efforts between Texas A&M University
and Total Research Center at Qatar, a software that was developed by
the research team in the College Station campus was used to analyze the
performance of three acid stimulation jobs that were conducted in Qatar.
Records of the stimulation data were collected and the skin was analyzed. The
performance of the software was evaluated by comparing its predictions to
the actual performance of the well. The results show that skin characterization
during acid injection is capable of predicting well performance and in some cases
it can be used to ensure the success of the acid stimulation job.
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The debate around carbon emission reduction seems to be hinging on capture
and storage despite limited information about suitable sites and associated
risks. It is unfortunate that alternatives to underground storage have not been
discussed and disseminated for public opinion. This presentation aims at
demystifying the broader picture on carbon management and the associated
issues. Given the current lack of progress on a large-scale carbon management,
it is important to look at alternative carbon sequestration methods that carry
less risk but may require further development work. In this context, carbon
mineralization using a special chemical reaction approach that aims to solve
two environmental problems in one solution has been studied. This approach
stems from the fact that the GCC states produce fresh water from desalination
processes and therefore reject huge amounts of concentrated brine into the sea
and at the same time emit large amounts of CO2 from the massive hydrocarbon
industries. These challenging environmental problems are the subject of a qatar
national research fund project undertaken at Qatar University. The results
obtained indicate that it is feasible to convert a significant amount of captured
CO2 into a stable bicarbonate and at the same time reduce concentrated brine
reject into the Arabian Gulf. Details of the proposed process will be presented.
This is considered as a major contribution given the current status of the
carbon conundrum.
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The Combined Impact of Environment Heat Stress and
Exercise on Immune Function
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Desert Truffles, belonging to the genus Terfezia and Tirmania, are native to
Qatar and known locally as “Al-Fag’a or Al-Kamaa”. Desert truffles have a long
history of use for food and medicine in Qatar and in the neighboring states
too. They are adapted to heat stress and drought conditions. The white color
truffles belonging to the genus Tirmania, locally called Zubaidi are more
appreciated in Qatar than the dark brown color truffles, which called locally
Ikhlasi (belonging to the genus Terfezia). In season 2011 in Doha, Qatar Tirmania
(Zubaidia) was selling for 1000 rayal/kg. These fungi are also mycorrhizal they grow in a mutualistic association with the roots of the desert sunflower,
Helianthemum spp. Both the soil and vegetative attributes of truffle beds
are being characterized in order to increase our understanding of the habitat
in which desert truffles naturally grow. Qatari truffle sites soil have been
evaluated for both physical and chemical properties such as: soil texture and pH.
The approximate compositions of the Qatari truffle grown wild in Qatar were
determined and their genetic maps will be explored. Increasing the wild Qatari
truffles crop in their natural habitat was planned last season.
Germination and inoculation of Qatari Helianthemum spp and tree seedlings with
truffles will be applied.
The overall aim of this study is to conduct research that will support the
development of a sustainable desert truffle agro-industry in Qatar, capable of
withstanding the effects of climate change.
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Background: The impact of heat stress alone on immune function is complex
in nature; however, it appears a core temperature within the range of 37-39oC
has little impact on neutrophil, lymphocyte and natural killer cell function.
However, during passive heating where core temperature increases outside of
this range there is a proliferation in leukocytes and cytokines with the magnitude
dependent upon the extent and the duration of the heat stress.
Laboratory and field-based experiments investigating the effect of exercise on
immune function have shown moderate levels of training enhances the immune
function; however, both high intensity acute and chronic exercise can result in
immune suppression. Research has shown that immune suppression is at least
partly responsible for the reported increase incidence of infection in athletes,
which is influenced by a number of factors including, and possibly a combination
of intensity and duration of exercise; and the psychological stress of training and
competition.
Given that both passive heating and exercise can have significant effects on
the immune function that are based upon the stress experienced, it seems
plausible that combined impact of heat stress and exercise stress may have an
accumulative effect.
Conclusion: Unfortunately, relatively little is known about the
immunosuppressive effect of exercising in extreme temperature. This is an
important consideration to individuals completing physical labour or athletes
training and playing in an extreme environment such as that experienced during
the summer months in Qatar.
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We aim to develop an energy-efficient, low-cost desalination technology for
creating new, affordable water sources from brackish waters. Since Qatar has
extremely limited rechargeable water sources, technologies facilitating safe
use of impaired and unconventional water sources are needed. Capacitive
deionization (CDI) technology can meet the unique, logistical and economic
needs for inland desalination. CDI technology, unlike reverse osmosis and
nanofiltration, operates under ambient pressure and can be sustained with
renewable energy sources. In this process, ions move to the electrode surface
and build up an electrical double layer (EDL) when an external potential is
applied. Metal oxide nano-particle coatings are widely used in super-capacitors
to increase the capacitance. We are employing fourth-generation CDI technology
(i.e., alumina, silica nano-particle coated porous carbon) for brackish water
treatment. The presence of oxides together with the functional groups on
the carbon surface enhances the ion removal process. Sorption capacity of
up to 0.05 mM/g electrode has been achieved for monovalent ions with high
reversibility and no obvious loss of capacity in long-term operation. During
regeneration, up to 50% of the charge can be harvested. Preliminary results
indicate that higher sorption capacity exists for divalent cations compared to
monovalent ions. Comprehensive tests are underway for various electrolytes
(1:2, 2:1, 2:2) and brackish water samples to cover a wide gradient in salt
concentration and ionic composition. This project will lead to the development
of low-cost inland desalination systems and can be expected to boost Qatar’s
scientific profile in global and regional water industry.

Environmental Research Robots: A Student-Driven Initiative
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The College of the North Atlantic-Qatar (CNA-Q) is a satellite campus of a
Canadian comprehensive technical college based in Newfoundland and
Labrador, Canada. CNA-Q is in its tenth year with over 2000 students and 500
faculty members.
In 2008, we began Phase I of our research programme. The main objective was to
create a student-driven interdisciplinary learning environment. CNA-Q received
a grant to design a prototype of an autonomous environmental research robot
(ERR). The students agreed on an environmental issue and then worked as a
team to design robots that would improve the situation. Their first ‘mission’
involves the endangered Hawksbill Turtle, which is indigenous to the Gulf region.
In Qatar, the female Hawksbill turtle lays her eggs on the beaches of one of the
largest industrial cities in the world, Ras Laffan, a producer of natural gas. The
Hawksbill turtle is at risk for many reasons including: turtle meat and turtle eggs
are considered a delicacy, natural predators and, our concern, the contaminated
nesting beaches through toxic waste, excessive noise and distracting lights.
Using Mindstorm robotic kits, students from Engineering, IT, Business and Health
Sciences built over 100 robots looking for the best-designed and programmed
robot, capable of withstanding the harsh environment as well as being
sophisticated enough to collect and store data at given intervals and locations. To
ensure that the students had the background necessary to understand the turtle’s
plight, they spent a week in Malaysia working with Dr. Nicholas Pilcher, founder
of the Marine Research Foundation, Sabah including a stay at Borneo`s Turtle
Island. In addition, for the past two years CNA-Q students have assisted with the
satellite-tracking project at Fuwayrit Beach, Qatar.
Phase II began in the fall of 2010. The first Environmental Research Robot was
built, programmed and equipped with sensors. The robot did trial readings in the
Spring of 2010. A second ERR, a cleanup robot, is in the planning stages.
This paper will discuss the innovative teaching and learning practices that
resulted from the melding of the research, technology and environmental
aspects of this project.
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While much has been made of sustainable living, green architecture and home
design, the vast majority of green home technologies and related environmental
innovations have been developed and tested in countries that do not possess
the harsh climate found in Qatar. Systems and equipment designed and tested in
the UK, for example, would not have been exposed to the heat, humidity and dust
commonly found here, and, therefore, their suitability is uncertain. Similarly,
there is a data vacuum on the subject of how green home technologies actually
do perform in Qatar. Exactly how efficient are some of these technologies and
should they be considered as viable alternatives in the support of sustainability
planning?
The Green Home Automation Project (GHAP) is an environmental research
in which data was collected on the electricity and water usage of a faculty
member’s villa for a one-year period. The same villa was then theoretically
analysed for energy savings using green home automation technologies, energy
efficient LED lighting and improved HVAC systems.
A comparative study was performed between the Old Current System (OCS)
and the New Proposed System (NPS). Results of the theoretical comparative
study showed significant energy savings when compared to the operation of the
test villa. Using the suggested improvements, the NPS used 70% less energy
for lighting and 40% less energy for HVAC than the OCS. These savings were
calculated and compared for a “typical year” per villa.
Phase II of GHAP involved automating the same test villa to determine additional
savings that could make the test villa greener. Both the lighting and the airconditioning was controller via a central controller. Data has been collected over
the last six months and indicates a 45% savings in electricity over the previous
year.

Fish Model for Toxicity Screening Studies for Qatar: Killifish
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Background: The use of Arabian killifish embryos is proposed as an alternative
to using juvenile or adult fish for environmental risk studies. Fish embryo
toxicity (FET) methods can provide many benefits; they are considered animal
alternatives, they require relatively small sample size and reduced time to
determine toxicity endpoints.
Objective: The establishment of a laboratory fish culture to provide embryos
and identification of early developmental stages for the FET method. Arabian
killifish are not a widely cultured organism for breeding purposes. Laboratory
method development to produce quality embryos was initiated in early 2010.
Methods: The standard FET approach that uses Zebrafish (Daniorerio)
or Medaka was adapted to the Arabian Gulf killifish. The Arabian killifish
(Aphaniusdispar) are small fish (5 -6 cm) from the family of cyprinodontidae.
Behavioral patterns, feeding optimization, diurnal cycle, male to female ratio as
well as other factors were studied in the laboratory. Specially designed breeding
chambers and egg collection traps were necessary to eliminate egg predation
and facilitate collection. Once fertilized eggs were obtained, the developmental
stages were documented in order to identify eco-toxicity study endpoints.
Results: The Arabian killifish exhibits the traits needed for FET testing. They are
able to be cultured in the laboratory and produce a sufficient number of eggs to
perform eco-toxicity studies. The eggs are transparent with rapid developmental
stages that are easily identified by light microscopy.
Conclusion: We have been successful in the production of quality embryos
for testing, both in terms of viability (fertilization) and quantity released. The
developmental stages of the Arabian killifish have been identified to provide an
array of potential endpoints for eco-toxicity studies.

This real world data supports the conclusion that (1) home automation can
substantially reduce energy consumption in the State of Qatar and (2) and that
further investigations into other green home innovations that can be automated
should be undertaken.
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Continued
Competition between livestock and native herbivores is a global
environmental problem, and livestock management should be
implemented for the conservation of native vegetation in Qatar.
Conservation efforts in Qatar are constrained by a lack of basic data
on the distribution, abundance and population dynamics for nearly all
species, and more scientific contributions are needed in the near future.

castilla.aurora@gmail.com;aurora.castilla@ctfc.es
Resource distribution among and within habitats affects the abundance,
richness and composition of communities. Yet, the role of resource distribution
on species interactions is rarely studied. Generalist predators have the ability to
survive extreme conditions by using a variety of foods that allows the population
to grow during times of low food availability. Most lizard species are generalist
predators, including those of the genus Uromastyx which are mainly herbivores
but consume a large variety of plants. To date very few quantitative studies exist
on the food and feeding habits of the spiny-tailed lizard worldwide.
The aims of this study are 1) to identify the diet of the lizard Uromastyx
aegyptia microlepis, one of the biodiversity flagship species as well as of
cultural relevance for Qatar, 2) to report the first data available on the plants
consumed by this lizard in Qatar, 3) to help translocation programs directed to
the conservation of this species in Qatar.
We examined 371 faecal samples that were collected between March and April
2010 in the Al-Kharrara desert in the south of Qatar. Our results show that in
a single month these lizards consumed 34 different plant taxa belonging to at
least 17 families, 29 genera and 18 species. Plant diversity was high with up to
19 different taxa found in one single faeces. Animal remains were also found
in 26 % of the faeces. We explored the effect of faeces size, sampling day and
study zone on the diversity of plants consumed by the lizards and found that
all three variables were significantly correlated with plant diversity. Lizards
consumed 31% of the plants present in the study area, suggesting that some
plants are likely preferred or that grazing-impact by ungulates may affect food
availability for lizard populations.
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The oil and gas industries are one of the major producers of wastewater streams.
Most of this water is disposed either through subsurface reinjection or surface
discharge after some treatment. There is a growing interest in the reuse of
produced water from oil and gas fields due to limited availability of freshwater
resources. However, the poor quality of the produced water is a big challenge for
its reuse. The characteristics of produced waters are highly complex, variable,
and are dependent on field location, nature of reservoir, type of hydrocarbons
produced, and field chemicals added. Good sampling and analytical methodology
are required to better understand the needs for water treatment options, to
evaluate environmental impact, and to explore feasibility of produced water
reuse. In addition to that, quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC)
protocols are essential for wastewater characterization. The presentation will
address the importance of proper sampling and analytical protocols that are
relevant to produced water recycling. Also, analytical data validation, which is a
critical component of QA/QC, will be discussed.
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Thermal desalination process is proven to be robust for large scale installation
and meet specific water quality requirement, but it needs high energy cost
with serious environmental concerns related to discharge of brine. On the
other hand, membrane processes have started gaining market acceptance due
to improvement in membrane chemistry, efficient pre-treatment and smaller
foot print, but still face many challenges when implemented in high salinity and
bio-fouling sea water conditions, like the Arabian Gulf. Current desalination
research trend include increasing the top brine temperature in thermal process,
combating algal blooms for membrane process, and introducing innovative
hybrid processes.
Membrane Distillation (MD) is one of the innovative emerging techniques for
desalination of sea water. The driving force in MD is due to vapour pressure
difference. The potential advantage of MD process is that feed solutions having
temperature much lower than its boiling point under atmospheric pressure
can be applied. MD process produces high quality effluent and leverages low
grade waste heat and can also be coupled with renewable energy systems.
Thus, MD can be efficiently used to recover additional product water from RO
and thermal desalination process brines. This will augment the production of
water from existing desalination facilities (RO and Thermal) as well as reduce
the brine volume discharge and minimize impact to environment. The key
challenges in improving the MD process are membrane, process modelling,
design, module optimization and recovery of low grade waste heat. A consortium
of industry, academic institution, technology providers and water utilities
was recently formed in Qatar to evaluate the suitability of MD technology for
sea water desalination in the region. The research study is carried out in multi
phases including bench scale studies, model development, low grade waste
heat evaluation and pilot scale demonstration. Bench scale studies results
and evaluation of various technologies will be presented. The project outcome
would be sustainable augmentation of water production, reduced environmental
impact and capacity building in the State of Qatar.
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Amidoximes are an important class of organic compounds featuring a fused
amide and oxime functionality and their use as starting materials for the
synthesis of valuable heterocyclics and related intermediates enabled wide
applications in novel pharmaceuticals, antitumor agents, antimalarial agents,
nitric oxide synthase (NOS) substrates, enhanced textile materials, synthetic
polymers, and chelating resins. In this work, amidoxime functionality dependent
CO2 adsorption behavior is presented. It is showed that amidoxime groups offer
new chemical terminals for selective CO2 binding and such previously unknown
behavior puts this well-known class of organic building blocks into spotlight
for the pursuit of commercial scale CO2 capture and storage. In an attempt
to quantify their performance, four representative amidoximes with varying
amidoxime content were screened by using high-pressure magnetic suspension
sorption apparatus. The highest percent amidoxime functionality present in
acetamidoxime was found to show the highest capacity with 2.71 mmol/g.
Acetamidoxime also featured a dimerization, which leads to an enhanced
adsorption with an increase in temperature. Moreover, polymeric amidoxime
showed superior adsorption per surface area when compared to a well-known
activated carbon.
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During the last four decades, synthetic chemical pesticides have provided many
benefits to agriculture and food production, but they posed some hazardous
problems to humans, animals and environment. Chemical pesticides leave
undesirable residues in food, water and environment where they are not used
properly. It is estimated that one million people are affected by chemical
pesticides poisoning every year and more than 20,000 die as a result of being
unaware of the risks involved in handling or using of chemical pesticides.
This study showed that Integrated Pest Management (IPM) was an effective
alternative to synthetic chemical pesticides. Also the study revealed that the
components of IPM such as cultural practices, biological control, pheromone
traps, soil solarisation and plant extracts provided cost effective and
environmentally sound methods to control agricultural pests and diseases. As a
result many growers and researchers are applying IPM approach to maintain the
pest populations at the levels below those causing economically unacceptable
damage or loss.
Besides this, the study showed the practice of IPM methods in Qatar to manage
some insects and diseases affecting date palm trees. The main goal of IPM is to
reduce any harmful impact of chemical pesticides may have on humans, wildlife,
soil and water quality. The usage of chemical pesticides in the IPM Programme
should be rational, judicious and applying at the most vulnerable time in an
insect/disease life cycle.
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This paper presents the results of an experimental work and life cycle analysis
of reinforced mortar samples retrofitted with natural, and virgin and recycled
polymers. The objectives of this study were to investigate the behavior of
retrofitted concretes experimentally, and to compare the defined fiber
reinforced concrete samples from environmental point of view using life cycle
analysis. The mixtures of reinforced concretes was prepared as control mixture
which includes no fibers, natural (palm) fiber reinforced mixture, virgin and
recycled polypropylene (PP) and low density polyethylene (LDPE) reinforced
concrete mixtures, natural fiber and virgin and recycled PP reinforced concrete
mixtures, and natural fiber and virgin and recycled LDPE reinforced concrete
mixtures. The experimental tests were performed to investigate the behavior of
reinforced concrete samples in such a way that either durable or not. Moreover,
those concrete mixtures were also compared using life cycle assessment
method according to their environmental effects. Within the scope of the study,
GaBi software was used for Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) analysis. Landfilling
was considered as reference scenario and compared with filled recycled plastics.
A quantitative impact assessment was performed for four environmental
impact categories, global warming (GWP) over a hundred years, human toxicity
(HTP), abiotic depletion (ADP) and acidification potential (AP) were taken into
consideration during LCA. At the end of the study, according to the compressive
strength tests results, it was seen that natural fiber reinforced concrete did not
perform well at each testing age, and also according to the pore definition test,
permeability of natural fiber reinforced concrete was higher than that of the
control mixture which means that durability of natural fiber reinforced concrete
against harsh environment is very low. Moreover, according to life cycle analysis,
recycled polymer fibers reinforced concrete mixtures have lower environmental
effect for all impact assessment categories. On the other hand, natural fiber
reinforced concrete mixtures has the worst environmental effect, but when the
natural fiber mixed with recycled or virgin polymers those concrete mixtures
have better environmental effect.
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Light weight structural materials are in high demand these days due to the
limited oil and gas reserves and global inclination to reduce the green house
gas (CO2) emission. Magnesium based materials are the lightest engineering
materials in the earth. Magnesium alloys that contain aluminium and zinc are
known as AZ alloys. These alloys are reasonably priced, easily available, and used
in many engineering applications. Various attempts have been made in recent
years to further improve the properties of these alloys through the addition of
rare earth elements, calcium (Ca), silicon (Si) as well as adding different types of
nanoparticles. The addition of Ca has been shown to assist in grain refinement
and enhancing corrosion resistance as well as thermal and mechanical properties
of magnesium alloys while Nano-sized particles helps to improve ductility,
in general.
In the present study, new AZ41/1.5Al2O3-1Ca magnesium Nano composite was
successfully synthesized by simultaneously adding 1 wt. % aluminium, 1 wt.%
Ca and 1.5 vol.% Nano-sized Al2O3 (50 nm) into AZ31 matrix using an innovative
disintegrated melt deposition technique. AZ41/Al2O3 Nano composite was
also developed following the same processing route except adding Ca. All
Nano composite samples were then subsequently hot extruded at 400 0C and
characterized. Microstructural characterization studies revealed uniaxial grain
size, reasonably uniform distribution of intermetallic and minimal porosity.
Addition of Ca helped to reduce the average grain size of AZ41-Al2O3 Nano
composite. Physical properties characterization revealed that the addition of
Nano-sized alumina helped to reduce the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)
of AZ41 alloy and the CTE value further reduced with Ca addition. The presence
of Ca also assisted in improving overall mechanical properties including micro
hardness, 0.2% yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, and work of fracture
without compromising ductility when compared to AZ41 alloy and its alumina
Nano composite.
The results suggest that these newly developed magnesium Nano composites
have significant potential in diverse engineering applications in weight critical
industries, especially such as for automobile sector.
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Due to exponential growth of population and consumption of natural resources
at an even faster pace, the impact of human behavior on the natural environment
is becoming readily apparent. Resources are becoming less abundant, space
is becoming more limited, and pollution of air, water, and land are beginning to
have a direct impact on the inhabitants of the planet. This paper presents the
findings of the study that was undertaken to understand the environmentally
significant behavior. The study analyzes the factors that have been found to
have some influence, positive or negative, on pro-environmental behavior such
as demographic factors, external factors (economic, social and cultural) and
internal factors (motivation, pro-environmental knowledge, awareness, values,
attitudes, emotion, responsibilities and priorities). The study consist of two
parts, part one was a questionnaire-based exploratory study to elicit responses
from citizens and other residents. Utilizing suitable sampling technique,
responses were collected from a multitude of respondents. This was done to
provide representation of various groups residing in Qatar. Based on the findings
of the questionnaire study and exhaustive literature review the second part
of the study focused on developing an interpretative structural model of the
barriers to pro-environmental behavior. The research shows that not all barriers
of require the same amount of attention. There exists a group of barriers that
have a high driving power and low dependence requiring maximum attention and
are of strategic importance and another group that have a high dependence but
low driving power. This classification provides a useful tool to policy makers
developing strategies to conserve environment so as to differentiate between
independent and dependent variables which would further help them to focus
on those variables that are most important for inculcating environmentally
responsible behavior in the people residing in the state of Qatar.

Seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) desalination processes are widely used. The
optimal design of such systems resembles a network synthesis problem and
has been addressed using superstructure optimization approaches. However,
to date these approaches suffer from a limited ability to identify structurally
distinct design alternatives, despite requiring significant computational
times to determine globally optimal solutions, even for simple cases involving
superstructures of only two membrane units. Moreover, existing approaches do
not adequately take into consideration water quality information to keep the
optimization problems solvable within reasonable times. However, SWRO design
strongly depends upon the quality of the feed water and the product water
specifications. This casts doubt about the relevance of the results obtained from
current superstructure optimization approaches. This paper introduces a novel
approach to optimal SWRO design that addresses the major shortcomings of
previous approaches.
We introduce a novel SWRO synthesis approach, based on the coordinated use of
process superstructure representations and global optimization. The approach
determines globally optimal solutions to the SWRO network synthesis problems
from optimization of full superstructures. It further supports design engineers
with a better understanding of the design space and trade-offs between
complexity and efficiency. This is achieved through reduced superstructures
of distinct design classes. The approach takes into consideration all relevant
process conditions and constraints typically associated with SWRO systems.
Thermodynamic insights have led to lean superstructure representations
throughout which can be solved within short computational times.
In contrast to previous approaches that consider sea water to consist of two
components only, i.e. “water” and “salt (TDS)”, our superstructure models account
for detailed water quality information to ensure practicality. The models capture
the performance of the most commonly used membrane elements, as predicted
by commercially used simulators including ROSA (Dow) and IMSDesign
(Hydranautics) and allow tracing of individual components throughout the
system. A detailed economic assessment captures all the significant capital
and operating costs associated in SWRO processes, including intake, pre and
post treatment.
The approach is illustrated using a case study involving four different seawater
qualities for which design targets and optimal designs are obtained within
short CPU times.
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A new class of treatment processes called Advanced Reduction Processes
(ARPs) has been developed and employed for destroying persistent organic
contaminants in wastewater. ARPs combine reducing reagents with activating
methods to produce highly reactive reducing free radicals. These ARPs have
the potential to effectively destroy a wide range of oxidized contaminants
such as chlorinated organics, perchlorate, nitrate, nitrite, chromate, arsenate,
selenate, bromate and a number of radionuclides. Sponsored by Qatar National
Research Fund (QNRF) under the National Priorities Research Program (NPRP),
this research is the first effort to chart the boundaries of this new group of
treatment processes applied to degrading chlorinated organics by reductive
dechlorination. ARPs were applied for destroying 1,2-dichloroethane (DCA)
which is detected in industrial wastewaters and sludges in several petrochemical
and oil and gas industries. The literature indicates that DCA is very difficult to
destroy using conventional treatment processes. This novel approach of ARPs
has the potential to effectively destroy this persistent contaminant because
ARPs overcome kinetic limitations of conventional processes by producing
highly reactive reducing free radicals that can rapidly destroy chlorinated
contaminants.

nasr.bensalah@qatar.tamu.ed

In this work, effects of some experimental parameters (supporting electrolyte,
current density, and initial pH) on anodic dissolution of aluminum and on
electrocoagulation of tannic acid aqueous solutions as well as real industrial
wastewaters containing tannic acid were investigated. Experimental results
indicated that both chemical and electrochemical dissolution play an important
role in the formation of hydroxo-aluminum species. The chemical dissolution of
aluminum is strongly influenced by the solution pH.
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Electrocoagulation is a promising alternative to the conventional chemical
coagulation in water treatment systems. In electrocoagulation, coagulants
are generated in situ by anodic dissolution of sacrificial electrodes, usually
aluminum or iron electrodes. Anodic dissolution of the sacrificial anodes leads
to the formation of hydrolysis products (hydroxo-metal species) that involve
the destabilization of suspended, emulsified or dissolved pollutants and/or
the formation of insoluble particles that adsorb and enmesh the pollutants.
Furthermore, the formation of hydrogen bubbles as a result of water reduction
at the cathode surface promotes the flocculation process by the soft turbulence
in the system and produces a soft mix. The electrogenerated gaseous bubbles
help the destabilized particles to colloid and generate larger particles which
facilitate separation of the flocculated pollutants by carrying the particles to the
top of the solution where they can be more easily removed by electroflotation.
Electrochemical coagulation was successfully applied for turbidity, heavy
metals, dyes and phenols removals from synthetic and real wastewaters and for
breaking oil/water emulsions at both laboratory scale and pilot plant scale.

Batch experiments were conducted with all combinations of reducing reagents
(4) and activating methods (3) resulting in 12 potential ARPs being evaluated
against one target compound (DCA). The reagents evaluated are dithionite,
sulfite, sulfide, and ferrous iron. The activating methods evaluated are UV light
generated by medium-pressure lamps (UV-M), UV light generated by narrowband
lamps (UV-N), and microwave irradiation (MW). Over 90 % degradation of DCA
was accomplished using S2O42- as the reducing agent and medium-pressure UV
lamp as the activating method. The rate of DCA degradation was rapid indicating
that the kinetics would not limit the practical application of ARPs for efficient
removal of DCA from wastewater.
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Electrocoagulation using aluminum electrodes achieved high removal efficiency
of chemical oxygen demand from aqueous solutions containing tannic acid. The
primary mechanism for removing tannic acid from water by electrocoagulation
using Al electrodes involves the adsorption of tannic acid molecules on the
aluminum hydroxide surface. Also, results of the treatment of real wastewater
obtained from pulp and paper industry with initial COD concentration of
1450 mg/L have shown that more than 60 % of COD can be removed by
electrocoagulation using Al electrodes under optimized experimental
conditions. The specific energy required for the electrochemical process with Al
electrodes was estimated to range from 1 to 2 kWh m−3.
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CO2 is one of the byproducts of natural gas production in Qatar. High rate of
natural gas production in Qatar has led to significant amounts of CO2 production.
Release of CO2 into the atmosphere may be harmful from the global warming
standpoint. Recent increase in CO2 concentration in atmosphere due to burning
of fossil fuels and deforestation may be one of the main causes for acceleration
in global warming. Since fossil fuels will be a critical component of world energy
supplies for the coming decades, methods for disposal of CO2 that do not involve
long residence of CO2 in the atmosphere should be studied.
One of these methods is injection of CO2 in underground saline aquifers. It is
generally believed that saline aquifers provide the largest potential for CO2
sequestration. However, the effort required to screen and select saline aquifers
for safe and long-term storage is significant. It is also important that screened
CO2 storage sites are exploited to their full potential.
In this work, we studied CO2 sequestration potential in Qatar’s Aruma aquifer.
Aruma aquifer is a saline aquifer in the southwest of Qatar. It occupies an area
of about 1985 km2 on land, which is approximately 16% of Qatar’s area. We
developed a compositional model for CO2 sequestration in the Aruma aquifer.
Our model is based on available log data and flow test data from the Qatar
Department of Agricultural and Water Research. We modeled CO2 injection at
a constant rate for a period of 30 years and monitored the CO2 propagation for
200 years. We identified a suitable CO2 injection rate to keep pore pressure
below formation fracturing pressure. We also studied water production at some
distance from CO2 injection wells as a possible way to control pore pressure.
This method resulted in significant increase in CO2 sequestration potential
of the Aruma aquifer. The water produced from this aquifer is less saline than
seawater and could provide a good water source in the desalination process.
The main source of current Qatar’s water usage is desalination of seawater.
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Qatargas and TOTAL Research Center-Qatar (TRC-Q) have established a joint
project to study Predictive Emissions Monitoring Systems (PEMS). PEMS are
an emerging software solution designed to partially or fully replace online
analyzers such as Continuous Emissions Monitoring Systems (CEMS) by deriving
emissions concentrations from process data. The pilot project that is being
undertaken based at Qatargas is focused on NOx emissions for a particular
study selected turbine, which is already equipped with a CEMS. In the set up and
establishment of a system different approaches can be used: calculations based
on thermodynamics, statistical relationships and neural networks. Four PEMS
system suppliers have been selected representing these different approaches,
and have built their PEMS solutions based on a full year of turbine operating
data. The results and performances are compared in a blind benchmarking as
well as against in-house calculations.
There are several expected advantages in the use of PEMS. CEMS are an
expensive solution with difficulties related to their installation and maintenance
(need to shut down the installation, potential for unreliable performance in
harsh conditions) whereas PEMS are purely based on software and process
data already available and therefore can have more robust operation. By
providing a relationship between the process and the emissions, PEMS help the
understanding of the behavior of the installation with regards to its emissions,
and thus enables better emission control. This pilot project is expected to serve
as a showcase for this new technology to local authorities and industries.
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The date palm is one of the oldest cultivated trees and is critical to the
development of arid land. The date palm is a dioecious monocot with separate
male and female trees, however only the female trees produce the fruit that is
sought after in farming. This presents a challenge in crop development, as it is
impossible to distinguish trees until they flower approximately 5-8 years after
planting. We have developed two Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) based assays
capable of sex differentiation in multiple date palm cultivars. The primers are
designed across gender specific polymorphisms and demonstrated greater
than 90% accuracy in distinguishing date palm gender across multiple varieties.
These assays should be helpful in rapidly distinguishing date palm gender from
the earliest stages that DNA can safely be collected. As the sex-linked region is
fine mapped these assays will be refined to take into account this information.
For now, our assays provide a vast savings in time and effort over
existing approaches.
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Flaring and venting are two activities associated with oil and gas production.
Qatar is a world leader in the production and exporting of liquid natural gas
(LNG). Flaring is a combusting process used to dispose of natural gas (sweet,
sour acid gas or otherwise other hydrocarbon vapors) through a vertical stack.
Facilities in the oil and gas industry may routinely flare small volumes of natural
gas that are technically difficult and uneconomic to conserve. It is estimated that
flaring of gas associated with these industries is around 100 billion cubic meters
per year worldwide; emitting around 400 million tones of CO2 and wasting 1600
Trillion Btu of energy each year. The reduction of flaring is gaining momentum
globally and the Qatari industries are paying increased attention to this
international focus on energy conservation and global climate change mitigation
measures. The reduction of the volume of gas flared each year is an important
issue for the gas industry for health, safety and environmental impacts, as well
as conservation of energy resources.
Qatar Ministry of Environment (MoE) cap targets flaring rate to 0.3% of inlet
feed gas, which is usually met in QG from the existing trains in operation today.
However, sustaining the overall flaring rate within the 0.3% governmental target
value will pose a new challenge with the commissioning and operation of the
new “Mega Trains” which will produce the world largest amount of LNG in a one
given facility. This paper will present an initial engineering feasibility study to
explore the minimization of routine and non-routine flaring in the Qatari Gas
industries by carrying out a flare reduction assessment study and simulation
using FlareNet.
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A limestone-plateau of 11,400 sq. km, Qatar continues to import approximately
90% of its food. By establishing a position of foreign dependence, Qatar’s
food security is at risk due to fluctuating prices (as experienced in 2008) and
potential disruptions in supply. The total arable land in the GCC is in the order
of 1.7%, resulting in an industry that only accounts for 1-4% of total revenue
(0.1% in Qatar). As such, Qatar is only 23% self-sufficient in vegetables, 0.76%
in cereal, 23.1% in fruits and 12.5 % in livestock.
At present production outputs, Qatar’s self-sufficiency will be further reduced as
demand increases. For instance, Qatar’s population increased linearly at
14.3 % per year from 2003 (0.71 million) to 2009 (1.6 million) and is expected to
reach 3.2 million by 2020 and 4.9 million by 2030 Moreover, inevitable domestic
vulnerabilities could hinder the productivity of the domestic system. For instance,
temperatures in the Gulf are forecasted to increase by 1.8°C by 2040 leading to
desertification, whilst increasing water scarcity in a region already heavily water
stressed. It is estimated that 73% of aquifers in the GCC have depleted, whilst
locally, aquifers are used 9 times faster than their replenishing rate.
The development of a domestic food system, agro-investment and continued
activity in the global market should be considered as critical constituents in
any final food security strategy. Sustainable local production presents the
core of the Qatar National Food Security Program, which is centred on solardesalination as a means for water supply. Agro-investment is essential because
it allows the importer to benefit from virtual water through the import of water
intensive crops. Finally, enhancing purchasing power and diversifying suppliers
allows the importer to establish a stronger position in the global market. The
proposed food program faces the tough challenge of achieving food security
whilst preserving the natural environment. As such, this paper will discuss the
dynamic relationship between the food system and its environment, explore its
resilience and ultimately put forward a series of recommendations which are
aimed at enhancing Qatar’s food security whilst considering its environment.
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This project targets the design and fabrication of a door-mounted sensing unit
that will detect room occupancy. The unit will communicate with control devices
via different protocols enabling the control of lighting and air conditioning (AC)
systems.
As the world witnesses a global change of attitude towards energy consumption,
notions of energy conservation become more prevalent. Consequently,
industries concerned with Building Management Systems directed their
attention to energy-efficient solutions. According to the U.S. Energy Information
Administration, the residential sector was responsible for 38% of total power
consumption in 2009. Home Automation solutions came under the spotlight
when world-leading firms started focusing on reducing energy consumption
in houses. The best example of this is the use of sensors that detect room
occupancy & respond accordingly therefore saving energy.
A number of Electrical Engineering Technology students at the College of the
North Atlantic started researching a Home Automation project. The project
has utilized off-the-shelf motion sensors to detect room occupancy and hence
perform ON/OFF operations on lighting & AC loads. An issue was encountered
concerning the Passive Infrared technology used in those sensors, as they are
optimized for office applications.

Methodology:
Researching Technology
Sketches and Drawings
Components Selection
Microcontroller Programming
Prototype Design and Fabrication
Integration and Testing
The outcome of the project will be a new standalone sensing unit for
implementation in Home Automation systems, and with components from
different manufacturers. The new proposed unit will be more practical than
its counterparts, by eliminating the need for constant motion, it can find a
way into larger scale applications. In this project, the unit is to be limited to
standard-sized single-leaf residential doors, while the basic concept can be
enhanced to cover a variety of residential and/or commercial doors.

To eliminate the need for constant motion in a room for occupancy detection, a
new sensing unit can be used on the frame of a door. The unit will employ infrared
emitters, receivers & a microprocessor. The microcontroller will be programmed
to communicate in different protocols.
Detect occupancy
Send signals over different networks.
Ensure that the unit is compatible with standard size residential doors.
Integrate with other application.
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Compared with conventional diesel refining process, GTL diesel offers
significant environmental advantages such as less carbon emissions and
improvement of air quality. However, the GTL technology often requires
intensive energy and resources input.
This paper applies Life cycle assessment (LCA) method to quantify the
environmental impacts of gas-to-liquid fuel processes. LCA is a tool for the
analysis of environmental impacts of a product or a system, taking into account
the complete life cycle of a product. Data are collected from the literature for
the current “common practice”. Impact assessment was carried out considering
18 impact categories classified into three damage categories: human health,
ecosystem quality and resources.
This paper will present results of environmental burdens of GTL diesel in
comparison with biomass biodiesel processes. The results indicate how much of
each process’s contribution to environmental burdens, thus suggesting where
efforts shall be placed in order to improve the environmental performance.
Source of the environmental burdens will also be identified and suggestions
will be made how the environmental impacts of GTL technology can be minimize
through improved design and energy integration.
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Antimicrobial agents are very useful and have been the subject of intense
research. Amongst these compounds, bacteriocins are defined as peptide
antibiotics which do not harm the producer strain but have the ability to kill
closely related bacteria. Bacillus thuringiensis is a friendly bacterium best
known for the production of bioinsecticides, but is also considered as a source
of bacteriocins active against the closely related pathogenic species harmful for
food products, and many organisms.
The major goal of this project is to evidence and characterize novel Bacillus
thuringiensis bacteriocins synthesized by Qatari Bacillus thuringiensis strains. In
order to obtain that, many approaches have been adopted:
- Screening of delta-endotoxin producing strains of Bacillus thuringiensis.
- Screening of bacteriocin producing strains of Bacillus thuringiensis.
- Study of the antagonistic effects among bacteriocin producing strains.
- Study of the effect of medium composition on bacteriocin synthesis.
- Screening by PCR of Bacthuricin F4 like producing strains.
In order to screen the bacteriocin producing strains of Bacillus thuringiensis,
many techniques have been utilized such as: Direct Antagonism on Solid Media
and Well Diffusion Method to check the bacteriocin activity. Bacteriocin
production was studied on different growth media and against various
indicator strains.
The screening of 192 Bacillus thuringiensis strains isolated from Qatar, allowed
the evidence of strains having different crystal forms. In fact, these strains
produce parasporal crystals that have pyramidal, bipyramidal, cubical, spherical
and amorphous forms. Among these Bacillus thuringiensis strains, about 70%
produce spherical crystals and 30 % bipyramidal. Similar results were obtained
in the laboratory by Sara Zakzok and Duha Rabah. This could be considered as
a contribution to the establishment of Qatari bacterial gene bank. Screening
the collection for bactericidal activities against indicator strains, revealed
a variability in the size and aspect of the inhibition zones. About 76% of the
collection were bacteriocin producing strains and only 24% were negative.
There have been noticed many signs of novelty among our local bacteriocin
producing strains. These results are very encouraging and in favour of the use of
B. thuringiensis local strains for bacteriocin production.
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B. thuringiensis is a gram-positive bacterium which produces, during sporulation,
crystalline inclusions containing one or more delta-endotoxins. The latter are
selectively toxic against a wide variety of insects, including important pests.
Formulations based on B. thuringiensis have been used safely in developed
countries as bioinsecticides for agriculture, forestry and disease vector control.
This kind of bioinsecticides occupies the first place in the biopesticides world
market and is essential for crop protection. The importance of such bioinsecticides
and the emergence of new insect resistance cases, promoted worldwide isolation
and screening programmes of new strains with particularly high insecticidal
activities.
This project aims to develop an integrated approach that will explore activities
of new B. thuringiensis isolates from Qatar and the Gulf region, an unexplored
region, by performing an important programme of B. thuringiensis strains isolation
from Qatar, screening using modern molecular techniques, gene investigation and
bioassays.
The screening of 151 B. thuringiensis strains isolated from Qatar, allowed the
evidence of strains having different crystal forms. In fact, these strains produce
parasporal crystals that have pyramidal, bipyramidal, cubical, spherical and
amorphous forms. These results demonstrate the heterogeneity and the fact that
they produce different bioinsecticides acting on different insect families. Among
these B. thuringiensis strains, only 58 strains produce bipyramidal crystals (38 %).
Similar results were obtained in the laboratory by Al-Zahra Attar and Sara Zakzouk
who have screened respectively 199 and 87 other strains and obtained about the
same ratio of bipyramidal crystal producing strains. The latter plasmid DNAs were
analyzed showing different plasmid patterns. These results demonstrate that the
bipyramidal crystal producing strains belong to different families. By PCR and
electrophoresis of the amplified DNA fragments, we could predict the nature of
the delta-endotoxin coding genes and the delta-endotoxin insecticidal activities.
All the studied strain has protease activities except one that is protease minus.
Such is very rare among Bacillus thuringiensis strains, but exists in Qatar. This
strain is of high industrial value, since preventing proteolysis of delta-endotoxin
and secreted active proteins and enzymes and could be considered as a suitable
host for stable heterologous gene expression and protein secretion.
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The use of promising solid-state adsorbents is an emerging field in carbon
dioxide capture and storage (CCS) owing to their promising sorption capacity
and facile regeneration behaviour. Hydrotalcites, a class of layered double
hydroxides (LDHs), are specifically suitable for high capacity CO2 sorption
studies at high temperatures since they have a robust structure and their
structures could easily be modified. Herein this work, derivatives of layered
double hydroxides were prepared by substituting the Al ion systematically
with Ga, Ce, Y, and La in specific percentages followed by characterization
with powder X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Infrared (IR) spectroscopy, and the TGA
analysis. The samples were then tested for their CO2 adsorption behaviour by
using two different apparatus, first at high temperatures (~300 C) using the
Rubtotherm Thermal Analysis Sorption Device and through magnetic suspension
sorption device at pressures up to 200 bars. Presented data is a part of a
student project at Qatar University, Chemical Engineering Department.
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An Arabic-Based Tutorial System for Children with
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Qatar University, Doha, Qatar
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In spite of the current proliferation of the use of computers in education in
the Arab world, complete suites of solutions for students with special needs
are very scarce. This paper presents an assistive system managing learning
content for children with moderate to mild intellectual disabilities. The system
provides educational multimedia contents, inspired from the local environment,
in different subjects such as math, science, religion, daily life skills, and others
to target specific learning goals suitable for this group of learners. The system
tracks the individual student progress against the student individualized
learning plan assigned by the specialized teacher and according to the learner
abilities. Upon completion of learning a particular task, the system will test
the learner to order a set of sub-tasks in its logical sequence necessary to
successfully accomplish the main task. The system also facilitates deploying
intelligent tutoring algorithms to automatically correct mistakes after a number
of trials working adaptively with the learner to successfully learn how to
complete the task.
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One of the major challenges in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is limitation
in the available computational speeds, especially when it comes to N-body
problems. Application of the graphics processing units (GPU) are considered as
an alternative to the traditional CPU usage for some CFD applications to fully
utilize the computational power and parallelism of modern graphics hardware. In
the present work a Matlab simulation tool has been developed to study the flow
at the wall-fluid interface at nano scale in a micro-fluidic system. Micro-fluidics
has become progressively important in recent years in order to address the
demand for increased efficiency in a wide range application in advanced systems
such as “lab-on-a-chip”. Lab-on-a-chip devices are miniature micro fluidics (labs)
to perform biological test such as proteomics, or chemical analysis/synthesis
of very exothermic reactions. For simulation in such cases, it takes few hours
to simulate a particular set of parameters even when run in parallel mode at
the TAMUQ supercomputer. In order to accelerate the simulation, the Matlab
program has been ported to C/C++ program that exploits the GPU’s (Graphics
Processing Unit) massive parallel processing capabilities. Results from both
methods will be shown and conclusions will be drawn.
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Qatar is accumulating substantial local expertise in biomedical data analytics. In
particular, QCRI is forming a scientific computing multidisciplinary group with a
particular interest in machine learning, statistical modeling and bioinformatics.
We are now in a strong position to address the computational needs of
biomedical researchers in Qatar, and to prepare a new generation of scientists
with a multidisciplinary expertise.
The goal of genomics, proteomics and metabolomics is to identify, and
characterize the function of genes, proteins, and small molecules that
participate in chemical reactions, and are essential for maintaining life. This
research area expands rapidly and holds a great promise in the discovery of risk
factors and potential biomarkers of diseases such as obesity and diabetes, the
two areas of increasing concern in Qatar population.
In this paper, we develop new statistical modeling techniques of clustering
based on mixture models with model selection of large biomedical datasets
(proteomics and metabolomics). Deterministic and Bayesian approach are used.
The new approach is formulated within the multivariate mixture-model cluster
analysis to handle both normal (Gaussian) and non-normal (non-Gaussian) large
dimensional data.
To choose the number of component mixture clusters we develop the model
selection with information measure of complexity (ICOMP) criterion of the
estimated inverse-Fisher information matrix. We have promising preliminary
results which, suggest the use of our algorithm to identify obesity susceptibility
genes in humans in a genome-wide association study and in Mass spectrum data
generated for adipocyte tissue for an obesity study.

Annotating a Multi-Topic Corpus for Arabic Natural Language
Processing
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behrang@cmu.edu
Human-annotated data is an important resource for most natural language
processing (NLP) systems. Most linguistically annotated text for Arabic NLP is
in the news domain, but systems that rely on this data do not generalize well to
other domains. We describe ongoing efforts to compile a dataset of 28 Arabic
Wikipedia articles spanning four topical domains—sports, history, technology,
and science. Each article in the dataset is annotated with three types of
linguistic structure: named entities, syntax and lexical semantics. We adapted
traditional approaches to linguistic annotation in order to make them accessible
to our annotators (undergraduate native speakers of Arabic) and to better
represent the important characteristics of the chosen domains.
For the named entity (NE) annotation, we start with the task of marking
boundaries of expressions in the traditional Person, Location and Organization
classes. However, these categories do not fully capture the important entities
discussed in domains like science, technology, and sports. Therefore, where our
annotators feel that these three classes are inadequate for a particular article,
they are asked to introduce new classes. Our data analysis indicates that both
the designation of article-specific entity classes and the token-level annotation
are accomplished with a high level of inter-annotator agreement.
Syntax is our most complex linguistic annotation, which includes morphology
information, part-of-speech tags, syntactic governance and dependency roles of
individual words. While following a standard annotation framework, we perform
quality control by evaluating inter-annotator agreement as well as eliciting
annotations for sentences that have been previously annotated so as to compare
the results.
The lexical semantics annotation consists of supersense tags, coarse-grained
representations of noun and verb meanings. The 30 noun classes include person,
quantity, and artifact; the 15 verb tags include motion, emotion, and perception.
These classes provide a middle-ground abstraction of the large semantic space
of the language. We have developed a flexible web-based interface, which allows
annotators to review preprocessed text and add the semantic tags.
Ultimately, these linguistic annotations will be publicly released, and we expect
that they will facilitate NLP research and applications for an expanded variety of
text domains.
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In this research, we propose novel techniques to improve automatic speech
recognition (ASR) and statistical machine translation (SMT) for dialectal
Arabic. Since dialectal Arabic speech resources are very sparse, we describe
how existing Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) speech data can be applied to
dialectal Arabic acoustic modeling. Our assumption is that MSA is always a
second language for all Arabic speakers, and in most cases we can identify
the original dialect of a speaker even though he is speaking MSA. Hence, an
acoustic model trained with sufficient number of MSA speakers will implicitly
model the acoustic features for the different Arabic dialects. Since, MSA and
dialectal Arabic do not share the same phoneme set, we propose phoneme
sets normalization in order to crosslingually use MSA in dialectal Arabic ASR.
After normalization, we applied state-of-the-art acoustic model adaptation
techniques to adapt MSA acoustic models with little amount of dialectal
speech. Results indicate significant decrease in word error rate (WER). Since
it is hard to phonetically transcribe large amounts of dialectal Arabic speech,
we studied the use of graphemic acoustic models where phonetic transcription
is approximated to be word letters instead of phonemes. A large number of
Gaussians in the Gaussian mixture model is used to model missing vowels. In the
case of graphemic adaptation, significant decrease in WER was also observed.
The approaches were applied with Egyptian Arabic and Levantine Arabic. The
reported experimental work was performed while the first author was at the
German University in Cairo in collaboration with Ulm University. This work will
be extended at Qatar University in collaboration with the University of Illinois
to cover ASR and SMT for Qatari broadcast TV. We propose novel algorithms
for learning the similarities and differences between Qatari Arabic (QA) and
MSA, for purposes of automatic speech translation and speech-to-text machine
translation, building on our own definitive research in the relative phonological,
morphological, and syntactic systems of QA and MSA, and in the application
of translation to interlingual semantic parse. Furthermore, we propose a novel
efficient and accurate speech-to-text translation system, building on our
research in landmark-based and segment-based ASR.
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Oil and gas companies spend millions of dollars on inspection of pipelines
every year. The type of equipment used in carrying out the inspections is very
sophisticated and requires very specialized manpower. In this article we present
a novel approach to pipeline inspection using a small mobile robot and an omnidirectional vision system. It is a combination of a reflective convex mirror and a
perspective camera. Panoramic videos captured by the camera from the mirror
are either stored or transmitted to a monitoring station to examine the inner
surface of the pipeline. The videos are prepped, unwrapped, and unwarped to get
a realistic image of the whole inner surface area of the pipeline. Several mirror
shapes and unwarping techchniques are used here to show the efficiency of this
inspection technique. The image acquisition is instantaneous with a large field
of view, which makes their use in dynamic environment suitable. The cost of such
system is relatively low compared to other available inspections systems.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5TC0jqlRe1U,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3sJvjXYgwVo, http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=yFxLaVWE3f8, and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nvRcOzlWHw.
It is our intent to implement the vision based sensing system on an actual
wheelchair and service robot and test it using a physically challenged person.
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It is often a problem for a physically challenged person to perform a simple
routine task such as eating, moving around, and picking up things on a shelf.
Usually, these tasks require assistance from a capable person. However, this
total or partial reliance on others for daily routines may be bothersome to
the physically challenged and diminishes their self-esteem. Moreover, getting
around in a wheel chair, for example, requires the use of some form of a joystick,
which is usually not so user-friendly. At Texas A&M Qatar, we developed two
vision-based motion detection and actuation systems, which can be used to
control the motion of a wheel chair without the use of a joystick and remotely
control the motion of a service robot for assistance with daily routines. The
first vision system detects the orientation of the face whereas the second
detects the motion of color tags placed on the person’s body. The orientation
of the face and the motion of the color tags are detected using a CCD camera
and could be used to command the wheel chair and the remote robot wirelessly.
The computation of the color tags’ motion is achieved through image processing
using eigenvectors and color system morphology. Through inverse dynamics and
coordinate transformation, the motion of the operator’s head, limbs, and face
orientation could be computed and converted to the appropriate motor angles
on the wheelchair and the service robot. Our initial results showed that it takes,
on average, 65 milliseconds per calculation. The systems performed well even in
complex environments with errors that did not exceed 2 pixels with a response
time of about 0.1 seconds. The results of the experiments are available at:
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Qatar is a leading natural gas producer and exporter in the world. Most of the
natural gas (and oil) of Qatar is extracted from offshore wells, and then it is
transferred to onshore for processing. In addition, Qatar is connected to UAE by
one of the world’s longest underwater pipelines (managed by Dolphin Energy),
to transfer processed gas from the offshore north field to the UAE. Security of
such critical offshore infrastucture against threats along with the environmental
and preventive maintenance monitoring (e.g., pollution, leakage) are of utmost
importance. A wireless underwater sensor network can be deployed for the
security and safety of underwater pipelines. However, underwater acoustic
communication brings its own challenges such as limited transmission range, low
data rates and link unreliability.
In this paper, we propose “cooperative communication” as an enabling technology
to meet the challenging demands in underwater acoustic communication
(UWAC). Specifically, we consider a multi-carrier and multi-relay UWAC system
and investigate relay (partner) selection rules in a cooperation scenario. For
relay selection, we consider different selection criteria, which rely either on the
maximization of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or the minimization of probability
of error (PoE). These are used in conjunction with so-called per-subcarrier, allsubcarriers, or subcarrier grouping approaches in which one or more relays
are selected.
In our simulation study, we choose an offshore area in the North Eastern side
of Qatar (which coincides with the North Field) and conduct an extensive Monte
Carlo simulation study for the chosen location to demonstrate the performance
of the proposed UWAC system. Our channel model builds on an aggregation
of both large-scale path loss and small-scale fading. For acoustic path loss
modeling, we use the ray-tracing algorithm Bellhop software to precisely reflect
the characteristics of the simulation location such as the sound speed profile,
sound frequency, bathymetry, type of bottom sediments, depths of nodes,
etc (See Fig.1). Our simulation results for the error rate performance have
demonstrated significant performance improvements over direct transmission
schemes and highlighted the enhanced link reliability made possible by
cooperative communications (See Fig.2).
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The proliferation of wireless technologies and inexpensive network-cameras
has enabled low-cost and quick deployment of cameras for several surveillance
applications, such as traffic monitoring and border control. Smart Camera
Networks (SCNs) are networks of cameras that self configure and adapt to
improve their operation and reduce the demand on human operators. However,
SCNs are constrained by the ability of the underlying wireless network.
Streaming video over a network requires substantial bandwidth, and strict
Quality-of-Service (QoS) guarantees. In contrast, existing wireless networks
have limited bandwidth, and the protocols do not guarantee QoS. Thus, for SCNs
to scale beyond a small number of cameras, it is vital to design efficient video
delivery protocols that are aware of the limitations of the underlying wireless
network.
We propose to use Video Aggregation, a technique that enables efficient
delivery of video in SCNs by combining related video streams. Existing SCNs
use traditional routing protocols where intermediate network routers simply
forward the video packets from cameras towards the video analysis center (or
base-station). This is inefficient in SCNs since multiple cameras often cover
overlapping regions of interest, and video information of these regions are
redundantly transmitted over the network. The proposed video aggregation
protocol eliminates redundant transmissions by dynamically pruning the
overlapping areas at the intermediate routers. The routers blend the received
streams into one panoramic video stream with no overlaps. Aggregation also
dynamically controls the streaming rate to avoid network congestion and
packet drops; the routers adjust the rate of the outgoing video by estimating
the available network bandwidth. Thus, base-stations receive video frames with
minimal packet drops, thus improving the quality of received video.
Our testbed and simulation results show that aggregation outperforms
traditional routing both in terms of received video quality and network
bandwidth usage. Our testbed experiments show that aggregation improves the
received video quality (the Peak Signal-to-Noise-Ratio metric) by 54%. In larger
networks, we observed that aggregation eliminates up to 90% of packet drops
that were observed in SCNs with traditional routing. In future, we plan to develop
a suite of video delivery protocols, which include SCN-aware scheduling and
transport protocols.
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Three-dimensional (3D) videos are getting quite popular, and equipment for
recording and processing them are becoming affordable. Creating 3D videos
is expensive. Thus, protecting 3D videos against illegal copying is an important
problem. We present a novel system for finding 3D video copies. Our system also
identifies the location of the copied part in the reference video. The system can
be used, for example, by video content owners, video hosting sites, and thirdparty companies to find illegally copied 3D videos. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first complete 3D video copy detection system in the literature.
Detecting 3D video copies is a challenging problem. First, comparing numerous
numbers of frames from potential copies against reference videos is
computationally intensive. Second, many modifications occur on copied videos;
some of them are intentional to avoid detection and others are side effects
of the copying process. For example, a copied video can be scaled, rotated,
cropped, transcoded to a lower bit rate, or embedded into another video. The
contrast, brightness, and colors of a video can also be manipulated. Furthermore,
3D videos come in various encoding formats, including stereo, multiview, video
plus depth, and multiview plus depth. Changing the format is possible during
copying, which complicates the detection process. Finally, new views can be
synthesized from existing ones. These views display the scene from different
angles, and thus reveal different information than in original views. For example,
an object occluded in one view could appear in another.
We implemented the proposed system and evaluated its performance using
many 3D videos. We created a large set of query videos with 284 videos to
represent all practical scenarios. Our results show that the proposed system
achieves high precision and recall values in all scenarios. Specifically, our system
results in 100% precision and recall when copied videos are unmodified parts of
original videos, and it produces more than 90% precision and recall when copied
videos are subjected to various transformations. Even in extreme cases where
each video is subjected to five different transformations, our system yields
more than 75% precision and recall.
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With the huge success of cellular mobile radio communications, demand for
wireless services, applications, and technologies is expected to increase further.
Such an increase forces recently emerging technologies (e.g., 4G) to coexist
with the old ones (e.g., 2G-3G) in next generation wireless networks (NGWNs).
In order for NGWNs to support all of these services and applications with the
ever-increasing demand, wireless radio interference needs to be handled in
an effective manner. Interference is a phenomenon which degrades the overall
system capacity, affects the quality of service, and causes call drops and
unnecessary handoffs in cellular mobile systems.
Interference is a very important concept from the perspective of military and
of national security. Both unintentional and intentional interference, which is
also known as jamming, should be cleared away as soon as possible for security
reasons. Therefore, identification of interference in a reliable manner is a crucial
task for all of the future wireless communications systems.
In this study, identification of radio interference in NGWNs is established. The
proposed method takes into account the general characteristics of wireless
propagation environments.
Since it is difficult to completely define a general wireless propagation
environment, statistical properties of widely used propagation environment
classification such as urban and suburban is analyzed. Both first- and secondorder of the statistical characteristics of wireless propagation environments are
considered.
It is shown that the proposed method can identify the presence of interference
under practical scenarios in a reliable manner.
In addition, it is demonstrated that the absence of a priori knowledge about the
ambient noise power does not affect the performance of the proposed method.
Interference management is predicted to be an essential part of the system
design for emerging NGWNs. Interference is also extremely important for
military and national security applications and services. Therefore, identification
of any form of interference in a reliable manner is of crucial importance. In this
study, a method that can identify the presence of interference reliably under
practical scenarios is proposed. The method proposed does need any a priori
information to identify the interference.
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Mobile devices such as smart-phones and tablets are becoming ubiquitous,
with ever increasing communication capabilities. In situations where the
necessary infrastructure is unavailable, costly, or overloaded, opportunistically
connecting theses devices becomes a challenging area of research. Data is
disseminated using nodes that store-carry-and-forward messages across the
network. In such networks, node cooperation is fundamental for the message
delivery process. Therefore, the lack of node cooperation (e.g., a node may
refuse to act as a relay and settle for sending and receiving its own data) causes
considerable degradation in the network. In order to ensure node cooperation
in such networks, we investigate three main challenges: (i) ensuring fair
resource utilization among participating mobile devices, (ii) enabling trustful
communication between users, and (iii) guaranteeing scalable solutions for large
number of devices.
(i) Fairness is particularly important for mobile opportunistic networks since it
acts as a major incentive for node cooperation. We propose and evaluate FOG - a
real-time distributed framework that ensures efficiency-fairness trade-off for
users participating in the opportunistic network.
(ii) Since users may not accept to forward messages in opportunistic networks
without incentives, we introduce a set of trust-based filters to provide the user
with an option of choosing trustworthy nodes in coordination with personal
preferences, location priorities, contextual information, or encounter-based keys.
(iii) Mobile opportunistic solutions should scale to large networks. Our
hypothesis is that in large-scale networks, mobile-to-mobile communication
has its limitations. We therefore introduce CAF, a Community Aware Forwarding
framework, which can easily be integrated with most state-of-the-art
algorithms, in order to improve their performance in large-scale networks. CAF
uses social information to break down the network into sub-communities, and
forward message within and across sub-communities.
In the three contributions we propose above, we adopt a real-trace driven
approach to study, analyze, and validate our algorithms and frameworks. Our
analysis is based on different mobility traces including the San Francisco taxicab trace, traces collected from conferences such as Infocom’06 and CoNext’07,
and Dartmouth campus wireless data set.
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Many data-intensive applications on the Web require integrating data from
multiple sources (Web databases) at query time. Online sources may refer to
the same real world entity in different ways and some may provide outdated
or erroneous data. An important task is to recognize and merge the various
references that refer to the same entity at query time. Almost all existing
duplicate detection and fusion techniques work in the offline setting and,
thus, do not meet the online constraint. There are at least two aspects that
differentiate online duplicate detection and fusion from its offline counterpart.
First, the latter assumes that the entire data is available, while the former
cannot make such a hard assumption. Second, several iterations (query
submissions) may be required to compute the ``ideal” representation of an
entity in the online setting.
We propose a general framework to address this problem: an interactive caching
solution. A set of frequently requested records is cleaned off-line and cached for
future references. Newly arriving records in response to a stream of queries are
cleaned jointly with the records in the cache, presented to users and appended
to the cache.
We introduce two online record linkage and fusion approaches: (i) a record-based
and (ii) a graph-based. They chiefly differ in the way they organize data in the
cache as well as computationally. We conduct a comprehensive empirical study
of the two techniques with real data from the Web. We couple their analysis with
commonly used cache settings: static/dynamic, cache size and eviction policies.
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Data outsourcing is a growing business. Cloud computing developments such as
Amazon Relational Database Service promise further reduced cost. However,
use of such a service can be constrained by privacy laws, requiring specialized
service agreements and data protection that could reduce economies of scale
and dramatically increase costs.
We propose a private data outsourcing approach where the link between
identifying information and sensitive (protected) information is encrypted,
with the ability to decrypt this link residing only with the client. As the server
no longer has access to individually identifiable protected information, it is
not subject to privacy laws, and can offer a service that does not need to be
customized to the needs of each country- or sector-specific requirements;
any risk of violating privacy through releasing sensitive information tied to an
individual remains with the client. The data model used in this work is shown with
an example in Figure 1.
This work presents a relational query processor operating within this model. The
goal is to minimize communication and client-side computation, while ensuring
that the privacy constraints captured in the anatomization are maintained. At
first glance, this is straightforward: standard relational query processing at the
server, except that any joins involving the encrypted key must be done at the
client; an appropriate distributed query optimizer should do a reasonably good
job of this. However, two issues arise that confound this simple approach:
1. By making use of the anatomy groups, and the knowledge that there is a oneto-one mapping (unknown to the server) between tuples in such groups, we can
perform portions of the join between identifying and sensitive information at the
server without violating privacy constraints, and
2. Performing joins at the client and sending results back to the server for
further processing can violate privacy constraints.
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Cooperative communications has gained a lot of attention in the research
community recently. This was possible due to the fact that the broadcast
nature of wireless networks, which was earlier considered a drawback, can
now be used to provide spatial diversity to increase throughput, reduce energy
consumption and provide network resilience. The main drawback of cooperative
communication is that it requires more bandwidth compared to traditional
communication networks. Decode and Forward (DF) is one of the cooperative
communications forwarding strategy where the relay nodes first decodes the
data and then retransmit it to the destination. DF requires advanced techniques,
which can be used at the intermediate relay nodes to improve spectrum
utilization.
Some well-known techniques for spectrum efficiency are Network Coding
(NC) and Hierarchical Modulation (HM). In NC technique, nodes in a network
are capable of combining packets for a transmission, thus reducing number of
transmissions. HM is a technique which allows transmission of multiple data
streams simultaneously. Both HM and NC are useful techniques for spectral
efficiency.
In this work, we evaluate the performance of a joint HM and NC scheme for
two-way relay networks. The relaying is based on the signal-to-noise (SNR)
threshold at relay. In particular, a two way cooperative network with two sources
and one relay is considered as shown in fig 1. Two different protection classes
are modulated by a hierarchical 4/16 - Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
(QAM) constellation at the source. Based on the instantaneous received SNR
at the relay, the relay decides to retransmit both classes by using a hierarchical
4/16 - QAM constellation, or the more-protection class by using a Quadrature
Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) constellation, or remains silent. These thresholds at
the relay give rise to multiple transmission scenarios in a two-way cooperative
network. Simulation results are provided to verify the analysis.

Although various access control models have been proposed, access control
configurations are error prone. There is no assurance of the correctness
of access control configurations. When we find errors in an access control
configuration, we take immediate actions to repair the configuration. The
repairing is difficult, largely because arbitrary changes to the configuration may
result in no less threat than errors do. In other words, constraints are placed on
the repaired configuration. The presence of constraints makes a manual errorand-trial approach less attractive. There are two main shortcomings with the
manual approach. Firstly, it is not clear whether the objectives are reachable at
all; if not, we waste time trying to repair an error prone configuration. Secondly,
we have no knowledge of the quality of the solution such as correctness of the
repair.
In order to address these shortcomings, we aim to develop an automated
approach to the repairing task of access control configurations. We have
utilized answer set programming (ASP), a declarative knowledge representation
paradigm, to support such an automated approach. The rich modeling language
of ASP enables us to capture and express the repairing objectives and the
constraints. In our approach, the repairing instance is translated into an ASP, and
the ASP solvers are invoked to evaluate it.
Although the applications of ASP follow the general “encode-compute-extract”
approach, they differ in the representations of the problems in ASP. In our case,
there are two principal factors which render the proposed problem and approach
non-trivial. Firstly, we need to identify constraints which are not only amendable
to ASP interpretation, but also expressive enough to capture common idioms
of security and business requirements; there is a trade-off to make. Secondly,
our ASP programs should model the quality measure of repairs --when more
than one repair is possible, the reported one is optimized in terms of the quality
measure. We have also undertaken extensive experiments on both real-world
and synthetic data-sets. The experiment results validate the effectiveness and
efficiency of the automated approach.
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A service software is a self-contained, modular application deployed over
standard computing platforms, and readily accessible by users within or across
organizational boundaries using Internet. For businesses to open up their
applications for the interaction with other service software, a fundamental
requirement is that there has to be sufficient choices for security provisions
allowing service consumers to select and verify the actual security assurances of
services. In this context, the specific research challenge is how we could design
service software focusing on the consumer’s specific security requirements, and
provide assurances to those security needs. Clearly, the security requirements
vary from consumers to consumers. This work outlines a framework focusing on
the selection of service software consistent with the security requirements of
consumers, and compatibility checking of the assurances provided by services.
We use profile-based compatibility analysis techniques to form an essential
building block towards assuring security of service software.
In our research, we envision a security profile based compatibility checking that
focuses more on automatic analysis of security compatibility using formal analysis
techniques of security properties of software services. Our approach is based
on three main building blocks: reflection of security assurances; selection of
preferred assurances; and checking of security compatibility. Clearly, our vision
and research for service security based on profile based compatibility analysis
will form an essential building block towards realizing the full potential of service
oriented computing. We foresee that the provision of the proposed scheme for
service security profiling and compatibility analysis will significantly advance the
state of practice in service oriented computing. At the same time, its development
represents a new and highly challenging research target in the area.

Hierarchical Clustering for Keyphrase Extraction from Arabic
Documents Based on Word Context
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Keyphrase extraction is a process by which the set of words or phrases that
best describe a document is specified. The phrases could be extracted from
the document words itself, or they could be external and specified from an
ontology for a given domain. Extracting keyphrases from documents is critical
for many applications such as information retrieval, document summarization
or clustering. Many keyphrase extractors view the problem as a classification
problem and therefore they need training documents (i.e. documents which their
keyphrases are known in advance). Other systems view keyphrase extraction as
a ranking problem. In the latter approach, the words or phrases of a document
are ranked based on their importance and phrases with high importance (usually
located at the beginning of the list) are recommended as possible keyphrases for
a document.
This abstract explains Shihab; a system for extracting keyphrases from Arabic
documents. Shihab views keyphrase extraction as a ranking problem. The list of
keyphrases is generated by clustering the phrases of a document. Phrases are
built from words which appear in the document. These phrases consist of 1-, 2or 3-words. The idea is to group phrases which are similar into one cluster. The
similarity between phrases is determined by calculating the Dice value of their
corresponding contexts. A phrase context is the sentence in which that phrase
appears. Agglomerative hierarchical clustering is used in the clustering phase.
Once the clusters are ready, then each cluster will nominate a phrase to the
set of candidate keyphrases. This phrase is called cluster representative and is
determined according to a set of heuristics. Shihab results were compared with
other existing keyphrase extractors such as KPMiner and Arabic-KEA and the results were encouraging.

This work is of great significance to the development of future software
systems that facilitate security-aware cross-organizational business activities.
The envisioned capability to integrate service software across-organizational
boundaries that meets security requirements of all parties involved represents
a significant technological advance in enabling practical business-to-business
computing, leading to new business opportunities. At the same time, the
approach will make significant scientific advancement in understanding the
problem of application-level system security in a service oriented
computing context.
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On the Design of Learning Games and Puzzles for Children with
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The objective of this paper is to present the edutainment learning games that we
are developing for Qatari children with moderate intellectual disability. These
games will help them to learn effectively in funny and enjoyable ways. We use
multimedia technology merged with intelligent algorithms to guide the children
in play. As the number of children with intellectual disability is increasing,
an early intervention to teach them properly using information technology is
very important. Few research projects on disability are being conducted in
the Arab world however, and these projects are still not enough to respond to
the real needs of the disabled and achieve satisfactory outcomes. Developing
edutainment games for children with intellectual disability is a very challenging
task. First, it requires content developed by specialized instructors. Second, the
interface design of the games must be presented clearly and be easy to interact
with. Third, the games must run slowly, in order to give the children some time
to think and interact. Fourth, regardless of the results, the game must allow a
minimum level of general satisfaction, to avoid depressing the children. Fifth, the
game must make maximum use of multimedia elements to draw the attention of
the children. We show some multimedia applications for children with different
disabilities, which were developed in Qatar University (enhancing mathematics
skills with symbolic gift reward in case of guessing the answer). This feature
motivated the children to play the game several times in the day. The
applications also used some videos to illustrate the game before they play it. The
purpose of the second multimedia application is to test the children’s memory.
The application uses different multimedia elements to present different games,
which requires deep concentration in order to guess the answer. These games
helped the children develop a strong sense of self-confidence. Learning puzzles
that we have developed were based on intelligent algorithms to avoid cycling and
which allow the children to reach a solution. Two different approaches were used:
Simulated Annealing and Tabu Search.
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In the recent years, several mathematical concepts were successfully explored
in computer science domain, as basis for finding original solutions for complex
problems related to knowledge engineering, data mining, information
retrieval, etc.
Thus, Relational Algebra (RA) and Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) may be
considered as useful mathematical foundations that unified data and knowledge
in information retrieval systems. As for example, some elements in a fringe
relation (related to the RA domain) called isolated points were successfully of
use in FCA as formal concept labels or composed labels. Once associated to
words, in a textual document, these labels constitute relevant features of a text.
Here, we propose the GenCoverage algorithm for covering a Formal Context
(as a formal representation of a text) based on isolated labels and we use these
labels (or text features) for categorization, corpus structuring and micro-macro
browsing as an advanced functionality in the information retrieval task.
The main thrust of the introduced approach heavily relies on the snugness
connection between isolated points and minimal generators (MGs). MGs stand
at the antipodes of the closures within their respective equivalence classes.
Relying on the fact the minimal generators are the smallest elements within
an equivalence class, so their detection/traversal is largely eased and permits
a swift building of the coverage. Thorough carried out experiments provide
empirical evidences about the performances of our approach.
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With the emergence of cloud computing, providing safe data outsourcing has
become an active topic. Several regulations have been issued to foresee that
individual and corporate information would be kept private in a cloud computing
environment. To guarantee that these regulations are fully maintained, the
research community proposed new privacy constraints such as k-anonymity,
l-diversity and t-closeness. These constraints are based on generalization
which, transforms identifying attribute values into a general form and partitions
to eliminate possible linking attacks. Despite their efficiency, generalization
techniques affect severely the quality of outsourced data and their correlation.
To cope with such defects, Anatomy has been proposed. Anatomy releases
quasi-identifiers values and sensitive values into separate tables which,
essentially preserve privacy and at the same time capture large amount of data
correlation. However, there are situations where data correlation could lead
to an unintended leak of information. In this example, if an adversary knows
that patient Roan (P1) takes a regular drug, the join of Prescription (QIT) and
Prescription (SNT) on the attribute GID leads to the association of RetinoicAcid
to patient P1 due to correlation.
In this paper, we present a study to counter privacy violation due to data
correlation and at the same time improve aggregate analysis. We show that
privacy requirements affect table decomposition based on what we call
correlation dependencies. We propose a safe grouping principle to ensure
that correlated values are grouped together in unique partitions that obey
to l-diversity and at the same time preserve the correlation. An optimization
strategy is designed as well to reduce the number of anonymized tuples. Finally,
we extended the UTD Anonymization Toolbox to implement the proposed
algorithm and demonstrate its efficiency.
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The scarcity of the radio resources and variable channel quality cause
many challenges to the resource management for future all-IP wireless
communications. One technique to guarantee a certain level of quality of service
(QoS) is call admission control (CAC). Briefly, CAC is a mechanism which decides
whether a new call could be admitted or rejected depending on its impacts on the
current calls’ QoS. Conventional CACs such as guard channel, channel borrowing
and queuing priority techniques only consider the instantaneous radio resource
availabilities to make a decision on admission problem, thus they are neither
able to prevent the network congestion problem nor meet the QoS requirements
of different users with multi-service requirements.
In this work, we propose a new CAC technique with a future look into the needed
extra resources through a reservation technique to offset the changes of the
channel condition due to mobility. We show that during a call session, the needed
radio resources may be increased compared with the negotiated resources
during call setup. Although such fluctuations are fairly low for a single call, it is
not negligible when the network is congested. As a result, some ongoing calls
may experience QoS degradation. We show that such a consideration is critical
in orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) wireless networks such
as 3GPP LTE where the radio resources are assigned to the users depending on
the channel quality. The study assumes two types of applications denoted by
wide-band and narrow-band and the performance of the proposed algorithm
is modeled through queuing theory and event-driven simulation approaches.
The results show that such a reservation technique improves the call admission
performance significantly in terms of call blocking, call drop and call QoS
degradation probabilities, and it outperforms the conventional CACs with
insignificant loss in network capacity.
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The ability to efficiently extract useful information from volumes of data
distributed across myriad networks is hindered by the latencies inherent to
magnetic storage devices and computer networks. We propose overcoming
these limitations by leveraging solid-state drive (SSD) and field-programmable
gate array (FPGA) technologies to process large streams of data directly at the
storage sites.
Our proposed reconfigurable, active, solid-state drive (RASSD) platform
consists of distributed nodes that couple SSDs with FPGAs. While SSDs store
data, FPGAs implement processing elements that couple soft-core RISC
processors with dynamically reconfigurable logic resources. The processors

while all data was processed by the MWS running on the host computer. In
configuration C2, the data was processed by a drivelet running on the RASSD
node. Finally, in configuration C3, the data was processed both by a drivelet
and a hardware accelerator.
Our experimental results show that C3 is 2x faster than C2, and 6x faster
than C1. This demonstrates our platform’s potential for enhancing the
performance of data-intensive applications over current systems.

execute data-processing software drivelets, and the logic resources implement
hardware for accelerating performance-critical operations. Executing
appropriate drivelets and using matching hardware accelerators enables us to
efficiently process streams of data stored across SSDs.
To manage the configuration of RASSD nodes and provide a transparent
interface to applications, our platform also consists of distributed middleware
software. Client local middleware (CLM) resides on client host machines to
interpret application data processing requests, locate storage sites, and
exchange data-processing requests and results with middleware servers (MWS).
MWS connect to clusters of RASSD nodes and contain libraries of drivelets and
accelerator configuration bit streams. An MWS loads appropriate drivelet and
accelerator bit streams onto a RASSD node’s FPGA, aggregates processed data,
and returns it to a CLM.
To evaluate our platform, we implemented a simple system consisting of a
host computer connected to a RASSD node over a peer-to-peer network. We
ran a keyword search application on the host computer, which also provided
middleware functionality. We then evaluated this platform under three
configurations. In configuration C1, the RASSD node was only used to store data
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Assuming that the IEEE802.11 Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) are
based on a radio/infrared link, they are more sensitive to the channel variations
and connection ruptures. Therefore the support for multimedia applications over
WLANs becomes non-convenient due to the compliance failure in term of link
rate and transmission delay performance. We studied link adaptation facets and
the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements essential for successful multimedia
transmissions. In fact, the efficiency of rate control diagrams is linked to
the fast response for channel variation. The 802.11 physical layers provide
multiple transmission rates (different modulation and coding schemes). The last
802.11g-version maintains 12 physical rates up to 54 Mbps at the 2.4 GHz band.
As a result, Mobile Stations (MSs) are able to select the appropriate link rate
depending on the required QoS and instantaneous channel conditions to enhance
the overall system performance. Hence, the implemented link adaptation
algorithm symbolizes a vital fraction to achieve highest transmission capability
in WLANs. “When to decrease and when to increase the transmission rate?”
Are the two fundamental matters that we will be faced when designing a new
physical-rate control mechanism? Many research works focus on tuning channel
estimation schemes to better detect when the channel condition was improved
enough to accommodate a higher rate, and then adapts its transmission rate
accordingly. However, those techniques usually entail modifications on the
current 802.11 standard. Another way to perform link control is based on local
Acknowledgment (Ack) information for the transmitter station. Consequently,
two techniques where accepted by the standard due to their efficiency and
implementation simplicity.

Interference Cancellation of Hop-By-Hop Beamforing for
Dual-Hop MIMO Relay Networks
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Cooperative communication relaying systems are gaining much interest because
they can improve average link signal to nose ratio by replacing longer hops with
multiple shorter hops. The method of relaying has been introduced to enable
a source (i.e. mobile terminal) communicate with a target destination via a
relaying (i.e. mobile terminal). Furthermore, multiple-input multiple output
(MIMO) communication systems have been considered as powerful candidates
for the fourth generation of wireless communication standards because they
can achieve further performance improvements including an increase in the
achievable spectral efficiency and the peak data rates (Multiplexing), and
robustness against severe effects of fading (transmit beamforming). In this
work, we consider hop-by-hop beamforming relaying system over Rayleigh
fading channels. In wireless communication environments, it is well known
understood that the performance of wireless networks can be limited by both
fading and co-channel interference (CCI). In this work, the multiple antennas at
each node of relaying systems can be used to adaptively modify the radiation
pattern of the array to reduce the interference by placing nulls in the direction
of the dominant interferers. In this paper, we investigate the effect of CCI on the
performance of hop-by-hop beamforming relaying system. First, we derive exact
closed-form expressions for the outage probability and average symbol error
rates. Moreover, we look into the high signal to noise ratio (SNR) regime and
study the diversity order and coding gain achieved by the system.

We propose a new dynamic time-based link adaptation mechanism, called
MAARF (Modified Adaptive Auto Rate Fallback). Beside the transmission frame
results, the new model implements a Round Trip Time (RTT) technique to select
adequately an instantaneous link rate. This proposed model is evaluated with
most recent techniques adopted by the IEEE 802.11 standard: ARF (Auto Rate
Fallback) and AARF (Adaptive ARF) schemes. Simulation results will be given to
illustrate the link quality improvement of multimedia transmissions over Wi-Fi
networks and to compare its performance with previous published results.
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Modern communication systems apply channel-aware adaptive transmission
techniques and dynamic resource allocation in order to exploit the peak
conditions of the fading wireless links and to enable significant performance
gains. However, conveying the channel state information among the users’ mobile
terminals into the access points of the network consumes a significant portion
of the scarce air-link resources and depletes the battery resources of the
mobile terminals rapidly. Despite its evident drawbacks, the channel information
feedback cannot be eliminated in modern wireless networks because blind
communication technologies cannot support the ever-increasing transmission
rates and high quality of experience demands of current ubiquitous services.
Developing new transmission technologies with reduced-feedback requirements
is sought. Network operators will benefit from releasing the bandwidth
resources reserved for the feedback communications and the clients will
enjoy the extended battery life of their mobile devices. The main technical
challenge is to preserve the prospected transmission rates over the network
despite decreasing the channel information feedback significantly. This is
a noteworthy research theme especially that there is no mature theory for
feedback communication in the existing literature despite the growing number
of publications about the topic in the last few years. More research efforts
are needed to characterize the trade-off between the achievable rate and the
required channel information and to design new reduced-feedback schemes that
can be flexibly controlled based on the operator preferences. Such schemes can
be then introduced into the standardization bodies for consideration in next
generation broadband systems.

Learning to Recognize Speech from a Small Number of
Labeled Examples
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Machine learning methods can be used to train automatic speech recognizers
(ASR). When porting ASR to a new language, however, or to a new dialect of
spoken Arabic, we often have too few labeled training data to allow learning
of a high-precision ASR. It seems reasonable to think that unlabeled data, e.g.,
untranscribed television broadcasts, should be useful to train the ASR; human
infants, for example, are able to learn the distinction between phonologically
similar words after just one labeled training utterance. Unlabeled data tell us the
marginal distribution of speech sounds, p(x), but do not tell us the association
between labels and sounds, p(y|x). We propose that knowing the marginal is
sufficient to rank-order all possible phoneme classification functions, before
the learner has heard any labeled training examples at all. Knowing the marginal,
the learner is able to compute the expected complexity (e.g., derivative of the
expected log covering number) of every possible classifier function, and based
on measures of complexity, it is possible to compute the expected mean-squared
probable difference between training-corpus error and test-corpus error. Upon
presentation of the first few labeled training examples, then, the learner simply
chooses, from the rank-ordered list of possible phoneme classifiers, the first
one that is reasonably compatible with the labeled examples. This talk will
present formal proofs, experimental tests using stripped-down toy problems,
and experimental results from English-language ASR; future work will test
larger-scale implementations for ASR in the spoken dialects of Arabic.

We have recently contributed to this field and published several journal and
conference papers. We are the pioneers to propose a novel reduced-feedback
opportunistic scheduling scheme that combines many desired features including
fairness in resources distribution across the active terminals and distributed
processing at the MAC layer level. In addition our scheme operates close to the
upper capacity limits of achievable transmission rates over wireless links. We
have also proposed another hybrid scheme that enables adjusting the feedback
load flexibly based on rates requirements. We are currently investigating other
novel ideas to design reduced-feedback communication systems.
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Rapid advances in robotic surgical devices have put significant pressure on
physicians to learn new procedures using newer and sophisticated instruments.
This in turn has increased the demand for effective and practical training
methods using these technologies, and has motivated the development of
surgical simulators that promise to provide practical, safe, and cost-effective
environments for practicing demanding robotic-assisted procedures.
However, despite the significant interest and effort in the development of
such simulators, the current state-of-art surgical simulators are lacking. They
introduce significant simplifications to obtain real-time performance, and these
simplifications often come at the expense of realism and fidelity. There is a need
to develop and build the next-generation of surgical simulators that improve
haptic and visual realism. The primary challenges for building such high-fidelity
simulations for soft-tissue organ simulations come from two computationally
demanding tasks that must execute in real time: managing the complexity of the
geometric environment that is being dynamically modified during the procedure;
and modeling the stresses and deformations of the soft tissue interacting with
surgical instruments and subjected to cutting and suturing. The mechanics of
soft-tissue behavior are complicated by their anisotropic and nonlinear behavior.
In this presentation, we describe an initial prototype of a robotic-assisted
simulator applied to a simplified task in a prostatectomy procedure
(anastomosis). The simulator demonstrates new methodologies for modeling
nonlinear tissue models, integrated high-resolution geometric contact detection
for handling inter- and intra-organ collisions in the dynamically changing
geometric environment of the simulation, and suturing with threads. The
prototype is deployed on a bi-manual haptic feedback frame and serves as a
building block for simulations operating in more complex anatomical structures.

Investigating the Dynamics of Densely Crowded Environments
at the Hajj Using Image Processing Techniques
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Background: With the world’s population projected to grow from the current
6.8 billion to around 9 billion by 2050, the resultant increase of megacities and
the associated demands on public transport, there is an urgent imperative to
understand the dynamics of crowded environments. Very dense crowds that
exceed 3 people per square metre present many challenges for efficiently
measuring quantities such as density and pedestrian trajectories. The Hajj and
the associated minor Muslim pilgrimage of Umrah, present some of the most
densely crowded human environments in the world, and thus present an excellent
observational laboratory for the study of dense crowd dynamics. An accurate
characterisation of such dense crowds cannot only improve existing models,
but can also help to develop better intervention strategies for mitigating crowd
disasters such as the Hajj 2006 Jamarat stampede that killed over 300 pilgrims.
With Qatar set to be one of the cultural centres in the region, e.g. FIFA World Cup
2022, the proper control and management of large singular events is important
for not only our safety but also our standing in the international stage.
Objectives: To use the data gathered from the Hajj to assess the dynamics of
large dense crowds with a particular focus on crowd instabilities and pattern
formation.
Methods: We will make use of advanced image processing and pattern
recognition techniques (mathematical morphology, feature selection etc.) in
assessing some of the bulk properties of crowds such as density and flow, as
well as the finer details such as the ensemble of pedestrian trajectories. We are
currently in the process of taking multiple wide-angle stereo videos at this year’s
Hajj, with our collaborators in Umm Al-Qurra University in Mecca. Multiple video
capture of the same scene from different angles allows one to overcome the
problem of occlusion in dense crowds.
Results: We will present our field study in the Hajj this year, where we took
extensive high quality multiple camera video data. We will also present some
of the techniques, which we will be using over the coming year in analyzing this
large data set that we have now successfully collated.
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Objectives: The aim is to provide a practical and accurate tool to analyze force
curves from select standard biomechanical performance tests (e.g., counter
movement jump, drop jump).
Methods The software is a tool built using Microsoft.Net framework. Key
features of the software include:
* Real-time data acquisition module able to acquire data from third-party 8
channel 3D force plates with real-time results for immediate feedback during
tests.
* Digital filtering module where the signal is treated for best fit for the analysis.
* Analysis module able to calculate Force, Power, Velocities, Trajectories,
Mechanical Impulse and Timing during the different phases of the tests using
discrete analysis algorithms.
* Reporting module for plotting and exporting selected variables.
Results The software has been used by ASPIRE Academy Sport Scientists in
performance assessments of professional and semi-professional athletes from
Qatar and other countries.
Currently, the software can analyze Counter Movement Jump, Drop Jump,
Isometric Pulls and Squat Jump.
It contains automatic algorithms to detect specific points for each test type,
but allows the user to change these suggestions when needed. Feedback is
immediate, in both graphical and numerical form.
Conclusions: This novel software has proven to be a useful tool for immediate
and accurate analysis and reporting of select field and lab based biomechanical
tests. Going forward, further feedback from the applied users can lead to more
features added. Considering the architecture of the software, adding more
analysis modules is relatively simple. For example work is currently underway on
a sprint running analysis module.
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Background: Force plates have been used in sports biomechanics since the
1960’s. However, extracting useful information related to performance from
curve analysis is a complicated process. It requires a combined knowledge
in signal processing (filtering), mechanical equations, testing protocols,
biomechanics, and discrete mathematical analysis to properly process the data.
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Recent advances in imaging and communication have lead to the development
of smart cameras that can operate autonomously and collaboratively to meet
various application requirements. Networks of such cameras, called Smart
Camera Networks (SCNs), have a range of applications in areas such as monitor
ing and surveillance, traffic management and health care. The self-configuring
nature of cameras, by adjusting their pan, tilt and zoom (PTZ) settings, coupled
with wireless connectivity differentiate them substantially from classical multicamera surveillance networks.
One of the important problems in SCNs is: “How to configure cameras to obtain
the best possible coverage of events happening within the area of interest?” As
the scale of cameras grows from tens to hundreds of cameras, it is impractical
to rely on humans to configure cameras to best track areas of interest. Thus,
supporting autonomous configuration of cameras to maximize their collective
coverage is a critical requirement in SCNs.
Our research first focuses on a simplified version of the problem, where the
field-of-view (FoV) of a camera can be adjusted only by adjusting its pan in
discrete manner. Even with such simplifications, solving the problem optimally
is NP-hard. Thus, we propose centralized, distributed and semi-centralized
heuristics that outperform the state-of-the-art approaches. Furthermore, the
semi-centralized approach provides coverage accuracy close to the optimal,
while reducing the communication latency by 97% and 74% compared to the
centralized and distributed approaches, respectively.
Next, we consider the problem without FoV constraints; we allow FoVs to be
adjusted in PTZ dimensions in continuous manner. While, PTZ configurations
significantly increase the coverable area, the continuous adjustment nature
eliminates any sub-optimality resulting from the discrete settings. However,
supporting these features typically results in generating extremely large number
of feasible FoVs per camera, out of which only one optimal FoV will be selected.
We show that the problem of finding minimum feasible FoVs per camera is
NP-hard. However, due to the geometric constraints introduced by the camera’s
FoV, the problem can be solved in polynomial time. Our proposed algorithm has
polynomial-time worst-case complexity of O(n3).
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User-localization and positioning systems have been a core challenge in the
domain of context-aware pervasive systems and applications. GPS has been
the de-facto standard for outdoor localization; however, geo-satellite signals
upon which GPS rely, are inaccurate in indoor environments. Therefore, various
indoor localization techniques based on triangulation, scene analysis, or
proximity, have been introduced. The most prominent technologies over which
these techniques are applied include WiFi, Bluetooth, RFID, Infrared, and UWB.
Due to the ubiquitous deployment of access points, WiFi-based localization via
triangulation has emerged to be among the most prominent indoor positioning
solutions. A major deployment obstacle for such systems, however, is the highenergy consumption rates of Wifi adapters in mobile devices where energy is the
most valuable resource.
We propose GreenLoc, an indoor green localization system that exploits sensors
prevalent in today’s smart-phones in order to dynamically adapt the frequency of
location updates required. Significant energy gains can, therefore, be acquired
when users are not mobile. For example, accelerometers can aid in detecting
different user states such as walking, running or stopping. Based on these
states, mobile devices can dynamically decide upon the appropriate update
frequency. We accommodate various motion speeds by estimating the velocity
of the device using the latest two location coordinates, and the time interval
between these two-recorded locations. We have taken the first steps towards
implementing GreenLoc, based on the infamous Ekahau system. We have also
conducted preliminary tests utilizing the accelerometer, gravity, gyroscope, and
light sensors residing on the HTC Nexus One and IPhone4 smart-phones.
To further save energy in typical indoor environments, such as malls, schools, and
airports, GreenLoc exploits people’s proximity when moving in groups. Devices
within short-range of each other do not necessarily require that they each be
individually tracked. Therefore, GreenLoc detects and clusters users moving
together and elects a reference node (RN) based on device energy levels and
needs. The elected RN will then be tracked via triangulation while other nodes in
the group will be tracked based on the RN’s location using Bluetooth. Our initial
analysis demonstrates very promising results with this system.
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Inspired by the success and the increasing prevalence of MapReduce, this work
proposes a novel MapReduce task scheduler. MapReduce is by far one of the
most successful realizations of large-scale, data-intensive, cloud computing
platforms. As compared to traditional programming models, MapReduce
automatically and efficiently parallelizes computation by running multiple Map
and/or Reduce tasks over distributed data across multiple machines. Hadoop,
an open source implementation of MapReduce, schedules Map tasks in the
vicinity of their input splits seeking diminished network traffic. However, when
Hadoop schedules Reduce tasks, it neither exploits data locality nor addresses
data partitioning skew inherent in many MapReduce applications. Consequently,
MapReduce experiences a performance penalty and network congestion as
observed in our experimental results.
Recently there has been some work concerned with leveraging data locality
in Reduce task scheduling. For instance, one study suggests a locality-aware
mechanism that inspects Map inputs and predicts corresponding consuming
reducers. The input splits are subsequently assigned to Map tasks near the
future reducers. While such a scheme addresses the problem, it targets
mainly public-resource grids and doesn’t fully substantiate the accuracy of
the suggested prediction process. In this study, we propose Locality-Aware
Skew-Aware Reduce Task Scheduler (LASAR), a practical strategy for improving
MapReduce performance in clouds. LASAR attempts to schedule each reducer
at its center-of-gravity node. It controllably avoids scheduling skew, a situation
where some nodes receive more reducers than others, and promotes effective
pseudo-asynchronous Map and Reduce phases resulting in earlier completion of
submitted jobs, diminished network traffic, and better cluster utilization.
vWe implemented LASAR in Hadoop-0.20.2 and conducted extensive
experimentations to evaluate its potential. We found that it outperforms current
Hadoop by 11%, and by up to 26% for the utilized benchmarks. We believe
LASAR is applicable to several cloud computing environments and multiple
essential applications, including but not limited to shared environments and
scientific applications. In fact, a large body of work observed partitioning
skew in many of critical scientific applications. LASAR paves the way for these
applications, and others, to get effectively ported to various clouds.
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Cloud computing revolutionizes the way large amounts of data are processed
and offers a compelling paradigm to organizations. An increasing number of
data-intensive scientific applications are being ported to cloud environments
such as virtualized clusters, in order to take advantage of increased costefficiency, flexibility, scalability, improved hardware utilization and reduced
carbon footprint, among others.
However, due to the complexity of the application execution environment,
routine tasks such as monitoring, performance analysis and debugging of
applications deployed on the cloud become cumbersome and complex. These
tasks often require close interaction and inspection of multiple layers in
the application and system software stack. For example, when analyzing
a distributed application that has been provisioned on a cluster of virtual
machines, a researcher might need to monitor the execution of his program on
the VMs, or the availability of physical resources to the VMs. This would require
the researcher to use different sets of tools to collect and analyze performance
data from each level.
Otus is a tool that enables resource attribution in clusters and currently reports
only the virtual resource utilization and not the physical resource utilization
on virtualized clusters. This is insufficient to fully understand application
behavior on a cloud platform; it would fail to account for the state of the physical
infrastructure, its availability or the variation in load by other VMs on the same
physical host, for example.
We are extending Otus to collect metrics from multiple layers, starting with
the Hypervisor. Otus can now collect information from both the VM level as
well as the Hypervisor level; and this information is collected in an OpenTSDB
database, which is scalable to large clusters. A web-based application allows the
researcher to selectively visualize these metrics in real-time or for a particular
time range in the past.

Towards a New Termination Checker for the Coq Proof
Assistant
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Modern societies rely on software applications for performing many critical
tasks. As this trend is increasing, so it is the necessity to develop cost-effective
methods of writing software that ensure that essential safety and security
requirements are met. In this context, dependent type theories are recently
gaining adoption as a valid tool for performing formal verification of software.
The focus of this work is Coq, a proof assistant based on a dependent type
theory called the Calculus of Inductive Constructions. Developed at INRIA
(France) for over 20 years, it is arguably one of the most successful proof
assistant to this date. It has been used in several real-world large-scale projects
such as the formalization of a verification framework for the Java Virtual
Machine, a proof of the Four Color Theorem, and a formally verified compiler for
the C programming language (project Compcert).
Coq is both a proof assistant and a programming language. To ensure soundness
of the formal verification approach, Coq imposes several conditions on the
source programs. In particular, all programs written in Coq must be terminating.
The current implementation of the termination checker uses syntactic criteria
that are too restrictive and limiting in practice, hindering the usability of the
system.
In previous work we have proposed an extension of Coq using a termination
checker based on the theory of sized types and we have shown that the
soundness of the approach. Furthermore, compared to syntactic criteria
currently used, our approach is more powerful, easier to understand, and easier
to implement, as evidenced by a prototype implementation we developed.
Our objective is to turn our prototype into an implementation of a new core
theory and termination checker for Coq. We expect that the resulting system
will be more efficient and easier to understand for users. Furthermore it will
increase the expressive power and usability of Coq, permitting the use of formal
verification on a wider range of applications.

We have tested our multi-layered monitoring technique on several Hadoop
Mapreduce applications and clearly identified the causes of several performance
problems that would otherwise not be clear using existing methods. Apart from
helping researchers understand application needs, our technique could also help
accelerate the development and testing of new platforms for cloud researchers.
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SmartReader is a general-purpose “reading appliance” being implemented at
Carnegie Mellon University (Qatar and Pittsburgh) - building upon an earlier
prototype version. It is an artificial intelligence system that employs advanced
language processing technologies and can interact with the reader and respond
to queries about the content, words and sentences in a text. We expect it to be
used by students in Qatar and elsewhere to help improve their comprehension
of English text. SmartReader is motivated by the observation that text is still
the predominant medium for learning especially at the advanced level and
that text, being ``bland’’, is hardly a conducive and motivating medium for
learning, especially when one does not have access to tools that enable one get
over language roadblocks, ranging from unknown words to unrecognized and
forgotten names, to hard-to-understand sentences. SmartReader strives to
make reading (English) textual material, an “active” and an “interactive” process
with the user interacting with the text using anytime-anywhere contextuallyguided query mechanism based-on contextual user intent recognition.
With SmartReader, a user can -inquire about the contextually correct meaning
or synonyms of a word or idiomatic and multi-word constructions, -select a
person’s name, and then get an immediate ``flashback’’ to the first (or the last)
time the person was encountered in text to remind herself the details of the
person, -extract a summary of a section to remember important aspects of
the content at the point she left off, and continue reading with a significantly
refreshed context, -select a sentence that she may not be able to understand
fully and ask SmartReader to break it down, simplify or paraphrase to
comprehend it better. -test her comprehension of the text in a page or a chapter,
by asking SmartReader to dynamically generate quizzes and answering them.
-ask questions about the content of the text and get answers in addition to
many other functions. SmartReader is being implemented as a multi-platform
(tablet/PC) client-server system using HTML5 technology, with Unstructured
Information Management Architecture -UIMA technology (used recently in
IBM’s Watson Q/A system in the Jeopardy Challenge) as the underlying language
processing framework.
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Usability and usefulness have made the spreadsheet one of the most successful
computing applications of all times: millions rely on it every day for anything
from typing grocery lists to developing multimillion dollar budgets. One thing
spreadsheets are not very good at is manipulating symbolic data and helping
users make decisions based on them. By tapping into recent research in logic
programming, databases and cognitive psychology, we propose a deductive
extension to the spreadsheet paradigm which addresses precisely this issue. The
accompanying tool, which we call NEXCEL, is intended as an automated assistant
for the daily reasoning and decision-making needs of computer users, in the
same way as a spreadsheet application such as Microsoft Excel assists them
every day with calculations simple and complex. Users without formal training
in logic or computer science can interactively define logical rules in the same
simple way as they define formulas in Excel. NEXCEL immediately evaluates
these rules thereby returning lists of values that satisfy them, again just like
with numerical formulas. The deductive component is seamlessly integrated
into the traditional spreadsheet so that a user not only still has access to the
usual functionalities, but is able to use them as part of the logical inference and,
additionally, to embed deductive steps in a numerical calculation.
Under the hood, NEXCEL uses a small logic programming language inspired
by Datalog to define derived relations: the target region of the spreadsheet
contains a set of logical clauses in the same way that calculated cells contain
a numerical formula in a traditional spreadsheet. Therefore, logical reasoning
reduces to computing tables of data by evaluating Datalog-like definitions,
a process that parallels the calculation of numerical formulas. Each row in
the calculated relation is a tuple of values satisfying the definition for this
relation, so that the evaluated table lists all such solutions, without repetitions.
This linguistic extension significantly enriches the expressive power of the
spreadsheet paradigm. Yet, it is provided to the user through a natural extension
of the mostly excellent interfaces of modern spreadsheet applications.
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In order to enable informed provisioning, scheduling and perform optimizations
on cloud infrastructures while running scientific workloads, we propose
the utilization of a profiling technique to characterize the resource need
and behavior of such applications. Our approach provides a framework to
characterize scientific applications based on their resource capacity needs,
communication patterns, bandwidth needs, sensitivity to latency, and degree of
parallelism. Although the programming model could significantly affect these
parameters, we focus this initial work on characterizing applications developed
using the MapReduce and Dryad programming models. We profile several
applications, while varying the cloud configurations and scale of resources in
order to study the particular resource needs, behavior and identify potential
resources that limit performance. A manual and iterative process using a variety
of representative input data sets is necessary to reach informative conclusions
about the major characteristics of an application’s resource needs and behavior.
Using this information, we provision and configure a cloud infrastructure, given
the available resources, to best target the given application. In this preliminary
work, we show experimental results across a variety of applications and highlight
the merit in precise application characterization in order to efficiently utilize the
resources available across different applications.
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In general, scientific applications require different types of computing resources
based on the application’s behavior and needs. For example, page indexing
in an Arabic search engine requires sufficient network bandwidth to process
millions of web pages while seismic modeling is CPU and graphics intensive
for real-time fluid analysis and 3D visualization. As a potential solution, cloud
computing, with its elastic, on-demand and pay-as-you-go model, can offer a
variety of virtualized compute resources to satisfy the demands of various
scientific applications. Currently, deploying scientific applications onto largescale virtualized cloud computing platforms is based on a random mapping or
some rule-of-thumb developed through past experience. Such provisioning and
scheduling techniques cause overload or inefficient use of the shared underlying
computing resources, while delivering little to no satisfactory performance
guarantees. Virtualization, a core enabling technology in cloud computing,
enables the coveted flexibility and elasticity yet it introduces several difficulties
with resource mapping for scientific applications.
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We have permanently deployed Hala; the world first’s English and Arabic Robot
Receptionist for 500+ days in an uncontrolled multi-cultural/multi-lingual
environment within Carnegie Mellon Qatar.
Hala serves as a research testbed for studying the influence of socio-cultural
norms and the nature of interactions during human-robot interaction within a
multicultural, yet primarily ethnic Arab, setting.
Hala, as a platform, owes its uptime to several independently engineered
components for modeling user interactions, syntactic and semantic language
parsing, inviting users with a laser, handling facial animations, text-to-speech
and lip synchronization, error handling and reporting, post dialogue analysis,
networking/interprocess communication, and a rich client interface.
We conjecture that disparities in discourse, appearances, and non-verbal
gestures amongst interlocutors of different cultures and native tongues. By
varying Hala’s behavior and responses, we gain insight into these disparities
(if any) and therefore we’ve calculated: rate of thanks after the robot’s
answer amongst cultures, user willingness to answer personal questions,
correlation between language and acceptance of robot invites, the duration
of conversations, effectiveness of running an open-ended experiment versus
surveys.
We want to understand if people communicate with a robot (rather, an inanimate
object with human-like characteristics) differently than amongst themselves.
Additionally, we want to extrapolate these differences/similarities while
accounting for culture and language. Our results indicate that users in Qatar
thanked Hala less frequently than their counterparts in the US. The robot
often answered personal questions and inquiries (for ex: her marital status, job
satisfaction, etc); however, only 10% of the personal questions posed by the
robot were answered by users. We observed a 34% increase in interactions when
the robot initiated the conversation by inviting nearby users, and the subsequent
duration of the conversation also increased by 30%. Upon bringing language
into the mix, we observed that native Arabic speakers were twice more likely to
accept an invite from the robot and they also tended to converse for 25% longer
than other cultures.
These results indicate a disparity in interaction across English and Arabic users
thereby encouraging the creation of culture specific dialogues, appearances and
non-verbal gestures for an engaging social robot with regionally
relevant applications.
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Although Computerized Numerical Controlled (CNC) machines are currently
regarded as the heart of machining workshops they are still suffering from
machine blindness, hence, they cannot automatically judge the performance
of applied machining parameters or monitor tool wear. Therefore, parts
produced on these machines may not be as precise as expected. In this research
an innovative system is developed and successfully tested to improve the
performance of CNC machines. The system utilizes twin-camera computer vision
system. This vision system is integrated with the CNC machine controller to
facilitate on-line monitoring and assessment of machined surfaces. Outcome
from the monitoring and assessment task of is used to real-time control
of the applied machining parameters by a developed decision making subsystem which automatically decides whether to keep or alter the employed
machining parameters or to apply tool change. To facilitate the integration of
computer vision with CNC machines a comprehensive system is developed to
tackle a number of pinpointed issues that obstruct such integration including
scene visibility issue (e.g. effects of coolant and cut chips as well as camera
mounting and lighting), effects of machine vibration on the quality of obtained
roughness measurement, selection of a the most proper roughness parameter
to be employed, and assessment of machining parameters effects on acquired
roughness measurement. Two system rigs employing different models of CNC
machines are practically developed and employed in the conducted tests to
beneficially generalize the findings. Two cameras are mounted on the machine
spindle of each of the two employed CNC machines to provide valid image data
according to the cutting direction. Proper selection and activation of relative
camera is achieved automatically by the developed system which analyze the
most recent conducted tool path movement to decide on which camera is to
be activated. In order to assess the machining surface quality and cutting tool
status, image data are processed to evaluate resulting tool imprints on the
machined surface. An indicating parameter to assess resulting tool imprints is
proposed and used. The overall results show the validity of the approach and
encourage further development to realize wider scale applications of visionbased-CNC machines.
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Recent advances in computer hardware and signal processing have made
possible the use of EEG signals or “brain waves” for communication between
humans and computers. Locked-in patients have now a way to communicate
with the outside world, but even with the last modern techniques, such systems
still suffer communication rates on the order of 2-3 tasks/minute. In addition,
existing systems are not likely to be designed with flexibility in mind, leading to
slow systems that are difficult to improve.
This Thesis is classifying different mental tasks through the use of the
electroencephalogram (EEG). EEG signals from several subjects through
channels (electrodes) have been studied during the performance of five mental
tasks: Baseline task for which the subjects were asked to relax as much as
possible, Multiplication task for which the subjects were given nontrivial
multiplication problem without vocalizing or making any other movements,
Letter composing task for which the subject were instructed to mentally
compose a letter without vocalizing (imagine writing a letter to a friend in their
head),Rotation task for which the subjects were asked to visualize a particular
three-dimensional block figure being rotated about its axis, and Counting task
for which the subjects were asked to imagine a blackboard and to visualize
numbers being written on the board sequentially.
vvvThe work presented here maybe a part of a larger project, with a goal to
classify EEG signals belonging to a varied set of mental activities in a real
time Brain Computer Interface, in order to investigate the feasibility of using
different mental tasks as a wide communication channel between people
and computers.
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Over the past few years, advances in the field of molecular biology and genomic
technologies have led to an explosive growth of digital biological information.
The analysis of this large amount of data is commonly based on the extensive
and repeated use of conceptually parallel algorithms, most notably in the context
of sequence alignment. Cloud computing provides scientists with a completely
new model of utilizing the computing infrastructure. Cloud computing model is
excellent in dealing with such bioinformatics applications, which require both
management of huge amounts of data and heavy computations.
The study aims at transforming a recently developed bioinformatics sequence
alignment tool, named BFAST, to the cloud environment. The MapReduce
version of the BFAST tool will be used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
MapReduce framework and the cloud-computing model in handling the intensive
computations and management of the huge bioinformatics data.
A number of existing tools and technologies are utilized in this study to achieve
an efficient transformation of the BFAST tool into the cloud environment.
The implementation is mainly based on two core components; BFAST and
MapReduce. BFAST is a software package for aligning next generation genomic
reads against a target genome with a very high accuracy and reasonable
speed. MapReduce general-purpose parallelization technology [in its open
source implementation, Hadoop] appears to be particularly well adapted to
the intensive computations and huge data storage tasks involved in the BFAST
sequence alignment tool.
The MapReduce version of the BFAST tool is expected to offer better results
than the original one in terms of maintaining good computational efficiency,
accuracy, scalability, deployment and management efforts.
The study demonstrates how a general-purpose parallelization technology,
i.e. MapReduce running on the cloud, can be tailored to tackle the class of
bioinformatics problems with good performance and scalability, and, more
importantly, how this technology could be the basis of a computational parallel
platform for several problems in the context of bioinformatics. Although the
effort of transforming existing bioinformatics algorithms from local compute
infrastructure is not trivial, the speed and flexibility of cloud computing
environments provide a substantial boost with manageable cost.
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Hala is a bi-lingual (Arabic and English) robot receptionist located at Carnegie
Mellon in Qatar. Hala is presented to users as a 3-D animated face on a screen.
Users type to her, and she replies in speech synced with realistic facial
expressions. However there are two existing problems with the robot. First,
Hala’s animation engine does not fully adhere to existing research on face
dynamics, which makes it difficult to create natural and interesting facial
expressions. Natural expressions help towards an engaging user experience by
articulating non-verbal aspects (ex: confusion, glee, horror, etc). Second, while
speaking in Arabic lip-movements are not realistic because they were adopted
from English utterances. In this work we address these two limitations.
Similar to the movie and video-game industry, we leverage Paul Ekman’s seminal
work on Facial Action Coding System (FACS) to demarcate Hala’s 3D face model
into muscle-primitives. These primitives are used to compose complex, yet
natural, facial expressions. We have also authored an in-house tool, which allows
non-programmers (for ex: artists) to manipulate the face in real-time to
create expressions.
The sounds humans make while talking are symbolically captured as “phonemes”.
The corresponding shapes of the lips, for these sounds (i.e. phonemes), are called
“visemes”. We used existing research and observed each other (and a mirror), to
develop visemes that accurately capture Arabic pronunciations. Hala can thus
utilize English and Arabic visemes for accurate lip-movement and syncing. We
empirically tested and evaluated our work by comparing it with previous lip
movements for common Arabic utterances. Nonetheless, certain pronunciations
can fire less-than-ideal visemes if they are preceded by silence.
Upon identifying and addressing these limitations, Hala has 11 new facial
expressions for a more natural looking and behaving robot. This work also
pioneered the first implemented subset of Arabic visemes on a robot.
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Background: Reliable high-speed data communication that supports multimedia
application for both indoor and outdoor mobile users is a fundamental
requirement for next generation wireless networks and requires a dense
deployment of physically coexisting network architectures. Due to the limited
spectrum availability, a novel interference-aware spectrum-sharing concept is
introduced where networks that suffer from congested spectrums (secondarynetworks) are allowed to share the spectrum with other networks with available
spectrum (primary-networks) under the condition that limited interference
occurs to primary networks.
Objective: Multiple-antenna and adaptive rate can be utilized as a powerefficient technique for improving the data rate of the secondary link while
satisfying the interference constraint of the primary link by allowing the
secondary user to adapt its transmitting antenna, power, and rate according to
the channel state information.
Methods: Two adaptive schemes are proposed using multiple-antenna transmit
diversity and adaptive modulation in order to increase the spectral-efficiency
of the secondary link while maintaining minimum interference with the primary.
Both the switching efficient scheme (SES) and bandwidth efficient scheme (BES)
use the scan-and-wait combining antenna technique (SWC) where there is a
secondary transmission only when a branch with an acceptable performance is
found; else the data is buffered.
Results: In both these schemes the constellation size and selected transmit
branch are determined to minimized the average number of switches and achieve
the highest spectral efficiency given a minimum bit-error-rate (BER), fading
conditions, and peak interference constraint. For delayed sensitive applications,
two schemes using power control are used: SES-PC and BES-PC. In these
schemes the secondary transmitter sends data using a nominal power level,
which is optimized to minimize the average delay. Several numerical examples
show that the BES scheme increases the capacity of the secondary link.
Conclusion: The SES and BES schemes reach high spectral efficiency and
BER performance at the expense of an increased delay. The SES-PC and BESPC minimize the average delay, satisfy the BER, and maintain a high spectral
efficiency. The proposed power optimization and power control processes
minimize the delay and the dropping probability especially if we extend the
presented work to a multiuser scenario.
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While weighted features are known in information retrieval (IR) systems to
be used for increasing recall during the document selection step, conceptual
methods helped for finding good features. Starting from the features of a
sample of Arabic news belonging to k different financial categories, and using
the support vector model (SVM), k(k-1) classifiers are generated using oneagainst-one classification. A new document is submitted to k(k-1) different
classifiers then by using the voting heuristic, is assigned to the most selected
category. Categorization results obtained for two different methods for feature
extraction: one based on the optimal concepts and the other based on isolated
labels, proved that isolated labels generate better feature, because of the
specificity of the selected features. Therefore, we can say that the quality of
the feature, added to weighting methods, using SVM is an important factor for
a more accurate classification. The proposed method based on isolated labels
gives a good classification rate of Arabic news greater than 80% in the financial
domain for five categories. Generalized to English Texts and to more categories,
it becomes a good preprocessing filtering preceding automatic annotation step,
and therefore helps for more accurate event structuring. Here attached a figure
showing the different steps of the new categorization method.
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Figure: News Categorization Method based on SVM and Conceptual Feature
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News Alerts Trigger System to Support Business Owners
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The exponential growth of financial news coming from different sources makes
getting effective benefit from them very hard. Business decision makers who
reply to these news, are unable to follow them accurately in real time. They need
always to be alerted immediately for any potential financial events that may
affect their businesses whenever they occur. Many important news can simply
be embedded into thousands of lines of financial data and cannot be detected
easily. Such kind of news may have sometimes a major impact on businesses and
the key decision makers should be alerted about them. In this work, we propose
an alert system that screens structured financial news and trigger alerts based
on the users profiles. These alerts have different priority levels: low, medium
and high. Whenever the alert priority level is high, a quick intervention should
be taken to avoid potential risks on businesses. Such events are considered as
tasks and should be treated immediately. Matching users profiles with news
events can sometimes be straightforward. It can also be challenging especially
whenever the keywords in the users profiles are just synonyms of the events
keywords. In addition, alerts can sometimes be dependable on the combination
of correlated news events coming from different sources of information. This
makes their detection a computationally challenging problem. Our system allows
the user to define their profiles in three different ways: (1) selecting from a list
of keywords that are related to events properties; (2) providing free keywords;
and (3) entering simple short sentences. The system triggers alerts immediately
whenever some news events related to the users profiles occur. It takes into
consideration the correlated events and the concordance of the events keywords
with the synonymous of the users profiles keywords. The system uses the vector
space model to match keywords with the news events words. As consequence,
the rate of false-positive alerts is low whereas the rate of false-negative alerts
is relatively high. However, enriching the dictionary of synonym words would
reduce the false-negative alerts rate.
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The community with Hearing or Speaking Disabilities represents a significant
component of the society that needs to be well integrated in order to foster
great advancements through leveraging all contributions of every member in
the society. When those people cannot read lips they usually need interpreters
to help them communicate with people who do not know sign language, and they
also need an interpreter when they use phones, because the communication
will not be done easily if they are not using special aiding devices, like a Relay
Service or Instant Messaging (IM). As the number of people with hearing
and speaking disabilities is increasing significantly; building bridges of
communications between deaf and hearing community is essential, to deepen
the mutual cooperation in all aspects of life. The problem could be summarized
in one question: How to construct this bridge to allow people with hearing and
speaking difficulties communicate?
This project suggests an innovative framework that contributes to the efficient
integration of people with hearing disabilities with the society by using wireless
communication and mobile technology. This project is completely operator
independent unlike the existing solutions (Captel and Relay Service), it depends
on an extremely powerful Automatic Speech Recognition and Processing Server
(ASRPS) that can process speech and transform it into text. Independent means,
it recognizes the voice regardless of the speaker and the characteristics of his/
her voice. On the other side there will be a Text To Speech (TTS) engine, which
will take the text sent to the application server and transmit it as speech.
The second aim of the project is to develop an iPhone/iPad application for the
hearing impaired. The application facilitates the reading of the received text
by converting it into sign language animations, which are constructed from a
database; we are currently using American Sign Language for its simplicity.
Nevertheless, the application can be further developed in other languages like
Arabic sign language and British sign language. The application also assists
the writing process by developing a customized user interface for the deaf to
communicate efficiently with others that includes a customized keyboard.
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The Cognitive Dimensions of Notations are a heuristic framework created by
Thomas Green for analysing the usability of notational systems. Microsoft
used this framework as a vocabulary for evaluating the usability of their C# and
.NET development tools. In this research we used this framework to compare
the evaluation of the Constraint Diagrams and the evaluation of the Natural
Language by running a usability study. The result of this study will help in
determining if users would be able to use constraint diagrams to accomplish
a set of tasks. From this study we can predicate difficulties that may be faced
when working on these tasks. Two steps were required. The first step is to decide
what generic activities a system is desired to support. An Activity is described
at a rather abstract level in terms of the structure of information and constraints
on the notational environment. Cognitive dimensions constitute method to
theoretically evaluate the usability of a system. Its dimensional checklist
approach is used to improve different aspects of the system. Each improvement
will be associated with a trade-off cost on other aspects. Each generic activity
has its own requirements in terms of cognitive dimensions, so the second step is
to scrutinize the system and determine how it lies on each dimension. If the two
profiles match, all is well. Every dimension should be described with illustrative
examples, case studies, and associated advice for designers. In general, an
activity such as exploratory design where software designers make changes at
different levels is the most demanding activity. This means that dimensions such
as viscosity and premature-commitment must be low while visibility and roleexpressiveness must be high.
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For decades, Western democracy promotion efforts have tended to focus on
strengthening civil society and stimulating civic engagement as methods of
encouraging the emergence of a democratic political culture. This is nowhere
more true than in the Arab world. Between 1991 and 2001, some US$150 million
dollars—more than half of all U.S. funding for democracy-promotion in the
Middle East—went toward this goal. Yet new public opinion data from the firstever Qatar World Values Survey (QWVS), administered in December 2010 by
the Social and Economic Survey Research Institute (SESRI) of Qatar University,
calls into question this presumed relationship between civic participation and
democratic culture. This is because, in fact, civic participation in Qatar is actually
associated not only with reduced support for democracy itself, but also with a
disproportionate lack of those values and behaviors thought to be essential to
it, including confidence in government institutions and social tolerance. In Qatar,
the QWVS reveals, civic participation cannot lead individuals toward a greater
appreciation for democracy, for it is precisely those who least value democracy
that tend to be most actively engaged in civil society.
The QWVS asked respondents about various norms and behaviors said to be
important in begetting or sustaining democratic political institutions, including
about social tolerance, political interest, appreciation for democracy, confidence
in government institutions, and participation in civil society organizations.
Contrary to the assumptions of present Mideast democratization efforts,
however, it found that civil society participation does not lead individuals
toward a greater appreciation for democracy, nor toward a democratic
political culture. Instead, male and female Qataris who channel their social,
economic, and political ambitions through participation in civic associations
are disproportionately likely to be less tolerant of others, less oriented toward
democracy, and less confident in formal governmental institutions. These
findings are the result of a careful multivariate statistical analysis, which offers
a strong foundation for inferring, albeit not proving, causality. Thus, overall, it
seems clear that associational life in Qatar does not seem to be an incubator
of democracy.
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Qatar has experienced spectacular economic growth over the past decade.
Between 2004 and 2010, real GDP grew by an annual average of around 16.2%,
and over this period Qatar’s economy grew faster than any other. Measured in
purchasing power parity terms, its per capita GDP is now among the highest
in the world. With huge and increased revenues from its exports of gas and oil,
Qatar has invested heavily in economic and social infrastructure, as well as, in
the well-being of its people. There have been remarkable increases in all socioeconomic indicators and resultant gains in human development. Accompanying
the various modernization changes, family formation and childbearing behaviour
are also in transition.
Against this background, this paper examines changes in period and cohort
trends in nuptiality and fertility of Qataris. Utilizing time-trends in civil
registration data and population census data, the paper will review the pattern
of changes in Qatari marriage and fertility behaviour. It applies demographic
techniques, including multivariate analysis of socio-economic and cultural
variables, to explain the factors associated with the changes. The paper will
conclude with an assessment of the implications of demographic changes for
population and social policy, and the linkages to the programmes of Qatar’s
National Development Strategy, 2011-2016.
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مسح مشكالت الواقع االجتماعي للجمهور القطري دراسة تحليلية تطبيقية في تحديد
االحتياجات وتحليل الموقف
 فاطمة الكبيسي، ربيعة صباح الكواري،أشرف جالل حسن محمد بيومي
 قطر،الدوحة،جمعية قطر الخيرية
 قطر، الدوحة،جامعة قطر

abayoumy@qcharity.org; ashrafgalall@yahoo.com
تحدد الهدف النهائي للدراسة في استكشاف مواطن القوة والضعف وطبيعة الخدمات المتاحة
والمطلوبة بالمجتمع القطري بما يساعد المجلس علي النهوض بهذه المجتمعات تنمويا بشكل
متوازن عبر عدد من األدوات العلمية المنهجية المقننة تمكننا توفير قاعدة بيانات علمية يمكن
االعتماد عليها في التخطيط المستقبلي بما يحقق فكرة التنمية المستدامة القائمة علي دمج
مختلف الفئات والشرائح االجتماعية في تنمية منهجية مرنة ملموسة متمايزة قائمة علي احتياجات
.وجهود المجتمع المحلي
: وهدفت الدراسة الي تشخيص و تحليل الموقف لهذه المجتمعات من حيث كل من
 المعوقات-  التهديدات- الفرص المتاحة او التي يمكن إتاحتها-  نقاط الضعف- نقاط القوة
المختلفة أمام جهود التنمية في هذه المجتمعات والتعرف علي الشخصيات المؤثرة في هذه
 صانعي قرار) وتحديد أهم الصعوبات-  مؤثرين- (مبادرين:المجتمعات وتوصيفهم سواء كانوا
التي يعاني منها المجتمع القطري في الخدمات المختلفة وكذلك التعرف علي حجم وطبيعة
 االقتصادية- (التعليمية:الدور الذي تمارسه الدولة عبر مؤسساتها المختلفة في المجاالت اآلتية
 الثقافية) وقياس طبيعة وحجم الخدمات المقدمة في- الصحية-  الترفيهية-  االجتماعيةهذه المجتمعات ومدي قدرتها علي إشباع احتياجات المواطنين ومدي رضائهم عنها واعتمدت
الدراسة علي المنهج الوصفي المسحي من خالل دراسة كمية علي عينة عشوائية طبقية قوامها
 ودراسة الكيفية وتمت2006  مفردة موزعة حسب توزيع السكان كما اورده جهاز االحصاء عام1100
 مجموعات نقاشية32 عبر ثالثة أساليب وهي مجموعات النقاش المستهدفة من خالل إجراء
 حيث أن الدراسة الكيفية ستسمح إلى حد كبير بالتعرف على أسبابDiscussions Focus Groups
ومبررات وآراء ال يمكن التوصل إليها االمن خالل هذا االسلوب واستمرت كل جلسة ما بين ساعة
 أفراد من الجمهور المستهدف كما اعتمدت الدراسة علي8 -6ونصف لساعتين وتكونت من
 وتحليلDiagnosis  يقوم على تشخيصDescriptive المقابالت المتعمقة من خالل منهج وصفى
In-depth Interview  واقع المواطن القطري من خالل إجراء دراسة بالمقابلة المتعمقةAnalysis
 مفردة229 على عينة من قادة الرأي الطبيعيين والرسميين بهذه المناطق ويبلغ حجم العينة
 منDesk researchمن الذكور واإلناث من القادة الطبيعيين والرسميين و األسلوب المكتبي
خالل استمارة رصد ألهم الخدمات واإلمكانيات المتاحة والمطلوبة بهذه المجتمعات عبر البلديات
 سياسية وغيرها كما-تعليمية-فكرية-ثقافية- اجتماعية-العشر سواء كانت خدمات اقتصادية
 وذلك للمقارنة بين الفئات المختلفة للجمهور حسب المعايير:تم االعتماد علي المنهج المقارن
الديموجرافية والنفسية المختلفة
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The ultimate objective of this study is to explore the strengths and weaknesses
and the nature of the services available and required in Qatari communities, in
order to assist the Council in promoting these communities developmentally in
a balanced way, using a number of scientific and systematized methodological
that enable us to develop a scientific database that can be relied upon in
future planning, in order to realize the idea of sustainable development
based on integrating various social groups and strata in a flexible, concrete,
methodological and differentiated development process that is centered on the
needs and efforts of the local community.
The study aimed to diagnose and analyze the situation in these communities
in terms of: (Strengths; Weaknesses; Opportunities: available or that can be
made available; Threats; Various obstacles facing developmental efforts in
these communities) , to identify key players in these societies and classifying
them as either: (Initiators, Influential or Decision-makers), to identify the main
difficulties experienced by Qatari society regarding different services, as well as
to identify the size and nature of the role played by the State through its various
institutions in the following areas: Educational, Economic, Social, Entertainment,
Health and Cultural services and to measure the nature and magnitude of the
services provided in these communities and their ability to satisfy the needs of
citizens and to assess extent of their satisfaction with these services. The study
has employed a descriptive survey approach, through conducting a quantitative
study on a stratified random sample of 1,100 subjects, distributed according to
population distribution cited by the Census Bureau in 2006.
In addition, a qualitative study was conducted through three approaches:
targeted discussion groups, through organizing 32 discussions focus groups.
The qualitative study will allow us, to a great extent, to identify reasons,
justifications and opinions that can only be elicited through this approach.
Each session lasted for 1.5 - 2 hours and included 6-8 members of the target
population. The study has also relied on in-depth interviews through the
descriptive approach based on diagnosing and analyzing the reality lived by
Qatari citizens through conducting in-depth interviews with a sample of natural
and official opinion leaders in these communities.
Our sample consisted of 229 male and female subjects, selected from
natural and official leaders. We have employed a desk research approach,
through a survey questionnaire covering the most important services and
resources available and required in these communities through the country’s
ten Municipalities. These services are economic, social, cultural, intellectual,
educational, political and other services. We have also employed a comparative
approach to make a comparison between the different groups of our
target population, based on various demographic
and psychological parameters.
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There has been a serious decline over the last 15 years in the number of students
studying mathematics and science at both secondary and tertiary levels of
education in Qatar.
This paper explores the major factors influencing student attitudes towards
science, as well as the interest and enrollment in science subjects, by addressing
the following question: What are Qatari precollege students’ interest in, and
attitudes toward, science in grades 3 through 12?
Answers to this research question relied on data from a comprehensive pilot
study involving a 60 question Likert scale survey (April / May 2011) to nearly
400 students, across grades 3-12, from 18 randomly selected independent
schools education in Qatar.
The results of this survey indicated that nearly half of students surveyed
have shown an interest in pursuing science- related university programs, or,
work in science-related careers; about two thirds of the students enjoyed
science classes at their schools; 60% considered science subjects as the most
interesting subjects and 79% considered science as important for their future
careers. The survey also revealed that two thirds of the students prefer to study
science in English language despite the commonly held belief of most teachers
that a language factor is one among the top barriers to students’ achievement in
science.
The positive impact of new educational reforms beginning with the 2003
“Education for a New Era” is noticeable in the reasonably positive attitude of
students toward, and high interest in, science as shown by the above study
(Spring 2011), as well as in recently improved international tests scores (PISA
2009).
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Since the late 1990s, Qatar and its capital city Doha have been undergoing a
new period of urbanization. Doha is viewed as an important emerging city in
the Gulf region with a growing potential to constitute knowledge economies
as a foundation for its future prosperity. Driven by economic diversification
strategies that aim to establish the city as a global service hub, sport and media
events and cultural facilities are being developed in order to brand the city as an
international service center. This contribution aims at introducing a responsive
framework for analyzing the complex inter-dependencies between knowledge
economies and physical urban developments in Doha. In this respect, this is
an ongoing research process, as part of a QNRF-NPRP funded project, which
seeks to deliver insights into the complexity of the various factors that produce
urban space and their individual effects on urban qualities. Based on Henri
Lefebvre’s triad of space production (conceived-perceived-lived), a framework
has been developed and particularly devised to explore the inter-dependencies
of Doha’s recent economic transformation and the changing structure of its
urban environment. The framework involves comprehensive analysis of urban
planning decision making processes as well as in-depth investigation that
applies interlocking network models to examine how urban space is currently
used by companies of new economic sectors. Taking into account the importance
of the role played by the employees working in these companies and their
perception of contemporary urban space in the city, the framework utilizes
empirical research techniques that involve survey studies, focused interviews,
and behavioral mapping. In addition to investigating the various factors driving
spatial transformation, the evolutionary aspects of the city’s urban structure
are traced and analyzed using GIS data and space syntax studies. The results
of implementing this framework are amenable to establish a comprehensive
understanding of the potential and deficits of Doha’s urban environment, which
in turn, foster the city’s aspirations in establishing a thriving
knowledge economy.
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We study how background characteristics and media branding affect viewers’
perception in Qatar. We conduct an experiment by asking individuals to provide
background information and then comment on a 2-minute Al Jazeera clip from
2006 on the Danish Cartoons controversy. However, an element of deception is
added when for half the participants we remove the Al Jazeera logo from the clip,
add the CNN logo in the beginning and refer to the survey as the CNN Survey.
Out of 600 survey participants we find that religion drives differences in
perception for the debate on the Danish Cartoons, but most other background
characteristics do not matter. Surprisingly, when we turn to the branding
effect we find that faculty’s perception changes when the group thinks that
the information comes from CNN instead of Al Jazeera. Branding also seems
to affect Qataris and individuals who attended a segregated university. It does
not affect the students. Finally, we build the profile of Al Jazeera and CNN
viewers, and find that more than 60% of the survey participants do not consider
Al Jazeera or CNN as their main source of information. This result points to the
importance of social media as an alternative source of information in the Qatar,
and more general in the Middle East.
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Background: Although researchers have studied AIDS-related stigma for three
decades, there is a serious shortage of this type of work in the Arab world
including the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries. Our review revealed only
24 published studies on the social aspects of AIDS from all the GCC countries
since the beginning of the epidemic. Unfortunately nothing was published from
Qatar. A closer inspection of these studies shows that people living with HIV/
AIDS (PLWHA) were treated as one homogenous group and the importance
of layered stigma (e.g., being HIV-positive and female) was not considered.
Although Arab HIV-positive women represent nearly 30.4% of all PLWHA in
the Arab world, the majority of them contracted the virus while married. For
example, a study from Saudi Arabia found that 62 out of 65 of the HIV-positive
women were infected by their husbands, whereas, 111 out of the 124 men
acquired it from sex workers. This is a new trend in the Arab world. In the past
HIV was seen as a male disease.
Objectives: To correct these limitations this paper focuses on stigmatization of
HIV-positive women in Qatar among college students.
Methods: The present study collected data from 520 college students at Qatar
University using self-administered questionnaire to gauge their attitudes
toward HIV-positive women compared to HIV-positive men.
Results: Findings illustrated the extreme negative view of HIV-positive women.
For example, 63% of the students agreed that HIV-positive men should be
allowed to get married while, 45% approved the same action for HIV-positive
women. Further, we found that 78% of the students believed that HIV-positive
women should not have children and 56% suggested that they should be
sterilized to prevent them from having children. Other negative views and
their relations to students’ knowledge of HIV, AIDS-related shame, degree of
religiosity and gender will be discussed.
Conclusions: Reactions to HIV-positive people differ according to the gender
of the infected individuals. Extreme measures were endorsed toward HIVpositive women compared to HIV-positive men. Further, limits were imposed
on HIV-positive women’s sexual and reproductive rights. Future studies need to
replicate this study among other segments of Qatar society
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Background: Research reports a dramatic increase in the rate of overweight and/
or obese Qatari nationals. Limited research has been completed on the female
subset population; however, it appears that the majority of Qatari women are
insufficiently physically active for health benefits. Reasons for high inactivity
levels among Qatari women are typically attributed to conservative social norms
that are prevalent within the GCC region. To date no research has considered
ways in which Qatari women are able to negotiate these social norms in ways
that enable them to participate in physical activity on a regular basis.
Objective:This research sought to determine positive examples of Qatari women
participating in regular physical activity and to identify facilitators for
their participation.
Methods: Using a qualitative framework, 10 young Qatari women, aged 18-25,
were interviewed over a 2-hour period. Questions asked, related to the women’s
participation in physical activity from childhood through to adult hood, and took
into consideration the ways in which the family, schools and social networks
acted as a barrier or an enabler. Interviews were transcribed verbatim and
analysed using an interpretive framework and thematic analysis.
Results: Results indicate that opportunities for these Qatari women to
participate in regular physical activity are enabled through family support,
developing or established health literacy’s and access to culturally
appropriate facilities.
Conclusion: This research shifts the focus of Qatari women’s participation in
physical activity from a deficit framework to one that highlights possibilities
towards establishing and maintaining a healthy lifestyle. Future research should
extend upon these findings to understand ways in which the Qatari population
can advocate for culturally appropriate and meaningful physical activity
promotion within Qatari society.
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Background: In 2009 the proposal to establish an international information
resource on Islamic bioethics submitted to Qatar National Research Fund
was accepted and awarded a three-year grant. The project was conceived and
proposed by two of Georgetown University’s research libraries: the Bioethics
Research Library (BRL) at the Kennedy Institute of Ethics in Washington D.C. and
the Georgetown University School of Foreign Service in Qatar Library (SFSQL)
with the vision to become the world’s most comprehensive resource on Islamic
bioethics. Building on the valuable experience of these two institutions, the
project promises to serve the needs of the local and international community
of researchers in the area of bioethics. The project utilizes the best practices
gained from work on similar projects on bioethics scholarship in collaboration
with renowned institutions in the field such as the National Library of Medicine
of the National Institute of Health in the US. Currently the project is in the third
year of the grant and the research team believes that the project is on schedule
to achieve its vision.
Objectives: This presentation aims to demonstrate the efforts to achieve the
targeted goals of the project. It also seeks to share the lessons gained from
work on the different components of this project. In addition to highlighting
the challenges encountered, the presentation will also illustrate the innovative
solutions that were undertaken to fulfill the objectives of each of the
project’s components.
Methods: The presentation will address each of these components:
- The collection development: the proactive acquisition plan
- Database Development: innovative solutions
- Local Impact: partnerships and networking
- Global Impact: the world’s premiere resource on Islamic bioethics
- Future Plans: further expansion and growth
Results and Conclusions: The presentation will share the policies and strategies
that were implemented in order to fulfill the targeted goals of each of the
components listed above. It will also demonstrate and showcase the results of
the project.
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مراعاة نفسية الطفل في الخطاب الديني
محمد حسين العنزي
 قطر،  الدوحة،وزارة األوقاف

mohalanazi@gmail.com
فمع مناداة بعض الدراسات النفسية بضرورة التخلي نهائيًا عن نظام مد الطفل بثقافة
الذاكرة (الحفظ والتلقين) واالهتمام بمتابعة مواهبه وصقل الملكات اإلبداعية لديه باعتبارها
 فإنه يبقى للخطاب الديني خصوصيته في- أساسًا للتكوين المعرفي في حياته المستقبلية
.طريقته الخاصة في تثقيف األطفال
إن أسلوب الخطاب الموجه إلى األطفال يحتاج إلى درجة كبيرة من التوضيح والتبسيط مراعاة
 وذلك،لمستوى عقلياتهم وخصوصا إذا ما تناول الخطاب األبعاد الدينية في مواضيعه
 فإن انتشار الوعي الديني من جراء ثورة،لتضمنه األخبار الغيبية والمصطلحات الدقيقة
 بأهمية-  إلى حد ما- المعرفة في االنترنت والفضائيات جعل المؤسسات التربوية مقتنعة
.ذلك البعد في تعديل السلوك وغرس القيم لدى الطفل
 وحتى غيرهم ممن استخدموا البعد الديني في خطابهم- ويأتي هنا دور الدعاة والمشايخ
 في إيصال الرسائل الدينية إلى األطفال عبر الوسائل المتنوعة في ذلك كالمحاضرات وورشالعمل واإلصدارات المقروءة أو المرئية أو المسموعة ومن خالل وسائل االتصال التقليدية
.والحديثة
إن التعاليم الدينية لم تبخل بمبادئها الواضحة في مجال رعاية األطفال فكفلت حقهم في
 ومن تلك االحتياجات ما ينضوي تحت أسلوب التعامل،التربية والحصول على احتياجاتهم
.وشكل الخطاب
فأتى هذا البحث لتتناول الجوانب النفسية التي يراعيها المتحدث في خطابه الديني مع
: الطفل في الجوانب اآلتية
.* جانب الترغيب والترهيب
.* سن التدريب وسن التكليف
.* الفروق الفردية بين األطفال
.* فهم وإدراك الخطاب من قبل األطفال
. * االحتياجات اإلنسانية حسب هرم ماسلو
* أساليب الخطاب وتأثيراته حسب نظرية التحليل النفسي

المؤلف
المؤسسة
البريد اإللكتروني

Taking into Account the Psychological Health of Children in
the Religious Discourse
Author
Institution
e mail

Mohammad Hussien Al Anazi
Awqaf Ministy, Doha, Qatar
mohalanazi@gmail.com
Renouncing what some psychological studies call for regarding abandoning
extending the memorization culture to children (memorization and
indoctrination), and taking care of pursuing their talents and refining their
creativity assuming it a basis for cognitive configuration in their future
life – since the religious discourse is private in its own way of educating
children. The way children are addressed requires a high degree of clarity and
simplicity keeping in mind the level of their mental ability especially when
dealing with religious aspects, in that it contains metaphysical matters and
particular terminology. The proliferation of religious awareness as a result
of the knowledge revolution through the internet and satellite TV convinced
educational institutions, to a certain extent, with the importance of this
dimension in modifying the behaviour and instilling values in children.
Here comes the role of preachers and religious leaders - and even those others
who use the religious dimension in their discourse - in delivering religious
messages to children through various means, including lectures, workshops,
print, video or audio releases, and through both the traditional and new
communications media.
Religious teachings have always had clear principles regarding the provision
of care for children, whose right to education and access to basic needs are
guaranteed. Such needs include all that fall under how they are treated and
nature of messages targeting them.
This research was carried out to deal with the psychological aspects a religious
spokesman needs to observe while directing a religious speech to children in the
following areas:
* The carrot and stick
* Training and assignment ages
* Individual differences among children
* Comprehension & perception of speech by children
* Humanitarian needs as per Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
* Communication methods and effects according to the theory of psychoanalysis
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تـجديد أصول الفقه
خالد محمد مفتاح
 فطر،الدوحة،مجمع عمر بن الخطاب التربوي

creatorinspired@gmail.com

 حيث التراكمية و،يعتبر التجديد سمة بارزة في العلوم اإلسالمية و المنهجية بصورة خاصة
 وقد اهتم بعض الباحثين في مجال التجديد المعرفي.المرونة و التداخل المعرفي من خصائصها
للعلوم اإلسالمية والمتمثلة في علم أصول الفقه ؛ وهي اجتهادات ركزت على الشكل دون
.الخوض في معالم المنهج التجديدي األصولي
:أهداف البحث
 صياغة مقدمات لفهم المنهج التجديدي رسم معالم منهج التجديد المعرفي لعلم أصول الفقه معرفة الخارطة الذهنية التي نشأ فيها هذا العلم بحثًا وفهمًا وتطبيقًا، التجديد يبدأ بدراسة القديم وقتله استمرارية التجديد وحيلولة كتابة الفصل األخير منه الذي نشأ فيه علم أصول الفقه في، فقه العلم،أما المنهج المتبع في بعهده االبيستيمولوجي
:كل قرن وبحسب الرقعة الجغرافية كل على حده وذلك باستخدام ثالوث العلم

المؤلف
المؤسسة
البريد اإللكتروني

The Renovation of Jurisprudence
Author
Institution
e mail

Khalid Mohammed Muftah
Omar Bin Al-Khattab, Doha, Qatar
creatorinspired@gmail.com
Renovation is considered a prominent feature in Islamic sciences & methodology
in particular, as characterized by cumulativeness, flexibility and knowledge
overlap. Some researchers were interested in the renewal of knowledge of Islamic
sciences represented by the science of jurisprudence, whereby the focus was on
the form without going into the innovative features of the fundamental approach.
Objectives:
- Formulating introductions to understand the innovative curriculum.
- Shaping the cognitive renewal curriculum for the science of jurisprudence.
- Knowledge of the mental process that gave rise to this science.
- Innovation commences by studying the old/previous, then overcoming it on all 		
levels: research, understanding & content.
- The continuity of innovation & writing the last chapter.

 القواعد-

The approach follows the epistemology of jurisprudence, its origin in every
century, according to the geographical area of each, separately, using the triad of
science:

 المنهج-

- Terms

 المصطلحات-

.وذلك باستخدام أدوات المنهج السنكروني والذي يجمع بين المنهج التاريخي و المنهج الوصفي
:وعالوة على المنهج التحليلي للنص األصولي ومعرفة سياقه ومصدره الفكري ومكوناته الثالث
 ومدى تأثير المنهج التجديدي في استيعاب الطرح األصولي بأبعاد، الفقه و اللغة، العقيدة
 نخلص إلى نتيجة مفادها رسم خارطة معرفية لالجتهاد التجديدي.مختلفة وسياقات متعددة
للعلوم اإلسالمية و علم أصول الفقه خاصة ؛ ومعرفة مكونات العلم االبيستيمولوجية وتطبيقها
ً على علم أصول الفقه ؛ فهمًا وتنزي
 و ختامًا يتضح لنا أن التجديد األصولي ؛ ينبثق من محارات.ال
 و فقه التجديد،  حيث يزدوج العقل والسمع ويصطحب الرأي و الشرع والواقع،العقول ال محاالتها
 فالنظريات،  ويتجلى أخيرًا أال تطغى النظريات على المنهجية في العملية البحثية.من هذا القبيل
 ليست إال آالت مسح ووسائل تحليل علينا نقدها هي على ضوء،  وأساليب البحث، والمفاهيم
. ال نقد العلم ّية والموروث الحضاري الذي ك ّرسه الزمن على ضوئها هي،الواقع العلمي

- Rules
- Approach
A synchronic approach will be utilized, which combines the historical and
descriptive approaches, in addition to the analytical approach of the text to
know its context, intellectual source and its three components: creed, doctrine
and language; and the impact of the innovative approach on comprehending the
fundamental thought in different dimensions and multiple contexts. We draw the
conclusion, which signifies mapping the knowledge of regenerative Islamic and
jurisprudence sciences, in particular, and the knowledge of the components of
epistemology and apply them to the principles of jurisprudence.
In conclusion, it is clear that the fundamental renovation is derived from the
core of minds where coupling of the mind and hearing is accompanied by opinion,
doctrine and reality. Finally, it is manifested not to let the theories overshadow
the methodology in the research process, since theories, concepts and research
methods are merely scanning and analytical tools that we criticize based on
scientific reality, rather than criticizing the scientific and cultural
heritage enshrined in time afore.
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Audience Research for Qatar Museums
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Sue Underwood OBE
Qatar Museums Authority, Doha, Qatar
sunderwood@qma.org.qa
Qatar Museums Authority (QMA) is developing a variety of different museums.
It is essential that QMA understands the needs and expectations of potential
audiences. As part of this process, during 2011, a significant ongoing research
project investigating potential family audiences for museums in Qatar was
undertaken.
The objectives fall into two categories: understanding the demographics of
potential family audiences and their perceptions of museums and secondly
understanding current family usage of museums in Qatar and neighboring
countries.
It focused upon developing an understanding of the needs of families during
leisure time, and their motivations for family activities. Perceptions of museums
as family destinations were sought and actual behavior in museums recorded.
The research was conducted over two phases from winter 2010 to summer 2011,
and consisted of a mixture of quantitative and qualitative methodologies.
* Questionnaires were sent to all eligible schools in Qatar and forwarded to every
pupil’s family. Focus groups explored motivations for and expectations of, family
engagement with museums.
* Motivations and expectations were further tested through observation of
family visits to museums and comparable venues.
* In depth discussions with family groups.
Results have confirmed a significant interest in museum visitation. Families are
motivated by a variety of factors, which can be divided into social, intellectual
and emotional categories. The majority (72%) of families are motivated by social
factors (e.g. the desire to spend enjoyable time with family). This percentage is
significantly higher than is normally exhibited in Europe and America, suggesting
a cultural difference.
Observations confirmed this social motivation, but highlighted a lack of
familiarity with museums as venues for interaction. Challenges faced by family
visitors were highlighted, including orientation, exhibit usage and how best to
support children’s learning.
The research indicated a potential family audience for museums in Qatar, and
built an understanding of the motivating factors for visits, illustrating a marked
difference from other countries. It has also shown several potential barriers
to family engagement in museums which must be addressed for museums to
successfully appeal to this key audience.
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“Lessons from the Alaska Model: How the Permanent Fund
Dividend provides a Model for Reform Worldwide”
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Karl Widerquist
Georgetown University School of Foreign Service in Qatar, Doha, Qatar
karl@widerquist.com
Many resource-exporting nations have sovereign wealth funds (SWFs), but only
the Alaska Permanent Fund (APF) pays a regular dividend to citizens. They call it
the Permanent Fund Dividend (PFD). Every Alaskan citizen-resident has received
a small share of the returns to the state’s SWF since 1982. This article argues,
using rigorous qualitative analysis of Alaska politics and of the social science
literature on the effects of the APF and PFD that there are important lessons
that all nations can learn from Alaska’s unique experience.
First, Resource dividends work and they’re popular. Second, a state does not
have to be resource rich to have a resource dividend. Third, states have resource
dividends because the people took advantage of the opportunity. Therefore,
the people must look for opportunities. Fourth, members of the political
community must think not only like joint owners of their resources, not only
like monopolistic owners of their resources, but also like custodians of their
resources for their descendants. Fifth, build a constituency. Sixth, avoid creating
enemies. Seventh, a dividend amplifies transparency by using the greed of the
many to counter the greed of the few. Eighth, we cannot know that a nation has
avoided the resource curse until their resource exports have run out.
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This study examined whether the reactive stress tolerance of male adolescent
student athletes of a high-performance sport academy improved after a 24week intervention which included Progressive Muscle Relaxation (PMR) and
imagery. Participants (N=36) responded to a psychomotor test measuring
reactive stress tolerance, in which they were presented with visual/coloured
stimuli and acoustic signals. The presentation speed of the stimuli adapted
to the respondents’ performance level. After the completion of this test, the
participants engaged in an intervention designed to learn progressive muscle
relaxation and imagery skills through an eight-week education phase, an eightweek practice phase and another eight-week implementation phase. In the
implementation phase, progressive muscle relaxation and imagery sessions were
expected to become part of the participants’ comprehensive training in sport in
an organised manner. At the end of the intervention period, the student-athletes
were requested to take the reactive stress tolerance test again. Results showed
that student-athletes’ reactive stress tolerance was significantly improved
(t(35)=2.825, p=0.008) in the post-intervention test (M=0.1742, SD=0.0714)
compared to the pre-intervention test (M=0.2049, SD=0.0947). It was concluded
that progressive muscle relaxation and imagery have a positive effect on the
adolescent student-athletes’ reactive stress tolerance.
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Influence of Ramadan on Sleep Quality and Chronotype in
Qatari Football Players
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e mail
Background: The observance of Ramadan involves daily fasting from sunrise to
sunset and often leads to a delay in bedtime, decrease in total sleep time, and
reduction in sleep quality. Such changes in athletes may influence the preference
for morning versus evening physical activity (e.g. chronotype) but have not been
previously evaluated.
Objectives: To determine the influence of Ramadan on subjective sleep quality
and chronotype in Qatar football players.
Methods: Thirty-five football players (18-35 years) from Qatar Stars League
were queried before and during Ramadan on their usual sleep habits and
chronotype using standardized sleep questionnaires and a modified version of
the Athlete’s Morningness-Eveningness Scale.
Results: The median habitual bedtime before Ramadan (12:00 am) was delayed
during Ramadan (4:00 am) however habitual wake times were skewed such
that the total sleep time remained unchanged; 8-8.5 hours on average before
and during Ramadan, respectively (p>0.05). The level of daytime sleepiness
before and during Ramadan was within normal range and remained unchanged
(p>0.05), however, symptoms of insomnia increased (p<0.01); during Ramadan the
athletes reported more problems waking too early and greater interference with
daily functioning (e.g. daytime fatigue, concentration, mood). There was little
difference between reports of ‘morning-type’ versus ‘evening-type’; for example
‘evening type’ before Ramadan (59%) was similar during Ramadan (56%). The
time preference for training is shown in Figure 1; before Ramadan 34% of
athletes preferred training between 3-5pm whereas during Ramadan 51% of
athletes preferred training between 7-9pm; though statistical significance was
not met (p>0.05).
Conclusions: Ramadan negatively influences subjective sleep quality and
perceived daytime functioning in Qatari athletes. Despite only modest
changes in chronotype, the time preference for training was largely delayed
during Ramadan and may influence sports performance. Therefore, sleep and
chronotype are important factors to consider when planning sports training
during Ramadan.
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Public Awareness of the Role of Civic Organizations in Qatar
Mamoun Mobayed, Nahed AlBouainain, Hakima Mounabbih
Social Rehabilitation Center, Doha, Qatar
Supreme Council for Family Affairs, Doha, Qatar
mmobayed@src-qa.org
Background: Civic organizations play a major role in the welfare of society
and they are a good indication of how developed a society is. Over the last
few years the state of Qatar has witnessed the development of several such
organizations, dealing with various aspects of the psychological and social life,
for both individuals and families. There has been some debate and discussion,
particularly in the local media, regarding whether or not people living in Qatar
are aware of these civic organizations and to what extent they are aware of the
specialties and services provided by these organizations.
Objectives: The Social Rehabilitation Centre Doha, wanted to test the knowledge
and awareness of people living in Qatar and so chose ten organizations as
examples These ten selected organizations deal mostly with treatment,
counseling, rehabilitation and support for individuals or families.
Methods: This is a survey of 505 subjects in Qatar. The participant group was
made up of both Qatari citizens and expatriates, both males and females of
different age groups. The survey investigated participants’ knowledge of ten
civic organizations in Qatar. We used a questionnaire designed specifically for
this survey, and we presented the participants with 25 scenarios, each of which
raised a different problem, and asked them to name the organization(s) they are
more likely to consult for each of these problems. Statistical analysis was then
performed.
Results: It is obvious from the results of the survey that although there is
some overlap between some of these organizations, the studied participants
have a good understanding of the specialties and services provided by these
organizations. The study shows that there is still room for these organizations
to raise further awareness about themselves through launching campaigns using
varied media sources.
Conclusions: Although the survey shows that the studied sample has a good
understanding of the roles and specialties offered by these ten organizations,
it also shows there is a need for such organizations to communicate effectively
with each other in order to improve their services to the society at large. Several
recommendations were made, which will be presented at the Conference.
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The Attitudes of Qatari Nationals and White-Collar Resident
Workers Towards the New Traffic Law in Qatar: Preliminary Results
from the SESRI 2011 Omnibus Survey
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Improving Students’ Academic Performance, Enhancing their
Career Development and Fulfilling Qatar National Needs
Authors
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In 2007 the government of Qatar enacted a new traffic law with the objectives
of improving the traffic flow and reducing the road traffic-related death and
accident rates in the country through policy interventions, mass media and
national traffic campaigns. Three years have passed since then and Qatar is still
among the countries with the highest death accident rates in the world.
The purpose of this presentation is to highlight the preliminary results of this
important study. Using the 2011 Social and Economic Survey Research Institute
(SESRI) Omnibus Survey, we ask Qatari nationals and white-collar resident
workers about their level of knowledge and awareness of the national campaigns
for the prevention of road accidents and their level of commitment to the new
traffic law. Respondents were also asked about the main causes of traffic
accidents in Qatar and their attitudes towards the new penalties for traffic
violation associated with the new law.

Ali Mohamed Ali, Aisha Ahmed Fakhro, Hesham Mahmoud Azmi,
Mohammad Fawzi Muhiddin, Yousouf Ibrahim Al-Abdull, Mohammad
Mostafa Abdel-Latif
Qatar University, Doha, Qatar
prof.ali@qu.edu.qa
Investigating the impact of the core curriculum on the performance of
universities’ graduates worldwide has become a vital trend in determining
their institutional effectiveness in providing societies with multi skilful,
knowledgeable, and well rounded individuals. In line with this trend, this
research attempted to study the role of Qatar University Core Curriculum
Program on improving students’ academic achievement, enhancing their career
opportunities, and fulfilling Qatar national needs.
The mixed methods research approach was adopted for the purposes of this
research. This approach integrates both quantitative and qualitative methods to
provide comprehensive understanding and analysis of the variables examined.
In addition, a wide variety of direct and indirect data collection methods were
utilized such as surveys, tests, rubrics, focus groups, nominal group technique,
benchmarking, and content analysis. A targeted sample of different stake
holders inside and outside Qatar University was selected. This covered senior
and junior students, alumni, faculty, and marketplace employers.
The results indicate that the Core Curriculum has a positive impact on the
students’ academic achievement as seen by students, alumni and employers.
Also, the results show that employers have positive opinions related to the
graduates’ skills, knowledge and depositions. Moreover, the results clearly
illustrate that the program is fulfilling 90% of the identified needs. The use
of the triangulation analysis has confirmed that the overall results obtained
are complementing, and confirming each other. One of the major outputs of
this research was the design and validation of the core curriculum program
assessment model. In the mean time, to ensure high quality core education,
actionable recommendations for continuous improvements for the Core Program
at Qatar University were presented.
It is believed that the results of the research will not only add to the human
knowledge but also to the international recognition of Qatar since the research
is related to what Qatar and other countries worldwide are seeking when it
comes to building information-based communities, knowledge based-societies
and economy. Moreover, this research endeavor will contribute to meeting the
majority of the societal needs that have been emphasized by the
Qatar Vision 2030.
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Attributes of the Victims of Domestic Violence in
Qatari Society
Author
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The Situation of Unskilled Workers in the Construction Sector
in Qatar: A Survey Study
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Background: Little is known about domestic violence in Qatar due various
cultural factors. Further, the studies that exist ignore victims’ social and cultural
factors that prevent the victims from seeking help. That is, there are factors
related to family dynamic, gender roles, and culture constraints which make it
difficult for victims of domestic violence form seeking help or protection.
Methods: Data collected from 50 cases of domestic violence in Qatar. The data
were collected via face-to-face interview in-depth interviews with individuals
who experienced various forms of domestic violence in Qatar.
Results: The study found that young married females with low level of
educational attunement were more likely than other women to experienced
domestic violence. Also, most cause of domestic violence started in early
childhood. The predators of domestic violence such as sexual abuse tends to be
a close family members who usually not suspected of such activities.
Conclusions: This study in one of the handful studies in this culturally
conservative culture that explored domestic violence which is considered
a taboo. The social and cultural factors that enable and hinder victims-help
seeking behavior identified in this study needed to be examined further in
another sample. There is a need to do more work on this topic to understand
other factors that facilitate domestic violence in Qatari society. There is no
doubt that conservative gender roles play a major role in perpetuating this issue
in Qatari society.

The study aims to analyze the situation of unskilled laborers, in order to identify
their problems and to make proposals to improve workers conditions. The study
followed the development of presence of foreign workers, as well as analyzing
labor laws, and their conformity with the Convention on International Labor and
with human rights and applied a survey on random sample of 1114 workers in the
construction sector. Interviews were conducted with groups of workers,
and with employers.
The Qatari labor law excludes workers in households, agriculture and grazing,
which needs to be reviewed and modified, with some gaps exploited by the
sponsor such as requiring the transfer of sponsorship with the consent of the
sponsor. The National Commission for Human Rights monitoring reports find
some workers, especially in the areas of construction, drilling and concrete
working under harsh and unsafe conditions, with a lack of adequate health
care. 8563 workers of different nationalities had submitted complaints to the
Department of Labor, with wages arrears the most important of
those complaints.
The sponsorship system eliminates some of the code of labor law, such as the
freedom to move to another job or to travel. Workers may remain in custody for
long periods without being submitted to the court. The interviews showed that
the employers see that the system may need to change, but under an appropriate
mechanism to preserve employers rights.
Survey results showed low wages in the construction sector, workers from Nepal
are on the lowest wages, and most of workers had borrowed to come to Qatar,
low educational levels, poor living conditions, fear of losing their jobs, makes
them accept the excesses. Crowding in the rooms and use of only one toilet,
lack of drinking water and meals at work sites, lack of awareness about labor
laws which exposes them to abuse, whether by the employment offices in their
country or the employers in some cases.
The study recommends to look for alternatives to the sponsorship system.
Reinforce the concepts of human rights in the relationship between the employer
and workers. Improving safety conditions in the workplace.
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Background: For the last two decades, the size of the literature that is based
on the cost-effectiveness (CE) evaluations of pharmaceuticals has only been
increasing, together with increasing sponsorship provided by manufacturing
pharmaceutical industry.
Objective: The current study attempted to analyze the CE literature, in terms of
changing trends overtime as well as the potential influence that industry funding
has on results in the CE evaluations in literature.
Methods: Cancer drug-related literature was chosen as the target population
of this study. Literature analyzed was that falling between 1991 and 2010,
which was further divided into five blocks of 4-year periods for the purpose of
description and analyses. Descriptive statistics and Chi-square tests were used
to perform nonparametric statistics, with a p-value of <0.05 as the significance
measure. Data entry and analyses were performed using SPSS-18.
Results: The size of drug-related cancer CE literature is expanding, with a
significant increase in the publishing in the health science and services type
of journals. The number of CE studies sponsored by both industry and nonprofit institutes has especially been increasing as well (p-value 0.04). The
prospective collection of data peaked at the 1999-2002 duration. The utilization
of retrospective data however, has significantly (p-value 0.02) steadily been
increasing. Interestingly, while paid consultation involvement grew throughout
the years, the declaration of the funding for this involvement has progressively
been lacking (p-value 0.015). Importantly, it seems that financial sponsorship by
an industry is associated with favorable result to the sponsor (p-value 0.01). This
did not exist when non-industry funding was also involved.
Conclusion: This is the first analysis of the pharmacoeconomics literature,
whereby, it demonstrates a clear evolvement of the CE literature in terms of
size and characteristics, together with an increase in financial sponsorship
provided by pharmaceutical industries, which is associated with favorable
results to sponsors.
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This presentation discusses the collection of Qatari child speech data. For a
large project, we are obtaining audio recordings of 1/2-hour spontaneous Arabic
speech produced by 140 Qatari monolingual children in natural settings (e.g.
home and preschools). Fieldworkers produce digital files of the child speech
recordings, and text file transcripts of the recordings. Our data are being
analysed and coded in the CHILDES format.
Baseline Data for Arabic Acquisition with Clinical applications is a threeyear interdisciplinary project in Linguistics and Children’s Health. It is multiinstitutional and international. It is a cross-sectional study of child speech which
involves research on normal conversational interaction produced by native
Arabic-speaking children between the ages of 1 year and 4 months to 3 years and
7 months. The overall goal is to collect extensive new material on five colloquial
Arabic dialects: Qatari, Saudi, Jordanian, Palestinian, and Lebanese.
Specifically, the project aims to achieve four online bilingual Arabic-English
resources: Arabic Child Language Database, Analysis of the Arabic Child
Language Database, Arabic Child Language Norms and Clinical Reference
Materials for Arabic Speech-Language Pathology. The project will fill these
resources with extensive material on five Arabic dialects. It will provide
heretofore nonexistent baseline data on first language acquisition of Arabic,
critically essential for Speech-Language pathologists working with Arabic
children, and for linguists conducting research into the nature of language and
first language acquisition. This is the second year of the project and we are still
in the data collection stage.
The aim is to inform our language acquisition colleagues about the project,
to facilitate cross-germination of ideas at this relatively early stage of our
research. The presentation gives a small taste of the kind of data the Qatar team
is encountering. We first summarize the progress made toward accomplishment
of the aims of the project in Qatar, and problems and difficulties encountered
and how they are being solved. We hope this will be helpful for fellow researchers
who do child language research in the Arab Gulf region.
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Family businesses are considered important drivers of economic growth process
since they are credited for nurturing across generations entrepreneurial talent,
a sense of loyalty to business success, long-term strategic commitment, and
corporate independence. Family firms are often praised for their ability to
nurture a sense of loyalty, long-term strategic vision and commitment, and pride
in family tradition. Family can foster high ethical standards, positive commercial
values, and a sense of responsibility, which can contribute to the transfer of
entrepreneurial skills from one generation to the next. Other advantages include
concern and respect for individuals, and operational flexibility, particularly in
terms of ad hoc business solutions, human resource management, and reward
systems. Although in literature many studies can be found that focuses on family
businesses, none of the study was conducted in Qatar. Using questionnaire
based methodology, this study explored the issues like next generation
development activities and processes to produce successful leaders, hiring and
retaining professional non-family executives, and community, philanthropic and
charitable activities; building social goodwill. Some of the results of this study
are very different from other such studies conducted in western countries.
One such difference is that in western countries after second generation most
of these businesses are either sold or only few of the family members run the
business, while in Qatar family businesses are continuing well into third or even
four generations with most of the family members remaining active in day to
day operations of the business. As there is quite a number of family businesses
operating in Qatar the study brought forth some of the issues that are important
from the point of view of managing family businesses.
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Contemporary Muslim communities, regionally and around the globe, are
facing a defining moment. The post 9/11 incident--as agreed upon by different
researchers--established a new milestone in the contemporary history of Muslim
communities. Crucial questions related to identity, image, misconception and
misjudgment of Islam as a religion and Muslims as part of the human community
flourished in political, religious, economical and cultural literature. The declared
‘war on terror’ shouldn’t be transformed into a war on Islam. As a result of
massive fabrication of Islam as an enemy of civilized society as intensified
in western media. Islam has become an issue in America. Islamophobia has
emerged as an ideology that threatens the tradition of tolerance.
Mosques are undoubtedly the most clear physical representation of Islam
as a religion, principles and values. Basically, the mosque is an ideological
manifestation in space, time and matter. This paper will examine the architecture
and urban status of contemporary mosques in selected contexts with the
Arab and Western communities. The paper claims that formerly powerful
and dominating image of the mosque is currently subjected to accelerating
resistance and rejection. Numerous incidents around the world have shown
clearly the volume of such new phenomenon. Ideological conflicts which have
emerged after 9/11 and the declared war against terrorism, paved the way for a
new perception of Islam and many of its related symbols and icons. The mosque
is no exception in this newly constructed western perception which, as many
researchers argue, is based on fear.
The paper invites Muslim and non-Muslim architects and planners to transcend
the typical mosque prototype extensively scattered around the globe. A move
from exclusive to inclusive spatial composition of the mosque is urgently
needed. Mosques can be designed as part of a global network of social, cultural
and spiritual activities inserted within and blended with global cities and towns.
Hence, mosque design could seek creative and innovative solutions by which its
form, spatial order, functional components, transparency, and communicated
meaning can holistically contribute to diminish the swiftly accelerating
Mosquephobia.
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The pressing challenge of being in a creativity economy paradigm means that
many cities are now looking for ways to be creative not only through their
components, but also with their management and development procedures.
Creativity and innovation are currently seen as the most important aspects
of development. The paper will analyze the shift over the past decade which
reveals how numerous cities view creativity as an essential vehicle to survive
in the globalized world today. It will use Doha as a case study with a specific
interest in its emerging cultural facilities and museums. The necessity of
creative cities in the Middle East was not scientifically or intellectually explored.
This paper is an attempt to fill the academic and research gap in implementing
the creative city principles within a Middle Eastern context and particularly
in Doha. The process of constructing Middle Eastern creative cities should be
shifted from focusing on creating isolated and separate creativity centers to
a process by which creative networks are established and shared by different
sectors of the community. The paper will also argue that creative cities should
be perceived as the opportunity for new sustainable growth and prosperity in
the global knowledge-based economy. Two museums in Doha will be analyzed
as case studies for establishing the concept of creative city. The role of cultural
facilities and museums in Qatar’s plan for development will be explored. The two
museums are the Museum of Islamic art and Qatar National Museum. Both are
carefully integrated in the Doha city, rather than set apart in an isolated location.
The paper will argue that Doha’s new identity as a creative city is fundamentally
substantiated by the creation and building of such museums. It will illustrate
the role of the two museums in the coming development and social paradigms
which Qatar will experience in the coming decades. The paper will conclude
with a comprehensive model illustrating how museums can be a catalyst for
development in contemporary creative city like Doha.
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Human trafficking is arguably the fastest growing criminal industry in the world.
An estimated 2.5 million people are victims of human trafficking each year.
Despite this prevalence, evidence suggested low awareness and understanding
in Qatar of what constitutes human trafficking and its occurrence at a local
level. Prior to launching an awareness campaign and capacity building programs,
QFCHT deemed it important to identify local attitudes and perceptions about
human trafficking.
This paper aims to gauge current awareness and understanding of human
trafficking among Qatar residents and to identify community misunderstandings
and knowledge gaps.
This quantitative research consisted of a total of 426 face-to-face intercept
interviews (in Arabic and English) with a stratified random sample of Qatar
residents. Quotas were set according to four nationality groups so that
demographic comparisons could be made. Interviews were conducted by 20
volunteers and QFCHT staff throughout July and August 2011. All interviewers
underwent an extensive briefing by a qualified market research consultant and a
quality audit was conducted on 10% of completed surveys.
The results of this research confirm there is limited awareness and recognition
in Qatar of the overall concept of human trafficking. However, in general after
being provided with a definition, respondents accurately reflected that the
categories of people most affected by human trafficking in Qatar are domestic
workers and labourers. Almost half (48%) of respondents did not know which
organisations in Qatar provided services to victims.
A significant proportion of Qatar residents interviewed had a limited
understanding of the meaning behind the term human trafficking. The findings
indicate a further need to build the awareness among residents of Qatar of
the types of human trafficking occurrences and ways to combat them. Human
trafficking promotional campaigns need to focus on targeting nationalities
where understanding is at its lowest and on issues specific to the categories
of people most affected in Qatar. Campaigns should also focus on increasing
awareness of support services available to victims such as the services offered
by the QFCHT. Recommendations are included in the research report.
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Foodborne illness continues to cause significant morbidity and mortality
both nationally and internationally. Protecting the human host from exposure
to foodborne pathogens and reducing the incidence of foodborne illness are
the central goals of established national food safety intervention program.
Foodborne illness is a reportable disease in the State of Qatar. Protecting the
food supply from the microbial risk of known foodborne pathogens is critical to
national food security; particularly in the State of Qatar where the population
has a high level of dependence on imported food.
There are many surveillance activities utilized by local public health officials
targeted at mitigating the risk associated with foodborne illness and improving
food security. A risk based method of sampling high risk ready to eat foods in
the State of Qatar is one such activity to monitor the distribution and incidence
of hygiene indicators and pathogens in our food supply. Three common retail
hypermarkets were chosen with high risk ready to eat foods items identified for
inclusion in the study
The aims of this paper are ;-To perform baseline surveillance of Ready to Eat
Foods at the retail level in the State of Qatar. To identify ready to eat foods
(RTE) which may pose a greater risk to the population in acquiring foodborne
illness. To determine if gaps exist in the food safety surveillance system related
to public health and hygiene.
Sample collection was conducted at three retail hypermarkets in the State of
Qatar over a one year period. The laboratory will utilize a variety of
wet laboratory
procedures - pre-enrichment, enrichment, selective
isolation and confirmatory microbiological procedures according to the National
Health Authority Central Laboratories-Microbiological Analytical Manual-1st
Ed., 2008 on all food samples analyzed. All samples analyzed by the Central Food
Laboratory were done in duplicate.
There are no significant common foodborne pathogens infecting High Risk Ready
to Eat foods from identified retail hypermarkets in the State of Qatar(E. coli
0157:H7, B. cereus, Staphylococcus aureus, Clostridium perfringens, Salmonella
spp., Listeria monocytogenes, Vibrio parahaemolyticus).

Measuring Entrepreneurial Potential in Students at The
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The state of Qatar has embarked upon an unprecedented period of investment
in human, social, economic and environmental development in line with its Qatar
Vision 2030 plan. With significant investments in support of the Small and
Medium Enterprise Sector, Qatar is making impressive gains towards building
a knowledge economy. The College of the North Atlantic-Qatar (CNA-Q) has
developed its own Strategic Plan in line with the State’s to ensure that the
college is providing the best service to Qatar and its people. Within CNA-Q’s
School of Business Studies, the Entrepreneurial Center (EC) was created to
assist with the planning and development of small businesses.
In order to better understand the requirements of budding entrepreneurs
at CNA-Q, a research project was initiated to measure the Entrepreneurial
Potential (EP) of students based on their attitudes towards entrepreneurship
and the constituent elements of achievement, personal control, creativity,
leadership, intuition and risk taking. The project also gathered data about
gender, sponsorship, age, program-of-study, country of citizenship, postgraduate intentions and extra-curricular activities in order to understand any
demographic or behavioral characteristics that may be important.
In this cross-sectional, quantitative study, a sample of over 400 diverse students
from various faculties at CNA-Q was surveyed. Results showed that students at
CNA-Q register relatively high EP in general but lower in the areas of intuition
and personal control. There were differences observed in various groups as
well. Non-sponsored students scored higher in EP than sponsored students,
male students scored higher than female students and business & information
technology students scored higher than average. Students who participate
in extra-curricular activities scored higher than those who do not and a large
percentage of students intend to continue their education while very few intend
to start their own businesses after graduation.
The results indicate that if CNA-Q wants to increase EP in students, among
other things, the school needs to adapt curriculum to improve students’ intuition
and personal control as well as encourage students to take part in more extracurricular activities. CNA-Q should also pursue further research to better
understand why so few students have entrepreneurial intentions.

There is a statistical difference in levels of hygiene indicators
(Enterobacteriaceae, SPC) by retail store location.
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Background: Appreciative Inquiry (AI) is a strengths-based approach that
focuses on exploring participants’ core values and peak experiences. In
AI, interviews are used to extract positive elements that can be applied to
the current situation. The literature indicates that using AI approaches in
the classroom leads to enhanced student engagement, participation and
achievement. This study is an ongoing exploration of the efficacy of the AI
approach in enhancing student learning with high intermediate language learners
at the College of the North Atlantic-Qatar
Objectives:
1. Move students from the common deficit-based, teacher-dependent, mind-set
to a more self-reliant approach focused on using their strengths to learn more
effectively.
2. Use a positive discourse to foster improved student attitudes, increased
interaction between students and increased student engagement with
their learning.
Methods:
A case study where participants use the following AI process:
1. Discovery- a structured interview with a partner to explore their best learning
experiences.
2. Dream- share their partner’s stories (and their own vision of an ideal class or
college) with the group and extracted meaningful patterns or themes.
3.Design— Use the data from part 2, to develop an individual plan to maximize
their learning and promulgate a series of agreements governing group behavior.
4. Destiny- Changes from step 3 are implemented.
II. Participants give feedback on the AI approach.

Throughout the Ummah, fertility levels are dropping dramatically for many
countries and sub-national populations--and traditional marriage patterns and
living arrangements are undergoing tremendous change.
There remains a widely perceived notion that “Muslim” societies are especially
resistant to embarking upon the path of demographic/familial change that has
transformed “more developed” areas (UN terminology). But such notions are
utterly uninformed by the important new demographic realities that reflect
today’s life patterns within the Islamic world. Indeed: the plain fact today is
that the most momentous fertility declines ever witnessed, in both magnitude
and tempo, are today being registered in Muslim-majority societies. Changes
in family formation patterns, likewise, are occurring faster and at much lower
income levels in parts of the Muslim world than were recorded in the past in nowaffluent Western societies.
This study will outline, analyze and assess the dimensions, determinants and
implications of the profound fertility declines and revolutionary changes in
family life now evident within the Ummah, focusing special attention on the Arab
world, utilizing data from DHS surveys, national censuses, and international
demographic and social science databases (including the World Values Survey).
Applying demographic tools and also what might be called “strategic
demographics” to the analysis of changes in patterns of fertility and family
formation in the Islamic world will enhance understanding of society, economy,
politics, and future development prospects for these peoples and states. This is
a neglected area of research inquiry, but it is nevertheless of vital importance to
understanding these societies and their futures.

Results: All students showed renewed commitment and enthusiasm for the
class. In general, the AI approach resulted in increased quality and quantity of
participation, increased attendance and overall a more positive attitude from
students. Participants reported that the process made them feel more positive,
confident and interested in learning. These results are consistent with the
facilitator’s observations and the results reported in the literature.
Conclusions: Given the small, non-random sample of participants this study
cannot be said to be generalizable to EFL students in Qatar. However, given the
positive results experienced by the investigator and the students involved. It
would be useful to do a large-scale study comparing the attitudes and results of
students taught using a traditional approach with those of a group taught using
an AI approach.
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The escalating frequency and intensity of natural disasters exacerbated by
conflict and global challenges are increasing the need for humanitarian aid and
having a dramatic impact on human and economic costs. In 2010 alone, 263
million people were devastated by natural disasters with experts predicting
this number potentially increasing to 375 million people by 2015. Although
there are 600,000 active aid workers worldwide, there are critical gaps in the
industry’s capacity to conduct research, effective knowledge management, and
standardized training and accreditation.
Using a holistic, inter-disciplinary, human centered design methodology the
Qatar Shelter Initiative (QSI) focused on uncovering the systemic challenges
that reduce the effectiveness and efficiency of disaster relief, especially
related to shelter. Through field site visits to Haiti and Indonesia, literature
reviews, surveys, focus groups and individual interviews, key bottlenecks were
identified including lack of research that bridges the gap between emergency
shelter and permanent shelter, the treatment of shelter needs as a technical
issue only, technical experts and volunteers that are not familiar with disasters,
no standardization of formal training for humanitarian aid professionals, no
regulatory body to determine who or what organization is qualified to execute
shelter programs, lack of retention and disseminated institutional knowledge
within the disaster response sector, and organizations that do have shelter as a
core competency but conduct shelter because of the dire need.
The study has resulted is a multi-faceted approach to creating and managing
knowledge to support the international disaster response community
in developing culturally appropriate solutions for the reconstruction of
communities that address short, intermediate and long-term needs, designing
and effective virtual community-based knowledge management solution that
provides immediate and relevant access to information for those sourcing
information in the disaster management field, and developing specific programs
for knowledge transfer linking the in-depth knowledge of a few experienced
practitioners to the influx of a large cadre of new volunteers.
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Understanding health statistics in graphical or numerical format is essential for
evidence-based medical decision making. It has been reported repeatedly that
physicians, medical students, and patients perform poorly when interpreting
those kinds of information. With the current research we started to decompose
skills and competencies needed for interpreting complex medical graphs.
We invited students at Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar to fill in a
questionnaire on www.SurveyMonkey.com that contained three visual medical
tasks and one well-investigated complex diagrammatic reasoning task
from economics.
We expected that students’ performance would improve with years at the
medical college for medical tasks, but not necessarily for an unrelated
diagrammatic reasoning task.
85 students (between 8 and 19 students per class) participated in this research.
For the diagrammatic reasoning task, students performed as poorly as reported
in the literature and there was no statistically significant difference between
pre-medical and medical students. In contrast, medical students outperformed
pre-medical students for a gastrointestinal anatomy test and for two general
surgery tasks on steps and structures associated with cholecystectomy.
These results replicate findings of low performance for interpreting complex
graphs. At the same time, medical education seems to foster students’
understanding of simple graphs in their domain and might prepare them for
understanding more complex graphs in that domain. Currently, we are working
on extending our research to decompose students’, physicians’, and patients’
understanding of survival curves as complex graphs in the medical domain
needed for evidence-based medical decision making.

The study is a collaboration of Design Zone/QSTP; Qatar Red Crescent;
Virginia Commonwealth University and Qatar University. Habitat for Humanity
International and the International Federation of Red Cross Red Crescent
Societies are also supporting this initiative through contributing their expertise.
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The status of women in the Middle East has always been a a controversial issue,
but there does not seem to have been quantitative studies of how the political
and religious attitudes reflect on the presentation of women in the Arabic media.
The current study examines the way women are presented in two websites of
general circulation with the purpose of unearthing the linguistic connections of
“woman” in liberal versus politico-Islamic discourse.
The study uses computational and corpus linguistics techniques to investigate a
corpus of 40 million words extracted from the political Islamic website
http://www.ikhwanonline.com and the liberal website www.almasry-alyoum.com
in search for the collocates of the word “woman” in all its possible morphological
representations. Due to the morphological richness of Arabic, the words were
first stemmed, i.e. all the clitics were removed from the words, before all
words within the range of 5 words before and after “woman” were subjected to
collocational analysis using a combination of pointwise mutual information and
raw frequency counts as a measure of association. The top 100 stems in each
corpus source were selected for comparison.
The results of the study give a strong support to the conclusion that liberal and
Islamic websites treat women differently. While the liberals stress political
participation, rights, and work equality, the Islamists stress home, marriage,
pregnancy and children. While the results are not new in the sense that this may
sound like common knowledge, the study provides quantitative analysis and
proof of the results.
We have provided quantitative analysis of large amounts of data in the study of
a linguistic and humanities filed, an area that is still lacking in Arabic linguistic
research. We hope to augment this with qualitative research in the future over
the same data sets.

Media Learners’ Trends toward Language Training Materials
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at The Undergraduate Level and Their Impact on Shaping
Their Perception of the Arab Identity: A Comparative
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Departments in Public and Private Educational Institutions in
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Background: The problem with the study lies in answering a series of scientific questions and
assumptions that can be raised within the context of the following research question: “What is
the nature and limits of interest of academic qualification institutions in the Arabic language, as
compared to English, in educational courses offered by them at the undergraduate level - as this is
the primary stage that interest in Arabic and oral presentation skills can be stressed, as compared
to post-graduate education - and also because this stage is considered the main provider of staff
for media institutions, including print and electronic newspapers , radio and television as well as
advertising and public relations firms; what is the impact of teaching in English on young people’s
understanding of the nature and importance of the concept of Arab identity, which they only hold
its surface morphological features?; what are the intermediate variables affecting the students’
attitudes toward the adequacy and effectiveness of these subjects in shaping their linguistic
capabilities? “
Main objective of the study: To contribute to spurring the interest of media academic qualification
institutions in the Arabic language and oral presentation skills through monitoring the nature and
extent of current interest in these subjects and to identify students’ trends toward the language
training materials they take.
Study methodology: An interpretative descriptive approach using surveys: to describe and analyze
the educational curricula and learning plans for students learning at the media departments and
faculties in Egypt, Jordan and Qatar. Also, this approach – with its two components - was used to
monitor and measure students’ trends towards the linguistic qualification materials they take and
the nature and adequacy of these subjects in qualifying them linguistically.
Comparative approach: has been used to conduct quantitative and qualitative comparisons between
the nature and number of hours devoted in study plans for media students for both Arabic and English
languages in various social contexts and in Arabic and English public and private educational systems.
Results of the study: 1 - There is a growing interest in English on the part of media departments and
faculties, much greater than their interest in Arabic, especially in private universities.
2 – Generally, there is weakness and lack of harmonization in language training materials for media
students.
3 - Students tend to have much more interest in language training materials in English than in Arabic.
4 - Students have stressed that the language training materials they take, especially those in
Arabic, are not adequate to qualify them properly in terms of language capabilities, and that the
style and method in which they are taught are isolated from the language of the media, which should
be corrected in order to maximize the benefits of offering language training courses.
5 – Students in different places of study and in different academic specialization had
different attitudes towards language training materials.
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Image of Qatar Charity as a Model of Humanitarian
Association in the Era of Arab Revolution
Ashraf Galal Hassan Mohamed Bayoumy
Qatar Charity, Doha, Qatar
abayoumy@qcharity.org;ashrafgalall@yahoo.com

اتجاهات دارسي اإلعالم نحو مواد التأهيل اللغوي في مرحلة البكالوريوس وأثرها علي
تشكيل مفهومهم للهوية العربية دراسة مورفولوجية ميدانية مقارنة على كليات
وأقسام اإلعالم الحكومية والخاصة في األردن ومصر وقطر

Author
Institution
e mail

المؤلف
المؤسسة
البريد اإللكتروني

Background: Qatar Charity is seeking to develop and upgrade its communication
strategy not only in Qatar but, all over the world especially at the era of the
Arab revolution (Tunisia- Egypt - Syria- Yemen- Libya). The role of Qatar Charity
in relief activities presented a model of how the humanitarian organization is
supposed to be. This requires knowing the features of the current image. So,
this research examined the image of Qatar charity among the Qatari society and
how the Qatari public, residents and beneficiaries perceive the organization.
In addition the study evaluated the perception and image of Qatar Charity for
the beneficiaries in Asia, Africa and Europe. The study is trying to answer the
following questions:
What communication tools are frequently used? What are the main components
of communication strategy? What about the situational analysis of this
communication strategy? (Strengths - weaknesses - opportunities).
Objective: The study seeks to enhance the efforts to reshape and reposition
Qatar charity as a model of NGO worldwide.
Method: The study will be descriptive with data gathered via a questionnaire
aimed for all groups in the Qatari society and external sectors that we are
serving. We will depend on 800 random sample respondents as follows:
250 in Qatar and 550 outside Qatar as follows:
150 Africa sector
150 Asia sector
250 Europe sector.

أشرف جالل حسن محمد بيومي
جمعية قطر الخيرية ،الدوحة ،قطر

abayoumy@qcharity.org
الخلفية :
تتمثل مشكلة الدراسة فى اإلجابة على مجموعة من التساؤالت والفروض العلمية التى يمكن
طرحها فى إطار السؤال البحثى التالى “ :ما طبيعة وحدود اهتمام جهات التأهيل األكاديمي
باللغة العربية مقارنة باإلنجليزية فى المقررات الدراسية التى تقدمها على مستوى مرحلة
البكالوريوس -باعتبار أن هذه هى المرحلة األساسية التى يمكن فيها االهتمام باللغة العربية
واإللقاء أكثر من مرحلة الدراسات العليا ، -وكذلك باعتبار أن هذه المرحلة تعد الرافد األساسي
للمؤسسات اإلعالمية من صحف مطبوعة وإلكترونية وإذاعة وتليفزيون ومؤسسات إعالن وعالقات
عامة  ،وما أثر التدريس باللغة االنجليزية علي ادراك الشباب لطبيعة واهمية مفهوم الهوية
العربية التي يحملون مالمحها الشكلية فقط وما المتغيرات الوسيطة المؤثرة فى اتجاهات الطالب
نحو مدي كفاية هذه المواد وفاعليتها في تشكيل قدرتهم اللغوية ؟”
الهدف الرئيسي للدراسة :
المساهمة فى تفعيل اهتمام جهات التأهيل األكاديمى اإلعالمى باللغة العربية واإللقاء من خالل
رصد طبيعة ومدى االهتمام الحالى بهذه المواد وتحديد اتجاهات الطالب نحو مواد التأهيل اللغوي
التى يدرسونها .
منهج الدراسة :
المنهج الوصفي التفسيري باستخدام المسح  :لوصف وتحليل الخطط الدراسية لطالب أقسام
وكليات اإلعالم بكل من األردن ومصر قطر  .وكذلك تم استخدام هذا المنهج بشقيه لرصد وقياس
اتجاهات الطالب نحو مواد التأهيل اللغوي التى يدرسونها وطبيعة ومدى كفايتها فى تأهيلهم
لغويًا .
المنهج المقارن  :وتم استخدامه إلجراء مقارنات كمية وكيفية بين طبيعة وعدد الساعات
المخصصة للخطط الدراسية لطالب اإلعالم فى مجتمعات مختلفة فيما بين اللغتين العربية
واإلنجليزية فى سياقات اجتماعية مختلفة و نظم تعليمية حكومية وخاصة عربية وانجليزية.
نتائج الدراسة:
 -1هناك اهتمام متزايد من جانب كليات وأقسام اإلعالم باللغة اإلنجليزية بشكل أكبر بكثير من
اللغة العربية وخاصة فى الجامعات الخاصة .
 -2هناك ضعف عام وعدم مواءمة فى مواد التأهيل اللغوي لطالب اإلعالم
 -3يميل الطالب لالهتمام بشكل أكبر بمواد التأهيل اللغوي باللغة اإلنجليزية أكثر من العربية .
 -4أكد الطالب أن مواد التأهيل اللغوي وخاصة العربية التى يأخذونها غير كافية لتأهيلهم
بشكل سليم من الناحية اللغوية  ،كما أن أسلوب وطريقة تدريسها تتم بمعزل عن لغة اإلعالم
وهو ما ينبغى تدراكه حيث يتم تعظيم فوائد االستفادة من طرح مقررات التأهيل اللغوي
 -5اختلفت اتجاهات الطالب نحو مواد التأهيل اللغوي باختالف األماكن التى يدرسون بها و باختالف
تخصصهم الدراسى .
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An Initial Action Research Investigation into the
Effectiveness of Technology in Improving the Teaching and
Learning of English Language in Qatar
Author
Institutions
e mail

Mohammad Manasreh
Omar Bin Al-Khattab Educational Complex for Boys,
Supreme Education Council, Doha, Qatar
almanasrah@yahoo.com
Qatar is a Gulf state undergoing a sweeping educational reform where
educational development is linked to ICT and the English language. ICT is
promoted to upskill the future generation or the “digital natives”. English is seen
as a key to a myriad of doors and a passport to a world class education. In all
public schools, English is a compulsory subject taught from grade one where
learners are exposed to English for more than 500 teaching hours every year. It is
also the medium of instruction for maths and science.
The purpose of my year-long study was to investigate the effectiveness of ICT in
supporting the learning and teaching of English language in the Qatari context.
It was guided by the critical paradigm and employed action research as the
investigative methodology. The initial data collection process was carried out
through a survey instrument. More than 200 students answered questions about
their attitudes, perceived values, current uses and issues with ICT. The findings
of the study have identified a number of challenges. One of which is the minimal
support that ICT is providing to the teaching of the listening skill.
An intervention programme was later designed in a form of a webquest lesson
based on CLIL (content and language integrated learning) and informed by
the survey findings, student’ voices and previous research in the field. After
that, the intervention programme was trialed with two classes (n=50) and
evaluated by qualitative (classroom observations) and quantitative instruments
(questionnaires). Evidence from the evaluation data showed that ICT has the
potential to support the teaching and learning of English language through its
positive impact on autonomy and motivation. The results also revealed that
teachers have limited knowledge of the potential of ICT and they could play an
indirect role in impeding its use.

Islamic Perspective of Leadership Correlating Leadership
Qualities of Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) as Dominant and Role
Model to Change Environment of 21st Century Particularly in
Islamic and Arab Countries
Author
Institution
e mail

Abdul Aziz Khan
Qatar Armed Forces, Doha, Qatar
cdreaziz@yahoo.com
1. The life of the Holy Prophet (PBUH) is an eternal source of guidance and
inspiration for all humanity in general and Muslims in particular, which provides
us with a role model to be eulogized. Luckily, the minutest details about the
life, conduct and behavior of the Holy Prophet (PBUH) are preserved with the
maximum possible degree of exactitude. However, writing a paper with a focus
on Prophet’s (PBUH) acumen on Statesmanship and Leadership is a challenging
task as there is no dearth of scholarly works on the moral, spiritual and social
areas of the life of the Holy Prophet (PBUH).
2. The Prophet (PBUH), during his stay at Madina, acted as the Head of the
State, judge, chief administrator, military commander, and educator etc. His
experiences in solving problems and difficulties of the citizens covering
diverse spheres of the society can be easily copied to sort out governance and
administration problems presently faced by the world in general and Islamic
countries in particular. In addition, the application of his immense leadership
qualities conform to the present change environment needs of 21st century. His
quality can be derived from the principles of military tactics and strategy, which
he followed for countering subversion, treachery, aggression and invasion, and
the training of men in arms and the art of warfare, which were necessary for the
ultimate defeat of the enemy.
3. It is time perhaps that we study afresh the superb leadership and
statesmanship exhibited by the Holy Prophet (PBUH) depicted under difficult
conditions. This will help us to draw appropriate lessons for application in
existing change environments need of 21st century particularly for strict
adherence of Islamic countries. This paper is a humble attempt towards
that direction.

This study has shown how action research, as a self-reflective inquiry,
could broaden our understanding of the role of ICT in language classes. The
study concluded that ICT-supported teaching of English in Qatar should be
accompanied by a positive ICT culture, reflective research, proper staff training,
teacher networking and supportive educational leadership.
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Villaggio and Culture Change: An Ethnographic Analysis
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Amani Ahmed, Safaa Al-Ejji
Qatar University, Doha, Qatar
200669307@qu.edu.qa
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Ahmed Khalif Osman Warfa
Georgetown University School of Foreign Service in Qatar, Doha, Qatar
Akw29@georgetown.edu

While the traditional urban spatial geography of khaleeji residential patterns has
been in flux for much of the past century, the vast infrastructural modernization
plans and urban development schemes characteristic of the last decade in Doha
have significantly reconfigured the social geography of urban life in the city.
Overall, this research made use of a diverse set of qualitative, ethnographic
methods as a pathway to exploring the impact of Villaggio Mall upon Qatar
and its diverse peoples. The project connects with ongoing research, set in a
variety of other non-western societies that continue to evaluate the impact
of consumer culture in new settings. This project represents the first attempt
to ethnographically gauge these impacts in the context of the contemporary
khaleej societies.

Background: A recent survey by the World Bank puts Kenya as the secondhighest recipient of inward remittance in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), contributing
5.7 percent to the country’s GDP. The Gulf Cooperation Countries are becoming
a favored destination for migrants, including those from SSA. The existing
literature does not adequately examine the impact of remittance, and of
migration, on migrants and their families. To our knowledge, this is the first
exploratory survey of migrants from Kenya in the Gulf region.

This research used qualitative research methods including numerous interviews
with families residing in the neighborhoods proximate to Villaggio Mall. The
researcher also conducted a survey to explore the population’s attitudes towards
the phenomenon of malls, 100 people responded to the survey questions.

by migrants from Sub-Saharan Africa.

The research team frequently visited the Villaggio Mall to take photographs
of the layout and stores of the shopping mall, and of people in the mall. For the
latter photographs, permission was taken from all subjects clearly identifiable
in the photographs. The research team used this collection of photographs
to discern a set of key themes that resonate with existing social and cultural
research concerning shopping malls in other parts of the world.
This study showed changes in the patterns of behavior and the daily activities
of the population, especially those who live near these malls (eating habits,
times of sleep, and relationships both within the household and within the
neighborhood). With the presence of this supermall, home visits between
families become less frequent. The findings of this study reveal the depth of
the social and cultural changes experienced by traditional society of the city of
Doha as a result of globalization. This study seeks to take a first step toward
enhancing our scientific knowledge in the fields of globalization and consumer
culture.
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Sub-Saharan Africans in the Gulf Countries: An Exploratory
Survey of Kenyan Migrants in Qatar

Objectives: This research attempts to track migration and remittance trends
between Qatar and Kenya that would enable policy-makers and researchers
to monitor the impact of remittance on the local economy. It also serves as a
valuable introduction that enhances our understanding of the challenges faced
Methods : Original data from 52 male migrants were collected between June and
December 2010. The survey covered the following issues: health, demographics,
education, income, expenditure and remittance.
Results: The median Kenyan migrant has the following profile: male, 29 years
of age, single, possesses some degree of college education, has been in Qatar
for 1.4 years, works 9 hours a day, 6 days a week, earning US$ 3945 per year of
which over half is remitted back home to his parents. The migrant has limited
savings, rendering him unsatisfied. Most of the migrants surveyed intended to
use their saving for further education or start a business enterprise. They also
expressed concerns about a mismatch between the skill sets they had and the
jobs obtained in Qatar.
Conclusions: This study raises pertinent questions that require a deeper
analysis: Is it possible to match the migrants with jobs that they have trained
for to reduce underemployment? How can migrants improve their savings? Our
findings suggest that remittance and savings amongst Kenyan migrants help
in capital accumulation and could contribute to the economic development in
Kenya. Hence, there is a need for policy makers to work with Kenyan migrants, to
enable them to achieve their financial goals.
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SERVQUAL Scale Adaptation to the Admission and
Registration Services in Qatar University
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Aljazzi Hamad Fetais, Mohammed Nishat Faisal
Qatar University, Doha, Qatar
aljazzi@gmail.com
Higher education sector is one of the fundamental and energetic fields in
any developing country. It had become a very competitive one as a result of
globalization and increase in the demand for education. Thus, most, if not
all universities are competing to level up among others and provide high
quality services. The objective of this study is to propose an adaptation of the
SERVQUAL scale’s generic questionnaire for the Admission and Registration
services at Qatar University. This paper is aimed to assess the quality of the
services provided through SERVQUAL. SERVQUAL is a method that assesses
client satisfaction as a result of the difference between expectation and
the performance obtained. The main aim is to adopt the SERVQUAL scale to
Admission and Registration service activity and to present the results of its
application.
The SERVQUAL generic questionnaire was adapted to the characteristics of
admission and registration services at Qatar University. It was then applied
to students at Qatar University. After applying the questionnaire, data were
tabulated and interpreted. The adapted SERVQUAL questionnaire was used in
the study to measure the five gaps in the service quality model, and the main
results were presented through analysis of data in each dimension.
This study resulted in identifying the most serious dimension that needs
attention and work, in order to reach customers’ satisfaction.

Insurance Policy Based on Islamic Waqf and Small Enterprise
Development
Author
Institution
e mail

Hadeel Ali Radwan
Qatar Petroleum, Doha, Qatar
hadeelradwan@yahoo.com
This research aims to develop a new economic policy of insurance with a new Islamic
template that relies on waqf in order to revive Islamic concepts, and activate their
role in global economic policies, showing Islamic economic system’s ability to interact
with both the economic and social developments, and its ability to achieve high
competitiveness with global institutions, by having additional positive features on
the humanitarian side, social side and others. In greater detail, this research seeks to
achieve several goals, namely:
First: avoiding of the prohibition inflicted on commercial insurance in Islamic
jurisprudence and law, and obtaining services that are compatible with Islamic law,
with what that entails of effects on the Muslim’s life.
Second: avoiding the suspicions brought about by the Islamic mutual (takaful)
insurance as it stands now.
Third: surpassing both insurances (commercial & mutual) in the role this insurance
is developing small project economics, by providing free-of-charge services or for
nominal fees to the owners of small enterprises thus gravely affecting the economy
and the income level.
Fourth: exploring the possibility of applying this type of insurance in the State
of Qatar (a study on Qatari laws), giving a preliminary design for the proposed
endowment insurance company in terms of laws, activities and the distribution of
money.
Through this research we will look into:
First: the need for insurance in countries in general, and in Muslim countries in
particular.
Second: reasons for the inviolability of the commercial insurance.
Third: doubts and objections from scholars on Islamic mutual (takaful) insurance.
Fourth: the core of the endowment insurance and how it overcomes the problems of
the two latter insurances.
Fifth: How to guide insurance surplus in endowment insurance proposal towards small
business owners, and the impact of that on the achievement of social justice and
economic and social development.
Sixth: how can the endowment insurance institution be created within the laws and
regulations in the State of Qatar (an example).
Seventh: a projection for the endowment insurance in terms of labor regulations and
the laws, in comparison to an insurance institution to a similar endowment institute
that was established in South Africa, giving scholarly solutions to objections that we
faced, and how can they be developed to serve the social/economic issues.
And finally: despite the novelty of this proposal, it directs scientists’ and researchers’
energy towards working on the development of economic, social & other policies,
where various Islamic concepts (such as endowment, recompense, zakat, and kharaj
etc…) play a role in human development on all levels, thus showing the greatness of
Islamic regime which has been created to suit every time and place.
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سياسة التأمين على أساس الوقف و تنمية المشروعات الصغيرة
المؤلف هديل علي رضوان
المؤسسة قطر للبترول ،الدوحة ،قطر

البريد اإللكتروني hadeelradwan@yahoo.com
يهدف البحث إلى تطوير سياسة إقتصادية جديدة للتأمين وذلك بقالب إسالمي جديد يعتمد على الوقف
بغرض إحياء مفاهيم إسالمية ،وتفعيل دورها في السياسات االقتصادية العالمية ،مما يظهر قدرة النظام
االقتصادي اإلسالمي على التفاعل مع كل المستجدات االقتصادية واالجتماعية ،وقدرته على تحقيق تنافسية
عالية مع المؤسسات العالمية ،وذلك بحملها ثمار إيجابية إضافية على الجانب اإلنساني واإلجتماعي وغيرها،
وبتفصيل أكبر فإن هذا البحث يسعى لتحقيق غايات عديدة وهي:
أوالً :تجنب التحريم الذي يلحق بالتأمين التجاري في فقه الشريعة والحصول على خدمات تأمين تتوافق
والشريعة اإلسالمية ،وما لذلك من أثر على حياة المسلم في الدارين.
ثانيًا :تجنب الشبهات التي وقع فيها التأمين التكافلي اإلسالمي بصورته الحالية.
ثالثًا :التفوق على كل من التأمينين (التجاري والتكافلي) في دور هذا التأمين في تطوير إقتصاديات
المشاريع الصغيرة ،وذلك بتقديم خدمات تأمينية رمزية أو مجانية ألصحاب المشروعات الصغيرة وماله أبلغ
األثر على عجلة اإلقتصاد ومستوى الدخل العام.
رابعًا :بحث إمكانية تطبيق هذا النوع من التأمين في دولة قطر (دراسة على القوانين القطرية) ،مع إعطاء
تصميم مبدئي لشركة التأمين الوقفي المقترحة من حيث القوانين والنشاطات وتوزيع المال فيها.
ومن خالل هذا البحث سنتطرق إلى:
أوالً :مدى الحاجة للتأمين في الدول بشكل عام ،والدولة المسلمة بشكل خاص.
ثانيًا :أسباب حرمة التأمين التجاري.
ثالثًا :الشبهات واإلعتراضات الواردة من الفقهاء على التأمين التكافلي اإلسالمي.
رابعًا :ماهية التأمين الوقفي وكيف يتغلب على مشاكل كل من التأمينين السابقين.
خامسًا :كيف يتم توجيه الفائض التأميني في التأمين الوقفي المقترح باتجاه أصحاب المشروعات
الصغيرة ،وما أثر ذلك على تحقيق العدالة اإلجتماعية والتنمية االقتصادية االجتماعية.
سادسًا :كيف يمكن إنشاء مؤسسة التأمين الوقفية ضمن القوانين واألنظمة المعمول بها في دولة قطر
(مثاال)
سابعًا :تصور لمؤسسة التأمين الوقفية من حيث األنظمة والقوانين وميكانيكية العمل ،بالمقارنة مع
مؤسسة تأمين
لمؤسسة وقفية مشابهة تم إنشاؤها في جنوب إفريقيا ،وإعطاء حلول فقهية لإلعتراضات التي واجهت
هذه المؤسسة ،وكيف يمكن تطويرها لخدمة قضايا إجتماعية /اقتصادية.
وختامًا :فإنه ورغم الجدة التي يتمتع بها هذا المقترح ،إلى أنه يوجه طاقة العلماء والباحثين للعمل على
تطوير
سياسات اقتصادية ،وإجتماعية وغيرها ،بحيث يفعل فيها المفاهيم اإلسالمية المختلفة (كالوقف والحسبة،
والزكاة ،والخراج ....وغيرها) لتلعب دورًا فاع ً
ال في التطور اإلنساني على كافة األصعدة ،تظهر عظمة النظام
اإلسالمي الذي خلق ليناسب كل زمان ومكان.
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From Orality to Image: Traditional Qatari Narratives and the
Visual Media
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Patty Gibbons, Al Hussein Wanas, Jesse Ulmer
Virginia Commonwealth University, Doha, Qatar
ppaine@qatar.vcu.edu
From Orality to Image: Traditional Qatari Narratives and the Visual Media is a
UREP project whose aim is to preserve and re-present traditional Qatari culture
by adapting cross-generational oral narratives into text and graphic form. We
are using traditional Qatari oral folk tales as the basis of a series of graphic
stories. These graphic stories will be collected in an anthology targeted at all
readers who are interested in Qatari culture in general, and young adult readers
in particular. We believe that these stories, which are both informative and
engaging, could be of valuable use in the classroom and beyond to educate young
readers about traditional Qatari culture and lore, to promote literacy, and to
instil an appreciation for reading and the visual arts.
The main aims are: To increase awareness of Qatari history, tradition and culture
among the general reading public and particularly among young adults in Qatar
and beyond; To increase reading among young adults who may be resistant to
books and other materials that do not support their specific learning styles and/
or relate to their socio-cultural context; To provide opportunities for general
and young adult readers to explore a text-based graphic medium to stimulate
interest in reading, the visual arts, and Qatari culture; and To encourage bilingual literacy in Arabic and English by presenting versions
of the graphic stories in both languages.
Overall, we regard our project as a way to help realize
important national objectives and, moreover, that
furthering these initiatives will in turn play a critical
role in the development of a robust knowledge-based
society in Qatar enriched by the contribution of the
arts and humanities. The development of science and
technology plays an important role in the growth of any
modern society, including Qatar, but for a knowledge
society to truly thrive, it must also develop artistic and
humanistic values, including creativity, innovation, literacy,
preservation of heritage and the fostering of cross-cultural
dialogue and understanding.
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A quiet social revolution with far-reaching implications is underway in Qatar:
many Qatari men marry women who are not Qatari by birth.
I have focused on what I have termed “the New Qataris:” western women who
are neither Muslim nor Qatari by birth. Who are these women and how do they
go about the business of becoming and being Qatari Muslims? How do their
conversion and their new nationality affect and influence their
identity formation?
The research involved an extended period of participant observation, as well as
focused discussions. Much useful information was gleaned from ‘living the life’
with women - at coffee mornings and at religious lectures followed by food, etc.
Many of the New Qatari women I observed choose to be ultra-Qatari in their
lifestyles as part of their assimilation strategy, forging a new Muslim-Qatari
identity in the process. They adopt and adapt the honor-modesty-piety code of
the country, sometimes conflating it with the requirements of the Muslim way of
life, but often in full knowledge that some of their particular life-style choices
are cultural rather than religious.
It is possible that on an unconscious level, in order to diffuse their otherness,
these New Qataris try to live the identity of a remembered but vanishing way of
life. They live in a self-consciously and publicly “Muslim” way and/or to uphold
old-fashioned Qatari values and life-styles, very often to a greater degree
than their born-Qatari contemporaries. Thus, surprisingly, they are often the
traditionalists, the upholders of the old ways of dressing, being and living, while
the “born-Qatari” women at a similar stage of life often seek to be more “modern”
and more western. This holds true even for those women who have chosen a more
secular life-style.
These New Qataris create a fusion of a universalist Islam, Qatari culture and
that of their home countries. Their alternative chosen identity is not only the
result of their belief system: it is created by the way they enact ritual, by ways of
using language (blending Arabic and English, for example), and ways of dressing,
working, eating, living, and making friends.
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The aim of this research is to identify some of the possible factors that lead to
the uprising of the different Arab states, ultimately leading to what we know
better as the “Arab Spring”. To be more precise, we shall see if the people were
justified to revolt through their cause, and, if it was rightful, than we would
witness the difference between a revolt and the right to revolt; the latter is
based on anarchy whereas the former rests on a sense of duty. In order to
do that, we shall embed ourselves in canonical western philosophy, as well
as history, and apply the “philosophical triggers” on a case-by-case study of
handpicked countries. Those countries will be Syria, Libya, Egypt, Tunisia, and
Qatar. Furthermore, we shall isolate the various points of views extracted from
contemporary authors and articles to see if a match can be established with
the philosophers and their theories; used as our foundation of this research.
The various theories accumulated from the contemporary authors will then be
our dichotomy-meter, measuring to what scale the philosophical suggestions
hold any truths as reason to these revolutionary uprising (economical, political,
principle, rights, ethics…) When a match has been made we will try to understand
why some countries were subject to these uprising and other countries in
the region weren’t. Our final step would be to foreshadow, in the best of our
abilities and based on the research at hand, what the future might hold for these
countries, which suffered a revolution. These “Blossoms of Revolution” would
then reveal the fruits of their tumult, and they would help us in our last task.
Finally, if the Holy Qu’ran, the Mandate of Heaven, and the Magna Carta count
amongst their words those of a rightful uprising against oppressive rulers then,
the Revolution would become a right, a safe-guard that transcends space and
time, a tool passed down to use when the time for the generation in question has
come, to restore balance between governed and governor.
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Background: Our research investigates the impact of the sudden profusion
of internet media and other forms of global communications on family values
in Qatar. The majority of mass communications and sociological research
has focused on examining the media content and the audience of the media
in the United States and Europe. However, documentation on the societal
consequences of the dissemination of internet media and other forms of mass
communication on Arab, and in particular Gulf countries such as Qatar, remains
scarce. The particular placement of Qatar at the heart of the crosscurrents of
globalization affords a unique opportunity to examine this phenomenon.
Objective: This paper attempts to gauge to what degree global communications
are driving individualism a modern sense of citizenship and national identity,
and to what degree the weakening of family solidarities may have adverse
consequences for communal identities and the fabric of households and the
nation as a whole.
Methodology: The centerpiece of our research is a survey that attempts to
determine inter-generational and inter-class differentials, evaluating the
impact of the global communications revolution on the public discourse on
family values, as well as on broader social dynamics within the Qatari nationstate. The sample consisted of 54 respondents. Further, a literature review was
set to determine the theoretical framework of whether consumption of global
communications leads to greater individualization and cultural homogenization
alike.
Results: A pattern of cultural homogenization towards the post-industrial
model of greater individualism can be observed in a Qatari society permeated
with ICT media, even if we have discerned numerous attempts to streamline and
attenuate this overarching process by a set of cultural firewalls.
Conclusions: Our research concluded that Qatar finds itself very much in the
twilight zone of modernity, witnessing a bewildering pace of expanding realms
of knowledge through ICT and educational institutions, yet still evincing a
deep desire to hold on to traditional values and identity references. This study
therefore challenges the determinism of modernization, globalization or
convergence theories, which predict that traditional norms and worldviews and
distinctive national and religious identities will be eroded by the exposure to
global streams of knowledge.
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Background: Harvard University Graduate School of Design has signed an
agreement to lead a research project entitled Gulf Encyclopedia for Sustainable
Urbanism (GESU). This holistic, multi-year, cross-disciplinary, cross-border
study focusing on sustainable urbanism in the Gulf Region is sponsored by
MSHEIREB, a subsidiary of Qatar Foundation, Qatar. The methodology will be
based on a rigorous understanding of the past, present and future development
trajectories in the region as well as on the most current knowledge
of sustainability.
Objectives: Through a socio-cultural perspective, this research looks at the
tribal migration patterns to and from Qatar and its affect on the concept of
“fireeq”. The traditional culture of Qatar was largely based on this concept. It
provided the social and physical fabric that bound the Qatari culture together.
The research objective is to question and elucidate whether the concept of
“fireeq” can be a culturally sustainable urban design model in contemporary
times in Qatar.
Methods: Through a research survey of recorded oral histories and written
historical accounts, an analysis will be made to determine the relevance of this
concept in future residential and neighborhood planning studies for Qatar. This is
part of a growing body of multi-disciplinary research to support and inform the
goals of the Gulf Encyclopedia for Sustainable Urbanism.
Conclusions: Tribes first established their “fireeq” settlements in Qatar upon
their physical attainment of land. In a socio-cultural context, the “fireeqs” were
built and expanded as a means of survival; against the constant raids of other
tribes; and as a manifestation of the tribal and family unity in a predominantly
Muslim society. However, with the vast increase of migration of new families
with varying value systems to Qatar in the 20th century and the ensuing life
style changes came the act of co-modification of land. With the co-modification
of land and transformations of socio-cultural customs and values, the actual
applicability of the concept of the “fireeq” slowly began to fade. However, will
some aspects of the “fireeq” concept evolve to be vitally effective and culturally
important in the future well being and social patterns of Qatari communities’
remains to be determined?
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Background: Our research investigates the impact of the sudden profusion
of internet media and other forms of global communications on family values
in Qatar. The majority of mass communications and sociological research
has focused on examining the media content and the audience of the media
in the United States and Europe. However, documentation on the societal
consequences of the dissemination of internet media and other forms of mass
communication on Arab, and in particular Gulf countries such as Qatar, remains
scarce. The particular placement of Qatar at the heart of the cross-currents of
globalization affords a unique opportunity to examine this phenomenon.
Objective: This paper attempts to gauge to what degree global communications
are driving individualism a modern sense of citizenship and national identity,
and to what degree the weakening of family solidarities may have adverse
consequences for communal identities and the fabric of households and the
nation as a whole.
Methodology: The centerpiece of our research is a survey that attempts to
determine inter-generational and inter-class differentials, evaluating the
impact of the global communications revolution on the public discourse on
family values, as well as on broader social dynamics within the Qatari nationstate. The sample consisted of 54 respondents. Further, a literature review was
set to determine the theoretical framework of whether consumption of global
communications leads to greater individualization and cultural homogenization
alike.
Results: A pattern of cultural homogenization towards the post-industrial
model of greater individualism can be observed in a Qatari society permeated
with ICT media, even if we have discerned numerous attempts to streamline and
attenuate this overarching process by a set of cultural firewalls.
Conclusions: Our research concluded that Qatar finds itself very much in the
twilight zone of modernity, witnessing a bewildering pace of expanding realms
of knowledge through ICT and educational institutions, yet still evincing a
deep desire to hold on to traditional values and identity references. This study
therefore challenges the determinism of modernization, globalization or
convergence theories, which predict that traditional norms and worldviews and
distinctive national and religious identities will be eroded by the exposure to
global streams of knowledge.
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This thesis examines Qatar’s mediation efforts in the Lebanese crisis of 2008
and how it succeeded in resolving the conflict. It explores the possibility of
the emergence of a cross-cultural mediation model that may have relevant
application to other Muslim countries. The study was informed by the wealth
of Western and Islamic approaches to diplomacy. Qatar’s mediation in the
Lebanese conflict of 2008 demonstrated the use of tactics from both traditions.
The research found that both Islamic and western mediation models are
compatible in important respects. The study suggests that building on the
strengths of each approach leads to successful outcomes.
Qatar’s mediation efforts in the Lebanese conflict employed largely western
approaches in combination with Islamic principles and values. The experience
has been identified as a new cross-cultural mediation model thvat may have a
wider application in the region.

This paper aims to review some researches on sukuk, the difference between
sukuk and bonds, sukuk kinds, the role of shari’ah supervisory, sukuk case study
(Qatar Global Sukuk), many related issues and finally the future for the sukuk.
Sukuk represents the most innovative product of Islamic finance and one of the
fastest growing sectors in Islamic finance. Sukuk can be structured based on
the principles of contract of exchange such as (Ijarah, Murabahah, Istisna’) and
contract of participation such as (Musharaka and Mudarabah). Sukuk structuring
takes into account the removal of non shari’ah compliant features such as
Gharar, Riba, and Gambling. In Islamic countries there is increasing demand for
shari’ah complaint instruments as the rest of the countries as an alternative to
conventional instruments. Sukuk market faces problems of it’s early stage of
development, some Muslim scholars have questioned it’s level of compliance
with the Shar’iah rules and the main criticism was from Sheikh Muhammad
Taqi Usmani, specially Sukuk Al Musharaka, Sukuk Al Mudaraba and Sukuk Al
Istithmar. Therefore, the Shariah Board of (AAOIFI) issued it’s resolutions in
February 2008 to illustrate various areas in sukuk.
By comparision between sukuk and bonds we can realize that the sukuk
represent the ownership stakes in well defined assets and the underlying
contract for sukuk issuance is a permissible contract, there are 14 categories
defined by AAOIFI, while bonds represent pure debt obligations and the core
relationship is a loan of money, which implies a contract whose subject is purely
earning money on money (riba)
In order to achieve the objective of a developed sukuk secondary market, there
should be: greater cooperation among the industry players, better coordination
to address the issue of Shari’ah harmonization, Greater participation from
corporate sector and financing of Infrastructure projects, Key support by
Regulatory bodies, Creation of International sukuk.
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